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NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS
MONDAY, MAILCH 2, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE OS SCTIDTION AND HUMAN NEEDS,

110hington. D.C.

The committee met at 10
New Senate Office 131111(1i)

ptirsoant to call. in room G-30$,
- et.at,or George S. NIt.GON-t`ill (ellni1111;111

of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators :\IcGovern. Percy, and Dole.
Also present . William ('. Smith, !Yeneral counsel and staff director;

Gerald S. 3. Cassidy, professional staff member; and ('loileilee V.

,\Icliee, professional staff member for the minority.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE McGOVERN, A U.S. SENATOR

FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA, CHAIRMAN OF THE
COMMITTEE

Senator McGovEvN. The committee will be in order.
Before we open our first hearings this year, I would like to take this
oppor.tunity to tht..ak each member of the select. committee for his
contnbufion to our work over the past year.
When we met for the, first time on December 17, 1908, we faced a

situation were the country was hugely ignorant, of the problem of
hunger and mulnotrition.
This ignorance was reflected in at total food aid budget, for that year
of barely $650 million, less than 15 percent of the tunount needed to
put an end to hunger and malnutrition in this country.
COMMITTEE PLAYED DECISIVE 110LE

Today, 1 year later, that $650 million figure has jumped to c,1.0
billion. Taking nothing, awn from the administration, I twist say that

think the bipartisan efforts of the members of this committee in

bringing the problems of hunger before the American people played a
decisive role in that dramatic 300 percent jump in our commitment to
the battle against hunger.
I would like to remind the members of the committee of the hist 060
food stamp bill that was passed in the Senate in September of last year,
and then more recently in this session the modified "Talmadge school
lunch bill, those two measures providing much of what, we need iii the
way of legislative authority to pia nn end to hunger in this colln try.
(1)

A BROAD MANDATE

The Ori!rinal

i'41:IbliS11111,., the Se 'eel Minn lit ee

reermimentliog a voordnited program whieh will assure every
U.S. resident adequate food. medical assistance, and other related
basic necessity of life and health.

Toward this end, we have spent our first year examining the immediate food nook of 111e American people, and the adequacy of our public
and private system for delivering the food to meet those needs.
As I hate Said ho 300 percent jump in aid over the past year was

largely the result of mir studies. But I t lank we NV0111(1 all agree that

another result of our %vork over. the past year has been a growing recognition that the President, was right when he said last Aral" that millions
of Americans are simply too poor to feed their families properly.
Commodities, food stamps, and free school lunches are all import :tot .
hnt in the last analysis they are all measures of our failure to enable 25
million of our fellow citizens to obtain the income they need to meet
even their most basic huma need, the need for food.

1 think it is a reflection on our country that we alone amine, the

advanced nations of the world find it necessary to hand out packages
of food and food stamps just to keep some of our citizens from hunger
and starvation.

Certainly, stamps are better than hunger, but they are not an

acceptable substitute for a good job and a living income.
Americans, all Aulericuns, rich and poor alike, are a proud people.
They do not relish handouts of food, stamps, or even cash. What they
want, ill my opinion, is a chance to join the rest of the country ill the
ability to earn their own way.

A coordinated program to assure every U.S. resident the basic

necessity of life must include provisions that will (rive them this chanre
to escape Irma poverty and the dole and earn their own way us productive participants in our economy.

There are a number of income assurance programs now pending

before the Congress. Each chums that it will insure adequate income for
tInose nimble to work while at the same time encouraging those who
are able to work to do so. Each also claims to deal effectively with the
complesitit es and glaring inequities of the present, Nvelfare system.
The purpose of this week's hearings on hunger and the income gap

is to acquaint this committee and the Nation with these various proposals designed to close the income gap and thus put a final end to
hunger and poverty.
wa.A.T IS ADEQUATE INCOME?

We will be seeking answers to such questions as lhat, given today's
soaring prices, is an adequate income; how can the costly, humiliating
welfare investigation be eliminated; what is the most effective way
of providing better jobs for the majority of our poor who already work
or seek work; and how many Americans would need to receive welfare
payments if we were doing the job we should be doing with our programs of preventing provecty in the first place.
Our first witness this week, the Reverend Jesse Jackson, is, ill my
opinion, nniquely qualified to speak on the ways in which we must
1110Ve tv meet the income needs of our citizens.
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As director of Operation Breadbasket of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, he has organized a most impressive feeding
program for the hungry of Chicago, in his State of Illinois, and even
a more massive drive to win jobs and incomes for his people.
He played an essential role in helping to build the public consensus
that made possible the gains on the hunger front in the U.S. Senate
in 1969 and the opening months of 1970.
He is a personal friend and a constituent of Senator Percy, a member
of this committee.
I would like to call on Senator Per to present our first witness at
this time.
Senator PERCY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator :NIcGovEnx. Reverend Jackson, maybe you could assume
your place at the witness table.
Senator PERCY, Senator Dole also will have a statement to make.
STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES H. PERCY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE-OF ILLINOIS

\1r. Chairman, members of the committee:
I am very pleased to introduce Jesse Jackson, national director of
Operation Breadbasket as our first witness.
He is well qualified to testify on the needs of the black community
for a more comprehensive and uplifting income maintenance program.

I believe that since these .are some of the initial hearings in this
very important subject, he can contribute importantly to them.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, I have felt very strongly that this com-

mittee, whieli has a charter to investigage nutrition and human
needs, must look at all human needs.

HEALTH CARE FOR THE IMPOVERISHED

One of the greatest areas of need is health care. The disparity that
exists between those with the adequate income and those who do not
have adequate income to obtain health care is literally nothing less

than scandalous. The United States of America, presumably the
healthiest nation on earth, is one of the worst nations in providing
health care for the impoverished.
There is the tremendous problem of providing treatment of those

who have some income, enough so that they don't get, in Chicago
terms, a green curd, but who would have absolutely inadequate income should they be hit with some sort of a medical disaster.

I received last week a telegram from Dr. Andrew L. Thomas, chairman of the Health Division of Operation Breadbasket and president
of the Cook County Division.
Dr. Thomas pointed out the crisis that we face in Chicago. where
county hospitals, Cook County Hospital, had to close their doors and
say, "We can take no one in at any time, day or night, unless they arc
critically ill, unless they are an emergency, virtually unless they are
On a death bed."
Cook County Hospital, which has a staff of some 6,000 people,
including the nursing school, and 2,500 beds, roughly, had only 15
beds available in the middle of one night when on au average night
they have 60 cases for admission.

4

1 visited Cook County Hospital yesterday as a result of this wire.
I also visited the Martin Lther Ring Neighborhood Health Clinic
on Saturday morning and met with their staff: Loyola Hospital. and
met with their staff, and Evanston. But it was alt Cook County
yesterday afternoon that I had a grim picture of the inadequacy of
health care.
Income will inake up the difference bet \veen whether people can
afford to get health core or not. Here the people don't pace the income,
and the hospital simply does not have the capacity to handle people.
From 11 p.m. Saturday night until 7 the next !miming there were
22 births, 13 women in labor in one room.

In the medical unit yesterday afternoon, 65 patients. men and

wotnen in wards with one bathroom, no shower, and one bathtub.
In the United States of America, with the affluence we have in this
country, to have unbearable conditions like this is intolerable. Now
with medicare and medicaid, it is even worse from the standpoint Of
county hospitals.
Medicare and medicaid have provided adeq na.e
t
income or salcieney of income for other hospitals out in the suburbs. out of the
inner city areas', to wow hare enough income to attract away 7.:1111'
of 'lie better doctors from the county hospitals.
So we are facing even a more critical situation as a result of demands
and programs Avbiell are rightfully aimed to take care of the aged
and those in later years, but which leave the expectant mother, which
leave the family with eight, or nine children, with insufficient income
to care for the basic, medical needs hopelessly behind.
In surveys in the. Martin Luther Bing Center, for instance, 50 percent of all the families that they have reached out to bring in are in
need of medical attention. Here, physical and mental developultlit are
impaired. We talked with some of the health care people who have
been trained in that center as to \diethyr there is hunger and malnutrition in the community, and the stories that they tell would wring
your heart. Right in an area where you should be able to deliver food.
we have no emergency commodity food program in Chicago, and
hungry people.
If you live in the suburbs of Cook County there is an emergency
commodity food program. You can get a selection of 10 types of food
if you live in the suburbs. But if you live in the city, you can't get food
delivered to you.
At the bottom of the depression we were able to deliver food. We
are able to deliver food in Vietnam, hot meals and hot breakfasts in
any corner of Vietnam, but you can't deliver food to starving, and
hungry children in the city of Chicago today because city hall has said
it is too eXpensive or we haven't the delivery system or it is too complicated to try.
I am very happy that we have a very knowledgeable man who has
lived closely to this problem, who is dedicated to finding a solution
within the system that we now have before us today, He nos petitioned
the State legislature. lie has petitioned Congress.
He is here to see that we, as a legislative body, respond to these
needs and hear what the needs are, and then to see that the system
really works.
The system will last so long as it, is responsible and responsive. It
won't last in the form that.we know it if it doesn't meet the bunion
needs that \vv face in this country.

Wo certainly wrIconie you as a valued witness.
Sc-nator NleGovmtx, senator Dole.
STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT DOLE. A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF KANSAS

Senator DOLE. First. I share the ,-;tatenients of both the chairman
and Senator Percy and wish to make a brief statement of my own,

Ir. Chairman.
The Select and 1N-onlegislative Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs beginning 0 new series of hem-jogs into time somewhat ambig
tmous area of the "hunger and the income gap."
Hopefully. the elniihasis will be c,n matters over which this committee has jurisdiction. If we are to discuss nutrition and human needs.,
then this is the correct forum.
If we are to dissect the President's family assistance program and
otherwise discuss, criticize, and debate S. 29SO or other related proposals, it would be well to adjourn in deference to the Committee on
Finance bog,(ore vhich the bill is pending.

Last year, this committee assumed jaisdiction over food stamp

programs and school lunch programs, at least de facto jurisdiction.
During the debate n continuing, the life of this committee, which
continuation I suppor ..ed, both the chairman and ranking Republican
of the Agriculture Committee expressed their concern for what they
viewed Os significant overstepping, of defined jurisdiction by the Nutri-

tion and Human Needs Committee.

Now it would appear that the committee is moving on from the
confines of agriculture jurisdiction to the broader realm of the Committee on Finance.
As long as we are ill the Finance Committee's area, we might as well
start on a 110141- tax reform bill or have hearings on farm programs, the

war in Vietnam, the space program, air pollution, or any other area of
interest to this committee.
Mr. Chairman, we all recognize the gravity of malnutrition in this

Nation. There is, as stated m the debate on this committee's continuation, much unfinished work which lies within the jurisdiction
granted by the Senate.
Let us focus our attention on the problems that are really ours. But

doing so, this committee can best fulfill its mandate and serve the
American people.

Mr. Chairman, as a member of this committee now for some 13
Or 14 months, I honestly believe we can do much in the area of

oversight, in the urea of duplication and effectiveness of programs,
but it does seem that in our efforts to preempt or prejudge the work
of other committees we are having hearings on the family assistance
program before any hearings have been held by the Senate Committee on Finance, which has legislative jurisdiction.
It should be pointed out to the public that this is a select committee.
We have no legislative power. We cannot report any bill from this
commit tee.

if we are going to discuss specific legislation, the witnesses should

come prepared to discuss that legislation, specifically and not in
generalities.

6

I certainly share tlie views of both Senators present this morning
but hope WV OUhl confine ourselves titzs year to areas (tree
1110 curuntittee 'Ws state] jurisdiction ,;al not proceed into areas
that belong to other committees of Congress.
Senator MCGOVERN. Let nie just respond briefly to the comments
of the tienator from Kansas. I want to road zirttin the original resolution that created this committee. I am quoting now. The name of the
committee is the Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs.
1C have been charged under the terms of our authorizing resolution
with "Recommending a coordinated program or programs which will
assure every United Stoles resident adequate food. niedieal assistance
and other related
incessities of life and health.''
'.Cho sql:ito from Kansas is free to interpret that resolution as be

wishes ill terms of his own. judgment. But it seems to me to be a
broad inamkte lo this committee to look at the problems of medical
care, to look at other related human needs as stated in the original
resolution, and no one can look at those problems in any kind of
coordinated sense, which we were asked to do under the resolution
creating this committee. without considering the proposals that have
been made to deal witlu the problems of lifting the income of the American people.
So it seems to uric perfectly proper that this committee, in 1970, go

on from a consideration of hunger and malnutrition. to which we
directed our major effort in 1969, as Senator Percy has said. to look
at such related problems as health and the income probleni4 of our
citizenry.

It seems perfectly proper that we bet7in this hearing this morning
with a consideration of the theme of the income gap as it relates to
hunger and Litman needs.
I am fully aware of the fact that this committee has 110 legislative
power, but I think we demonstrated in 1969 and again in 1970 that
we do have some capacity to influence the course of legislation in the
U.S. Senate.
We did that with some effectiveness last fall on the food stamp bill.
We did it again in 1970 on the school lunch program.
It would be my hope that we could influence the course of these
programs that relate to the overall needs of the American people.
That, I believe, is the function of this committee.
It Is to look with some broader perspective than hos been brought
to bear on these problems heretofore by some of the standing committees in the Senate.
Senator Dole.

Senator DOLE. I supported the chairman in some of those efforts
and, of course, have no quarrel with general heaiings on the gap
between income and proper maintenance, but it does appear to me
that we are certainly upstaging the Finance Committee. They are
charged with the responsibility of holding hearings on the income
maintenance proposals. If we are going to become some super nonlegislative committee that goes to the floor each time another committee passes out some legislation that affects human needs or
nutrition, then I don't know any limitations on the powers we have,
that perhaps we ought to get into the space program, too.
Senator i\IcGovEnN. I think the space program is doing very well
without assistance from this committee.
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STATEMENT OF REV, JESSE JACKSON, NATIONAL. DIRECTOR,
e4-

OPERATION BREADBASKET, SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

Senator McGovEnx. Reverend Jackson, we will be glad to hear
from you now.
Reverend JACKSON. Thank you very much. I hope 1 won't be
held in contempt before this committee for my preamble based upon
my exposure to the pOlitical life of America.
While committees fiddle and debate the approach to the elimination
of hunger, the hungry hurt, black and Nvhite, inumerically more white
than black.
COMMITTEE'S POWER TO EXPOSE HUNGER

want to thank you because, in spite of your limited legislative
powers your tremendous power to expose hunger and to make the
invisible visible has made itself manifest at the community level.
This affluent Nation could not believe before 2 years ago that it
was one of the lowest in health care, and that 40 million were malnourished, 28 million of which wore white, 12 million of which were
black and other Minority groups.
Of course, you have exposed this issue on behalf of the community
that I relate to, I would like to express my gratitude.
Hunger is a hurting thing, for hunger maims and kills and throttles
potential. It is the basic link between hunger and poverty that keeps
this Nation from attaining the growth and the development that is
possible, given its massive resources.

Moreover, that basic link keeps the poor locked in powerless

frustration. The poor have been made the scapegoats for the imperfections and occasional sluggishness in the economy.

Rather than free the poor, we choose to filibuster about their
condition. Thus, that condition does not improve. It worsens with
time. Indeed, we persist in accusing the poor of being lazy, but the
poor are not lazy. They are left out and laughed at. They are counted
out and swindled of their birthright.
NATION'S ECONOMY MUST REACH. EVERYONE

But they have been the backbone of the Nation's economy. Their
labor was priced cheap but it was extremely valuable and, in fact,
proved indispensable to the making, of America.
Despite this fact, the Nation designs its welfare programs and even

its language with the intention of shaming the poor out of their
condition.

But when the poor view the Nation's surpluses over and against the

rank starvation they face, they are not ashamed; they are angry.

Their anger is compounded by a state of helplessness which simply
deepens the distress of their condition.
We need to draw a program that will affirm that the poor will be
poor no longer, poverty and hunger are unnecessary in this economy,
and should be seen as a form of involuntary servitude which ought to
be outlawed.
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Instead, we have given ground for a conspiracy between hunger and

the public policy to sustain institutional poverty. The conspiracy

exists and it is tune for the Nation to see its complicity in misery and
despair at the expense of the helpless.
The troth is that the poor are not responsible for poverty or for the
welfare system, which purports to deal with poverty by controlling the
poor.

The welfare system was not designed by the poor. Welfare was

necessary because of the greed of men at the top who were frightened
at the Nation's economy and withheld their money.
Their manipulation of fiscal and monetary policy shut off the econ-

omy at its most vulnerable 'mint, namely the base. Rather than

develop a system to meet, need, those in decisionmaking capacities

established a way for covering their own greed.
It is evident that a nation ctumot remain half poor and hungry and
half free, no more than the house divided against itself can stand.
So a house or a nation divided against itself at the dinner table or at
the wage table cannot and will not long endure.

Public welfare has institutionalized the house divided against, it-

self. 'Pen full years after we had set the poverty standard in this Nation
at $6,600, for a family of four in terms of standard of living, only two
States have public assistance grants for families of the poor that, exceed
the $2,700 level.

There is uniformity in the draft system for killing, but not in the

draft system for healing. Thus, when we condemn the poor for desiring
handouts, we need to be reminded that handouts are all that they get,

and that their very survival is perverted to respond to and expect,
handouts, those whose pride and/or ingenuity lead them to secure
more than the handouts are characterized as cheats and thieves and
d.ealth with accordingly.
Today there are those who still debate the question what is poverty

while their polemics become a growing body of rhetoric now shaped
into a consensus of middle America dissatisfaction, the poor continue
to languish in thr'y condition.
According to the most conservative estimates there are 24.6 million
nonaged poor persons, despite the fact that only 6 percent of them

live in families headed by aged persons. Their condition is one of
a
constantly negotiating desperation and economic
Sonic 42 percent of them worked full time for over 4weeks in 1967,

for instance. Yet they remain in poverty. Again, according to the

Heineman report, drawti from the documents prepared by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 58 percent of the'Working
poor worked only part time during the year. Some 33 percent of the

twinged heads of poor families were faced with severe disability.
Fifty percent or some 1.2 million poor families consisted of mothers
with responsibilities for small children.

Less than 3 percent of the nonaged heads of poor families. who
choose not, to work at all for the options of the poor are limited and

costly. Nothing establishes this fact with greater clarity than the
realization that poor people who work have found no guarantee of an
escape from poverty.

The so-called move out of poverty has consisted in a torturous
marching of lime which shoves a person sideways without moving
a head.
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Well over 25 percent, of those who moved out of poverty in the
1960's moved only $500 beyond the poverty line; S percent moved
only $200 beyond the poverty line.
Indeed, the other side of this tragedy is that the upward spiral of
price indexes actually added at least 2 million people to poverty roles
at the end of the 1960's, noted the Heineman report.
On education for the poor, the poor get, some schooling but very
little education. Their curriculum consists of the school id hard knocks
where credits are earned through hard experience. Their fate is predetermined and their starved checks are always post-dated low income.
Over 25 percent of those with less than 8 years schooling earn less

than $3,000 per year. The median income of family heads with less
than 8 years of schooling is a full $8,000 less than those with college
training.

In addition, the poor are called upon to enter schools that incarcerate them for life. The lives of the poor become it composite of
anxiety and collarless destitution, frozen into subsistence incomes.
Over 14 percent of urban families are poor. We saw these families
on our last summer's hunger trip, whether in Rockford, Peoria,
Decatur, Danville, Carbonville, or Cairo. More of them are white
than black, and we were able to make them visible during the trek.
White poverty was made visible by the hunger trek we took this
summer. We cannot say we found the people, for they were never
lost, only mislaid or displaced by an economy that exploited 'their
bodies and their labor and then discarded them.
Neither the press nor the people within the communities we visited
would believe that there was poverty among whites. But in Rockford
and Winnebago Counties we learned of 14,000 white families with
incomes under $4,000 per year.

In Peoria, we found 8 percent unemployment; most of it among

whites.

In East St. Louis, 24 percent of the AFDC fathers were white

and white families were among those in the model cities target area
where income was $2,535 for working fathers per year.
These were the portraits of loss in the vast murals of alienation that
met our eyes and our consciences. For example, in Cairo, poor whites
were in the forefronts of a mistaken battle "pitting have-nots against
have-nots" on grounds of color when the real problem was the stagnation of the economic situation leading to loss of jobs and of profits;

money and Manpower and resources in that beleaguered little fortress at the tip of southern Illinois.
We are the bearers of an American dream that hardly is compatible
with the nightmare that these people face.
The National Advisory Commission estimated that if Negro men
were upgraded in employment so that their occupational distribution
were identical to that of the male labor force as a whole, their total
earned income would be about 30 percent higher than it is.
By contrast, reducing the Negro unemployment rate to the levels

of white rates would add less than 10 percent to the Negro's aggregate
earnings, even if they found jobs at the pay level prevailing for white
men.

Several years ago the National Labor Service estimated that blacks
and other minorities were deprived of over $30 billion per year in
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wages due to discrimination. Personal income for the Nation was
$759.8 billion in 1969.

For over 11 percent of the labor force that is black it was Only $53
billion. Black Sylvester Johnson Wits singing "something is holding
Inc back, maybe it is because I am black or poor," was not caroling a
romance but certainly a reality.
We would warn the Nation that what holds us back will ultimately

ensnare the total republic. glen should eat in this Nation because

the soil is fertile.
By that same token, men should have decent housino. because there
are trees and other ingredients for the proper construction of houses.

Yet the author of "The Other America" no longer ago than last

month said that the Nation had yet to attain its 1948 housing goal of
800,000' housing units as the initial step in securing a decent house
for all our citizens.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt in the "Four Freedoms" address enunciated that there must be freedom from want. He saw this feedom as
an inextricable tide as freedom from fear.

Ancient. scriptures say that lie who turns his back on the poor

rejects God and in his affliction will not attend to his needs.

Yet, last year's statistics tell us that over 9,000 farmer payees

received $20,000 not to work. Five farmers and farm payees received
$1 million not to farm, one over $43, million not to farm.
ILLEGAL TO RAISE OWN FOOD

People, white and black, are malnourished and starving on Government subsidized farms where it would be illegal for them to raise their
own food.

At least 32 farm payees received over $250,000 not to farm.

Illinois, the third wealthiest State in the Nation, had the fourth

highest concentration of hunger families, some 629,000 families in
all, more than 2 million people.
This same State earned over $666 million from its agricultural
exports and had over 35 farm households with farm sales in excess

of $40,000 to $60,000.
Senator PERCY. Could you give those figures again? What was the
2 million figure you gave?
Reverend JACKSON. Some 629,000 families in all.
Senator PERCY. And 2 million people are what?
Reverend JACKSON. Are listed as malnourished. The 629,000 fam-

ilies average over four persons per household. So the 629,000 times
four would average over 2 million people.
Senator PERCY. What statistical and research material stands

behind that?

Reverend JACKSON. Based upon the poverty level, based upon the
income level, and the persons on welfare, people in Cook County, for

example, and in Chicago, 26 cents per day, per meal, per person
allowance is 78 cents a day given the price of food and 78 cents for a

person, for those malnourished by definition, unless they are misappropriating the moneys.
Also, we found that in those same areas the poor in some instances
could not even reveal their poverty because of the intimidation.

1')

We found in Cairo, 111., for example, we feel that the statistics are
even worse but we c0111d not Prove it, because we know from evidence

that we got among the people, black and white, that during the offseason the poor white and poor black are on welfare, but when it is

time to pick strawberries and cotton that, the politicians and the

xvelfare people collaborate and they are sent bark to the fields oil of
welfare. These are some of the kinds of evidences that we got.
This is part. or what we are trying to say, that we would' encourage
you, those of you on the committee, to come to some of these areas,

as you have, to talk with the people personally and not. just rely
upon the statistics.

Senator PERCY. You use the same sort of system the Internal
Revenue uses to prove that a person must have a certain income if
they are spending this amount of money and don't report enough
income to sustain the standard of living they have.
You are simply- saying if they only have this much income mid it
is known that they must be spending this much for rent and this
much for other nonfood items, then the level that they have available
left for food is simply insufficient to sustain an adequate diet.
Reverend JACKSON. In the Cook. County situation, where people
are averaging 78 cents a day for meals, over 58,000 families, it costs
$78 per day to use Cook County Hospital. They don't have adequate
.

medical care.
Senator DOLE. I wonder :f you might elaborate on the relationship

between the farm payments and the problem we are discussing,

Some of us, in fact the chairman and 1, serve on the Senate Agricul-

ture and Forestry Committee. We are now grappling with that

problem, payment limitation.
What is the direct relationship between so-called excessive farm
payments and Malnutrition?
Reverend JACKSON. The inconsistency for us on the one hand comes
that there is debate as to the poor needing more money, and oftentimes the argument is that they don't need more money because they
should work.
These men are receiving money not to work.
We found some poor people living on the Government farms and
because they were subsidized not to farm these people would have
been in conflict with the law if they had farmed to raise their food.
Some are earnestly desirous of working to farm on those farms.
Senator DotE. I don't defend the large payments. They are part of
the program that Congress enacted in 1965. It is not as if some farmer

were taking advantage of the Government or doing something he

wasn't authorized to do.

Congress passed this act in 1965. There has been an effort to
revise certain portions of the act. I think you will find the largest
payments in the cotton area. I am aware of some of the cotton payments, and to whom the payments were made.

The point I am making is that the average American farmer is
not living off of Government payments. He is not much happier
than you are, with the fact that lie must be paid a subsidy. as you
say, "not to farm."
In many instances, as I am certain the chairman knows, coming,
from the farming State of South Dakota, the farmer is really paid
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only a subsistence level, and it is all part. of the program to stop
raising, surpluses.
It is not a (1110S11011 of having the .surplus whe0t, for example, and

halving people hungry, because we would be very happy to dispose of
the wheat.

In fact, we have something in the neighborhood of $22 or $23

billion in the so-called food-for-pence programs.
We have been 0 very generous nation. Perhaps we 1100d to change

the basic law'. But. in the process, we don't. want to More up great,
surpluses of wheat. Or corn or cotton. If a large sorplus is built tip then

the dollars that may be going to the farmer now will go to some

Nvarchouseman or some large grain company for storage,

Reverend JACKSON. I am not a farm economist, but at the com-

munity level we see smile inconsistency between the States where there

are large agricultural exports and high subsidy payments and people

st arving.

'We also have some problem with the small farmer not getting the
subsidy, but some obvious relationship between the major politicians
and the rich farmer. That is why the few farmers get the most and the
many farmers become among the unemployed and the malnourished.
This we have seen evidence of in the field.
We have a problem with the inconsistency. We would assume that
you would come up with solutions.
Senator PEKcY. We thought we had.
Reverend JACESON. No, there is not yet a solution because it seems
that the farmer needs to be subsidized, just as the States have been
subsidized. They don't call it welfare for the rich. The call it subsidy.
But the farmer has been subsidized. The rich college student who

goes to Harvard has been subsidized. Those in oil have been subsidized. But the poor are not subsidized.
This is part of our concern, that there be sonic consistency because
the farmer needs to be protected, but so does the one who needs to eat.
OVERPRODUCTION AND TJNDERCONSUMPTON

Our last, major problem is the overproduction and the undereon-

sumption because of maldistribution. We call accept none of the argu-

ments of maldistribution because they can get to us to tax us, they
can get to us to draft us, but they can't get to us to feed us. So it
is just the inconsistency we are concerned about.
I would hope that by sharing this information with you that you
gentlemen would be challenged, either to challenge me by taking a
personal tour which I invite you to take, either right herein Washington
or in some of the farm areas.

We specifically went to some farms and Tasked with some poor

whites and some poor blacks who were starving.
May I continue?
Senator DOLE. Before. you do let me say, we are trying to find 0
solution. But it is sort, of a two-pronged problem.
First, how do we reduce surpluses; second, if we do lower surpluses
then we have to, ill effect, pay the farmer not to produce or tell him
to get off the farm.
It is a very delicate problem. It is a tough one. Of course, we hope
we can reach a solution with at better distribution program, where

42-77S-70pt. 1-2
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the surpluses go to those people who need the food, and at the same
time the farmer receives a fair market price.
I don't know of any farmer who wants excessive farm payments or
farm payments beyond the limit. But there is more than one problem
involved.
VESTED INTEREST IN THE POOR

Reverend JACKSON. I guess honesty would compel me to admit
that I have a vested interest in the poor because they are the ones I
represent. Perhaps you represent farmers at another level.
Our concern is not about the farm payments for their subsidy or
for their surplus. Our concern is the distribution of their surplus to
eliminate the hunger, so that both the farmer and the consumer can

be fed while we debate about what we are going to do about the excess
money for the farmer.
Senator DOLE. One of the largest excesses is cotton and you can't

do much with that.
Reverend JACKSON. I have trouble believing, for example, that
J. G. Boswell, in California, who receives $4.5 million a year not to
farm, would rather work to get the $4.5 million; that in the Stat3 of
California, the No. 1 agricultural State in the Nation in fact, you have
the second highest concentration of hunger families, more than 860,000
families starving.
Senator DOLE. Is Boswell a cotton farmer?
Reverend JACKSON. No; that is not cotton farming.
Senator DOLE. What kind of farming is it?
Reverend JACKSON. Food.,

Senator DOLE. There are only six basic commodities that receive
support payments. What does he produce? Cotton, wheat, peanuts,

feed grains, rice, or tobacco?
Reverend JACKSON. He may be raising a new nation with $4.5.
million.

Senator DOLE. No subsidy is paid for vegetable or citrus farmers.
Reverend JACKSON. I got these statistics from the Agricultural

Department which publicly lists those receiving payments not to
farm.
Senator DOLE. The big green book?
Reverend JACKSON. Why yes; big green book. It indicates. that

three farmers in California received more than $1 million a year
not 'to work. One receives $4.5 million, in Kings County, Calif.,

J. G. Boswell. There are five farmers receiving a half million dollars
or more not to farm.
Senator DOLE. That is partly accurate.
Reverend JACKSON. It is in the green book.
Senator DOLE. It doesn't say in the green book they are paid not
to work. They are paid not to farm. 1 think they are paid in accordance

with the provision of the program. I want to make it clear that the
farmers could care less, probably, about the program. It is something
Congress did. It is not something that the farmers are doing.
If the Congress made the mistake, you 1.1.ould criticize Congress.
Senator PEncY. As a nonmember of the Agricultural Committee,
I am not an expert in these cotton-picking payments that are made.

But I see more inconsistency in the agricultural subsidy program.
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It is those five crops that are always in trouble. There are 100 crops
that are in the free market, where you win or lose, and most of them

frenerally respond.

The market system is the best system we have ever designed. To
pay $4 million or S4.5 million to people for not producing, when any
dirt farmer with a pencil that long on the back of a brown envelope
iu 15 minutes can figure out how to beat the most elaborate computer-

ized production control system they have ever developed, I think
it is ridiculous. It is wrong- to pay that money out when you have an
estimate of $2.9 billion by the Budget Bureau to close the hunger gap

in America and we can't appropriate that money because we dou't
have it. The budget is too tight.
Yet, if you could just take money from over here on these fire
crops and -somehow move them into the free market and get than
out of the regulated and controlled area of trying to limit production,
there would be more money available. The crop subsidy is Just.as bat('

as tobacco subsidies, where we subsidize to limit production, still
stockpile tobacco, and then spend millions of dollars to advertise to
sell tobaccos abroad. You are still killing people of with cancer,, I
suppose, with American tobacco.
This is the roost inconsistent type of thinking I have ever seen.
Reverend. JAcKsoz.f. Seaator, it seems to me Senator Dole gave time
an excellent privilege to divert from my message and perhaps get on
his relative to challenging the Congress to be consistent.

I think that some of the stranglehold has to be directly related to
the power bloc of the Southern aristocracy which has been built t!p
by the seniority system which has its roots in tradition and not in
logic.

Seniority as opposed to brincring about wisdom is more closely
akin to senility. One would find m Sunflower County and other

Mississippi counties, the James Eastland territory, where the starvation is the most complete and most visible, where black and white
Senator DOLE. Is there starvation, or mainutrion?
RI.APRA IN AMERICA?

.Reverend JAcKsolq. In Sunflower County, Miss., you have people

looking as if they were brought here from Biafra. I mean exposed
ribs and dying in ditches.
Senator DOLE. Where?

Reverend JACKSON. In Sunflower County, Miss.

Senator DOLE. Do you have specific examples? If there are, we
ought to check into it immediately.
Reverend JACKSON. What I think we ought to do, which would be a
good challenge if you accept it, would be to take a trip to Mississippi,.

to James Eastland's territory and Senator Steams' territory. We
could probe it any chat you would be available.

Senator DOLE. I was there 3 days in January and saw some

problems but no one who looked as though he just came in from Biafra.
Reverend JACESOS. Maybe you just talked to elected officials.
Senator DoLE.. No; these were public hearings.
Reverend JACI:"40,7c. Unless you go beneath the level of the public
intimidation and ,ditosi, with some of the people who live in the areas
where they don't
have lights, where bathrooms are out still just
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beyond the ditch, where people feel that welfare is a. privilege rather.
than it right, where they think they earned public assistance because

they were loyal to the politicianjust heron(' the people that can

expose themselves publicly is another %clinic group of invisible iteople
in those, COUlltieS, the invisible IllajOrityt and if this commiltot would

accept the challenge to go there it would be very revealin for the

whole Nation.
Senator DOLE. Senator Percy made a good point.. We have helped
the farmers in America for the last, 28 years. As it result, in the deeade
of the 1060's we lost a third of our farmers. This indicates how much
help sometimes Federal programs can be.
The effort, and the intent, was sincere. It has been ever since we have
had farm programs.

The only point is that Federal subsidy alone doesn't mean you are
going to have success, either in welfare or On the farm or in any oilier
program.
Reverend JAcKsON. In closing, it Seems to me that there would be
less anxiety there if the starving people were subsidized as %cell as the
farmers because everybody should be subsidized.
If our consummate labor input has created 0 surplus, then all of us
should share in it. That.i§ the point. If there is now surplus it is because
:those that are now starving helped to create the surplus by knocking

away the weeds and knocking away the woods, and creating the

surplus.

As it is now structured, only the rich lavish in the surplus and the
poor arc denied to participate iu it. In fact, in absolute numbers there
were more hungry families in the Eastern and far western States and
'Northeas+ern States than in the South, which reveals that greater than
any generation gap alone has been the expectations gap.
These have been the areas of greatest rebellions and riots because
expectation has been highest. Deliverance has been lowest.

In this gap, alienation has set in. All evidence points to the fact

that the poor merely get poorer as their submarginal incomes are able

to purchase less and less and their wages shrink to the point of
meaninglessness.

This fact surfaced in a table recently published by U.S. News &

World Report which disclosed the moderate, middle and upper income

budgets prepared and scaled by the Department of Labor are for a

family of four living in a city. In every section of the Nation, including
the Deep South, a moderate budget went no lower than $8,000 for a
family of four, based upon need. The lowest moderate budget was
$8,832.

Moreover, the lowest minimum budget reported was $5,812, and as
far South as Louisiana, a. minimum budget was $5,997 for a family
of four.

In Chicago, a moderate budget was reported as $10,332. This is

beyond the Median income of the city.

HUMAN, SUBSIDY PROGRAM

But the moderate budget and the minimum budgets are in excess
of the median income of the poor and of the blacks. Our proposals
included: We believe that. it is absolutely imperative that the Nation
support some form of human subsidy legislation as a means of over-
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coming the structural poverty that has strangulated the potential and
frustrated the development of nearly 20 percent of this Nation.
The goal of stopping all hunger (ind malnutrition and removing the
scourge of poverty and de:;titntion from all people begins \VIM) We
(kettle that subsidizing persons as our greatest resource is a commitment to which we an, irreversibly bound.
For example, the human subsidy bill, called human security plan,
offered by the chairman of the kennte select committee. includes.
among other provisions, a children's allowance. America is the only

advanced industrial nation in the Western World without such a

prograin.
The allowance would offer one creative way of (healing NVitil poverty
Where it is most ditmat,,ring and where it makes people most vulnerable;

namely, in the lives of our children.

Other aspects of the human security plan raise significant issues
with which the Nation irtust be prepared to deal relative to employ-.,
limit and the income and care of the aged. What must be understood
is that the poor should be neither puppets nor prisoners in our society.
They are the products of the success of the industrial revolution. nos,
they should be nourished and encouraged and not shunted aside in
this Nation.

Self's Operation Breadbasket supports a ]human subsidy proposal that will eliminate the men and means test for eligibility for
benefits.

We have found in Chicago and in 10 different cities across the

Nation that persons \dm get up and leave their houses in the morning
to conic down to the basement of a church or to a makeshift cafeteria
or to a cafe certainly arc operating out of need and would not come
there if they did not need to eat and literally be publicly humiliated.
They did not need the means test. They simply needed food and they
chine to eat, even out of their houses.

We further contend that hunger and poverty must be declared

disasters and emergency measures taken to remove the blight brought,
on by the presence of both.
It seems to us that there is a direct correlation between man being
separated from rights that he should not be alienated from, like food,
health, education, a place to live, a chance to get educated.
It is indicated very clearly, based upon the structure of our Nation,

that we believe that a nation has an obligation to protect, not grant,
but to protect, man's inalienable rights, and that the only reason men
should be starving is that the nation does not have the fertile soil and
does not have the productive powers.
Emergency job retraining and job placement programs for unemployed and hungry people must be put into effect. These programs
need to be much more comprehensive than the usual manpower training programs and must provide a livable wage with adequate work
allowances to trainees as well as those placed out of its program.
We do not believe that just food stamps and commodity programs

speak to the issue, but people need jobs where they can purchase
food, where they con purchase a house, where they can send their
children to get education.
We believe that the root of the question really is a job or an income, not a variation in the styles of handouts. We believe that even
the Army and the National Guard, which we see come into our
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communities when the fruits of poverty manifest themselves in
.rebellion, should come at the roots rather than just coming ice tbc
long, hot Si mmers,

.Sometimes the Army ought to come in the long, cold winter and
be seen as friends of the poor. Just us t hey are seen in South Viet nam
they should be seen in South Carolina. where the Army brings food,
where the Army distributes services and sets up medical tents, where
everybody could begin to feel that there is it national commitment
to the elimination of poverty, ignorance and disease, and a national
commitment to a nation for the people, by the people, or the people,
not just of, by and for the few.
Programs dealing with other forms of negotiable tender than cash
should be abolished as soon us possible so as, t o end the stigma against
PONOIIS %lit/ 7.1 re poor and place them closer to the mainstream of the
American economy.
oil are people, you use money. To suggest t hat I use something less
than that would be to say that I am less t ban people, and by definition
assess Inc behind a psychological barrier that is more devastating t hurl
the biological barrier. Ultimately it costs inore not to feed 40 million
people than it does cost to feed 40 million people.
We also do not appreciate from perspective of the black community
that hunger and black arc seen as synonymous terms when in every
instance we found that there are numerically more white than black,
and the poor whites feel forsaken when they are offered a racists menu
when they need a balanced diet. The elimination of blacks is not. the
presence of food, health, or education for poor whites.
ADNITNISTRATION SAA'S ALL ARE ENTITLED TO GOOD HEALTH CARE

Public health has become a. public hazard in most cities of this
Nation. In July 1969, the administration, and specifically the President, made a declaration of health needs and spelled out the health
emergency in this Nation.
At that time, the President decreed that everyone is entitled to good
health care. The administration has failed to deliver on this promise,
health care as related to financing health needs.
Those who cannot finance their care in whole or in partusually
receive the very poorest care or no care at all.
If this committee does not expose and make the invisible, unhealthy
visible, then we are afraid that the Finance Committee will be able to
say that they do not exist because, by and large, they are invisible.
Charity as a criteria for establishing sound medical or health care is
completely unacceptable and has been rejected by the Federal Government as a guideline for health care.
Dr. Andrew Thomas reports that the growth of the Federal bureaucracy, has only intensified the problem. Al example of health care crisis
in this Nation can be seen on the streets of Chicago and in the wards

of its hospitals, particularly Cook County Hospital in Chicago just
visited by Senator Percy.
Infant mortality rates in the impacted black and poor ghettos arc

over 3S per 1,000 live births. In one ward, tuberculosis reaches 220 of
every 100,000 persons in urban America.
Two blocks from the area where the median income is 89,500 per
family, seven hospitals handled four -fifths of the black patients in the
city and Cook County alone handles 50 percent or more.
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Again, some 70 physicians out of 7.000 serve half of Cook. Ummtv's
265,000 medical aid recipients. This results in assembly line medical
care, with a vengeance. Again, Dr. Andrew Thomas stated that, the
crisis in Cook County is so severe that, field-type emergency hospitals
should be set tip in the black and poor community.
Fortunately, some doctors now are developing 0 greater commit-

ment to public health than personal wealth. This value system is

needed as much as assistance from the Government.
Finally, it is crucial that those most affected by the crisis have prepaid medical health plans and that they be allowed to participate in
the planning and the development. of the program.
It is not necessary that. they be experts in all aspects of medicine for
they will certainly sense the needs, which they have.
CONCLUSION

This committee has done more to expose the evil of hunger and

deprivation than any, single body in recent: years. When we 'finished
our march last year in Springfield, as you will recall, the now Senator

Smith proposed that $125 million be cut from the welfare budget,
which would have been fully one-third. It would have cut the welfare

allowance from an average of $47 a mouth to $32 a month, which would

have been instant. starvation in the State of Illinois.

His argument was to cut off or to reduce the incentive for people coin-

ing across the State line into Illinois.
The help of this committee helped us alone; with the Governor and
our Senators to challenge, him to make the adjustment and table that.
bill.

It is because we have some power to expose the, demonic acts and
trade-offs of the poor for favors from the rich that this committee is
very valid to those of us in the community.
We must now move from exposing a play to executing a program,
but we cannot stop exposing it until the execution is in fact a reality.
WE CAN CONQUER HUNGER

a

ThiS Nation has the capacity to defeat hunger and poverty and to
meet human need. It has the skill power, but it does not have the
will power. It needs but the will and commitment to proceed rearranging, its priorities to deal with these problems.
Our organization continues to pursue Dr.. King's dream. There is
considerable concern here for making Dr. King's birthday a national

holiday. It is one thing to lavish in his death and in his crucifixion
about his dream, but we need more, a concern for Dr. King's scheme
which was the feeding of hungry people every day in the year and if

there, were an exchange off and if we had to set aside one holiday over
and against 365 holy days, for people to have a job on income and each
day being a holy day, we would accept the trade-off if it come to that.
The fact is we need them both.
We are fully cognizant of the nightmares about its but hopeful that.
we will redeem the mission and soul of this Nation.
Thank you.
Senator McGovERN. Thank you very much, Reverend Jackson, for
that eloquent and moving statement.
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YOU 101d SVHalor Pervy 1U0d
last sumnwr when we came to
East. St. Louis, and you repeated it again today. that there is something demeaning in the view of the poor people or any IWI'S011,

food commodities rather than cash.
think VlOl Said
summer that 111011 1150' aS11, m,t St:1111pS, when
thy want to buy the needs of their family.
I wonder if von %could carry that one step further and say that it is
also important how that cash is received, that it be done V ith dignity.
me 0iring fond stain 11ti
I

either timing]] a decent job or some kind of universal assistance
program.

Reverend JACKSON. It seems to us that it ought to be clear that.
everybody reacts to our talking about the stendardized income or the
base income.
We talk about the Nation needs a base for all of its people before it

talks about a ceiling for a few more of its people. The only time that
stamps or cards are not demeaning is when they indicate privilege.
If you can show a card to indicate that you are a person of prestige

and you can conic to the front of a line, .and von can get the most

service for the least Amount of energy spent, it is good.

But when cards are shown as indications of your poverty, they
demean the human personality. I remember, too well, as a child the
experiences both of the sugar stamps where people could pass through
and the kind of human tendency on those of us who lute, stamps,
which had the effect, oftentimes, of making us steal before we would
starve.
We were forced into this state of perversion. But there were other
times when we 11-011141 have to come up to the line and we would be
trying to buy our groceries based upon the stamps we had, and if we
didn't have enough stamps in the midst of people who had just gone
before us or people coming just after ns, we would have to choose,
with the assistance of the cashier, food that we would have to take
back, that our stamps didn't cover.
MAKE FOOD STAMPS AVAILABLE FOR BASIC NECESSITIES

Tragically enough, they don't cover, oftcntime, basic necessities,
like toothpaste and soap, and toothbrushes, which can be directly
related to poor health.
Senator McGovERN. Those provisions, as you may know, Reverend

Jackson, were included in the Senate bill that passed last fall. They
are still, to the best of my knowledge, not included in the House.
Senator PERCY. Can't this be done without a law- of Congress by
the executive branch of Government?
Aren't they authorized, by Executive order', to extend food stamps
to cover a few of these basic necessities that have been brought out for
a year now?

Senator McGoviiix. Unfortunately, the present food stamp legislation, Senator Percy, is specific on that and does limit it to food
defined in that sense.

That is the reason that you and I and other members of this com-

mittee insisted on broadening,. that authority.
It is in the Senate- passed bill, I quite agree
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Reverend Jackson

that it ought to be a matter of law.
Just to pursue that question a little further, Reverend Jackson, it
has sometimes been suggested that the welfare system is, itself, a
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cause of some of the racial tensions in the country, and also that it
aggravates the split between those who receive and those \llo pay, the
taxpayers and, therefore, that some kind of device ought to he developed in the administration of public, assistance that doesn't set.
aside poor people into a category, that. isolates them and forces them
into position where they are On the receiving end, resenting it with
all the means tests and so forth, and then glaring across from the
other side the group of people who are paying for the program.
Could you comment. on that., or any general reaction you have, as
to the kind of program we ought, to have that would get away from

what seems to me to be a weakness in our present, assistance programs
building this gap between those who receive and those who pay?
Reverend JACKSON. it seems to me that, there are several things
that must be emphatically understood.
I would hope that you, Senator Dole, you, Senator Percy, Senator
McGovern, and others, would push it from your platfwm.
No. 1, poor people did not sit up the welfare system. They did not,
set up the condition for the welfare system.

The welfare system did not come out of the moral insistence of
political powers but out of economic necessity. The welfare system
grew- out of a depressionary measure. I spoke of the high unemployment rate of whites. If we had had an objective standard based upon
poverty, blacks would have come on welfare as an expression of a com-

mitment to the Emancipation Proclamation.
Some form of assistance in the form of 40 acres and a mule or a
welfare program should have been started here. But it was a reaction
of the white poverty.
Since that time, numerically more whites than blacks have always
been on welfare. There is somehow a. stigma when you subsidize the
rich and give them depletion allowances as if there is a virtue in their
having accrued surplus that is the result of the sweat, blood, and tears
of the poor.
It seems important that to just feed a man bread alone is to run in
conflict with some good advice that Jesus offered us, that man can't
live, by bread alone. Just to give a man stamps and potatoes? A man
also needs dignity. He needs aspiration and ambition level raised.
The whole welfare system as opposed to being seen as something
that is a defect in the desire and the '1\111 to work on the part, of the
poor has to be seen as a defect in our economic system itself when one
of the officers of the Cabinet or the President indicated a certain.
amount of unemployment is desirable because it keeps a certain level
of competition at the bottom of the economy and that there is a higher
percentage of welfare recipients who work every day but who just
receive so little money until their working makes no difference.
HUMAN NEEDS AND HUMAN DIGNITY

Those people who would work people in this country and at the end
of 40 hours work they have not gotten a livable wage, they should be
held as in violation of the law rather than those who work and don't,
get the money for their work and then are stigmatized by the law.
These are jest some of the classic kinds of inconsistencies anti one
of my concerns for challenging this committee to move into human
needs and not just hunger. Hunger is really just one angle of what is a
triangle or maybe even a rectangle of the whole poverty cycle.

I f a man is handling a Robert Taylor home where 20.000 poor people

are in a six-block area, if a man cannot get a decent. job, then he certainly needs an income becattse men will steal before they will strave.
But then if he gets it and he goes to an overcrowded, underfacilitated
school and graduates ip.norant, then he won't have the skill necessary
for today's job market.

Then if he has the job and the money and has to live in a house

that is not commensurate with his income, then that will be meaninglessness attached to his reason for working.
There is a kind of vicious cycle involved in the whole hunger cycle.
You cannot really separate it from poor education, jobs unavailable
or jobs that don't pay enough and ragged housing, which has really,
a deteriorating effect on the whole soul.

I. felt at the very beginning, and I did not have the documents
before. Inc as to Nvhat brought you into existence., I thought the
human needs provision, just by definition, took into account that
those of you here were versed enough in sociology and psychology
to understand that hunger may be a rock but the reverberations
express themselves in forms. Hunger manifests itself in a lower
ambition level. It manifests itself in petty crimes. It manifests
itself in children being expected to sit up and learn abstract mathe-

matics on an empty stomach.
It manifests itself in ridiculous contradictions in our community.
Senator McGovERN. In that connection, there have been several

proposals made both by Members of the Congress and by the
executive branch as to some kind of a minimum income maintenance
figure.

'Phe, President has talked about $1,600 for a family assistance payment for a family of four. Over the weekend a news reporter developed
that one of the Members of the House Ways and Means Committee is
considering a counterproposal to end the food stamp program but to
give families of four a guaranteed income of $2,400 or $2,500 a year.
What is your comment, not necessarily on those specific proposals

but that general level of income maintenance in terms of a job that

needs to be done?
Reverend JACKSON. I have some problems both with the amount of

money and the method suggested by the President, because it has
created the feeling that depression is the logical manifestation in the

community of the recession suggested at the top of the economy.
We know that poor people didn't create inflation. Any time there is
inflation at the top of the economy there is a deflation at the bottom. To
ask for a recession at the top creates a depression at the bottom.
The poor still pay more for things they didn't create. We still bear
the burden. It is absurd, when one considers it, it seems to me, that

when the Labor Department indicated what a family of four needs

just as minimal in this country, or if you are just to be human you need
approximately $6,000 a year and none of you here would oven subject
yourself even to a pilot project of living off that kind of money even
for a while.
Those people are just as human as these of you here or the President;
himself; $1,600 is ridiculously low when one considers $78 per day for
Cook County Hospital, and that is not a private hospital with a private
physician which most people want when they get seriously ill, including

the President, himself.

Also, the method suggested, whereby you turn the authority to the
States to do it forgets the fact that it was precisely because the State

leaders (lid not want to assume the authority to participate in the

democratic process and locked poor people not only out of the right to
eat but even the right to be seen as persons in the public spectrum,

They lost their power to distribute goods and services when they
wouldn't allow poor blacks to use the bathrooms when they had the
biological urge, or to even. use the public libraries when they called
them ignorant..

To give this kind of power back to the hands of the Southern

politicians in particular means that in Cairo. Ill., that the politicians
there can determine and define work, define what gainful employment
is.

It means in Sunflower County, Miss., or in MeMillan's county in
South Carolina, he can say, "You are on welfare. Gainful employment

is to pick this cotton. If you don't pick the cotton for $1,600 a year,
then we will put. you back off of welfare," which becomes a form of
slavery, and at the lower level of government there is no redress for
this kind of grievance.

It can only manifest itself in the kind of ugly rebellions that all of
us. disagree with as an acceptable form of protest in this country.

Of the .$1,600 suggested, and the $2,500, and even the $3,600, given
the realities, the $3,600 is closer but even it is absurd by comparison.
It is the best. political suggestion. But given the standard of living
it is certainly not the best moral suggestion. If anything, we need the
$3,600 plus the basic necessities of life.
Senator McGovErm Senator Percy?
Senator PERCY. As I understand your position, Reverend Jackson,
you favor food. stamps and commodity food programs now until such

time as you can replace them. And you absolutely stand firm in
replacing them for cash.

But in the meantime, they are the most expedient, and only

thing we have available to us. What would be your comments on the
fact that the city of Chicago in this temporary period does not have a
food program?

Do you feel they should move into this type of program? Is there
a sense of urgency about doing it?
Reverend -JACKSON. I have to be practical enough to admit that

food stamps are better than no stamps, and that commodities and
food stamps are better than not having either.
But it hurts me to assume that the highest human expression
of the consummate wisdom of our Congress is that it would demean
the people it caused first to die for it in its wars. That is the painful
reality, that the consummate expression of the morality of our Congress is that it would demean its citizens that it calls upon to clean
its bathrooms and streets and to die in its wars first..
It seems to me that in Chicago, rather than put the city on the
defensive, as some of us who have challenged political leaders have
done, we are trying to come up with a program, and hopefully the
city will work with us rather than react negatively, and declare
hunger illegal, not just immoral, whereby -.we can prove that there
are over 58,000 families listed as malnourished and that there are
poor whites, poor blacks and Puerto Ricans in breadlines on the
North Side of Chicago just two blocks west of Chicago's famous and
infamous.Gold Coast.
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We would sug.gest, that the Child Nutrition Act be employed there

immediately, that a state of disaster be called, and that in some
instances emergency tents be brought out.
We know of mothers literally by the hundreds who cannot get the
prenatal care. We know mothers just by droves in blocks who do

not have sufficient, diets and whose babies are being born with

irreparable brain damage.
A sense of urgency has to come from the top. The drive to feed the
hungry can't just be seen as a civil rights protest. It must be seen as

an American program. That, has not yet come from the very top
leadership in this country.

There is not that sense of urgency felt at that level. It seems that
on fid stamps and the commodities our mayor should come before a

connnittee such as this and challenge you to get him an audience
with the President, to challenge him to bring off some kind of unique
experiment.

One of time things that we need in the country, it seems. is that, it
is had, as the President says, when the Federal Government, has to
provide all the creativity from the top down. It seems to me from
the bottom up some creative prototypes that expand present programs
even if it hurts should be shown so that other cities can become as
Chicago has become or as New York has come, or as Los Angeles or

Denver has come.

We have suffered ie. one sense because of a lack of a creative response from the executive level of our government, but also lack of a
creative program at the root, which is in the cities themselves.
In Chicago, if a child 10, 11, or 12 years old goes to a liquor store

and is able to purchase that liquor, if he is caught the child can be
sent, to a house of correction. The parents call be pulled off of their
jobs and arrested, and the license can be revoked from the liquor
dealer within 24 hours.
There is a high sense of urgency about the whole question of liquor

because we get so much tax money out of liquor. There is a vested
interest in protecting the liquor market. But if the same child, white,
black, Puerto Rican, Indian, Spanish American, walks into at welfare
office and is starving and can prove it by subjecting himself to a test,
110 dynamic takes place.

If the child stays there after 5 o'clock, he will simply be arrested.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, this is literally true in Chicago.
had a doctor call me. He had six children who were seriously malnourished, a 6-month-old boy that weighed 9 pounds. He wanted to
know what kind of help he had. There was no public agency to whom
I could go in the city of Chicago to get food. I could get quickly a,
prescription of medicine, but I couldn't get food.
That, I should think, should be more easily available than medicine.
c Jewell Tea Co. had to come forward with a voluntary contribut.ir
this doctor for food for these children. That is a terrible thing.
erend JACKSON. We need all the help that we can get from this

committee, again not so much to put Mayor Daley on the defensive
but to challenge him to come up with an offensive, a program.
In the 15-city tour that we took around the State, it is just as true in
Cairo, or it is just as true in Los Angeles, in Cincinnati, in the whole
valley area of Ohio, Kentucky, and all that, up here in Newark, N.J.
And right here in Washington, D.C., too. It is just literally true across
the Nation.
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I would hope that some of you who have some inside relationship
with the Chief Executive of the country, on some of the excursions that
he takes, would see that he would take them around inner city America, where he could touch hands with sonic people and see sonic cases

and understand that humans and statistics are two different things.
Statistics represent humans, but there cannot be the sense of feeling
and the sense of pathos.
If there was much sensitivity to the leaders of these communities
who are trying to represent starving people as there is a sensitivity to
the leaders of other nations around the world, where we take our tours.
there would even he a tighter sense of communication, and even internal security within the country itself.
We cannot get the feeling in Chicago that we got a real emergency, a

national crisis, and our President will come to our rescue. We can't
get et that feeling. We can't get it in Los Angeles. We can't get it in
}Newark. We feel that we are without a President. But we feel very
presided over.

Senator PEucv. I want to get a quick reaction in four areas, to

get an indication from you as to whether you have done sonic thinking
about our problems.

The $1,600 proposal in the Nixon administration is made up of
$500 for two adults and $300 presumably for two children. It is a
children's allowance.

Yet, Secretary Finch has said that we should limit our families
to two children. We know that families in Chicago, for instance,
or in many urban areas, simply can't be taken care of because of the
number of children in the family and the fact that the allowance

doesn't go far enough. Should there be any sort of a limitation placed
on the number of children for whom an allowance would be paid?
Do you know how to handle this population problem other than
just education, so that we don't have too much of an incentive to
have more children?

Reverend JACKSON. In my experience of participating in the
child-bearing process, I wasn't inspired by $50, I will tell you that.
Not at all.
The other thing is that it does not speak to the problem because
the problem in America is not overpopulation. It is not underproduction in agriculture. We are not overpopulated. But in agriculture we
do overproduce.
People are underfed, however, which is more of a reflection upon the
government officials who have not developed a system of distribution
than the families who have children.

The other point is that when the poor people arc deprived of the

luxuries of life, then to suggest that they be deprived of the essence of
life is just to suggest genocide on poor people.
Senator PERcv. I would be very disturbed if we looked on population control and family planning in that light.

I would like to report, Mr. Chairman, that of the discouraging

aspects of my weekend the most encouraging was the fact that through
education and family planning on the South and West Sides of Chicago
the population has followed exactly the national trend.
Births are down 10 percent from a year ago, This simply means that
a woman is not evicted from Cook County Hospital after giving birth
at the end of 2 days. She can now stay 3 days because they can take

care of her a half day longer because we are now starting to see that
you can't just keep luriiing children out and not have a deteriorating
effect.

Reverend JAcElsox. That last bears some relationship between
education, as we all know, and income and small families. Among
other things, people %%-ho are making money are too busvmaking babies.

In some instances, that cannot be: the universal rule because some
people's religion in this country is such, and I am sure we wouldn't
want to suppress people's religious freedoms and convictions.

I don't think we would want to suggest that the Kennedys cut
down on their families. This is a religious thing with some people.
Senator PERCY. There is a tremendous communicative program

that you have across the Nation in Operation Breadbasket, and I
hope we can look at the population problem in an intelligent and
enlightened way. We want families to have children to the extent
that they can maintain them. But the continued pressure in the
ghetto of population is a tremendous problem today. I hope you
can help us with it.
I will ask one more question.

NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH CENTERS

Do you have any feelings on the value of neighborhood health
centers? When it takes 3 or 4 hours to get to a county hospital, where
people wait 6 or 8 hours, and three out of four are rejected because
they are not bed cases, in an area you know well, do you feel that
neighborhood health centers should be expanded under Hill-Burton
and just reach out to put health care in the community and in the
neighborhood?

Do you think that is a good answer to health care?

Reverend JACKSON. The average distance traveled by poor people

in Chicago to the hospital is 15 miles. That is the average distance
traveled by persons who are too poor to have cars, by persons who
have no allowance for public transportation, persons who are sick
and in an emergency must move in a crisis to get transportation
from their neighbor who is also poor and on the welfare system
and can't have a car.
So, in a real sense, they are expected to walk the 15 miles, unless
they develop some other method that is not taken into account by
the law.
Obviously, if people had easy access to medical centers, that
would help. But we cannot divorce the ratio of people to doctors apart

from the problem either. That is why it is so inconsistent to me,
that hospital construction would be cut back, milk subsidy cut back,
and education cut back, because we need more doctors and more
paramedical people.

It seems to me radically inconsistent to fight for the continuation
of our space program, which has such beautiful byproducts, and
even the suggestion by the Vice President that we take off from the

moon and go to another planet, and at the same time come right back
and cut Health, Education, and Welfare.
I am having a problem just at the local level of what I see of the
concern for environmental concern. I know the air doesn't need to be

polluted, the water 4:ontaini iated, and the industries that pollute
and contaminate should be challenged to stop it. That would be tine.

t then to be concerned about saving people, that is where I

think the President should take some community tours. Statistically it
may seem sonteu-liat logical to cut HEW. If HEW is three letters. if
HEW is a thing and there are some statistics to be cut and statistics
balanced, then you can do it dispassionately.
But if cutting HEW means making the sick sicker, and the semi-

literate illiterate and the illiterate more frustrated, I am sure the
President, if he were more in personal contact with the persons
deprived by that measure, would not have the heart.

It is inconsistent for them to be having prayer sermons in the

White House and cut HEW and increase the moon program. 1 can't
see the consistency.
Senator PERCY:Thank you.

Senator McGovtim Senator Dole.

Senator DOLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Reverend Jackson, you have made sonic very general statements.
I am not 'willing to concede all the points you would raise.

For the reo)rd, Mr. Chairman, since we are on the President's

family assistance program, I would like to have made a part of the
record his adthess to the Nation on August 8, 1969, and his message
to Congress co August 11, 1969.
Senator McGov.titx. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Senator DOLE. If they could be, they should follow the statements
by the two Senators.
(The material submitted by Senator Dole follows:)
OFFICE OF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARYTHE WHITE HOUSE
TEXT OF THE PRESIDENT'S DOMESTIC SPEECH, DELIVERED AUGUST 8, 1969

As you know, I returned last Sunday night from a trip around the- worlda

triT that took me to eight countries in nine days.
'''he purpose of this trip was to help lay the basis for a lasting peace, once the
v
in Vietnam is ended. In the course of it, I also saw once again the vigorous
et

"

) many new nations are flaking to leap the centuries into the modern

Si

.11 the United States, we are more fortunate. We have the world's most
need industrial economy, the greatest wealth ever known to man, and the

fuin:st measure of freedom ever enjoyed by any people, anywhere.

Yet we, too, have an urgent need to modernize our institutionsand our need
is no less than theirs.
We face an urban crisis, a social crisisand at the same time, a crisis of confidence in the capacity of government to do its job.
A third of a century of centralizing power and responsibility in Washington has
produced a bureaucratic monstrosity, cumbersome, unresponsive and ineffective.
A third of a century of social experiment has left us a legacy of entrenched programs that have outlived their time or outgrown their purposes.

A third of a century of unprecedented growth and change has strained our
institutions, and raised serious questions about whether they are still adequate
to the times.
It is no accident, therefore, that we find increasing skepticismand not only
among the young, but among citizens everywhereabout the continuing capacity
of government to master the challenges we face.
Nowhere has the failure of government been more tragically apparent than in
its efforts to help the poor, and especially in its system of public welfare.
Target: Reform

Since taking office, one of my first priorities has been to repair the machinery
of government, and put it in shape for the 1970s. I have made many changes

designed to iprove the functioning of the Executive Braiith. I have asked Congress for a 11,1itiber of important structural reforms: among others. a wide-ranging

postal reform, a comprehensive draft reform, a reform of the unemployment
insurance and anti-hunger programs, and reform of the present confusing hodgepodge of Federal grants -in-aid. Last April 21 I sent Congress a message asking
for a package of major tax reforms, ineluding both the closing of loopholts and
thy removal of more than 2 million low-income tax-paying families from the tax
rolls entirely. I :tin glad Congress is acting now on tax reform: I hope it acts
soon on the other reforms as well.
The purpose of all these reforms is to eliminate unfairnes: to make government
more effective as well as more efficient: and to bring an end to its chronic failure
to deliver the service that. it promises.
My purpose tonight, however, is not to review the past record, but to present

mar set of reformsa new set of proposalsa new and drastically different approach to the way in which government cares for those in need, and to the way
the responsibilities are shared between the State and Federal governments.

I have chosen to do so in :t direct report to the people because these proposals
call for public decisions of the first iinIn
because they represent a fundamental change in the nation's approach to one of its most pressing social problems; and because, quite deliberately, they also represent the first major reversal
of the trend toward ever more centralization of government in Washington. After
a third of a century of power flowing from the people and the states to Washington
it is time for a New Federalism in which power, funds and responsibaity will flow
from Washington to the states and to the people.

During last year's election campaign, I often made a point that touched a
I said that this nation became great not because of what government did for

responsive chord wherever I traveled.

people, but because of what people did for themselves:.
This new approach aims at helping the .,:mrican people do more for themselves.

It aims at getting everyone able to work off welfare rolls and onto payrolls. It
aims at ending the unfairness in a system that has become unfair to the welfare
recipient, unfair to the working poor, and unfair to the taxpayer.
This new approach aims to make it possible for peoplewherever in America
they liveto receive their fair share of opportunity. It aims to ensure that people
receiving aid, and who are able to work, contribute their fair share of productivity.
This new approach is embodied in a package of four measures: first, a complete

replacement, of the present welfare system; second, a comprehensive new job
training and placement program: third, a revamping of the Office of Economic
Opportunity; and fourth, a start on the sharing of the Federal tax revenues with
the States.
Next weekin three messages to the Congress and one statementI will spell
out in detail what these measures contain. Tonight I want to explain what they
mean, what they are intended to achieve, and how they are related.
Welfare

Whether measured by the anguish of the poor themselves, or by the drastically
mounting burden on the taxpayer, the present welfare system has to be judged a
colossal failure.

Our States and cities find themselves sinking in a welfare quagmire, as caseloads increase, as costs escalate, and as the welfare system stagnates enterprise
and perpetuates dependency. What. began on a small scale in the depression 30s
has become a monster in the prosperous 60s. The tragedy is not only that it is
bringing States and cities to the brink of financial disaster, but also that it is
failing to meet the elementary human, social and financial needs of the poor.
It breaks up homes. It often penalizes work. It robs recipients of dignity. And
it grows.
Benefit levels are grossly unequalfor a mother with three children, they range

from an average of $263 a month in one State, down to an average of $39 in
another State. So great an inequality is wrong; no child is "worth" more in one
State than in another. One result of this inequality is to lure thousands more into
already over-crowded inner cities, as unprepared for city life as they are for city

jobs.

The present system creates an incentive for desertion. In most States, a family

iS denied welfare payments if a father is presenteven though he is unable to
rapport his family. In practice, this is what often happens: a father is unable to
find a job at all, or one that will support his children. To make the children
eligible for welfare, he leaves homeand the children are denied the authority,
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the discipline and the love that come with having a father in the house. This is
wrong.
The present system often snakes it possible to receive more money on welfare
than on a low-paying job. This creates an incentive not to work; it also is unfair
to the working poor. It is morally wrong for a family that is working to try to
make ends meet to receive less than the family across the street on welfare.

This has been bitterly resented by the man who works, and rightly sothe

rewards are just the opposite of what they should be. Its effect is to draw people
oft payrolls and onto welfare rollsjust the opposite of what government should
be doing. To put it bluntly and simplyany system which makes it more profitable for a man not to work than to work, and which encourages a man to desert
his family rather than stay with his family, is wrong and indefensibleWe cannot simply ignore the failures of welfare, or expect them to go away. In
the past eight years, three million more people have been added to the welfare
rollsall in a period of low unemployment. If the present trend continues, another.
4 million will have joined the welfare rolls by 1975. The financial cost will be
crushing; the human cost will be suffocating.
I propose that we abolish the present welfare system and adopt in its place a
new family assistance system. Initially, this new system would cost more than
welfare. But unlike welfare, it is designed to correct the condition it deals with
and thus to lessen the long-range burden.
Under this plan, the so-eallcd "adult categories" of aidaid to the aged, the
blind and disabledwould be continued, and a national minimum standard for
benefits would be set, with the Federal Government contributing to its cost and
also sharing the cost of additional State payments above that amount.
But the program now called "Aid to Families with Dependent Children"
program we normally think of when we think of "welfare" would be done away
with completely. The new family assistance system I propose in its place rests
essentially on three principles: equality of treatment, a work requirement and a
work incentive.

the

Its benefits wouk: go to the working poor, as well as the non-working; to families
with dependent children headed by a father, as well as to those headed by a mother;
and a basic Federal minimum would be provided, the same in every State.
I propose that the Federal Government build a foundation under the income of
every American family with dependent children that cannot care for itself
wherever in America that family may live.
For a family of four now on welfare, with no outside income, the basic Federal

payment would be $1,600 a year. States could add to that amount and most
would do so. In no case would anyone's present level of benefits be lowered. At
the same time, this foundation would be one on which the family itself could

build. Outside earnings would be encouraged, not discouraged. The new worker
could keep the first $60 a month of outside earnings with no reduction in his
benefits, and beyond that his benefits would be reduced by only 50 cents for each
dollar earned.
By the same token, a family head already employed at low wages could get a
family assistance supplement; those who work would no loner be discriminated
against. A family of five in which the father earns $2,000 a yearwhich is the
hard fact of life for many familieswould get family assistance payments of
$1,260 for a total income of $3,260. A family of seven earning $3,000 a year
would have its income raised to $4,360.
Thus, for the first time, the government would recognize that it has no less of
an obligation to the working poor than to the non-working poor; and for the
first time, benefits would be sealed in such a way that it would always pay to work.
With such incentives, most recipients who can work will want to work. This is
part of the American character.
But what of the othersthose who can work but choose not to?
The answer is very simple.
Under this proposal, everyone who accepts benefits must also accept work or
training provided suitable jobs are available either locally or at some distance if
transportation is provided. The only exceptions would be those unable to work,
and mothers of pre - school children. Even mothers of pre-school children, however, would have the opportunity to workbecause I am also proposing along with
this a major expansion of day-care centers to make it possible for mothers to take
jobs by which they can support themselves and their children.
This national floor under incomes for working or dependent families is not a
"guaranteed income." Under the guaranteed income proposal, everyone would
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be assured a minimum income, regardless of how much he was capable of earning,

regardless of what his need was. regardless of whether or mu he was willing
to work.
During the Presidential campaign last year I opimsed such a plan. I oppose it
now, and will continue to oppose it. A guaranteed income would undermine the
Incentive to work: the family assistance plan increases the incentive to work. A
guaranteed income establishes a right without responsibilities: family a-SSIStall Ce

recognizes a need and establishes a responsibility. It provides help to those in
need, and in turn requires that those who receive help work to the extent of their
capabilities. There is no reason why one person should be taxed so that another
can choose to live idly.
In States that now have benefit levels above the Federal floor, family assistance would help ease the :gates' financial burdens. But in 20 Statesthose in
which proverty is most widespreadthe new Federal floor would be above present average benefit levels, and would mean a leap upward for many thousands
of families that cannot. care for themselves,
Manpower training

Next, let me turn to the job training proposals that are part of our full oppor-

tunity concept. America prides itself on being the "land of opportunity."
deeply believe in this ideal.

I

Full opportunity means the chance for upward mobility on every rung of the
economic ladderand for every American, no matter what his handicaps of birth.
The cold, hard truth is that a child born to a poor family has far less chance
to make a good living than a child born to a middle-income family.
lie is born poor, fed poorly; and if his family is on welfare, he starts life ill au
atmosphere of handout and dependency; often he receives little preparation for
work and less inspiration. The wonder of the American character is that so many
have the spark and drive to fight their way up. But for millions of others, the
burden of poverty in early life stifles that spark.
The new family assistance would provide aid for needy families; it would establish a work requirement, and a work incentive; but these in turn require effective
programs of job training and job placementincluding a chance to qualify not
just for any jobs, but for good jobs, that provide both additional self-respect and
full self-support,

Therefore, I aim also sending a message to Congress calling for a complete
overhaul of the nation's manpower training services.
The Federal Government's job training programs have been a terrible tangle
of confusion and waste. They are overeentralized, over-categorized: with good
reason, 'many young people wonder why the Federal Government cannot take
money out of one program that has too few applicants and use it. instead to expand another that has too many. They wonder why they have to accept training
programs they have no interest in, instead of ones they care about. They want
to be treated as human beings, not cogs in a machine.
To remedy the confusion, arbitrariness and rigidity of the present system, the
new Manpower Training Act would basically do three things:

It would pull together the jumble of programs that currently exist, and
equalize standards of eligibility.
It would provide flexible fundingso that Federal money would follow the
demands of labor and industry, and flow into those programs that people
most want and need.
It would decentralize administration, gradually moving it away from the
Washington bureaucracy and turning it over to States and localities.
In terms of its symbolic importance I can hardly overemphasize this last point.

For the first time, applying the principles of the New Federalism, administration of a
major established Federal program would be turned over to the States and local governments, recognizing that they are in a position to do the job better.
For years, thoughtful Americans have talked of the need to decentralize govern-

ment. The time has come to begin.
Federal job training programs have grown to vast proportions, costing more
than a billion dollars a year. Yet they arc essentially local in character. As long as
the Federal Government continues to bear the cost, they can perfectly well be run

by States and localitiesand that way they can better be adapted to specific
State and local needs.
What I propose is not a sudden dumping of these programs on unprepared
local authorities, but rather a careful, phased transfer, with benchmarks of
readiness and incentives for performance. If States and localities decline to pick
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Ill) the responsibility. the Federal Government will continue to manage the
program. . If they try and fail. the Federal Government can resume the responsibility. We siamd trust th- American capacity for =elf - government mongh to
try. The only way to bring aisnit decentralization is. to do it. and this- is the place
to begin.
The Manpower Training Act will have other provisions specifically designed
to help turwc people off welfare rolls and onto payrolls:
A computerized job hank would be established, to match jobseekers withh
job vacancies.
For those on welfare, a 8:10 a month bonus- would be offered as an incentive
to go into job training.
For heads of families now on welfare, 150,000 new training slots wonld
be opened.

As I mentioned previously, greatly expanded day-care center facilities

would be provided for the children of welfare mothers who choose to work.

however, these would be day-care centers with a difference. There is no
single ideal to which this Administration is more firmly committed than to
he enriching of a child's first five years of life, and thus helping lift. the poor
nit of misery at a time when a lift can help the most. Therefore, these dayeare centers would offer more than custodial care: they would also be devoted
to the developonnt of vigorous young minds and bodies. As a further dividend,

the day-care centers would offer employment to many welfare mothers

heinselves.
Office of Economic Opportunity

One common theme running through my proposals tonight is that of providing
full opportunity for every American. A second theme is that of trying to equip
every Amer:can to play a productive role. A third is the need to make government itself workablewhich means reshaping, reforming, innovating.
The Office of Economic Opportunity is an innovative agencyand thus it has a
vital place in our efforts to develop new programs and apply new knowledge.
But in order to do effectively what it can do best, 0E0 itself needs reorganization.
In the past, 0E0 suffered from a confusion of roles, and from a massive attempt
to do everything at once, with the same people performing many conflicting
functions: coordinating old programs, doing new research, setting up demonstation projects, evaluating results, and serving as advocates for the poor. As a
result, inefficiency, waste, and resentment too often clouded the record of even its
best accomplishments,
This Administration has made a thorough study of OEO. We have assigned it a

leading role in the effort to develop and test new approaches to the solving of
social problems. 0E0 is to be a laboratory agency, where new ideas foe helping
people are tried on a pilot basis. When these prove successful, they can be "spun
off" to operating departments or agenciesjust as the space agency, for example,
"spun off" the weather satellite and the communications satellite when these
proved successful. Then OEO will be free to concentrate on breaking even newer
ground.

OEO has a broad charter: not only to help make opportunity real, but to search
out ways of making institutions more responsive, and to get behind the effects
of poverty to the causes of poverty. These goals are fundamental commitments
of this Administration.
The OEO reorganization to be announced next week will stress its innovative
role. It also will stress accountability, a clear separation of functions, and a
tighter, more effective organization of field operations.
Revenue sharing

We conic now to a proposal which I consider profoundly important to the future
of our Federal system of shared responsibilities. As we look ahead to the 1:: ./Os
and the 1980s, it also is vital in terms of ensuring that States and localities can
continue to do their part in dealing with the kinds of social problems I have been
discussing tonight.
When we speak of poverty or jobs or opportunity, or making government more
effective or getting it closer to the people, it brings us directly to the financial
plight of our States and cities.
We can no longer have effective government on any level unless we have it on all
levels. There is too much to be done for the cities to do it alone, or for the States

to do it aloneor for Washington to do it alone.
For a third of a century, power and responsibility have flowed toward Washingtonand Washington has taken for its own the best sources of revenue.
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We intend to reverse this ide,and to turn back to the States a greater measure
of responsibilitynot as a Way of avoiding iiroldems, bit as a hitter way of solving
problems. Along with this si-,eld go a sharp of Federal revenues. I shall propose to
the Congress next week that a set portion of the revvant.:, front Federal income

taxes ls remitted directly to the Stateswith a minimum of Federal restrictions
on how those dollars are 10 Is used, :Ind with a requirement t hat a pereentage of
them Is channeled through for tlu. use of local g;overnments.
The funds provided under this program will not be great it, the first year. But

the principle will have been established, and the amounts will increase as our
budgetary situation improves.

As we look ahead to the complex tasks of the 70s: as we contemplate the diversity
of this vast and varied country, it is clear beyond question that effective, responsive
government will require not one center of power, but many. This start on revenue

sharing is a step toward the New Federalism. It is a gesture of faith in America's
States and localities, and in the principles of democratic self-government.
With this revenue sharing proposal, we follow through on a commitment I made
in the last campaign; we follow through on a mandate which the electorate gave us

last Novemberafter nearly forty years of moving power front the States to
Washington, we begin hi America a decade of decentralization, a shifting of

power away front the center whenever it can be used better locally.
on what we
In recent years, we all have concentrated a great deal of at
commonly call the "crisis of the Cities." These proposals I have made are addressed in part to that, but they also are focused much more broadly.
'rites- are addressed to the crisis of governmentto adapting its structures and
making it manageabh.
They are addressed to the crisis of poverty and needwhich is rural as well as
urban. This Administration is committed to full opportunity on the farm as well
as in the city; to a better life for rural America; to ensuring that government is
responsive to the needs of rural America. These proposals will advance those
goals

I have discussed these four matters together because together they make both a
package and a pattern. They should be studied together, debated together, seen
in perspec:ive.
These proposals will be controversial. They also are expensive. Let us face that
faet frankly and directly.
The first-year costs of the new family assistance program, including the child
care centers and job training, would be $4 billion. I deliberated long and hard
over whether we could afford such an outlay. I decided in favor of it for two
reasons: because the costs would not begin until fiscal 1971, when I expect the
funds to be available: and because I concluded that this is a reform we cannot
afford not to undertake. The cost of continuing the present system, in financial as
well as human terms, is staggering if projected into the 1970s.
Revenue sharing would begin in the middle of fiscal 1971, at a half-year cost of
a half billion dollars. This cuts into the Federal budget. but it represents relief
for the equally hard-pressed States. It. would help curb the rise in State and local
t axes.

Overall, we would be spending morein the short runto help people who

now are poor and who now are unready for work or unable to find work.
I sec it this way: Every businessman and every working man knows what
"start-up costs" arc. They are a heavy investment made in early years, in the
expectation that they will more than pay for themselves in future years.
The investment in these proposals is a human investment; it also is a "start-up
cost" in turning around our dangerous decline into welfarism. We cannot produce
productive people with the antiquated, wheezing, over-loaded machine we now
call the welfare system.
If we fail to make this investment in work incentives now, if we merely try to
patch up the system here and there, we will only be pouring good money after bad
in ever-increasing amounts.
If we do invest in this modernization, the heavily-burdened taxpayer at least
will sec the light at the end of the tunnel. And the man who now looks ahead
only to a lifetime of dependency will sec hope for a life of work and pride and
dignity.
In the final analysis, we cannot talk our way out of poverty; we cannot legislate
our way out of poverty; but this nation can work its way out of poverty. What
America needs now is not more welfare but more "workfare."
The task of this government, the great task of our people, is to provide the
training for work, the incentive to work, the opportunity to work and the reward
for work. Together, these measures are a first long step in that direction.
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For those in the welfare system today, or strogglin- vii fight 4,-teir way oat of
poverty, these measures offer a way to nide] %den rt t hrou ;11 the dignity of work.
For those able to work. these measures provide new opii( tutiies to learn work
and to find work.

For the working poorthe forgotten poorthese measures offer a fair share
ill the assistance giyivi to the poor.
The new .y -tens est ablisItes a direct link between the gc vernment "s willingness
to help the needy, and the willingness of the needy to help themselves.
It removes the present incentive 1101 to work, and substitute- an incentive to
work; it removes the present incentive for families to break apart, and substitutes
an incentive for families to stay together.
It removes the blatant inequities, injustices mid indignities of the welfare
It establishes a basic Federal floor, so that children in any State can have at

system.

least the minimum essentials of life.

Together, these measures cushion the impact of welfare costs on States and
localities, many of which have found themselves in fiscal crisis as costs have
piraled.

They bring reason, order and purpose into a tangle of overlappio:c programs,
and show that government can be made to work.
Poverty will not be defeated by a stroke of a pen signing a cheek: it will not be
reduced to nothing overnight with slogans or ringing exhortations.
Poverty is not only a state of inconn. It is also a state of mind and a state of
health. Poverty must he conquered without sacrificing the will to work, for if
we take the route of the permanent. handout, the American character will itself
be impoverished.
In my recent trip around the world, I isited countries in all stages of economic
development ; countries with different social systems, different economic systems,
different political systems.
In all of them, however, I found that one event had caught their imagination
and lifted their spirits almost beyond measure: The trip of Apollo to the Moon
and back. On that historic day when the astronauts sot foot on the Moon, the
Spirit of Apollo 11 truly swept thy world a spirit of peace and brotherhood and
adventure, and a spirit that thrilled to the knowlejge that matt had dreamed the
impossible, dared the impossible and dom the itnpossible.
Abolishing poverty, putting an end to dependencylike reaching for the Moon
a generation ago, that may be impossible. But in the Spirit of Apollo, we can lift
our sights and marshal our best efforts. We can resolve to make this the year,
not that we reached the goal, but that we turned the corner: From a dismal cycle
of dependency toward a new birth of independence; from despair toward hope:
from an ominously mounting impotence of government toward a new effectiveness
of governmentand toward a full ohtpolunity for every American to share the
bounty of this rich land.
Because of T. V. time limitations these may be minor deletion of this text on
delivery. The Pres5.dent stands by the full text as printed above.
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To the Congress of the United States:

A measure of the greatness of a powerful nation is the character of
the life it creates for those who are powerless to make ends meet.
If we do not find the way to become a working nation that properly
cares for the dependent, we shall becorrie a Welfare State that undermines the incentive of the working man.

The present welfare system has failed usit has fostered family
breakup, has provided very little help in many States and has even
deepened dependency by all-too-often making it more attractive to
go on welfare than to go to work.
I propose a new approach that will make it more attractive.to go to
work than to go on welfare, and will establish a nationwide minimum
payment to dependent families with children.
I propose that the Federal government pay a basic income to those
American families who cannot care for themselves in whichever State
they live.

I propose that dependent families receiving such income be. given
good reason to go to work by making the first sixty dollars a month
they earn completely their own, with no deductions from their benefits..

I propose that we make available an addition to the incomes of the
"working poor," to encourage them to go on. working and to eliminate
the possibility of making more from welfare than from wages.
I propose that these payments be made upon certification of income,

with demeaning and costly investigations replaced by simplified
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reviews and spot checks and with no digibility requirement that the
household be without a father. That present requirement in many
States has the effect of breaking up families and contributes to delinquency and violence.

I propose that all employable persons who choose to accept these

payments be required to register for work or job training and be
required to accept that work or training, provided suitable jobs -are
available either locally or if transportation is provided. Adequate

and convenient day care would be provided children wherever neces-

sary to enable a parent to train or work. The only exception to this
work requirement would be mothers of pre-school children.
I propose a major expansion of job training and day care facilities,

so that current welfare recipients able to work can be set on the road

to self-reliance.
I -iroPose that we also provide uniform Federal payment minimums

for the present three categories of welfare aid to adults the aged, the
blind and the disabled.
This would be total welfare reformthe transformation of a system
frozen in failure and frustration into a system that would work and
iveuld -encourage people to work.

- Accordingly, we have stopped considering human welfare in
isolation. The new plan is part of an overall approach which includes
a comprehensive new Manpower Training Act, and a plan for a system
of revenue sharing with the States to help provide all of them with
necessary budget relief. Messages on manpower training and revenue
sharing will follow this message tomorrow and the next day, and the
three should be considered as parts of a whole approach to what is
clearly a national problem.
Need for New Departures
A welfare system is a success when it takes care of people who cannotiake care of themselves and when it helps employable people climb
toward independence.

welfare system is a failure when it takes care of thoSe who can
take care of themselves, when it drastically varies payments in different areas, when it breaks up, families when it perpetuates a vicious
cycle of: dependency, when it strips human beings of their dignity.
America's welfare system is a failure that grows worse every day.
First, it fails the recipient: In many areas, benefits are so low-that
we have hardly begun to take care of the dependent. And there has
been no light at the end of poverty's tunnel. After four years of inflatied; the poor have generally become poorer.
Second, it fails the taxpayer: Since 1960, welfare costs have doubled
irk' the number on the rolls has risen from 5.8 million to over 9 million,
illinlaime when unemployment was low. The taxpayer is entitled to
expect government to devise a system that will help people lift them=
-

.31VeS out of poverty.
Finally, it fails American society: By breaking up homes, 'the present

welfare system has added to social unrest and robbed millions of

ihildren Of the joy of childhood; by widely varying payments' aincing
'oils; it has helped to draw millions into the slums of our cities.
situation has become intolerable. Let us examine the alternati,es -available:
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We could permit the welfare momentum to continue to gather

speed by our inertia; by 1975 this would result in 4 million More Amen=
cans on welfare rolls at a cost. of close to 11..billiOndollars..a year;. with

both recipients and taxpayers shortchanged.
We could tinker with. the system as.it.is,.adding.to the patchwork
.

.

.

of modifications and exceptions.. That .has been., the 'approach',OVibe
past, and it has failed.
.

We could adopt a `.guaranteed minimum income .forseveryonel'
which would appear to wipe out poverty overnight. It would alsewipe.
out the basic economic motivation for work, and place an- enormous
strain on the industrious to pay for the leisure of the lazy.
Or, we could adopt a totally new approach to welfare; 'designed to
assist those left far behind the national norm; andprovide all with the
motivation to work and a fair share of the opportunitY*.itiiiiii.::
This Administration, after a careful analysis of all the pliernatiVeg,
is committed to a new departure that will find a solution for the welfare
problem. The time for denouncing the old is over; the tiine..fordevising
the new is now.
RecoYnizingthe Practicalities
People usually follow their self-interest.

This stark fact is distressing:to Many. social Anners. who like ;to
look at problems from the top down. Let US' abandon thelli.orytoWer.
and consider the real world in all we do.
'In most States, welfare is provided only When there is no.father at
home to provide support. If a man's .Children.WOUldbe better.;6froli
welfare than with the low wage he is able to bring lipmewOuldn't .he.
be tempted to leave home?
If a person spent a great deal of timeandeffort. to geton the welfare
rolls, wouldn't he think twice about risking..biS'eligibllitY:by;taking,4.
job that might not last long?
In each: case, welfare policy, was intended: to-lir-nit ,..flie-kiread
dependency; in practice, however, the effect tial.beefi tp..increaici. dependency and remove the incentive to Work..
We fully expect people to folloW their Self-interest in their litisitiess
dealings; why. should we be surprised. When-people f011OtV their-44finterest in their welfare dealings? That:. is why we prOpOSe..a.
which it is in the .interest of every employable person,tO..de his..fain
share of work.
The 0peiation of t' trow Approach .
1. We would as-;
income foundation-ihroughout every section, .of
America for all parents .who cannot adequately' sUppOrt-:themselies and
their children.. For a family of four with leas than $1;000-ineeMe, this
of
payment- would be $1600 a 'year; for
ivith12000
income; this payment Would. supplemene.thatinCOthe bY:$960'a'year;
:Under' the present welfare systein,
.State-.1prO*idia "Aid 10
Families with Dependent Children," a prograrne PropOskOteplace:
The Federal goirernment shares the coat;':but 'eaelf 'State eitabliShea
key:eligibility rules and'deternaines hOW much income iuPpOrf:Will be
provided to poor families. The result has been an uneven and unequal
system. The 1969 benefits mierage. for 'a fathily of font ii,$1:74.rt month
across the Nation, but individual State -7avertigeS rangii..fibin;;U6a,
doivn to $39 a month.
.
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A. new Federal minimum of $1600 a year cannot claim to provide
comfort to a family of four, but the present low of $468 a year cannot
claim to provide even the basic necessities.

The new system would do away with the inequity' of very low
benefit levels in some States, and of State-by-State variations. in.
eligibility tests, by: establishing a Federally-financed income ,floor
with a national definition of basic eligibility.

States will continue to :..arr:; an important respor,sibility. In 30
States the Federal basic payment will be less than th.3 present levels
of combined Federal and State payments. These 3tutes will be required to maintain the current level of benefits, hut, in no case will a
State be required to spend more than 90% of its pr-sent welfare cost.
The Federal government will not only provide'the "floor," but it will
assume 10% .of , the benefits now being :paid by the States as their
.

part of. welfare costs.

-

,In 20 States, the new payment' would exceed the present average
henefit payments, in some cases by a .tvide. margin. In these States,
where benefits are lowest and poverty often the most severe, the payments will raise benefit levels substantially: For 5 years, every State
will be .required to continue to spend at least half of what they are.

now spending on welfare, to siipplement. the Federal base.
FOrAhe typiicil "welfare family " a mother with dependent children.
and
outside incometheneW system would provide a basic national

minimum payment. A mother With three small children would be

assured an annual income of at'least $1600.
For the family headed by an. employed father or working mother, :the
sable basic benefits would be received, but $60 per month of earnings
would be `!disregarded" in order to makeup the costs of working and
provide' a streng advantage in. holding a job: The wage earner could

also keep '.50% of his benefits 'as' his earnings rise above that $60
per month. A. family of four, in Which the father earns $2,000 in a
year, would receive payments of $960, for a total income of $2,960.
For the aged, 'the: blind and the disabled, the present system varies
benefit levels from $40 per month fOr an aged person:in one State to
$145.: per.'month for the blind in another. The new system would
establish.a minimum paythent'.of $65 per month for all three of these
adult categeries; With theTederal government 'contributing the first
$50 and sharing in payments'above that amount. This will raise the
share of .the financial burden borne by the Federal government for
payments to these adults who cannot support themselves, and should
pave, the way for benefit increases in many States.
FOr the single adult whO is 'mot handicapped or aged, or. for the
married couple without children, the new system would not apply.
Food stampsweiild. continue to be available up to $300 per year per
.

.

person, according to the plan I. outlined last May in my message to the
Congress on:the'food and nutrition needs of the population in poverty.
For, dependent. fainilies there will be an .orderly substitution of 'food
stamps by the neW:direct monetary payments.
2. The new.a, pproaCh would 'end the blatant Unfairness. of the welfare

systai:

In over half 'the'States -families headed.by unemployed men do mot
qualify for public assistance.. In.. no State does a family. headed by a
father working full-tithe receive help in the current.welfare system, no
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matter how little he earns. As we have seen, this approach to 'dependency has, itself been a cause of dependency. It 'results in a poliCy 'that
tends to force the father out of the house.
The:new plan rejects a policy that undermines family life: It Would
endthe substantial financial incentives to desertion. It would extend
eligibility to all dependent families with children; without regard .:t6
whether the family is headed by a man or a woman. The effects of these
changes upon human behavior would be' an increa,sedVill to work; the
survival of more marriages, the greater stability of families: We are
determined to stop passing the cycle of dependency from generatio
to .generation.

The most glaring inequity in the old welfare 'system is the mansion

of families who are working to pull themselves' out Of pOVerty. 'Families
headed by. a.non-worker often' receive more from welfare than families

headed by a husband working full-time at very low:wages. This 'hag
been rightly resented by the working poor, for.the rewards 'are just the
opposite of .what they should be.
3. The new plan would create a much stronger incentive to' work;

For people now on the welfare rolls, the present systeni'discourages
the move from welfare to work by cutting benefits too fast 'and too
much as earnings begin. The new ..system would encourage work by

allowing the new worker to retain the first $720 of -his yearly. earnings
without any benefit reduction.

For people already working, but at 'poverty wageS, the present

system often encburages nothing but resentment and .an incentive to

quit and go on relief Where that would pay' more than work. The
new plan, on the contrary, would provide a' supplement that will
help a low-wage workerstruggling to make ends meet achieve 'ahigher standard of living.

For an employable person who just chooses not to work,. neither

the present system nor the one we propose would Support him, though

both would continue to support. other. dependent members in his
family.

However, a welfare mother With pre-school- children should :riot

face benefit reductions if she. decides to stay home. It is not our
intent that mothers of pre-school children must accept work. Those
who can work and desire to do so,however, should have the opportunity for jobs and job training and access to. day care centers for
their children; this will enable them to support themSelves after their
'Children are grown..

A la,rnily with a member who .gets. a job would be permitted to':

retain all of the first $60 .monthly Income, amounting to $720 'per .year

for a regular worker, with no' reduction of Federal .paynientS. -The
incentive to..work in this provision is obvious. But there is another

practical reason: Going to work costs money. Expenses such as clothes;
transportation, personal care, Social Security taxes and loSs of income

from odd jobs :amount to 'substantial costs for the average family:

Since a family does not begin to add to its net income until it surpasses
the cost of 'working, in fairness this amount should net be subtracted
from the new payment.
After the first $720 of income, the rest of the earnings will 'result in a
systeinaticTeduction in payments.
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I believe the vast majority of poor people in the United States prefer

to Work rather than have the government support their families. In
1968, 600,000 families left the welfare rolls out of an average caseload of

1,400,000 during the year, showing a considerable turnover, much of
it voluntary.
However, there may be some who fail to seek or accept work, even
with the strong incentives and training opportunities that will be provided. It would not be fair to those who willingly work, or to all taxpayers to allow others to choose idleness when opportunity is available.
Thus, ihey must accept training opportunities and jobs when offered,
or give up their right to the new payments for themselves. No ablebodied person will have a "free ride" in a nation that provides opportunity for training and work.
4. The bridge from welfare to work should be buttressed by training and

child care programs. For many, the incentives to work in this plan
would be all that is necessary. However, there are other situations
where these incentives need to be supported by measures that will

overcome other barriers to employment.
I propose that funds be provided for expanded training and iob development programs so that an additional 150,000 welfare '.recipients
can become jobworthy during the first year.
.Manpower training is a basic bridge to work for
people,
especially people with limited education, low skills and
and limited job
experience. Manpower training programs can provide this bridge for
many of our poor. In the new Manpower Training proposal to be sent
to the Congress this week, the interrelationship with this new approach
to welfare will be apparent.
I am also requesting .authority, as a part of the new system, to -provide

child care for the 450,000 children of the 150,000 current welfare
recipients to be trained.
The child care I propose is more than custodial. This Administration is committed to a new emphasis on child development in the
first five years of life. The day care that would be part of this plan
would be of a quality that will help in the development of the child
and provide for its health and safety, and would break the poverty
cycle for this new generation.

The expanded child care program would bring new opportunities

along several lines: opportunities for the further involvement of

private enterprise in providing high quality child care service; opportunities for volunteers; and opportunities for training and employment
in child care centers of many of the welfare mothers themselves.

I am requesting a total of $600 million additional to fund these

expanded training programs and child care centers.
5. The new system will lessen welfare red tape and provide administrative cost savings. To cut out the costly investigations so bitterly
resented as "welfare snooping," the Federal payment will be based
upon a certification of income, with spot checks sufficient to prevent
abuses. The program will be administered on an automated basis;
using the information and technical experience of the Social Security
.

.

Administration, but, of course, will be entirely separate from the
administration of the Social Security trust fund.
The States.would be given the option of having the Federal Govern-

ment handle the payment. of the State supplemental benefits on a
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reimbursable basis, so that they would be spared their present administrative burdens and so a single check could be sent to the recipient. These simplifications will save money and eliminate in-

dignities; at the same time, welfare fraud will be detected and

lawbreakers prosecuted.
6. This new departure would require a substantial initial investment,
but will yield future returns to the Nation. This transformation of the
welfare system will set in motion forces that will lessen dependency
rather than perpetuate and enlarge it. A more productive population
addg to real economic growth without inflation. The initial investment
is needed now to stop the momentum of work-to-welfare, and to start
a new momentum in the opposite direction.
The costs of welfare benefits for families with dependent children.

have been rising alarmingly the past several years, increasing from
$1 billion in. 1960 to an estimated $3.3 billion in 1969, of which $1.8
billion is paid by the Federal government, and $1.5 billion is paid by
the States. Based on current population and income data, the proposal§
I am making today will increase Federal costs during the first year by
an .estimated $4 billion, which includes $600 million for job training
and child care centers.
The "start-up costs" of lifting many people out, of dependency will
ultimately cost the taxpayer far less than the chronic costsin dollars

and, in national valuesof creating a permanent under-class. in;

America.
From Welfare to Work
Since this Administration took office, members of the Urban Affairs

Council, including officials of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, the Department of Labor, the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Bureau of the Budget, and other key advisers, have been
working to develop a coherent, fresh approach to welfare, manpower
training and revenue sharing.

I have outlined our conclusions about an important component

of 'this approach in this message; the Secretary of HEW will transmit
to the Congress the proposed legislation after the summer recess.
Purge the Congress to begin its study of these proposals promptly
so that laws can be enacted and funds authorized* to begin the' new
system as soon as possible. Sound budgetary policy, must be main-

tained in order to put this plan into effect--especially the pOrtion

supplementing the wages of the working poor.
With the establishment of the new approach, the Offide of Economic

Opportunity will concentrate on the important task of finding new

ways of opening economic opportunity for those who are able to work.
Rather than focusing on income support activities, it must find means

of providing opportunities for individuals to contribute to the full
extent of their capabilities, and of developing and improving those
capabilities.

This would be the effect of the transformation of welfare into

"workfare," a new work-rewarding system:
For the first time, all dependent families with children in America;
regardless of where they live, would be assured of minimum standard
payments based upon uniform and single eligibility standards.
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For the first time, the more than two million families who make
up the "working poor" would be -helped toward self-sufficiency and
away from future welfare dependency.

For' the first time, training and work opportunity with effective

incentives would be given millions of families who would otherwise
be locked into a welfare system for generations.
For the first time, the Federal government would make a strong
contribution toward relieving the financial:burden of welfare payments from State golrernments.
For the first time, every dependent family in America would be
encouraged to stay together, free from economic pressure to split apart..
These are far-reaching effects. They cannot be purchased cheaply,
or by piecemeal efforts. This total reform looks in a new direction; it
requires new thinking, a new spirit and a fresh dedication to reverse
the downhill course of welfare. In its first year, more than half the
families participating in the program will have one member working
or training.

We have it in our power to raise the standard of living and the
realizable hopes of millions of our fellow citizens. By providing an
equal chance at the starting line, we can reinforce the traditional
American spirit of self-reliance and self-respect.

RICnABD NIXON.

Ti E WRITE HOUSE, August 11, 1969.
APPENDIX

PROPOSED BENEFIT SCHEDULE (EXCLUDING ALL STATE BENEFITS)
Earned income

New benefit

Total income

;1,600
I,600

;1,600

1,460
1,210

2,460
2,710
2,960
3,210
3,460
3,710
4,000

0

$500
51,000
$1,500
$2,000
$2,500
$3,000
53.500
$4,000

2,100

960
710

460
210

o

.

Note: For a 4-person family, with a basic payment standard of $1,600 and an earned income disregard of $720.

[H. Doc. 91 -146, 91st Cong., first sess.]

PROPOSALS FOR WELFARE REFORM
To the Congress of the United States:

A. measure of the greatness of a powerful nation is the character of the life

it creates for those who are powerless to make ends meet.

If we do not find the way to become a working nation that properly cares for
the dependent, we shall become a Welfare State that undermines the incentive
of the working elan.

The present welfare system has failed usit has fostered family breakup,

has provided very little help in many States and has even deepened dependency
by all-too-often making it more attractive to go on welfare than to go to work.

I propose a new approach that will make it more attractive to go to work
than to go on welfare, and will establish a nationwide minimum payment to

dependent families with children.
I propose that the Federal government pay a basic income to those American
families who cannot cart for themselves in whichever State they live.
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I propose that dependent families receiving sueh income be given good reason
to go to work by nutking the first sixty dollars a. month they earn completely their
own, with no deductions from their benefits.

I propose that we make available an addition to the incomes of the "working

poor," to eneourago them to go on working and to eliminate the possibility of

making more from welfare than from wages.

I propose that these payments be made upon certification of income, with demeaning and costly investigations replaced by.simplitied reviews aml spot checks
requirement that the household be without a father. That
and with n.o

present requirement in many States bas the effect of breaking up families and

contributes to delinquency and violence.
I propose tlmt. all employable persons who choose to accept these payments lie
required to register for work or job training and be required to accept that work
or training, provided suitable jobs are available either locally or if transportation
is provided. Adeqnate and convenient day care would he provided children wher-

ever necessary to enable a parent to train or work. The only exception to this

work requirement would be mothers of pre-school children.
I propose a major ewpansion of job training and day care facilities, so that
current welfare recipients able to work can be sot on the road to self-reliance.
I propose that we also provide uniform Federal payment minimums for the
present three categories of welfare aid to adultsthe aged, the blind and the
disabled.

This would be total welfare reformthe .transformation of a system frozen in
failure and frustration into a system that would work and would encourage
people to work.

Accordingly, we have stopped considering human welfare in isolation. The
new plan is part of an overall approach which inchides a comprehensive new
Manpower Training Act, and a plan for a system of revenue sharing with the
States to help provide all of them with necessary budget relief. Messages on
manpewer training and revenue sharing will follow this message tomorrow and
the next day, and the three should be considered as parts of a whole approach
to what is clearly a national problem.

Need for New Departures

A. welfare system is a success when it takes care of people who cannot take

care of themselves and when it helps employable people elimb toward
independence.

A. welfare syStem is a failure when it takes care of those who can -bake care of
themselves. when it drastically varies payments in different areas. when it breaks

up families when it perpetuates a vicious cycle of dependency, when it strips
human beings of their dignity.

America's welfare system is a failure that grows worse every day.
First, it fails the recipient: In many areas, benefits :ere so low that we have
hardly begun to take care of the dependent. And there has been no light at the
end of poverty's tunnel. After four years of inflation, the poor have generally
become poorer.

Second, it fails the taxpayer: Since 1960, welfare costs have doubled and the
number on the rolls has risen from 5.8 million to over 9 million, all in a time
when unemployment was low. The taxpayer is entitled to expect government to
devise a system that will help people lift themselves out of poverty.
Finally, it fails American society: By breaking uphomes, the present welfare
system has added to social unrest and robbed millions of children of the joy of
childhood; by widely varying payments among regions, it has helped to draw
millions into the slums of our cities.

The situation has become intolerable. Let us examine the alternatives

available:
We could permit the welfare momentum to continue to gather speed by our
inertia ; by 1975 this would result in 4 million r. &l Americans on welfare rolls
at a cost of close to 11 billion dollars a year, with both ,-ecipients and taxpayers
shortchanged.

We could tinker with the system as it is, ade.:ng to the patchwork of

modifications and exceptions. That has been the approach of the past, and it has
failed.

We could adopt a "guaranteed minimum income for everyone," whichwould
appear to wipe out poverty overnight. It would also wipe out the basic economic
motivation for work, and place an enormous strain on the industrious to pay for
the leisure of the lazy.
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Or, We could adopt a totally new approach to welfare. designed to assist
those left far behind the national norm, and provide all with the motivation to
work anda fair share of the opportunity to train.
This Administration, after a careful analysis of all the alternatives, is committed to a new departure that avid fluid a solution for the welfare problem. The
time for denouncing the old is over : the time for devising the new is now.

the Practicalities
People usually follow their self-interest.

Recognizing

This stark (net is distressing to many social planners who like to look at

Problems from the top (10%V11. Let us al/anal/II the ivory tower and consider the
real world in all we do.

In most States. welfare is provided only when there is no father at home to

provide support. If a inan's children would be better off on welfare than with the
low wage lie is able to firing; home, wouldn't he be tempted to leave home?

If a person spent a great deal of time and effort to get. on the welfare rolls,
wouldnt he think twice about risking his eligibility by taking a job that might

not last long?
In each case. welfare policy was intended to limit the spread of dependency; in

Practice, however, the effect has been to increase dependency arid remove the

incentive to work.
:We fully expect people to (follow their self-interest in their business dealings ;
why should we be surprised when people follow their self-interist in their welfare

dealings? That is why we propose n plan in which it is in the interest. of every

employable person to do his fair share of work.
The Operation of the New Approach,
4.. We 'would a8sure art inconie foundation. throughout every section of America
for all parents who cannot adequately support themselves and their iliildren. For

n family of four with less than $1,000 income, this payment would be $1600 a
year; for a family of four with $2,000 income, this payment would supplement
that income by $960 a year.

Under the present welfare system, each State provides "Aid to Thinilies with
Dependent Children," a program we propose to replace. The Federal government

shares the cost, but each State eStablishes key eligibility rules and determines
how much income support acid be provided to poor families. The result has been
an uneven and unequal system. The 1909 benefits average for a family of four
is $171 a month across the Nation, but individual State averages range from
$263 down to $39 a mouth.

A. new Federal minimum of $1600 a year cannot claim to provide comfort to a
family of four, but the present low of $408 a year cannot claim to provide even
the basic necessities.
The new system would do away with the inequity of very low benefit levels in
some States, and of State-by-State variations in eligibility tests. by establishing
Federally-flaanced income floor with a national definition of basic eligibility.
States will continue to carry an important responsibility. In 30 States the Federal basic payment will be less than the present levels of combined Federal and
State payments. These States will be required to maintain the current level of
benefits, but in no case will a State be required to spend more than 90% of its
present welfare cost. The Federal government will not only provide the "floor,"
but it will assume 10% of the benefits now being paid by the States ins their part
of welfare costs.

In 20 States, the new payment would exceed the present average benefit payments, in some cases by a wide margin. In these States, where benefits are lowest
and poverty often the most severe, the payments will raise benefit levels substantially. For 5 yeays, every State will be required to continue to spend at least half
of what they are now spending on welfare, to supplement the Federal base.

For the typical "welfare family"a mother with dependent children and no
outside incomethe new system would provide a basic national minimum payment. A. mother with three small children would be assured an annual income of
at least $1600.

For the family headed by an employed father or working )poth,er, the same
basic benefits would be received, but $60 .per month of earnings would be "dis-

regarded" in order to make up the costs of working and provide a strong advantage in holding a job. The wage earner could also keep O% of his benefits
as his earnings rise above that $60 per month. A family of four, in which the
father earns $2,000 in a year, would receive payments of $960, for a total income
of $2,960.
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For the aged, the blind and the disabled. the present system varies benefit levels
from $40 per month for an aged person in one State to $145 per month for the
blind in another, The new system would establish a inininnini payment (if $65 per
month for all three of these adult categories, ith`the Federal government contributing the first $rio and sharing in payments above that amount. This will raise the
share of the financial burden borne by the Federal government for payments to

these adults who cannot support themselves, and should pave the way for
benefit increases In ninny States.
For the single adult who is not handicapped or aged, or for the married couple
without children, the new system would notapply. Food stamps would continue to
Ire available up to $300 Per year per person, according to the plan 1 ontlined last
May in my message to the Congress on the food and nutrition needs of the population in poverty. For dependent families there will lie an orderly substitution of

food stamps by the new direct monetary payments.
2. The new approach would end the blatrn.t unf (artless of the welfare system.
In over half the States, families headed fly unemployed men do not qualify for
Public assistance. In no State does a family headed by a father working full -time
receive help in the current welfare system, no matter how little 1w earns. As we
have seen, this approach to dependency. has itself been a cause of dependeney. It
results in a policy that tends to force the father out of the house.

The new plan rejects a policy that undermines family life, It would end the
substantial financial ineentives to desertion. It. would extend eligibility to all
dependent families with children, without regard to whether the family is headed
by a man or a woman. The effects of these changes upon human behavior would
be an increased will to work, the survival of more marriages, the greater stability
of families. We are determined to stop passing the cycle of dependency from generation to generation.
The most glaring inequity in the old welfare system is the exclusion of families

who are working to pull themselves out of poverty. Families headed by a nonworker often receive more from welfare than families headed by a husband

working full -time at very low wages. This has been rightly resented by the working poor, for the rewards are just the opposite of what they should be.
3. The new plan would. create a much stronger incentive to work.
For people now on the welfare rolls, the present system discourages the move
from welfare to work by cutting benefits too fast and too much as earnings begin.
The new system, would encourage work by allowing the new worker to retain the
first $720 of his yearly earnings without any benefit reduction.

For people already working, but at poverty wages, the present system often
encourages nothing but resentment and an incentive to quit and go on relief
where that would pay more than work. The new plan, on the contrary, would
provide a supplement that will help a low-wage workerstruggling to make ends
meetachieve a higher standard of living.
For an employable person who just chooses not to work, neither the present.
system nor the one we propose would support him, though both would continue
to support other dependent members in his family.
However, a welfare mother with pre-school children should not face benefit
reductions if she decides to stay home. It is not our intent that mothers of pre-

school children mast accept work. Those who can work and desire to do so,

however, should have the opportunity for jobs and job training and access to day
care centers for their children ; this will enable them to support themselves after
their children are grown.
A. family with a member who gets.a job would be permitted to 'retain all of the
first $60 Monthly income. amounting to $720 per year for a regular worker, 'win
no reduction. of Federal payments. The incentive to work in this provision is
obvious. But there is another practical reason : Going to work costs money. Expenses such as clothes, transportation, personal care, Social Security taxes and
loss of income from odd jobs amount to substantial costs for the average family.
Since a family does not begin to add to its net income until it surpasses the cost

of working, in fairness this amount should not he subtracted from the new

myment.
After the first $720 of income, the rest of the earnings will result in a systematic reduction in payments.
believe the vast majority of poor people in the 'United States prefer to work
rather than have the government support their families. In 1065, 600,000 families

left the welfare rolls out of an average caseload of 1,400,000 during the year,
showing a considerable turnover, much of it voluntary.
However, there may be some who fail to seek or accept work, even with the
strong incentives and training opportunities that will be provided. It would not
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he fair to those who willingly work, or to ail taxpayers, to allow others to choose
idleness when opportunity is available. Tints, they must accept training opportunities and jobs when offered, or give up their right to the new payments for
themselves. No able-bodied pertain will have a "free ride" in a nation that provides
opportunity for training and work.
4. The bridge from welfare to work should be buttressed by training and child
earn programs, For many, the incentives to work In this plan would be all that is
necessary. However, there are other Situations where these incentives need to be
supported by well:Aires that will overcome other barriers to employment.
f Propose that lands be proridcd for expanded training and job eterciotnnent
programs so that an additional 150,000 welfare recipients can ileconie jobworthy
during the first year.
Manpower training is a basic bridge to work for poor people, especially people
with limited salutation, low skills and limited job experience. Manpower training
Programs can provide this bridge for many of our poor. lu the new Manpower
Training propmail to be sent to the Congress this week, the interrelationship with
this new approach to welfare will be apparent.
f ant, also requesting authority, as a part of the new system, to provide child

care for the 450010 children of the 150,000 current welfare .recipients to be
trained.
The ehild care I propose is more than custodial. This administration is com-

mitted to as new emphasis nu child develohnieut in the first five years; of life. The
day rare that would be part of this 'Ann would be of a quality that will help in the
development of the child and provide for its health and safety, and would break
the poverty cycle for this new generation.
The expanded child care progron would bring new opportunities along several
lines : opportunities for the furtlx.el, involvement of private enterprise in providing high quai.4ty child care service; opportunities for volunteers and opportunities for training and employment in child rare centers of many of the welfare
mothers themselves.
I ain requesting a total of $600 million additional to fund these expanded training programs anti child care centers.
5. The new system will lessen welfare red tape and provide administrative cost

savings. To cut out the costly investigations so bitterly resented as "welfare

snooping," the Federal payment will be based upon a certification of income, with
spot cheeks sufficient to prevent abuses. The program will be administered on an

automated basis; using the information and technical experience of the Social
Security Administration but; of course, will be entirely separate from the administration of the Social Security trust fund.
The States would he given the option of having the Federal Government handle
the payment. of the State supplemental benefits on a reimburslIble basis, so that
they would be spared their present administrative burdens and so a single check
could lie sent to the recipient. These simplifications will have money and eliminate

indignities; at the same time, welfare fraud will be detected and lawbreakers
prosecuted.

G. This nem departure would require a substantial initial investment. but will
pirld Alum returns to the Nation,. This transformation of the welfare system will

set is motion forces that will lessen dependency rather than perpetuate mid

enlarge it. A more productive population adds to real economic growth without.
iodation. The initial investment is needed now to stop the momentum of work-towelfare. and to start a new momentum in the opposite direction.
The costs of welfare benefits for families with dependent children have been
rising alarmingly the past several years, increasing from $1 billion in 1960 to an
estimated $3.3 billion in 1969, of which $1.S billion is paid by the Federal government, and $1.5 billion is paid by the States. Based on current population and
income data, the proposals I am making today will increase Federal costs during
the first year by an estimated $4 billion, ,vtlich includes $600 million for job
training and child eare.eenters.
The "start-up costs''of lifting wally people out of dependency will ultimately

cost the taxpayer far less than the chronic costsin dollars and in national
values of creating a permanent under-class in America.
From Welfare to Work
Since this Administration took office, members of the Urban Affairs Council,

including officials of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the
Department of IA'fbor, the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Bureau of the
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Budget, and other key advisers, have been working to develop a coherent, fresh
approach to welfare, manpower training and revenue sharing.
lI have outlined our conclusions about an important component cf this approach
in this message; the Secretary of HEW will transmit to the Congress the
proposed legislation after the summer recess.
I urge the Congress to begin its study of these proposals promptly so that laws
can be enacted and funds authorized to begin the new system as soon as possible.
Sound budgetary policy must be maintained in order to put this plan into effect
especially the portion supplementing the wages of the working poor.

With the establishment of the new approach, the Office of Economic Opportunity will comentrate on the important task of finding new way of opening
economic opportunity for those who are able to work. Rather than focusing on
income support activities, it must find means of providing opportunities for

individuals to contribute to the full extent of their capabilities, and of developing
and improving these capabilities.
This would be the effect of the transformation of welfare into "workfare," a
new work-rewarding system:
For the first time, all dependent families with children in America, regardless
of where they live, would be assured of minimum standard payments based upon
uniform and single eligibility standards,
Far the first time, the more than two million families who make up the "working poor" would be helped toward self-sufficiency and away from future welfare
dependency.

For the first time, training and work opportunity with effective incentives
would be given millions of families who would otherwise be locked into a welfare
system for generations.
For the first time, the Federal government would make a strong contribution
toward relieving the financial burden of welfare payments from State governments.

For the first time, every dependent family in America would be encouraged
to stay together, free from economic pressure to split apart.
These are far-renching effects. They cannot be purchased cheaply, or by piecemeal efforts. This total reform looks in a new direction ; it requires new thinking,

a new spirit and a fresh dedication to reverse the downhill course of welfare.
In its first year, more than half the families participating in the program will
have one member working or training.

We have it in our power to raise the standard of living and the realizable
hopes of millions of our fellow citizens. By providing an equal chance at the
starting line, we can reinforce the traditional American spirit of self-reliance
and self-respect.

THE WHiTE HOVSE, Attgitst 11, 1969.

RICHARD NIXoN.

APPENDIX
PROPOSED BENEFIT SCHEDULE (EXCLUDING ALL STATE BENEFITS)
Earned income
0

$500
$1,000
$1,500
$2,000
$2,500
$3,000
$3,500
$4,000

New benefit

Total income

$1, 600

$1, 600

1,600
1, 460

1,210

2,100
2,460
2, 710
2, 960

960
710
460
210

3, 460
3, 710

0

4,000

3,210

Note: For a 4person family, with a basic payment standard of $1,600 and an earned inconit disregard of $720.

.
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IN THE SENA TE OF THE UN I TE D STA TES
Amu!. 21, 1970

Under the order of April 20, 1970, reiTiell, considered

heron 1.1%:1(1

t Wive, :Ind referred to the Committee on Fitinnee

AN ACT
To authorize a family assistance plan providing basic benefits
to low-income families with children, to provide incentives
for employment and training to improve the capacity for
employment of members of such families, to achieve greater
uniformity of treatment of recipients under the Federal-State
public assistance programs and to otherwise improve such
programs, and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represcnta-

2

lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

That this Act, with the following table of contents, may be

4

cited as the "Family Assistance Act of 1970".

4S
2
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I.

TITLE IFAMILY ASSISTANCE PLAN

2

ESTABLISHMENT OF FAMILY ASSISTANCE PLAN

3

SEC. 101. Title IV of the Social Security Act (42

4

U.S.C. .601 et seq.) is amended by adding after part C

5

the following new parts:

6

"PART DFAMTLY ASSISTANCE PLAN

7

"APPROPRIATIONS

"SEC. 441. For the purpose of providing a basic level
9

of financial

assistance throughout the Nation to needy

families with children, in a manner which will, strengthen
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5
1

family life, encourage work training and self-support, and

enhance personal dignity, there is authorized to be appro3

ptiated for each fiscal year a sum sufficient to carry out this

4 part.
5

"ELIGIBILITY FOR AND AMOUNT OF FAMILY ASSISTANCE

6

BENEFITS

7

"Eligibility

8

"SEC. 442. (a) Each family (as defined in section

9 445)
10
11

.

12
1.3

14

" (1) whose income, other than income excluded
pursuant to section 443 (b) ,

is less than

" (A) $500 per year for each of the first two
members of the family, plus

" (B) $300 per year for each additional merli-

n

ber, and

16

" (2) whose resources, other than resources ex-

17

eluded pursuant to section 444, are :)ss than $1,500,

18

shall, in accordance with and subject to the other provisions

19

of this title, be paid a family assistance benefit.

20
21

22

"Amount
" (I)) The family assistance benefit for a family shall

be payable at the rate of
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1

2

" (1) $500 per year for each of the first two members of the family, plus

3

" (2) $300 per vmr for rot+. additional member,

4

reduced by the amount of income, not excluded pursuant
to section 443 (b) , of the members of the family.

fi

"Period for Determination of Benefits

" (e) (1) A family's .cligihilitv for and its amount of
S

family assistance bevic.ii4s shall be determined for each quar-

t

ter of a calendar year. Such &terminati,m shall be made on
the basis of the Secretary's estimak-, of the family's income

11

for such quarter, after taking, into account income for a pre-

19

ceding period and any modifications in income which are

1:3

likely to occur on the basis of changes in conditions or eir-

14

.comstanees. Eligibility for and the amount of benefits of ,3

15

family for any quarter shall be redetiamined at such time or

.

times as may be provided by the Secretary, such redeter17

urination to be effective prospectively.

18

" (2) The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe the

19

cases in which and extent to which the amount of a family
assistance benefit for any quarter shall he reduced by reason

21

of the time elapsing since the beginning of sufth quarter and

22

before the date of filing of the application for the benefit.

23

" (3) The Secretary may, in accordance with regula,

24

Lions, prescribe the cases in which and the extent to which
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1

income received in one period (or expenses incurred in one

9

period in earning income) shall, for purposes of determining

3

eligibility for and amount of family assistance benefits, be

4

considered as received (or incurred) in another period or

5

periods.

"Special Limits on Gross Income
7

" (d) The Secretary may, in accordance with regula-

8

flow, prescribe the circumstances under which the gross

9

income from a trade or business (including farming) will be

10

considered sufficiently large to make such family ineligible

it

for such benefits.

12
13

14

"Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam

"(e) For special provisions applicable to Puerto Rico,

the Virgin Islands, and Guam, see section 1108 (e) .

15

"INCOME

16

"Meaning of Income

17

18
19

"SEC. 443. (a) For purposes of this part, income means

both earned income and unearned income; and" ( 1 ) earned income means only-

20

" (A) remuneration for services performed as

21

an employee (as defined in section 210 (j) ) , other

22

than remuneration to which section 209 (b) , (c) ,

23

(d) , (f) , or (k), or section 211, would apply; and

94

" (B) net earnings from self-employment. as

54

defined in section 211 (without the application of
2

the second and third sentences following clause (C)

3

of subsection (a) (9) ) , including earnings for serv-

4

ices described in paragraphs (4) , (5) , and (6)

5

of subsection (c) ; and

6

"(2) unearned income means all other income.

7

including-

8

" (A) any payments received as an annuity,

9

pension, retirement, or disability benefit, including

10

veteran's or workmen's compensation and old-age,

11

survivors, and disability insurance, railroad retire-

12

ment,, and unemployment benefits:

13

" (B) prizes and awards:

14

"(C) the proceeds of any life insurance policy:

15

" (D) gifts (cash or otherwise) , support and

16
17

alimony payments, and inheritances; and

"(E) rents, dividends, interest, and royalties.

18
19

20

"Exclusions From Income

"(b) In determining the income of a family there shall
be excluded--

21

" (1) subject to limitations (as to amount or other-

22

wise) pr.-.4cribed by the Secretary, the earned income of

23

each child in the family who is, as determined by the

24

Secretary under regulations, a student regularly attend-

25

lag a school, college, or university, or a course of voca-
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1

tional or technical training designed to prepare him

2

for gainful employment;

3

"(2) (A) the total unearned income of all meni-

4

hers of a family in a calendar quarter which., as de-

5

termined in accordance with criteria prescribed by the

ti

Secretary, is received too infrequently or irregularly to

7

be included, if such income so received does not exceed

8

$30 in such quarter, and (B) the total earned income

9

of all members of a family in a calendar quarter which,

10

as determined in accordance with such criteria, is re-

11

ceived too infrequently or irregularly to be included, if

12

such income so received does not exceed $30 in such

13

quarter;

14

" (3) an amount of earned income of a member of

13

the family equal to all, or such part (and according to

16

such schedule) as the Secretary may prescribe, of the

17

cost incurred by such member for chili care which the

18

Secretary deems necessary to securing or continuing in

19

manpower training, vocational rehabilitation, employ-

20

merit, or self-employment;

21

" (4) the first. $720 per year (or proportionately

22

smaller amounts for shorter periods) of the total of

23

earned income (not excluded by the preceding para-

24

graphs of this subsection). of all members of the family

.)5

plus one-half of the remainder thereof;
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10
1

"(5) food stamps or any other assistance (except

2

veterans' pensions) which is based on need and for-

3

nished by any State or political subdivision of a State

4

or any Federal agency, or by any private charitable

5

agency or organization (as determined by the Seem-

tart') ;
7

"(l3) allowances under section 432 (a) ;

8

"(7) any portion of a scholarship or fellowship

9

received for use in paying the cost of tuition and fees

10

at any educational (including technical or vocational

11

education) institution; and

12
13

" (8) borne produce of a *member of the family
utilized by the household for its own consumption.

14

"RESOURCES

15

"Exclusions From Resources

16
17
18
19

"SEC. 444. (a) In determining the resources of a family

there shall be excluded (1) the home, household goods, and personal effects; and

20

"(2) other property which, as determined in ac-

21

cordance with and subject to limitations in regulations

22

of the Secretary, is so essential to the family's means of

23

self-support as to warrant its exclusion.
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"Disposition of Resources
9

"(b) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations appli-

:3

cable to the period or periods of time within which, and the

manner in which, various kinds of property must be dis5

posed of in order not to be included in determining a fam-

6

ily's eligibility for family assistance benefits. Any portion

7

of the family's benefits paid for any such period shall be

8

conditioned upon such disposal; and any benefits so paid
shall

10

(at the time of the disposal) be considered over-

payments to the extent they would not have been paid
had the disposal occurred at the beginning of the period for

12

which such benefits were paid.

13

"MEANING OF FAMILY AND CIIILD

14

"Composition of Family

15

16
17

"SEC. 445. (a) Two or more individuals-

"(1) who are related by blood, marriage, or
adoption,

18

"(2) who are living in a place of residence main-

19

tabled by one or more of them as his or their own home,

20

"(3) who are residents of the United States, and

21

"(4) at least one of whom is a child who (A) is

22

not married to another of such

individuals and
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1

2

(B) is in the care of or dependent upon another

of such individuals,

3 shall be regarded as a family for purposes of this part and

4 parts A, C, and E. A parent (of a child living hi a place
5 of residence referred to in paragraph (2) ), or a spouse of
6

such a parent, who is determined by the Secretary to be

7 temporarily absent from such place 14 residence for the
8 purpose of engaging in or seeking employment or self-

9 employment (including military service) shall nevertheless
10 he considered (for purposes of paragraph (2) ) to be living
11

12

in such place of residence.
"Definition of Child

13

" (b) For purposes of this part and parts C and E, the

14

term 'child' means an individual who is (1) under the age

15

of eighteen, or (2) under the age of twenty-orie and (as

16

determined by the Secretary under regulations) a student

17

regularly attending a school, college, or university, or a

18

ci.,rse of vocational or technical training designed to prepare

19 him for gainful employment.
20
21

"Determination of Family Relationships

" (c) In determining whether an individual is related

22 to another individual by blood, marriage, or adoption, appro23

24
25

priate State law shall be applied.

"Income and Resources of Noncontributing Adult

" (d) For purposes of determining eligibility for and the
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1

amount of family assistance benefits for any family there shall

2

be excluded the income and resources of any individual,

3 other than a parent of a child (or a spouse of a parent) ,

4 which. as determined in accordance with criteria prescribed
5

by the Secretary, is not available to other members of the

6 family; and for such purposes such individual
?

" (1) in the case of a child, shall be regarded as a

8

member of the family for purposes of determining the

9

family's eligibility for such benefits but not for purposes

10
11

of determining the amount of such benefits, and

" (2) in any other case, shall not be considered a
member of he family for any purpose.

13

"Recipients of Aid to the Aged. Bliad, and

14

Disabled Ineligible

15

" (e) If an individual is receiving aid to the aged, blind,

16

and disabled under a State plan approved under title XVI, or

17

if his needs are taken into account in determining the need of

18

another person receiving such aid, then, for the period for

19

which such aid is received, such individual shall 6ot be re-

20

garded as a member of a family for purposes of determining

21

the amount of the family assistance benefits of the family.

22

"PAYMENTS AND PROCEDURES

23

"Payments of Benefits

24

"SEo. 446. (a) (1) Family assistance benefits shall be

25

paid at such time or times and in sun installments as the
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1

Secretary determines will best effectuate the purposes of this

9

title.

3

"(2) Payment of the family assistance benefit of any

4

family may be made to any one or more members of the

5

family, or, if the Secretary deems it appropriate, to any

6

person, other than a member of such family, who is interested in or concerned with the welfare of the family.
"(3) The Secretary may by regulation establish ranges

9

of incomes within which a single amount of fatally assistance

benefit shall apply.
11

"Overpayments and Underpayments

12

"(b) Whenever the Secretary finds that more or less

13

than the correct amount of family assistance benefits has

14 been paid with respect to any family, proper adjustment or
15

recovery shall, subject to the succeeding provisions of this

16

subsection, be made by appropriate adjustments in future

17 payments to the family or by recovery from or payment to
18

any one or more of the individuals who are or were members

19

thereof. The Secretary shall make such provision as he finds

20

appropriate in the case of payment of more than the correct

21

amount of benefits with respect to a family with a view to

22

avoiding penalizing members of the family who were without

23

fault in connection with the overpayment, if adjustment or

24

recovery on account of such overpayment in such case would

25

defeat the purposes of this part, or be against equity or
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1

good conscience, or (because of the small amount involved)

2

impede efficient or effective administration of this part.

"Hearings and Review
4

" (c) (1) The Secretary shall provide reasonable notice

5

and opportunity for a hearing to any individual who is or

6

claims to be a member of a family and is in disagreement

7

with any determination under this part with respect to

8

eligibility of the family for family assistance benefits, the

number of members of the family, or the amount of the
1(1

benefits, if such individual requests a hearing on the matter
in disagreement within thirty days after notice of such deter-

1`)

ruination is received. Until a determination is made on the

13

basis of such hearing or upon disposition of the matter

14

through default, withdrawal of the request by the individual,

15

or revision of the initial determination by the Secretary, any

16 amounts which are payable (or would be payable but for the
17

matter in disagreement) to any individual who has been

18

determined to be a member of such family shall continue to

19

be paid; but any amounts so paid for periods prior to such

20

determination or disposition shall be considered overpay-

21 meats to the extent they would not have been paid had such
22 determination or disposition occurred at the same time as
23 the Secretary's initial determination on

the matter in

24 disagreement.
25

"(2) Detertninat ion on the basis of such bearing shall be
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1 made within ninety days after the individual requests the
2 hearing as provided in paragraph (1).
3

" (3) The final determination of the Secretary after a

4 hearing under paragraph

(1 )

shall be subject to judicial

5 review as provided in section 205 (g) to the same extent

6 as the Secretary's final determinations under section 205;
7

except that the determination of the Secretary after such

8 hearing as to any fact shall be final and conclusive and not
9 subject to review by any court.
10

"Procedures; Prohibition of Assignments

" (d) The provisions of sections 206 and 207 and sub12

sections (a) , (d) , (e), and (f) of section 205 shall apply

13

with respect to this part to the same extent as they apply

14

in the case of title II.

15

"Applications and Furnishing of Information by Families

16

" (e) (1) The Secretary shall prescribe regolations ap-

17

plicable to families or members thereof with respect to the

18

filing of applications. the furnishing of other data and mate-

19

rial, and the reporting of events and changes in circumstances,

20 as may be necessary to determine eligibility for and amount
21

of family assistance benefits.

22

" (2) In order to encourage prompt reporting of events

23

and changes in circumstances relevant to eligibility for or

24

amount of family assistance benefits, and more accurate

25

estimates of expected income or expenses by members of
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1

families for purposes of such eligibility and amount of bene-

fits, the Secretary may prescribe the eases in which and the
3

extent to which-

4

" (A) failure to so report or delay in so reporting, or

5

" (B) inaccuracy of information which is furnished

6

by the members and on which the estimates of income or
expenses for such purposes are based,

will result in treatment as overpayments of all or any
portion of payments of such benefits for the period involved.
19

"Furnishing of Information by Other Agencies

" (f) The head of any Federal agency shall provide
-1,)

such information as the Secretary needs for purposes of

)3 determining eligibility for or amount of family assistance
14

benefits, or verifying other information with respect thereto.

15

"REGISTRATION AND REFERRAL OF FAMILY MEMBERS FOR

16

MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAINING, AND EMPLOYMENT

17

"SEC. 447. (a) Every individual who is a member of

18

a family which is found to be eligible for family assistance

19

benefits, other than a member to whom the Secretary finds

20 paragraph (1), (2), (3) , (4), or (5) of subsection (b)
21

applies, shall register for manpower services, training,

22 and employment with the local public employment office
23

of the State as provided by regulations of the Secretary of

24

Labor. If and for so long as any such individual is found by
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1

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to have

2

failed to so register, he shall

3

member of a family but his income which would otherwise

not be regarded

as a

4 be counted under this part as income of a family shall he so
5

counted; except that if such individual is the only member

6

of the family other than a. child, such individual shall be

7

regarded as a member for purposes of determination of the

8

family's eligibility for family assistance benefits, but not

9

(except for counting his income) for purposes of detercnina-

10

of the amount of such benefits. No part of the family

11 assistance benefits of any such family may be paid to such
12

individual during the period for which the preceding

13

sentence is applicable to him; and the Secretary may, if

14

he deems it appropriate, provide for payment of such bene-

15

fits during such period to any person, other than a member

16

of such family, who is interested in or concerned with the

17

welfare of the family.

18

.

"(b) An individual shall not be required to register

19

pursuant to subsection (a) if the Secretary determines that

20

such individual is-

21
22

23

24
25

"(1) unable to engage in work or training by
reason of illness, incapacity, or advanced age;

"(2) a mother or other ralative of a child under
the age of six who is caring for such child;

"(3) the mother or other female caretaker of a
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1

child, if the father or another adult male relative is in

2

the home and not excluded by paragraph (1), (2),

3

(4), or (5) of this subsection (unless the second sell-

4

tence of subsection (a) , or section 448 (a) , is applicable

5

to him) ;

" (4) a child who is under the age of sixteen or
7

meets the requirements of section 445 (b) (2) ; or

8

" (5) one whose presence in the home on a sub-

9

stantially continuous basis is required because of the ill-

10

ness or incapacity of another member of the household.

11 An individual who would, but for the preceding sentence,

12 be required to register pursuant to subsection (a), may, if
13

he wishes, register as provided b such subsection.

14

" (a) The Secretary shall make provision for the fur-

15

nishing of child care services in such cases and for so long

16

as he deems appropriate in the case of (1) individuals reg-

17

istered pursuant to subsection (a) who are, pursuant to such

18

registration, participating in manpower services, training, or

19

employment, and (2) individuals referred pursuant to sub-

20

section (d) who are, pursuant to such referral, participat-

21

ing in vocational rehabilitation.

22

" (d) In the case of any member of a family receiving

23

family assistance benefits who is not required to register

24

pursuant to subsection (a) because of such member's in-

25

capacity, the Secretary shall make provision for referral of
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1

such member to the appropriato State agency administering

2

or supervising the administration of the State plan for vo-

3

rational rehabilitation services approved under the. Vocational

4 Rehabilitation Act, and (except in such cases involving per5

manent incapacity as the Secretary may determine) for a

6

review not less often than quarterly of such member's inca-

7

parity and his need for and utilization of the rehabilitation

8

services made available to him under such plan. If and for so

9

long as such member is found by the Secretary to have re-

10

fused without good cause to accept rehabilitation services

11

available to him under such plan, he shall be treated as an

12

individual to whom subsection (a) is applicable by reason

13

of refusal to accept or participate iu employment or training.

14 "DENIAL OF BENEFITS IN CASE OF REFUSAL OF MANPOWER
15

SERVICES, TRAINING, OR EMPLOYMENT

16

"Silo. 448. (a) For purposes of determining eligibility

17

for and amount of family assistance benefits under this part,

18

an individual who has registered as required under section

19

447 (a) shall riot be regarded as a member of a family, but

20

his income which would otherwise be counted as income of

21

the family under this part 'shall be so counted, if and for

22

long as he has been found by the Secretary of Labor, after

so

23 reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing (which shall
24

be held in the same manner and subject to the szme conditions

25

as a hearing under sectim 446 (c) (1) and (2) ) , to have
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1

refused without good cause to participate or continue to par-

2

ticipate in manpower services, training, or employment, or

3

to have refused without good cause to accept employment

4 in which he is able to engage which is offered through the
5

public employment offices of the State, or is otherwise offered

6

by an employer if the offer of such employer is determined

7

by the Secretary of Labor, after notification by such em-

8

ployer or otherwise, to be a bona fide offer of employment;

9

except that if such individual is the only member of the

10

family other than a child, such individual shal) be regarded

11

as a member of the family for purposes of determination of

12

the family's eligibility for benefits, but not (except for

13

counting his income) for the purposes of determination of

14

the amount of its benefits. No part of the family assistance

15

benefits of any such family may be paid to such individual

16

during the period for which the preceding sentence is ap-

17

plicable to him; and the Secretary may, if he deems it

18

appropriate, provided for payment of such benefits during

19

such period to any person, other than a member of such

20

family, who is interested in or concerned with the welfare

21

of the family.

22

" (b) No family shall be denied benefits under this

23

part, or have its benefits under this part reduced, because

24 an individual who is (or would, but for subsection (a), be)
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1

a member of such family rauses work under any of the

2

following conditions:

3
4

" (1) if the position offered is vacant due directly

to a strike, lockout, or other labor dispute;

5

"(2) if the .wages, hours, or other terms or con-

6

ditions of the work offered are contrary to or less than

7

those prescribed by Federal, State, or local law or are

8

substantially less favorable to the individual than those

9

prevailing for similar work in the locality;

10

" (3) if, as a condition of being employed, the in-

11

dividual would be required to join a company union

12

or to resign from or refrain from joining any bona fide

13

labor organization; or

14

" (4) if the individual has the demonstrated capa-

15

city, through other iavailable training or employment

16

opportunities, of securing work that would better enable

17

him to achieve self-sufficiency.

18.

19

"TRANSFER OF FUNDS FOR ON-THE-JOB
TRAINING PROGRAMS

20

"SEC. 449. The Secretary shall, pursuant to and to the

21

extent provided by agreement with the Secretary of Labor,

22

pay to the Secretary of Labor amounts which he estimates

23

would be paid as family assistance benefits under this part to

24 individuals participating in public
or private employer com-
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1

pensated on-the-job training under a program of the Secre-

2

tary of Labor if they were not participating in such training.

3

Such amounts shall be available to pay the costs of such

4

progsams.

5

"PART ESTA

Sun, LEMENTATI ON OF FAMILY

6

ASSISTANCE BENEFITS

7

"PAYMENTS UNDER TITLES IV, V, XVI, AND x1x

S

CONDITIONED ON SUPPLEMENTATION

9

"SEC. 451. In order for a State to be eligible for pay-

10

ments pursuant to title V, XVI, or XIX, or part A or B

1.1

of this title, with respect to expenditures for any quarter

12

beginning on or after the date this part becomes effective

13

with respect to such State, it must have in effect an agree-

14

ment with the Secretary under which it will make supple-

15

mentary payments, as provided in this part, to any family

16

other than a family in which both parents of the child or

17

children are present, neither parent is incapacitated, and the

18

male parent is not unemployed.

19

"ELIGIBILITY FOR AND AMOUNT OF SUPPLEMENTARY

20

PAYMENTS

21

"SEC;. 452. (a) Eligibility for and amount of supple-

22

mentary payments under the agreement with any State under

23

this part shall, subject to the succeeding provisions of this

24

section, be determined by application of the provisions of,
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1

and rules and regulations under, sections 442 (a) (2) , (c) ,

2

and (d) , 443 (a) , 444, 445, 446 (to the extent the Secre-

3

tary deems appropriate) , 447, and 448, and by application

4

of the standard for determining need under the plan of such

5

State as in effect for January 1970 (which standard complies

6

with the requirements for approval under part A as in effect

7

for such month) or, if lower, a standard equal to the applicable

8

poverty level determined pursuant to section 453 (c) and in

9

effect at the time of such payments, or such higher' standard

10

of need as the State may apply, with the resulting amount

11

reduced by the family assistance benefit payable under part

12

D and further reduced by any other income (earned or un-

13

earned) not excluded under section 443 (b) (except para-

14

graph (4) thereof) or under subsection (b) of this section;

15

but in making such determination the State may impose lim-

16

itations on the amount of aid paid to the extent that such limi-

17

tations (in combination with other provisions of the plan) are

18 no more stringent in result than those imposed under the plan
19

of such State as in effect for such month. In the case of any

20

State which provides for meeting less than 100 per centum of

21 its standard of need or provides for considering less than 100
22

per centum of requirements in determining need, the Secre-

23

tary shall prescribe by regulation the method or methods for

24 achieving as nearly as possible the results provided for under
25

the foregoing provisions of this subsection.
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1

" (b) For purposes of determining eligibility for and

2

amount of supplementary payments to a family for any period

3

.pursuant to an agreement under this part, in the case of earned

4

income to which paragraph (4) of section 443 (b) applies,

5

there shall be disregarded $720 per year (or proportionately

6

smaller amounts for shorter periods) , plus-

7

(1) one-third of the portion of the remainder of
earnings which does not exceed twice the amount of the

9
10
11
12

family assistance benefits that would be payable to the

family if it had no income, plus
(2) one-fifth (or more if the Secretary by regulation so prescribes) of the balance of the earnings.

13

For special provisions applicable to Puerto Rico, the Virgin

14

Islands, and Guam, see section 1108 (e) .

15

" (c) The agreement with a State under this part shall-

16

" (1) provide that it shall be in effect in all political

17

subdivisions of the State;

18

" (2) provide for the establishment or designation

19

of a single State agency to carry out or supervise the

20

carrying out of the agreement in the State;

21

"(3) provide for granting an opportunity for a fair

22

hearing before the State agency carrying out the agree-

93

ment to any individual whose claim for supplementary

24

payments is denied or is not acted upon with reasonable

25

promptness;
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" (4) provide (A) such methods ch

tini s tmti on

(including methods relating to the establishment and
3

maintenance of personnel standards on a merit basis, ex-

4

cept that the Secretary shall exercise no authority with

5

respect to the selection, tenure of office, and compensa-

6

tion of any individual employed in accordance with

7

such methods) as are found by the Secretary to be

8

necessary for the proper and efficient operation of the

9

agreement in the State, and (B) for the training and
effective use of paid subprofessional staff, with par-

11

titular emphasis on the full- or part-time employment of

12

recipients of supplementary payments and other persons

13

of low income, as community services aides, in carrying

14

out the agreement and for the use of nonpaid or partially

15

paid volunteers in a social service volunteer program

16

in providing services to applicants for and recipients of

17

supplementary payments and in assisting any advisory

18

committees established by the State agency;

19

" (5) provide that the State agency carrying out

20

the agreement will make such reports, in such form and

21

containing such information, as the Secretary may from

22

time to time require, and comply with such provisions

23

as the Secretary may from time to time find necessary

24

to assure the correctness and verification of such reports;

25

" (6) provide safeguards which restrict the use or
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1

disclosure of information concerning applicants for and

2

recipients of supplementary payments to purposes di-

,3

reetly connected with the adminiNtration of this title;

4

and

5

" (7) provide that all individuals wishing to make

6

application for supplementary payments shall have op-

7

portunity to do so. and that supplementary payments

8

shall be furnished with reasonable promptness to all

9

eligible individuals.

10

"PAYMENTS TO STATES

11

"SE°. 453. (a) (1) The Secretary shall pay to any

12

State which has in effect an agreement under this part, for

13

each fiscal year, an amount equal to 30 per centum of the

14

total amount expended during such year pursuant to its

15

agreement as supplementary payments to families other than

16

families in which both parents of the child or children are

17

present, neither parent is incapacitated, and the male parent

18

is not unemployed, not counting so much of the supple-

19

mentary payment made to any family as exceeds the amount

20 by which (with respect to the period involved)
21

" (A) the family assistance benefit payable to such

92

family under part D, plus any income of such family

23

(earned or unearned) not disregarded in determining

24

the amount of such supplementary payment, is less than
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" (B) the applicable poverty level as promulgated

1

2

and in effect under subsection (c) .

3

"(2) The Secretary shall also pay to each such State

4

an amount equal to 50 per Gentian of its administrative costs

5

found necessary by the Secretary for carrying out its agree-

.

ment.
7

"(b) Payments under subsection (a) shall be made at

8

such time or times, in advance or by way of reimbursement,

9

and in such installments as the Secretary may determine;

10

and shall he made on such conditions as may be necessary

11

to assure the carrying out of the purposes of this title.

12

" (c) (1) For purposes of this part, the 'poverty level'

13

for a family group of any given size shall be the amount

14 shown for a family group of such size in the following table,
15

adjusted as provided in paragraph (2) :
"FAMILY SIZE:

One
Two

Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven or more

BASIC AMOUNT

$1, 920
2, 460
2, 940
3, 720
4, 440

4,980
6, 120

16

" (2) Between July 1 and September 30 of each year,

17

beginning with 1970, the Secretary (A) shall adjust the

18 amount shown for each size of family group in the table in
19

paragraph (1) by increasing such amount by the percent-

20 age by which the average level of the price index for the
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1

months in the calendar quarter beginnil (IA. April 1 of such

2

year exceeds the average level of the price index for months

3

in 1969, and (B) shall thereupon promulgate the amounts

4 so adjusted as the poverty levels for family groups of various
5

sizes which shall he conclusive for purposes of this part for

6

the fiscal year beginning July

7

promulgation.

1

next succeeding such

8

" (3) As used in this subsection, the term 'price index'

9

means the Consumer Price Index (all itemsUnitcd States

10

city average) published monthly by the Bureau of Labor

U Statistics.
12

"PAILITBB BY STATB TO COMPLY WITH AOREEMBNT

13

"SD°. 454. If the Secretary, after reasonable notice and

14

opportunity for hearing to a State with which he has an

15

agreement under this part, finds that such State is failing to

16

comply therewith, he shall withhold all, or such portion as he

17

deems appropriate, of the payments to which such State is

18

otherwise entitled under this part or part A or B of this title

19

or under title V, XVI, or XIX; but the amounts so with-

20

held from payments under such part A or B or under title

21

V, XVI, or XTX shall be deemed to have been paid to the

22

State under such part or title. Such withholding shall be

23

effected at such time or times and in such installments as the

24 Secretary may deem appropriate.
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1

'TART F-ADMINISTRATION

2

"AGREEMENTS WITH STATES

3

"SEe. 461. (a) The Secretary may enter into an agree-

4 ment with any State under which the Secretary will make,
5

on behalf of the State, the supplementary payments provided

6

for under part E, or will perform such other functions

7

of the State in connection with such payments as may be

8

agreed upon, or both. In any such case, the agreement shall

9

also (1) provide for payment by the State to the Secretary

10

of an amount equal to the supplementary payments the State

11

would otherwise make pursuant to part E, less any payments

12

which would be made to the State under section 453 (a) , and

13

(2) at the request of the State, provide for joint audit of pay-

14

ments under the agreement.

15

" (b) The Secretary may also enter into an agreement

16

with any State under which such State will make, on behalf

17

of the Secretary, the family assistance benefit payments

18

provided for under part D with respect to all or specified

19

families in the State who are eligible for such benefits or will

20 perform such other functions in connection with the adminis21

tration of part D as may be agreed upon. The cost of carry-

22

ing out any such agreement shall be paid to the State by the

23

Secretary in advance or by way of reimbursement and in

24 such installments as may be agreed upon.
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"PENALTIES FOR FRAUD

1

2

"SEC. 462. The provisions of section 208, other than

3

paragraph (a), shall apply with respect to benefits under

4

part D and allowances under part C, of this title, to the same

5

extent as they apply to payments under title' H.

6

"REPORT, EVALUATION, RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATIONS,

7

AND TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

8

"SEC. 463. (a) The Secretary shall mcle an annual re-

9

port to the President and the Congress on the operation and

and E, including an evaluation

10

administration of parts

11

thereof in carrying out the purposes of such parts and recom-

12

inendations with respect thereto. The Secretary is authorized

13

to conduct evaluations directly or by grants or contracts of

14

the programs authorized by such parts.

15

" (b) The Secretary is authorized to conduct, directly or

16

by grants or contracts, research into or demonstrations of

37

ways of better providing financial assistance to needy per-

18

sons or of better carrying out the purposes of part D, and

19

in so doing to waive any requirements or limitations in such

20

part

21

assistance benefits for such family, members of families, Or

22

groups thereof as he deems appropriate.

23

respect to eligibility for or amount of family

" (e)

42-779 0 - 70 - 6 (pt. 1)

The Secretary is authorized to provide such
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1

technical assistance to States, and to provide, directly or
through grants or contracts, for such training of personnel

of States, as he deems appropriate to assist them in more
4

efficiently and effectively carrying out their agreements

5 under this part and part E.
o

" (d) In addition to funds otherwise available therefor,

7 such portion of any appropriation to carry out part D or E
S as the Secretary may determine, but not in excess of 820,0 000,000 in any fiscal year, shall be available to him to carry
10
11

out this section.
"OBLIGATION OF DESERTING PARENTS

12

"SEC. 464. In any case where an individual has de-

13

serted or abandoned his spouse or his child or children and

14 such spouse or any such child (during the period of such
15

desertion or abandonment) is a member of a family receiv-

16 ing family assistance benefits under part D or supplementary

17 payments under part E, such individual shall be obligated

to the United States in an amount equal to19

" (1) the total amount of the family assistance bene-

20

fits paid to such family during such period with respect

21

to such spouse and child or children, plus the amount paid

22

by the Secretary under secton 453 on account of the

23

supplementary payments made to such family during
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1

such period with respect to such spouse and child or chil-

2

dren, reduced by

3

"(2) any amount actually paid by such individual

4

to ar for the support and maintenance of such sponse

5

and child or children during such period, if and to the

6

extent that such amount is excluded in determining the

7

amount of such family assistance benefits;

8

except that in any case where an order for the support and

9

maintenance of such spouse or any such child has been

10

issued by a court of competent jurisdiction, the obligation of

11

such individual under this subsection (with respect to such

12

spouse or child) for any period shall not exceed th3 amount

13

specified in such order less any amount actually paid by such

14

individual (to or for the support and maintenance of such

15

spouse or child) during such period. The amount due the

16

United States under such obligation shall be collected (to the

17

extent that the claim of the United States therefor is not other-

18

wise satisfied) , in such manner as may be specified by the

19

Secretary, from any amounts otherwise due him or becoming

20

due him at any time from any officer or agency of the United

21

States or under any Federal program. Amounts collected under

22

the preceding sentence shall be deposited in the Treasury as

23

miscellaneous receipts.

So
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1 "TREATMENT OF FAMILY ASSISTANCE BENEFITS AS INCOME
2
3

FOR FOOD STAMP PURPOSES

E'Sc.
465. Family assistance benefits paid under this

4 title shall be taken into consideration for the purpose of de5

termining the entitlement of any household to purchase food

6

stamps, and the cost thereof, under the food stamp program

1

conducted under the Food Stamp Act of 1964."

S MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAINING, EMPLOYMENT, CHILD
9

CARE, AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PROGRAMS

10

SEC. 102. Part C of title IV of the Social. Security Act

11

(42 U.S.C. 630 et seq.) is amended to read as follows:

12 "PART 0-MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAII7ING, EMPLOY13

MENT, CIEELD CARE, AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PRO-

14

GRAMS FOR RECIPIENTS OF FAMILY ASSISTANCE

15

BENEFITS OE SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS

16

"PURPOSE

17

"SEC. 430. The purpose of this part is to authorize pro-

18

vision, for individuals who are members of a family receiving

19

benefits under part D or supplementary payments pursuant

20

to part E, of manpower services, training, employment,

21

child care, and related supportive services necessary to train

22

such individuals, prepare them for employment, and other-

23 wise assist them in securing and retaining regular employment

24 and having the opportunity for advancement in employment,
25 to the end that needy families with children will be restored
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1

to self-supporting. independent, and useful rules in their

2

communities.

3

"OPERATION OF MANPOWER SERVICES, TRAINING, AND

4

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

5

"Sec. 431. (a) The Secretary of Labor shall, for each

6

person registered pursuant to part D, in accordance with
priorities prescribed by him, develop or assure the develop-

8 ment of an employability plan describing the manpower
9

services, training, and employment which the Secretary of

10- Tabor determines each person needs in order to enable him
11

to become self-supporting and secure and retain employment

12

and opportunities for advance rent.

13

" (b) The Secretary If Labor shall, in accordance with

14

the provisions of this part, ,c-stblish and assure the provision

15

of manpower services, training, and employment programs

16

in each State for persons registered pursuant to part D or

17

receiving supplementary payments pursuant to part E.

18

"(c) Vie Secretary of Labor shall, through such pro-

19

grams, pro.

20

Training, and employment and opportunities necessary to

21

prepare such nersons for and place them in regular employ-

22

ment, including-

e or assure the provision of manpower services,

23

" (1) any of such services, training, employment,

24

and opportunities which the Secretary of Labor is author-

25

ized to provide under :my other Act;
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1

" (2) counseling, testing, coaching, program orienta-

2

tion, institutional and on-the-job training, work experi-

3

ence, upgrading, job development, job placement, and

4

follow up services required to assist in securing and re-

5

taining employment and opportunities for advancement;

6

"(3) relocation assistance (includil,;: grants, loans,

7

and the furnishing of such services as will aid an involun-

8

tarily unemployed individual who desires to relocate to do

9

so in an area where there is assurance of regular suitable

10

employment, offered through the public employment of-

11

fiees of the State in such area, which will lead to the

12

earning of income sufficient to make such individual and

13

his family ineligibie for benefits under part D and supple-

14

mentary payments under part E) ; and

15

" (4) special work projects.

16

" (d) (1) For purposes of subsection (c) (4), a 'special

17

work project' is a project (meeting the requirements of this

18

subsection) which consists of the performance of work in the

public interest through grants to or contracts with public or
20
21
22
23

nonprofit private agencies or organizations.

." 1,2! No wage rates provided tinder any special work
proJ4t `.

ht.: lower than the applicable minimum wage for

the particidar work concerned.

24

" (3) Before entering into any special work project

25

under a program established as provided in subsection (b) ,

83

1

the Secretary of Labor shall have reasonable assurances

2 that
3

" (A) appropriate standards for the health, safety,

4

and other conditions applicable to the performance of

work and training on such project are established and
will be maintained,

"(B) such project will not result in the displacement of employed workers,
9

" (C) with respect to such project the conditions of

10

work, training, education, and employment are reason-

1

able in the light of such factors as the type of work, gee--

12

13

14
15
16

graphical region, and proficiency of the participant,

" (D) appropriate workmen's compensation protection is provided to all participants, and
" (E) such project will improve the employability
of the participants.

" (4) With respect to individuals who are partioipants
18

in special work projects under programs established as pro-

19

vided in subsection (b) , the Secretary of Labor shall period-

20

ically (at least once every sis months) review the employ-

21

ment record of each such individual while on the special work

22

project and on the basis of such record and such other infor-

23

mation as he may acquire determine whether it would be

24

feasible to place such individual in regular employment or in

25

on-the-job, institutional, or other training.
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"ALLOWANCES FOR INDIVIDUALS UNDEINJOIN;Cf TRAINUNG

3

"SEc. 432. (a) (1) The Secretary of Labor shall pay to

3

each individual who is a member of a family zmd

4 pating in manpower trainitpr under this part an

.:.ntive

5

allowance of 830 per month. If one or more members of a

6

family are receiving training for whic?.., graining allowances

7

are payable under section 203 of the Manpower Development

8

and Training Act and meet the other requirements under

9

such section (except subsection (1) (1) thereof) for the re-

10

eeipt of allowances which would be in excess of the sum of

11

the family assistance benefit under part 11 and supplementary

12 payments pursuant to part E payable with respect to such
13

month to the family, the total of the incentive allowances per

14

month under this section for such members shall bz,, equal to

15

the greeter of (1) the amount of such excess or, if lower,

16

the amount of the excess of the training allowances which

17

would he payable under such section 203 as in effect on

18 March 1, 1970, over the sum of such family assistance bene19

fit and such supplementary payments, and (2) $30 for each

20

such member.

21

" (2) The Secretary of Labor shall, in accordance with

22

regulations, also pay, to any member of a family participat-

23

ing in manpower training under this part, allowances for

24

transportation and other costs to him which are necessary to

25

and directly related to his participation in training,

S5
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" (:),) The Sevretory 1;f. Labor shall by regulation provide

2

for such smaller allowances under this subsection as he deem,

3

appropriate for individuals in Puerto Rico. the Virgin Is-

4

lands, and Guam.

5

" (b) Allowances under this section shall be in lieu of

6

allowances provided for participants in manpower training

7

programs under any other Act.

" (e) Subsection (a) shall not apply to any member
9

of a family who is participating in a program of the See-

10

retary of Labor providing public or private employer corn-

11

pensated on-the-job training.

12

"1-5TILIZATION OF OTI1ER PROGRAMS

13

"SEC. 4:33. In providing the manpower training and

14

employment services and opportunities required by this part

15

the Secretary of Labor, to the maximum extent feasible, shall

16

assure that such services and opportunities are provided in

17

such manner, through such Means, and using all authority

18

available to him under any other Act (and subject to all

19

duties and responsibilities thereunder) as will further the

20

establishment of an integrated and comprehensive manpower

21

training program involving all sectors of the economy and all

22

levels of government and as will make maximum use of exist-

23

ing manpower and manpower related programs and agencies.

24

To such end the Secretary of Labor may use the funds appro-

25

priate'd

to him under this part to provide the programs

S6
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required by this part through such other Act, to the same

2

extent and under the same conditions as if appropriated under

3

such other Act and in making use of the programs of other

4

Federal, State, or local agencies, public or private, the Sec-

5

retary may reimburse such agencies for services rendered to

6

persons under this part to the extent such services and oppor-

7

tunities are not otherwise availalole on a nonreimbursable

8

bags.

-

9
10

"RULES AND REGULATIONS
"SEC.

434. The Secretary of Labor may issue such rules

11

and regulations as be finds ne,ce: ary to carry out his respon-

12

sibilities under this part.

13

"APPROPRIATIONS; NONFEDERAL SHARE

14

"Sec. 435. (a) There is authorized to be appropriated to

15

the Secretary of Labor for each fiscal year a sum sufficient

16

for carrying out the purposes of this part (other than sections

17

436 and 437) , including p

18

oentum of the cost of manpower services, Wining, and

19

employment and opportunities provided for individuals reg-

20

istered pursuant to section 447. The Secretary of labor skull

21

establish criteria to achieve an equitable apportionment

.22

among the States of Federal expenditures for carrying out

23

the programs authorized by section 431. In developing these

24

criteria the Secretary of Labor shall consider the number of

25

registrations under section 447 and other relevant factors.

went of not to e_ceed 90 per

Si

1

(b) If a non-Federal contribution of 10 per centum of

2 the cost, specified in subsection (a) is uot made in any State
3 (as required by section 402 (a) (13) ) , the Secretary of

4 Health, Education, and Welfare may withhold any action
5 under section 404 on account thereof and if he does so he
6 shall instead, after reasonablc... notice and oppok4*.nity for
7 hearing to the appropriate State agency or agencies, with-

\

8 hold any payments to be made to the State under sections
9 403 (a), 453, 1604, and 1903 (a) until the amount so with10 held (including any amovnts contributed by the State pursu-

11 ant to the requirement in section 402 (a) (13) ) equals 10
12

per centum of such costs. Such withholding shall remain

13

in effect until such time as the Secretary of Labor has assur-

14 ances from the State that such 10 per centum will be contrih15

uted as required by sention 402 (a) (13) _ Amounts so with-

18

held shall be deemed to have been paid to the State under

17

such sections and shall be paid by the Secretary of Health,

18

Education, and Welfare to the Secretary of Labor.

19

"CHILD CARE

20

"SEc. 436. (e) (1) For the vrpose of assuring that

21

individuals receiving benefits under par: 1) or surrplementary

22

payments pursuant to part E will not be prevented from

23

participating in training or employment by the unavail-

24

ability of appropriate child care, there are authorized to

25

be appropriated for each fiscal year such sums as may be
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necessary to enable the Secretary of Health. Education.

2 and Welfare to make grants to any publio or nonprofit private

3 agency or organization, and contracts with any public or
4 private agency or organization, for part or alr, of the cost of
5

ects for the provision of child cart, including nece,-sary

6

transportation and alteration, remodeling. and renovation

7

of facilities., which may be neeessar or appropriate in order

R

to better enable an individual who has been registered pug-

'}

suant to part D or is receiving supplemernary payments

10

pursuant to part E to undertake or continue manpower

11

training or employment under this part,, or to enable an

12

individual who has been referred pursuant to section 447

13

(d) to participate in vocational rehabilitation, or to enable a

14

member of a family which is or has been (within such pe-

15

riod of time as the Secretary may prescribe) eligible for bene-

16

fits under such part D or payments pursuant to such part. E

17

to undertake or continue manpower training or employment

18

under this part; or, with respect to the period prior to the

19

date when part D becomes effective for a State, to better

20 enable

individual who is receiving aid to families with

21

dependent children, or whose needs are taken into account in

22

determining the need of any one claiming or receiving such

23

aid, to participate in manpower training or omp!oyment.

24

" (2) Such grants or contracts for the provision of

25

child earn in any area may he made directly. or through

43
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grants to any public 4or nonprofit private agency which is
..es,gnated hr the 4Zppropriate 4,11N'il or

Offittial or

{officials in such area and which demonstrates a eapacity to
4

work effectively with the manpo-over agency in such arca (in-

5

ehzding provision for the tationintr of personnel with the

ti

manpower team in appropriate CaSeS) , To 111 extent appro-

7

prime. such care for children attending school which is pro-

8

vided ,{ri a group or institutional ktsis shall be provided

9 through arrangements with the appropriate local educational
10

agency.

" (3) Such projects shall provide for various types of
Child care needed in the light of the different circumstances
13

and needs of the children involve 1.

14

" (h) Such sums shall also he available to enable the

15

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare to make grants

to any public or nonprofit private agency or organization,
17

and contracts with any public, or private agency or o4,ra-

18

nization, for evaluation, training of personnel, technical

19

assistance, or research or demonstration projects to determine

20

more effective methods of providing any such care.

21

" (c) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

22

;may provide, in any ease in which a family is able tr. pay

23

for part or all of the cost of child care provided under a

24

project assisted under this sention, for payment by the family

90
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of such fees for th care as may be reasonable in the light of

2

such ability.

3

"SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

4

"Sec. 437. (a) No payments shall be made to any State

5

under title V, XVI, or XIX. or part A or B of this title.

6 -with respect to expenditures ft r any calendar quarter begin7

ling on or after the date part D becomes effective with re-

8

spect to such State, unless it has in effect an agreement with

9

the Secretary of health, Education, and Welfare under

10 which it will provide health, vocational rehabilitation, conn11

seling, social, and other supportive services which the See-

12

retary under regulations determines to be necessary to per-

13

mit an individual who has been registered pursuant to part

14 D or is receiving supplementary payments pursuant to part
E to undertake or continue manpower training and employ-

18 meat under this part.
17

"(b) Services under such an agreement shall be pro-

18

Aided in close cooperation with manpower training and em-

19

ployment serviced provided under this part.

20

"(e) The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

21

shall from time to time, in such installments and on such con-

ditions as he deems appropriate, pay to any State with which
23

ho has an agreement pursuant to subsection (a) up to 90

24

per centum of the cost of such State of carrying out such

25

agreement. There are authorized to be appropriated for each
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focal year such sums as may be neccsa.ry to carry out this

2

section.

3

-ADVANCH FUNDING

4

-SFr. 438. (a) Foe the purpose of affording adetp.ste

5

notice of funding available under this part, appropriations

6 for grants, contracts, or other payments with respect to

registered pursuant to section 447 are authorized to

8 be included in the appropriation Act for the fiscal year
9
10

preceding the liseal year for which they are available for
obligation.

11

" (b) In order to effect a transition to the advance fund-

12

ing method of timing appropriation action, subsection (a)

sta. apply notwithstanding that its initial application will
14

result. in enactment in the same year (whether in the same

15

appropriation Act or otherwise) of two separate appropria-

16

lions, one for the then current fi;cal year and one for the

17

succeeding fiscal year.

18

"EVALUATION AND RESEARCH ; REPORTS TO CONOREsIS

19

"Sic. 439. (a) (1) The Seereta-.y shall (jointly with

20

the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare) provide

21

for the continuing evaluation of the manpower training and

22 employment programs provided under this part, including
23

their effectiveness in achieving stated goals and their impact

24

on other related programs. The Secretary may conduct re-
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1

search regarding, and demonstrations of, ways to improve

2

the effectiveness of the manpower training and employment

3

programs so provided and may also conduct demonstrations

4

of improved training techniques for upgrading the skills of

5

the working poor. The Secretary may, for these purposes,

6

contract for independent evaluations of and research regard-

7

ing such programs or individual projects under such pro-

grams, and establish a data collection, processing, and
9

retrieval system.

10

" (2) There are authorized to be appropriated such

11

2.!11119, not exceeding $15,000,000 for any fiscal year, as

12 may be necessary to carry out paragraph (1) .
13
14

" (b) On or before September 1 following each fiscal year

in which part D is effective with respect to any State-

15

" (1) the Secretary shall report to the Congress on

16,

the manpower training and employment programs pro-

17

vided under this part in such fiscal year, and

18

" (2) the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-

19

fare shall report to the Congress on the child care and

20

supportive services provided under this part in such fiscal

21

year."

22

CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELATING TO ASSISTANCE

23

FOR NEEDY FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN

24
25

SEC. 103. (a) Section 401 of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 601) is amended--
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1
2

3

(1) by striking out "financial assistance and" in
the first sentence; and

(2) by striking out "aid and" in the second sen-

4

tence.

5

(b) (1) Subsection (a) of section 402 of such Act (42

6

7
8

U.S.C. 602) is amended(A) by striking out "aid and" in the matter pre ceding clause (1) ;

9

(B) by inserting, before "provide" at the be-

10

ginning of clause (1) , "except to the extent permitted

11

by the Secretary," ;

12

(0) by striking out clause (4) ;

13

(D)

(i) by striking out "recipients and other

14

persons" in clause (5) (B) and inserting in lieu thereof

15

"persons", and

16

(ii) by striking out "providing services to ap-

17

plicants and recipients" in such clause and inserting in

18

lieu thereof "providing services under the plan";

19

(E) by striking out clauses (7) and (8)

20

(F) by striking out "aid to families with dependent

21

children" in clause (9) and inserting in lieu thereof

22

"the plan";

23

(G) by striking out clauses (10) , (11) , and (12) ;

24

(H) (i) by striking

42-778 0 - 70 - 7 (pt. 1)

1,7,

.; "section 406 (d)" in clause
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1

(14) and inserting in lieu thereof "section 405 (c) ",

2

(ii) by striking out "for each child and relative

3

who receives aid to families with dependent children, and

4

each appropriate individual (living in the same home as

5

a relative and child receiving such aid whose needs

6

are taken into account in making the determination

7

under clause (7) ) " in such clause and inserting in lieu

8

thereof "for each member of a family receiving assist-

9

ante to needy families with children, each appropriate

10

individual (living in the same home as such family)

11

whose needs would be taken into account in determining

12

the need of any such member under the State plan (ap-

13

proved under this part) as in effect prior to the enact-

14

ment of pact D, and each individual who would have

15

been eligible to receive aid to families with dependent

16

children under such plan", and

17

(iii) by striking out "such child, relative, and in-

18

dividual" each place it appears in such clause and insert-

19

ing in lieu thereof "such member or individual";

20

(I) by striking out clause (15) and inserting in

21

lieu thereof the following: " (15) (A) provide for the

22

development of a program, for appropriate members

23

of such families and such other individuals, for prevent-

24

ing or reducing the inrIdence of births out of wedlock

25

and otherwise strengthening family life, and for imple-
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menting such program by assuring that in all appropriate

2

cases family planning services are offered to them, but

3

acceptance of family planning services provided under

4

the plan shall be voluntary on the part of such members

5

and individuals and shall not be a prerequisite to eligi-

6

bility for or the receipt of any other service under the

7

plan; and (B) to the extent that services provided

8

under

9

by the staff of the State agency or the local agency

10

administering the State plan in each of the political

11

subdivisions of the State, for the establishment of a

12

single organizational unit in such State or local agency,

13

as the case may be, responsible for the furnishing of such

14

services ;"

this

clause

or

clause

(8)

are

furnished

15

(J) by striking out "aid" in clause (16) and

16

inserting in lieu thereof "assistance to needy families

17

with children";

18

(K) (i) by striking out "aid to families with de-

19

pendent children" in clause -(17) (A) (i) and inserting

20

in lieu thereof "assistance to needy families with chil-

21

dren",

22
23

24

(ii) by striking out "aid" in clause (17) (A) (ii)
and inserting in lieu thereof "assistance", and
(iii) by striking out "and" at the end of clause
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(i) , and adding after clause (ii) the following new

2

clause:

3

" (iii) in the case of any parent (of a child

4

referred to in clause (H) ) receiving such assistance

5

who has been deserted or abandoned by his or her

6

spouse, to secure support for such parent from such
spouse (or from any other person legally liable

8

for such support) , utilizing any reciprocal arrange-

9

mews adopted with other States to obtain or enforce

10

court orders for support, and";

11

(L) by striking out "clause (17) (A) " in clause

12

(18) and inserting in lieu thereof "clause (11) (A) ";

13

(M) by striking out clause (19) and inserting in

14

lieu thereof the following: " (19) provide for arrange-

15

ments to assure that there will be made a non-Federal

16

contribution to the cost of manpower services, training,

17

and employment and opportunities provided for indivi-

18

duals registered pursuant to section 44'7, in cash or kind,

19

equal to 10 per centum of such cost; ";

20

(N) by striking out "aid to families with depend-

21

ent children in the form of foster care in accordance

22

with section 408" in clause (20) and inserting in lieu

23

thereof "payments for foster care in accordance with

24

section 406";

25

(0) (i) by striking out "of each parent of

a
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1

dependent child or children with respect to whom aid

2

is being provided under the State plan" in clause (21)

3

(A) and inserting in lieu thereof "of each person who

4

is the parent of a child or children with respect to

5

whom assistance to needy families with children or

6

foster care is being provided or is the spouse of the

7

parent of such a child or children",

S

(ii) by striking out "such child or children" in

9

clause (21) (A) (i) and inserting in lien thereof "such

10

child or children or such parent",

11

(iii) by striking out "such parent" each place it

12

appears in clause (21) (B) and inserting in lien thereof

13

"such person", and

14
15

(iv) by striking out "section 410;" in clause (21)
(C) and inserting in lieu thereof "section 408; and";

16

(P) (i) by striking out "a parent" each place it

17

appears in clause (22) and inserting in lieu thereof "a

18

person",

19

(ii) by striking out "a child or children of such

20

parent" each place it appears in such clause and inserting

21

in lieu thereof "the spouse or a child or children of such

22

person",

23

(iii) by striking out "against such parent" in such

24

clause and inserting in lien thereof "against such per-

25

son", and
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1

(iv) by striking out "aid is being provided under

2

the plan of such other State" each place it appears in

3

such clause and inserting in lieu thereof "assistance to

4

needy families with children or foster care payments are

5

being provided in such other State"; and

(Q) by striking out "; and (23) " and all that

S

7
S

9
10
11

12

13
14

follows and inserting in lieu thereof a, period.
(2)

Clauses

(5), (6), (9), (13), (14), (15), (16),

(17), (18), (19), (20), (21),

and

(22)

of section 402

(a) of such Act, as amended by paragraph (1) of this

subsection, are redesignated as clauses

(4)

through

(16)

,

respectively.

(c) Section 402 (b) of such Act is amended to read as
follows:

15

" (b) The Secretary shall approve any plan which ful-

16

fills the conditions specified in subsection (a), except that

17

he shall not approve any plan which imposes, as a condition

18

of eligibility for services under it, any residence requirement

19

which denies services or foster care payments with respect

20

to any individual residing in the State."

21

22
23
24
25

(d) Section

402

of such Act is further emended by

striking out subsection (c).

(13) (1) Subsection (a) of section 403 of such Act
U.S.C.

603)

(42

is amended

(A) by striking out "aid and services" and insert-
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1

ing in lieu thereof "services" in the matter preceding

2

paragraph (1) ;

3

4

(B) by striking out paragraph (1) and inserting in
lieu thereof the following:

5

" (1) an amount equal to the sum of the following

6

proportions of the total amounts expended during such

quarter as payments for foster care in accordance with
8

section 406-

9

" (A) five-sixths of such expenditures, not

10

counting se much of any expenditures with respect

11

to any month as exceeds the product of $18 multr

12

plied by the number of children receiving such

13

foster care in such month; plus

14

" (B) the Federal percentage of the amount
by which such expenditures exceed the maximum

16

which may be counted under subparagraph (A) ,

17

not counting so much of any expenditures with

18

respect to any month as exceeds the product of

19

$100 multiplied by the number of children receiv-

20

ing such foster care for such month ;";

21

(C) by striking out paragraph (2) ;

22

(D) (i) by striking out "in the case of any State,"

23

in the matter preceding subparagraph (A) in para-

24

graph (3) ,

25

(ii) by striking out "or relative-who is receiving aid
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1

under the plan, or to any other individual (living in the

2

same home as such relative and child) whose needs

3

are taken into account in making the determination

4

under clause (7) of such section" in clause (i) of sub-

5

paragraph (A) of such paragraph and inserting in lieu

6

thereof "receiving foster care or any member of a family

7

receiving assistance to needy families with children
or to any other individual (living in the same home

8

9

as such family) whose needs would be taken into ac-

10

count in determining the need of any such member

11

under the State plan approved under this part as in

12

effect prior to the enactment of part I)",

13

(iii) by striking out "child or relative who is apply-

14

ing for aid to families with dependent children or" in

15

clause (ii) of subparagraph (A) of such paragraph

16

and inserting in lieu thereof "member of a family",

17

(iv) by striking out "likely to become an applicant

18

for or recipient of such aid" in clause (ii) of subpara-

19

gttph (A) of such paragraph and inserting in lieu

20

thereof "likely to become eligible to receive such

21

assistance", and

22

(v) by striking out " (14) and (15) " each place it

23

appears in subparagraph (A) of such paragraph and

24

inserting in lieu thereof " (8) and (9) ";

25

(E) by striking tilt all that follows "permitted"
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last sentence

in

,

such paragraph and inserting in

lien thereof "by the Secretary; and";

(F) by striking out "in the case of any State," in
4

the matter preceding subparagn,ph (A) in paragraph

5

(5) ;

6

(G) by striking out "section 406 (e) " each pine()

7

it appears in paragraph (5) and inserting in lieu thereof

8

"section 405 (d)"; and

9
10

(11) by striking out the sentences following peril-

graph (5).

31

(2) Paragraphs (3) and (5) of section 403(a) of

12

such Act, as amended by paragraph (1) of this subsection,

13

are redesignated as paragraphs (2) and (3), respectively.

-14

(f) Section 403 (b) of such Act is amended-

15

(1) by striking out "(B) records showing the

16

number of dependent children in the State, and (C)"

17

in paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof "and

18

19

(B) "; and
(2) by striking out " (A) " in paragraph (2) , and

20

by striking out

21

paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof a period.

22

(g) Section 404 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 604) is

and (B)" and all that follows in such

23 amended24

(1) by striking out " (a) In the case of any State
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1

plan for aid and services" and inserting in lieu thereof

2

"In the case of any Ste plan for services"; and
(2) by striking out subsection (b).

3
4
5
6

(h) Section 405 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 605)

if

repealed.

(i) Section 406 of such Act (42

606) is redes-

7

ignated as section 405, and as so redesignated is amended-

8

(1) by striking out subsections (a) and (b) and

9

10
11

inserting in lieu thereof the following:

" (a) The term 'child' means a child as defined in seetion 445 (b)

.

12

" (b) The term 'needy 'amities with children' means

13

families who are receiving family assistance benefits under

14

part D and whe (1) are receiving supplementary payments

15

under part E, or (2) would be eligible to receive aid to fam-

16

ilies with dependent children, under a State plan (approved

17 under this part) as in effect prior to the enactment of part 1),
18

if the State plan had continued in effect and if it included

19

assistance to dependent children of unemployed fathers par-

20

suant to section 407 as it was in effect prior to such enact-

21 ment; and 'assistance to needy families with children' means

22 family assistance benefits under such part D, paid to such
23 families.";

24

(2) by striking out subsection (c) and redesignat-
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1

ing subsections (d) and (e) as subt-cctions (c) and

2

(d) , respectively;

3

(3) (A) by striking out "living with any of the

4

relatives specified in subsection (a) (1) in a place of

5

residence maintained by one or more of such relatives

6

as his or their own home" in paragraph (1) of subsec-

7

tion (d) as so redesignated and inserting in lieu thereof

8

"a member of a family (as defined in section 445 (a) ) ",

9

and

10

(B) by striking out "because such child or rela-

11

tive refused" and inserting in lieu thereof "because such

12

child or another member of such family refused".

13

(j) Section 407 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 607) is

14 repealed.
15

(k) Section 408 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 608) is re-

16 designated as section
17
18

406, and as

so

redesignated is

amended
(1) by striking out everything (including the head-

19

ing) which precedes paragraph (1) of subsection (b)

20

and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

21

"FOSTER CARE

22

"SEC. 406. For purposes of this part

23

" (a) 'foster care' shall include only foster care which is

24

provided in behalf of a child (1) who would, except for his
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1

removal from the home of a family as a result of a judicial

2

determination to the effect that continuation therein would

3

be contrary to his welfare, be a member of such family re-

4

ceiving assistance to needy families with children, (2) whose

5

placement and care arc the responsibility of (A) the State

6

or local agency administering the State plan approved under

7

section 402, or (B) any other public agency with whom the

8

State agency administering or supervising the-administration

9

of such State plan has made an agreement which is still in
effect and which includes provision for assuring develo; ,went

11

of a plan, satisfactory to such State agency, for such child as

12

provided in paragraph (e) (1) and such other provisions as

13

may be necessary to assure accomplishment of the objectives

14

of the State plan approved under section 402, (3) who has

15

been placed in a foster family home or child-care institution

16

as a result of such determination, and (4) who (A) received

17

assistance to needy families with children in or for the month

18

in which court proceedings leading to such determination

19

were initiated, or (B) would have received such assistance

20

to needy families with children in or for such month if appli-

21

cation had been made therefor, or (C) in the case of a child

22

who had been a member of a family (as defined in section

23

445 (a) ) within six months prior to the month in which such

24

proceedings were initiated, would have received such assist-

25

mice in or for such month if in such month he had been a
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member of (and removed from the home of) such a family

2

and application had been made therefor;

3
4

" (b) `foster care' shall, however, include the care de-

scribed in paragraph (a) only if it is provided";
(2) (A) by striking out "`aid to families with de-

5

pendent children' " in subsection (b) (2) and inserting
7

in lieu thereof "foster care",

8

(B) by striking out "such foster care" in such sub-

9

section and inserting in lieu thereof "foster care", and

10

(C) by striking out the period at the end of such

11

subsection and inserting in lieu thereof "; and";

(3) by striking out subsection (c) and redesignat-

12
13

ing subsections (d)

14

(d)

,

and (e)

,

(e) , and (f) as subsections (e) .

respectively;

15

(4) by striking out "paragraph (f) (2) " and "sec-

16

tion 403 (a) (3) "in subsection (c) (as so redesignated)

17

and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraph (e) (2) " and

18

"section 403 (a) (2) " respectively;

19

(5) by striking out "aid" in subsection (d) (as

20

so redesignated) and inserting in lieu thereof "services";

21

(6) by striking out "relative specified in section

o9

406 (a) " in subsection (e) (1) (as so redesignated) and

inserting in lieu thereof "family (as defined in section
24

25

445 (a) )"; and

(7) by striking out "522" and "part 3 of title V"
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in subsection (e) (2) (as so redesignated) and inserting

2

in lieu thereof "422" and "part B of this title", re-

3

spectively.

4
5

(1) (1) Section 409 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 609)

is

repealed.

6

(in) Section 410 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 610) is re-

7

designated as section 407; and subsection (a) of such section

8

(as so redesignated) is amended by striking out "section 402

9

(a) (21) " and inserting in lieu thereof "section 402 (a)

10

(15) ".

11

(n) (1) Section 422 (a) (1) (A) of such Act is amended

12

by striking out "section 402 (a) (15) " and inserting in lieu

13

thereof "section 402 (a) (9) ".

14

(2) Section 422 (a) (1) (B) of such Act is amended by

15

striking out "provided for dependent children" and inserting

16

in lieu thereof "provided with respect to needy families with

17

children".

18

(o) References in any law, regulation, State plan, or

19

other document to any provision of part A of title IV of the

20

Social Security Act which is redesignated by this section

21

shall (from and after the effective date of the amendments
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1

made by this Act) be considered to be references to such

2

provision as so redesignated.
CHANGES IN HEADINGS

3

4

SEC. 104. (a) The heading of title IV of the Social

5

Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601, et seq.) is amended to read

6

as follows:

7

"TITLE IVFAMILY ASSISTANCE BENEFITS,

8

STATE SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS, WORK

9

INCENTIVE PROGRAMS, AND GRANTS TO

10

STATES FOR FAMILY AND CHILD WELFARE

11

SERVICES".

12

13

(b) The heading of part A of such title IV is amended
to read as follows:

14

"PART A--SERVICES TO NEEDY FAMILIES WITH

15

CHILDREN".

16

TITLE IIAID TO THE AGED, BLIND, AND

17

DISABLED

18

GRANTS TO STATES FOR AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, AND

19

DISABLED

20
21

SEC. 201. Title XVI of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 1381 et seq.) is amended to read as follows:
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"TITLE XVIGRANTS TO STATES FOR AID TO

9

THE AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED

,

"APPROPRIATIONS

4

"SEC. 1601. For the purpose of enabling each State to

5

furnish financial assistance to needy individuals who are
sixty-five years of age or over, blind, or disabled and for the

7

purpose of encouraging each State to furnish rehabilitation

8

and other services to help such individuals attain or retain

9

capability for self-support or self-care, there are authorized

10

to be appropriated for each fiscal year stuns sufficient to

11

carry out these purposes. The sums made available under this

12

section shall be used for making payments to States having

13

State plans approved under section 1602.

14

"STATE PLANS FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND SERVICES

15

TO THE AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED

16
17

"SEC. 1602. (a) A State plan for aid to the aged, blind,

and disabled must-

18

" (1) provide for the establishment or designation

19

of a single State agency to administer or supervise the

20

administration of the State plan;

21

" (2) provide such methods of administration as are

22

found by the Secretary to be necessary for the proper and

23

efficient operation of the plan, including methods relat-

24

ing to the establishment and maintenance of personnel

25

standards on a merit basis (but the Secretary shall exer-
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else no authority with respect to the selection, tenure of

2

office, and compensation of individuals employed in

3

accordance with such methods) ;

4

" (3) provide for the training and effective use of

5

social service personnel in the administration of the plan,

6

for the furnishing of technical assistance to units of State

7

government and of political subdivisions which are fur-

8

nishing financial assistance or services to the aged, blind,

9

and disabled, and for the development through research

10

or demonstration projects of new or improved methods

11

of furnishing assistance or services to the aged, blind,

12

and disabled;

13

" (4) provide for the training and effective use of

14

paid subprofessional staff (with particular emphasis on

15

the full-time or part-time employment of recipients and

1G

other persons of low income as community service aides)

17

in the administration of the plan and for the use of non-

18

paid or partially paid volunteers in a social service vol-

19

unteer program in providing services to applicants and

20

recipients and in assisting any advisory committees

21

established by the State agency;

22

" (5) provide that all individuals wishing tc make

23

application for aid under the plan shall have opportunity

24

to do so and that such aid shall be furnished with reason-

25

able promptness with respect to all eligible individuals ;
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" (6) provide for the use of a simplified statement,

2

conforming to standards prescribed by the Secretary, to

3

establish eligibility, and for adequate and effective meth-

4

ods of verification of eligibility of applicants and recip-

5

ients through the use, in accordance with regulations

6

prescribed by the Secretary, of sampling and other

7

scientific techniques;

8

" (7) provide that, except to the extent permitted

9

by the Secretary with respect to services, the State plan

10

shall be in effect in all political subdivisions of the State,

11

and, if administered by them, be mandatory upon them;

12

" (8) provide for financial participation by the

13

State;

14

" (9) provide that, in determining whether an in-

15

dividual is blind, there shall be an examination by a

16

physician skilled in the diseases of the eye or by an

17

optometrist, whichever the individial may select;

18

" (10) provide for granting an opportunity for a

19

fair hearing before the State agency to any individual

20

whose claim for aid tinder the plan is denied or is not

21

acted upon with reasonable promptness;

22

" (11) provide for periodic evaluation of the opera-

23

tions of the State plan, not less often than annually, in

24

accordance with standards prescribed by the Secretary,

25

and the furnishing of annual reports of such evaluations
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.

to the Secretary together with any necessary modificit-

2

tions of the State plan resulting from such evaluations;

3

" (12) provide that the State agency will make such

4

reports, in such form and containing such information,

5

as the Secretary may from time to time require, and

6

comply with such provisions as the Secretary may from

7

time to time find necessary to assure the correctness

8

and verification of such reports;

9

" (13) provide safeguards which restrict the use or

10

(disclosure of information concerning applicants and re-

11

cipients to purposes directly connected with the adminis-

12

tration of the plan;

13

" (14) provide, if the plan includes aid to or on

14

behalf of individuals in private or public institutions, for

15

the establishment or designation of a State authority or

16

authorities which shall be responsible for establishing and

17

maintaining standards for such institutions;

18

"(15) provide a description of the services which

19

the State makes available to applicants for or recipients

20

of aid:tinder the plan to help them attain self-support or

21

self-care, including a description of the steps taken to

22

assure, in the provision of such services, maximum

23

utilization of all available services that are similar or

24

related; and
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" (16) assure that, in administering the State plan

2

and providing services thereunder, the State will observe

3

priorities establislaed by the Secretary and comply with

4

such performance standards as the Secretary may, from

5

time to tune, establish.

6 Notwithstanding paragraph (1) , if on January 1, 1902,
7 and on the date on which a State submits (or submitted) its
8 plan for approval under this title, the State agency which
9 administered or supervised the administration of ther-plan of
10

such State approved under title X was different from the

11

State agency which administered or supervised the admin-

12

istration of the plan of such State approved under title I and

13

the State agency which administered or supervised the ad-

14 ministration of the plan of such State approved under title

15 XIV, then the State agency which administered a supervised
16

the administration of such plan approved under title X may be

17

designated to administer or supervise the administration of

18

the portion of the State plan for aid to the aged, blind, and

19

disabled which relates to blind individuals and a separate

20

State agency may be established or designated to administer

21

or supervise the administration of the rest of such plan; and

22

in such case the part_of the plan which each such agency

23 ;administers, or the administration of which each such agency
24

supervises, shall be regarded as a separate plan for purposes

25

of this title.
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" (b) The Secretary shall approve any plan which

2

fulfills the conditions specified in subsection (a) and in

3

section 1603, except that he shall not approve any plan

4 which imposes, as a condition of eligibility for aid under the
5
6

7
8
9

plan"(1)

an age requirement of more than sixty-five

years;

"(2) any residency requirement which excludes
any individual who resides in the State;

10

" (3) any citizenship requirement which excludes

11

any citizen of the United States, or any alien lawfully

12

admitted for permanent residence who hat, resided in

13

the United States continuously during the five years im-

14

mediately preceding his application for such aid;

15

" (4) any disability or age requirement which ex-

16

eludes any persons under a severe disability, as deter-

17

mined in accordance with criteria prescribed by the

18

Secretary, who are eighteen years of age or older; or

19

" (5) any blindness or age requirement which ex-

20

eludes any persons who are blind as determined in

21

accordance with criteria prescribed by the Secrets:1T.

22 In the case of any State to which the provisions of section
23 344 of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1950 were
24

applicable.on January 1, 1962, and to which the sentence

25

of section 1002 (b) following paragraph (2) thereof is
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applicable on the date on which its State plan was or is

2

submitted for approval under this title, the Secretary shall

3 approve the plan of such State for aid to the aged, blind, and
4 disabled for purposes of this title, even though it does not
5

meet the requirements of section 1603 (a) , if it meets all

6

other requirements of this title for an approved plan for aid

7

to the aged, blind, and disabled; but payments to the State

8 under this title shall be made, in the case of any such plan,
9

only with respect to expenditures thereunder which would

10 be included as expenditures for the purposes of this title
11 under a plan approved under this section without regard
12

to the provisions of this sentence.

13

14

"DETERMINATION OF NEED

"SM. 1603. (a) A State plan must provide that, in

15 determining the need for aid under the plan, the State agency
16 shall take into consideration any other income or resources
17 of the individual claiming such aid as well as any expenses

18 reasonably attributable to the earning of any such income;

19 except that, in making such determination with respect to

20 any individual21

"(1) the State agency shall not consider as re-

22

sources (A) the home, household goods, and personal

23

effects of the individual, (B) other personal or real prop-

24

erty, the total value of which does not exceed $1,500,

25

or (C) other property which, as determined in accord-
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ante with and subject to limitations in regulations of the

2

Secretary, is so essential to the family's means of self-

3

support as io warrant its exclusion, but shall apply the

4

provisions of section 442 (d) and regulations thereunder;

5

" (2) the State agency may not consider the

6

financial responsibility of any individual for any appli-

7

cant or recipient unless the applicant or recipient is the

8

individual's spouse, or the individual's child who is under

9

the age of twenty-one or is blind or severely disabled;

10

" (3) if such individual is blind, the State agency

11

(A) shall disregard the first $85 per month of earned

12

income plus one-half of earned income in excess of $85

13

per month, and (B) shall, for a period not in excess of

14

twelve months, and may, for a period not in excess of

15

thirty-six months, disregard such additional amounts of

16

other income and resources, in the case of any such indi-

17

vidual who has a plan for achieving self-support ap-

18

proved by the State agency, as may be necessary for the

19

fulfillment of such plan;

20

(4) if such individual is not blind but is severely

21

disabled, the State agency (A) shall disregard the

22

first $85 per month of earned income plus one-half of

23

earned income in excess of $85 per month, and (B)

24

shall, for a period not in excess of twelve months, and

25

may, for a period not in excess of thirty-six months, dis-
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regard such additional amounts of other income and re-

2

sources, in the case of any such individual who has a plan

3

for achieving self-support approved by the State agency,

4

as may be necessary for the fulfillment of the plan, but

5

only with respect to the part or parts of such period dur-

6

ing substantially all of which he is undergoing vocational

7

rehabilitation;

8

" (5) if such individual has attained age sixty-five

9

and is neither blind nor severely disabled, the State

10

agency may disregard not more than the first $60 per

11

month of earned income phis one-half of the remainder

12

thereof; and

13

" (6) the State agency may, before disregarding any

14

amounts under the preceding paragraphs of this subsec-

15

tion, disregard not more than $7.50 of any income.

16 For requirement of additional disregarding of income

of

17 OASDI recipients in determining need for aid under the
18

plan, see section 1007 of the Social Security Amendments

19

of 1969.

20

" (b) A State plan must also provide that--

21

" (1) each eligible individual, other than one who

22

is a patient in a medical institution or is receiving insti-

23

tutional services in an intermediate care facility to which

24

section 1121 applies, shall receive financial assistance

25

in such amount as, when added to his income which is
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not disregarded pursuant to subsection (&) , will provide

2

a minimum of $110 per month;

3

"(2) the standard of need applied for determining

4

eligibility for and amount of aid to the aged, blind, and

5

disabled shall not be lower than (A) the standard ap-

6

plied for this purpose under the State plan (approved

7

under this title) as in effect on the date of enactment of

8

part D of title IV of this Act, or (B) if there was no

9

such plan in effect for such State on such date, the stand-

10

and of need which was applicable under-

11

" (i) the State plan which was in effect on such

12

date and was approved under title I, in the case of

13

any individual who is sixty-five years of age or older,

14

" (ii) the State plan in effect on such date and

15

approved under title X, in the case of an individual

16

who is blind, or

17

" (iii) the State plan in effect on such date and

18

approved nnder title XIV, in the case of an individ-

19

ual who is severely disabled,

20

except that if two or more of clauses (i) ,

21

are applicable to an individual, the standard of need

22

applied with respect to such individual may not be lower

23

than the higher (or highest) of the standards under the

24

applicable plans, and except that if none of such clauses

25

is applicalge to an individual, the standard of need

,

and (iii)
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applied with respect to such individual may not be lower

2

than the higher (or highest) of the standards under the

3

State plans approved under titles I, X, and XIV which

4

were in effect on such date; and

5

" (3) no aid will be furnished to any individual

6

under the State plan for any period with respect to

7

which he is considered a member of a family receiving

8

family assistance benefits under part I) of title IV or

9

supplementary payments pursuant to part E thereof, or

10

training allowances under part C thereof, for purposes of

11

determining the amount of such benefits, payments, or

12

allowances (but this paragraph shall not apply to any

13

individual, otherwise considered a member of such a

14

family, if he elects in such manner and form as the Sec-

15

retary may prescribe not to be considered a member

16

of such a family) .

17

"(c) For special provisions applicable to Puerto Rico,

18

the Virgin Islands, and Guam, see section 1108 (e) .

19

"PAYMENTS TO STATES FOR AID TO THE AGED, BLIND,

20

AND DISABLED

21

"Sim. 1604. From the sums appropriated therefor, the

22

Secretary shall pay to each State which has a plan approved

23 under this title, for each calendar quarter, an amount equal
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to the sum of the following proportions of the total amounts

2

expended during each month of such quarter as aid to the

3 aged, blind, and disabled under the State plan-

4

" (1) 90 per centum of such expenditures, not

5

counting so much of any expenditures as exceeds the

6

product of $65 multiplied by the total number of recipi-

7

ents of such aid for such month; plus

8

" (2) 25 per centum of the amount by which such

9

expenditures exceed the maximum which may be counted

10

under paragraph (1) , not counting so much of any

11

expenditures with respect to such month as exceeds the

12

product of the amount which, as determined by the Sec-

13

retary, is the maximum permissible level of assistance per

14

person in which the Federal Government will partici-

15

pate financially, multiplied by the total number of recipi-

16

ents of such aid for such month.

17 In the case of any individual in Puerto Rico, the Virgin
18 Islands, or Guam, the maximum permissible level of assist19

ance under paragraph (2) may be lower than in the case

20

of individuals in the other States. For °C A/. special provisions

21 applicable to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam, see

22

section 1108 (e) .
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"ALTERNATE PROVISION FOR DIRECT FEDERAL PAYMENTS

2

TO INDIVIDUALS

3

"SEC. 1605. The Secretary may enter into an agreement

4 with a State under which he will, on behalf of the State,
5 pay aid to the aged, blind, and disabled directly to individuals
6

in the State under the State's plan approved under this title

7

and perform such other functions of the State in connection

8

with such payments as may be agreed upon. In such case

9 payments shall not be made as provided in section 1604

10 and the agreement shall also provide for payment to the
11

Secretary by the State of its share of such aid (adjusted to

12

reflect the State's share of any overpayments recovered under

13

section 1606) .
"OVERPAYMENTS AND UNDERPAYMENTS

15

"SDI 1606. Whenever the Secretary finds that more or

16

less than the correct amount of payment has been made to

17 any person as a direct Federal payment pursuant to section
18

1605, proper adjustment or recovery shall, subject to the

19

succeeding provisions of this section, be made by appropriate

20 adjustments in future payments of the overpaid individual
21

or by recovery from him or his estate or payment to him.

22 The Secretary shall make such provision as he finds appro23 priate in the case of payment of more than the correct amount

24 of benefits with a view to avoiding penalizing individuals

25 who were without fault in connection with the overpayment,
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if adjustment or recovery on account of such overpayment

2

in such case would defeat the purposes of this title, or be

3

against equity or good conscience, or (because of the small

4 amount involved) impede efficient or effective administration.
5

"OPERATION OF STATE PLANS

6

"SEC. 1607. If the Secretary, after reasonable notice and

7

opportunity for hearing to the State agency administering

8

or supervising the administration of the State plan approved

9

under this title, finds-

10
11

(1) that the plan no longer complies with the

provisions of sections 1602 and 1603; or

12

"(2) that in the administration of the plan there is

13

a failure to comply substantially with an such provision;

14

the Secretary shall notify such State agency that all, or such

15

portion as he deems appropriate, of any further payments

16

will not be made to the State or individuals within the Stato

17

under this title (or, in his discretion, that payments will be

18

limited to categories under or parts of the State plan not af-

19

fected by such failure) , until the Secretaty is satisfied that

20

there will no longer be any such failure to oomply. Until he

21

is so satisfied he shall'make no such further payments to the

22

State or individuals in the State under this title (or shall

23

limit payments to categories under or parts of the State plan

24

not affected by such failure) .
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"PAYMENTS TO STATES POE SERVICES AND

2

ADMINISTRATION

3

"SEC. 1608. (a) If the State plan of a State approved

4 under section 1602 provides that the State agency will make

available to applicants for or recipients of aid to the aged,
6

blind, and disabled under the State plan at least those services

7

to help them attain or retain capability for self-support or

8

self-care which are prescribed by the Secretary, such State

9

shall qualify for payments for services under subsection (b)

10 of this section.
11

" (b) In the case of any State whose State plan ap-

12 proved under section 1602 meets the requirements of sub13

section (a) , the Secretary shall pay to the State from the

14

sums appropriated therefor an amount equal to the sum of

15

the following proportions of the total amounts expended dur-

16

ing each quarter, as found necessary by the Secretary for the

17

proper and efficient administration of the State plan-

18
19
20

" (1) 75 per centum of so much of such expenditures as are for" (A) services which are prescribed pursuant to

(a) and are provided (in accordance

21

subsection

22

with subsection (c) ) to applicants for or recipients

23

of aid under the plan to help them attain or retain

24

capability for self-support or self-care, or

25

" (B) other services, specified by the Secretary
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as likely to prevent or reduce dependency, so pro -

2

vided to the applicants for or recipients of aid, or

3

" (C) any of the services prescribed pursuant to

4

subsection (a) , and any of the services specified in

5

subparagraph (B) of this paragraph, which the

6

Secretary may specify as appropriate for individuals

7

who, within such period or periods as the Secretary

8

may prescribe, have been or are likely to become

9

applicants for or recipients of aid under the plan,

10

if such services are requested by the individuals and

11

are provided to them in accordance with subsection

12

(c) , or

13

" (D) the training of personnel employed or

14

preparing for employment by the State agency or

15

by the local agency administering the plan in the

16

political subdivision; plus

17

" (2) one-half of so much of such expenditures (not

18

included under paragraph (1) ) as are for services pro-

19

vided (in accordance with subsection (c) ) to applicants

20

for or recipients of aid under the plan, and to individuals

21

requesting such services who (within such period or

22

periods as the Secretary may prescribe) have been or

23

are likely to become applicants for or recipients of such

24

aid; plus

25

" (3) one-half of the remainder of such expenditures.
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" (c) The services referred to in paragraphs (1) and

2

(2) of subsection (b) shall, except to the extent specified

3

by the Secretary, include only-

4

" (1) services provided by the staff of the State

5

agency, or the local agency administering the State plan

6

in the political subdivision (but no funds authorized

7

under this title shall be available for services defined as

8

vocational rehabilitation services under the Vocational

9

Rehabilitation Act (A) which are available to individ-

10

uals in need of them under programs for their rehabilita-

11

tion carried on under a State plan approved under that

12

Act, or (B) which the State agency or agencies admin-

13

istering or supervising the administration of the State

14

plan approved under that Act are able and willing to

15

provide if reimbursed for the cost thereof pursuant to

16

agreement under paragraph (2) , if provided by such

17

staff) , and

18

" (2) subject to limitations prescribed by the Seer

10

ret,ary, services which in the judgment of the State

20

agency cannot be as economically or as effectively pro-

21

vided by the staff of that State or local agency and are

22

not otherwise reasonably available to individuals in need

23

of them, and which are provided, pursuant to agreement

24

with the State agency, by the State health authority or

25

the State agency or agencies administering or supervis-.
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1

ing the administration of the State plan for vocational

2

rehabilitation services approved under the Vocational

3

Rehabilitation Act or by any other State agency which

4

the Secretary may determine to be appropriate (whether

5

provided by its staff or by contract with public (local)

6

or nonprofit private agencies) .

7

Services described in clause (B) of paragraph (1) may be

8

provided only pursuant to agreement with the State agency

9

or agencies administering or supervising the administration of

10

the State plan for vocational rehabilitation services approved

11

under the Vocational Rehabilitation Act.

12

" (d) The portion of the amount expended for admin-

13

istration of the State plan to which paragraph (1)

14

subsection (b) applies and the portion thereof to which

15

paragraphs (2) and (3) of subsection (b) apply shall be

16

determined in accordance with such methods and procedures

17

as may be permitted by the Secretary.

of

18

" (e) In the case .of any State whose plan approved

19

under section 1602 does not meet the requirements of

20

subsection (a) of this section, there shall be paid to the

21

State, in lieu of the amount provided for under subsection

22

(b) , an amount equal to one-half the total of the sums

23

expended during each quarter as found necessary by the

24

Secretary for the proper and efficient administration of the

25 State plan, including services referred to in subsections (b)
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1

and (a) and provided in accordance with the provisions of

2

those subsections.

3

"(f) In the case of any State whose State plan in-

4 cluded a provision meeting the requirements of subsection
5

(a), but with respect to which the Secretary finds, after

6

reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing to the State

7

agency administering or supervising the administration of

8

the plan, that

9
10
11

" (1) the provision no longer complies with the
requirements of subsection (a) , or

"(2) in the administration of the plan there is a

12

failure to comply substantially with such provision,

13

the Secretary shall notify the State agency that all, or such

14

portion as he deems appropriate, of any further payments

15

will not be made to the State under subsection (b) until

16

he is satisfied that there will no longer be any such failure

17

to comply. Until the Secretary is so satisfied, no such fur-

18

ther payments with respect to the administration of and

19

services under the State plan shall be made, but, instead,

20

such payments shall be made, subject to the other provisions

21

of this title, under subsection (e) .

22

"COMPUTATION OF PAYMENTS TO STATES

23

"SEC. 1609. (a) (1) Prior to the beginning of each

24

quarter, the Secretary shall estimate the amount to which a

25

State will be entitled under sections 1604 and 1608 for
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1

that quarter, such estimates to be based on (A) a report

2

Sled by the State containing its estimate of the total sum

3

to be expended in that quarter in accordance with the pro-

4

visions of sections 1604 and 1608, and stating the amount

5

appropriated or made available by the State and its political

6

subdivisions for such expenditures in that quarter, and, if

7

such amount is less than the State's proportionate share of the

8

total sum of such estimated expenditures, the source or

9

sources from which the difference is expected to be derived,

10

and (B) such other investigation as the Secretary may find

11

necessary.

12

" (2) The Secretary shall then pay in such installments

13

as he may determine, the amount so estimated, reduced or

14

increased to the extent of any overpayment or underpay-

15 ment which the Secretary determines was made under this
16

section to the State for any prior quarter and with respect

17

to which adjustment has not already been made under this

18

subsection.

19

" (b) The pro rata share to which the United States is

20

equitably entitled, as determined by the Secretary, of the

21

net amount recovered during any quarter by a State or

22

political subdivision thereof with respect to aid furnished

23

under the State plan, but excluding any amount of such aid

24

recovered from the estate of a deceased recipient which is not
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1

in excess of the amount expended by the State or any political

2 subdivision thereof for the funeral expenses of the deceased,

3 shall be considered an overpayment to be adjusted under
4

subsection (a) (2).

" (c) Upon the making of any estimate by the Secret;

Lary under this section, any appropriations available for
payments under this title shall be deemed obligated.

8

"DEFINITION

9

"SEC. 1610. For purposes of this title, the term 'aid to

10

the aged, blind, and disabled' means money payments to

11

needy individuals who are 65 years of age or older, are blind,

12

or are severely disabled, but such term does not include-- -

13

"(1) any such payments to any individual who is

14

an inmate of a public institution (except as a patient in

15

a medical institution) ; or

16

" (2) any such payments to any individual Alio has

17

not attained 65 years of age and who is a patient

18

in an institution for tuberculosis or mental diseases.

19

Such term also includes payments which are not included

20 within the meaning of such term under the preceding sen21

tence, but which would be so included except that they are

22 made on behalf of such a needy individual to another indi23

vidual who (as determined in accordance with standards

24

prescribed by the Secretary) is interested in or concerned

25

with the welfare of such needy individual, but only with
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1

respect to a State whose State plan approved under section

2

1602 includes provision for- -

3

" (A) determination by the State agency that the

4

needy individual has, by reason of his physical or mental

5

condition, such inability to manage funds that making

6

payments to him would be contrary to his

7

therefore, it is necessary to provide such aid through pay-

8

ments described in this sentence;

Tie Hare

and,

9

" (B) making such payments only in cases in which

10

the payment will, under the rules otherwise applicable

11

under the State plan for determining need and the

12

amount of aid to the aged, blind, and disabled to be paid

13

(and in conjunction with other income and resources) ,

14

meet all the need of the individuals with respect to whom

15

such payments are made;

16

" (C) undertaking and continuing special efforts to

17

protect the welfare of such individuals and to improve,

18

to the extent possible, his capacity for self-care and to

19

manage funds;

20

" (D) periodic review by the State agency of the

21

determination under clause (A) to ascertain whether

22

conditions justifying such determination still exist, with

23

provision for termination of the payments if they do not

24

and for seeking judicial appointment of a guardian, or

25

other legal representative, as described in section 1111,
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1

if and when it appears that such action will best serve

2

the interests of the needy individual; and

3

" (E) opportunity for a fair hearing before the State

4

agency on the determination referred to in clause (A)

5

for any individual with respect to whom it is made.

6 Whether an individual is blind or severely disabled shall be
7

determined for purposes of this title in accordance with

8

criteria prescribed by the Secretary."

9

REPEAL OF TITLES I, X, AND XIV OF THE SOCIAL

10

SECURITY ACT

11

SEC. 202. Titles I, X, and XIV of the Social Security

12 Act (42 U.S.C. 301 et seq., 1201 et seq., and 1351 et
13

seq.) are hereby repealed.

14 ADDITIONAL DISREGARDING OF INCOME OF OASDI RECIPI15

ENTS IN DETERMINING NEED FOR AID TO TITE AGED,

16

BLIND, AND DISABLED

17

SEC. 203. Section 1007 of the Social Security Amend-

18

merits of 1969 is amended by striking out "and before July

19

1970".

20

TRANSITION PROVISION RELATING TO OVERPAYMENTS

21

AND UNDERPAYMENTS

22

SEC. 204. In the case of any State which has a State

23

plan approved under title I, X, XIV, or XVI of the Social

24

Security Act as in effect prior to the enactment of this sec-

25

Lion, any overpayment or underpayment which the Secretary
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1

determines was made to such State under section 3, 1003,

2

1403, or 1603 of such Act with respect to a period before

3 the approval of a plan wader title XVI as amended by this
4 Act, and with respect to which adjustment has not already
5

been made under subsection lb) of such section 3, 1003,

6

1403, or 1603, shall, for purposes of section 1609 (a) of such

7

Act as herein amended, be considered an overpayment or

8

underpayment (as the ease may be) made under title XVI

9

of such Act as herein amended.

10

TRANSITION PROVISION RELATING TO DEFINITIONS OF

11

BLINDNESS AND DISABILITY

12

SEC.

205. In the case of any State which has in operation

13 a plan of aid to the blind under title X, aid to the permanently
14

and totally disabled uzler title XIV, or aid to the aged, blind,

15

or disabled under title XVI, of the Social Security Act as

16

in effect prior to thy; enactment of this Act, the State plan of

17

such State submitted under title XVI of such Act as amended

18

by this Act shall not be denied approval thereunder, with

19

respect to the period ending with the first July 1 which

20

follows the close of the first regular session of the legislature

21

of such State which begins after the enactment of this Act,

22

by reason of its failure to include therein a test of disability

23

or blindness different from that included in the State's plan

24

(approved under such title X, XIV or XVI of such Act)

25

as in effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
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1

TITLE IIIMISCELLANEOUS CONFORMING

2

AMENDMENTS

3

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 228(d)

4

8E0. 301. Section 228 (d) (1) of the Social Security Act

5

is amended by striking out-"I, X, XIV, or", and by striking

6

out "part A" and inserting in lieu thereof "receives pay-

7

ments with respect to such month pursuant to part D or E".

8

AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XI

9

SEO.

302.

Title XI of the Social Security Act is

10 amended(1) by striking out "I,", "X,", and "XIV," in sec-

11

tion 1101 (a) (1) ;
13

(2) by striking out s"I, X, XIV," in section 1106

14
15

(0) (1) (A) ;
(3) (A) by striking out "I, X, XIV, and XVI"

16

in section 1108 (a) and inserting in lieu thereof "XVI",

17

and

18

(B) by striking out "section 402 (a) (19) " in see-

n

:108 (b) and inserting in lieu thereof "part A of

20
21

title IV";
(4) by striking out the text of section 1109 and

22

inserting in lieu thereof the following:

23

"SEC. 1109. Any amount which is disregarded (or set

24

aside for future needs) in determining the eligibility for and

25

amount of aid or assistance for any individual under a State
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1

plan approved under title XVI or XIX, or eligibility for

2

and amount of payments pursuant to part D or E of title

3

IV, shall not be taken into consideration in determining the

4

eligibility for and amount of such aid, assistance, or payments

5

for any other individual under such other State plan or such

6

part D or E.";

7
8
9

10

(5) (A) by striking out "I, X, XIV, and" in section 1111, and

(B) by strikinil, out "part A" in such section and

inserting in lieu thereof "parts D and E";

11

(6) (A) by striking out "I, X, XIV," in the mat-

12

ter preceding clause (a) in section 1115, and by strik-

13

ing out "part A" in such matter and inserting in lieu

14

thereof "parts A and E",

15

(B) by striking out "of section 2, 402, 1002,

16

1402," in clause (a) of such section and inserting in lieu

17

thereof "of or pursuant to section 402, 452,", and

18

(C) by striking out "3, 403, 1003, 1403, 1603,"

19

in clause (b) of such section and inserting in lieu thereof

20

"403, 453, 1604, 1608,";

21
22

(7) (A) by striking out "I, X, XIV," in subsections (a) (1) , (b), and (d) of section 1116, and

23

(B) by striking out "4, 404, 1004, 1404, 1604,"

24

in subsection (a) (3) of such section and inserting in

25

lieu thereof "404, 1607, 1608,";
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1

(8) by repealing section 1118;

2

(9) (A) by striking out "I, X, XIV," in section

3

1119,

4

(B) by striking out "part A" in such section and in-

3

serting in lieu thereof "services under a State plan ap-

6

proved under part A", and

7

(C) by striking out "3 (a) , 403 (a) , 1003 (a)

,

8

1403 (a) , or 1603 (a) " in such section and inserting in

9

lieu thereof "403 (a) or 1604"; and

10

(10) (A) by striking out "a plan for old-age assist-

]1

ante, approved under title I, a. plan for aid to the blind,

12

approved under title X, a plan for aid to the permanently

13

and totally disabled, approved under title XIV, or a plan

14

for aid to the aged, blind, or disabled" in section 1121

15

(a) and inserting in lieu thereof "a plan for aid to the

16

aged, blind, and disabled", and

17

(B) by inserting " (other than a public nonmedical

18

facility) " in such section after "intermediate care facili-

19

ties" the first time it appears.

20
21

AMENDMENTS TO TITLE XVIII

SEO. 303. Title XVIII of the Social Security Act is

22 amended23

24

(1) (A) by striking out "title I or" in section 1843

(b) (1) ,
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1

(B) by striking out "all of the plans" in section

2

1843 (b) (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "the plan",

3

and

4

(C) by striking out "titles I, X, XIV, and XVI, and

5

part A" in section 1843 (b) (2) and inserting in lieu

6

thereof "title XVI and under part E";

7

(2) (A) by striking out "title I, X, XIV, or XVI

8

or part A" in section 1843 (f) both times it appears and

9

inserting in lieu thereof "title XVI and under part E";

10

and

11

(B) by striking out "title I, XVI, or XIX" in such

12

section and inserting in lieu thereof "title XVI or XIX ";

13

and

14
15

(3) by striking out "I, XVI" in section 1863 and

inserting in lieu thereof "XVI".

16
17

AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 1_1X

SEO. 304. Title XIX. of the Social Security Act is

18 amended19

(1) by striking out "families with dependent chil-

20

dren" and "permanently and totally" in clause (1) of

21

the first sentence of section 1901 and inserting in lieu

22

thereof "needy families with children" and "severely",

23

respectively;
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by striking out "I or" in section

1

(2)

2

(3) (A) by striking out everything in section

1902 (a) (5) ;

1902

3

(a) (10) which precedes clause (A) and inserting in

4

lieu thereof the following:

5

" (10) provide for making medical assistance

6

available to all individuals receiving assistance to

7

needy families with children as defined in section

8

405 (b) ,

9

pursuant to part E of title IV, or receiving aid to the

10

aged, blind, and disabled under a State plan ap-

11

proved under title XVI; and", and

12

receiving payments under

an

agreement

(B) by inserting "or payments under such part E"

13

after "such plan" each time it appears in clauses (A)

14

and (B) of such section;

15

16

(4)

by striking out section

1902

(a) (13) (33) and

inserting in lieu thereof the following:

17

" (B) in the case of individuals receiving assist-

18

ante to needy families with children as defined in

19

section 405

20

went pursuant to part E of title IV, or receiving aid

21

to the aged, blind, and disabled under a State plan

22

approved under title XVI, for the inclusion of at

23

least the care and services listed in clauses (1)

24

through

25

(5)

(b)

,

receiving payments under an agree-

(5) of section 1905 (a)

, and";

by striking out "aid or assistance under State
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plans approved under titles I, X, XIV, XVI, and
2

part A of title IV," in section 1902 (a) (14) (A) and

3

inserting in lieu thereof "assistance to needy families with

4

children as defined in section 405 (b) , receiving pay-

5

ments under an agreement pursuant to part E of title IV,

6

or receiving aid to the aged, blind, and disabled under a

7

State plan approved under title XVI, ";

8

(6) (A) by striking out "aid or assistance under the

9

State's plan approved under title I, X, XIV, or XVI, or

10

part A. of title IV," in so much of section 1902 (a) (17)

11

as precedes clause (A) and inserting in lieu thereof

12

"assistance to needy families with children as defined in

13

section 405 (b) , payments under an agreement pursuant

14

to part E of title IV, or aid under a State plan approved

15

under title XVI,",

16

(B)

by striking out "aid or assistance in the

17

form of money payments under a State plan approved

18

under title I, X, XIV, or XVI, or part A of title

19

IV" in clause (B) of such section and inserting in

20

lieu thereof "assistance to needy families with children

21

as defined in section 405 (b) , payments under an agree-

22

ment pursuant to part E of title IV, or aid to the aged,

23

blind, and disabled under a State plan approved under

24

title XVI", and

25

(C) by striking out "aid or assistance under such
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1

plan" in such clause (B) and inserting in lieu thereof

2

"assistance, aid, or payments";

3

(7) by striking out "section 3 (a) (4) (A) (i)

4

and (ii) or section 1603 (a) (4) (A) (i) and (ii) " in

5

section 1902 (a) (20) (C) and inserting in lieu thereof

6

"section 1608 (b) (1) (A) and (B)";

7

(8) by striking out "title X (or title XVI, insofar

8

as it relates to the blind) was different from the State

9

agency which administered or supervise& the adminis-

10

tration of the State plan approved under title I (or title

11

XVI, insofar as it relates to the aged) , the State agency

12

which administered or supervised the administration of

13

such plan approved under title X (or title XVI, insofar

14

as it relates to the blind) " in the last sentence of sec-

15

tion 1902 (a) and inserting in lieu thereof "title XVI,

16

insofar as it relates to the blind, was different from

17

the agency which administered or supervised the ad-

18

ministration of such plan insofar as it relates to the aged,

19

the agency which administered or supervised the admin-

20

istration of the plan insofar as it relates to the blind";

21

(9) by striking out "section 406 (a) (2) " in sec-

22

tion 1902 (b) (2) and inserting in lie:J. ilizeof "section

23

405 (b) ";

24

(10) by striking out "I, X, XIV, or XVI, or part

25

A" in section 1902 (c) and inserting in lieu thereof
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1

"XVI or under an agreement under part E";

2

(11) by striking out "I, X, XIV, or XVI, or part

3

A" in section 1903 (a) (1) and inserting in lieu thereof

4

"XVI or under an agreement under part E";

5

(12) by repealing section 1903 (o) ;

6

(13) by striking out "highest amount which would

7

ordinarily be paid to a family of the same size without

8

tally income or resources in the form of money payments,

9

under the plan of the State approved under part A of

10

title IV of this Act" in section 1903 (f) (1) (B) (i) and

11

inserting in lieu -thereof "highest total amount which

12

would ordinarily be paid under parts D and E of title IV

13

to a family of the same size without income or resources,

14

eligible in that State for money payments under part E

15

of title IV of this Act";

16

(14) (A) by striking out "the 'highest amount

17

which would ordinarily be paid' to such family under the

18

State's plan approved under part A of title IV of this

19

Act" in section 1903 (f) (3) and inserting in lieu thereof

20

"the 'highest total amount which would ordinarily be

21

paid' to such family", and

22
23

24
25

(B) by striking out "section 408" in such section
and inserting in lieu thereof "section 406";

(15) by striking out "I, X, XIV, or XVI,

of

part A" in section 1903 (f) (4) (A) and inserting in
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1

lien thereof "XVI or under an agreement under part

.2

E"; and

3

(16) (A) by striking out "aid or assistance under

4

the State's plan approved under title

5

or XVI, or part A of title VI, who are" in the

6

matter preceding clause (i) in section 1905 (a) and

7

inserting in lieu thereof "payments under part E of title

8

IV or aid under a State plan approved under title XVI,

9

who are",

10
11

X, XIV,

(B) by striking out clause (ii) of such section and
inserting in lieu thereof the following:

12

" (ii) receiving assistance to needy families with

13

children as defined in section 405 (b) , or payments pur-

14

suant to an agreement under part E of title IV,",

15
16
17

18

(0) by striking out clause (v) of such section and
inserting in lieu thereof the following:
" (iv) severely disabled as defined by the Secretary

in accordance with section 1602 (b) (4) ," and

19

(D) by striking out "or assistance" and "I, X,

20

XIV, or" in clause (vi) , and in the second sentence of

21

such section.

22
23
24

25

TITLE IVGENERAL
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 401. The amendments and repeals made by this Act

shall become effective, and section 9 of the Act of April 19,
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1

1950 (25 U.S.O. 639) , is repealed effective, on July 1,

2

1971; except that -

3

(1) in the case of any State a statute of which

4

(on July 1, 1971) prevents it from making the supple-

5

mentary payments provided for in part E of title IV of

6

the Social Security Act, as amended by this Act, and

7

the legislature of which does not meet in a regular ses-

S

sion which closes after the enactment of this Act and on

9

or before July 1, 1971, the amendments and repeals

10

made by this Act, and such repeal, shall become ef-

11

fective with respect to individuals in such State on the

12

first July 1 which follows the close of the first regular

13

session of the legislature of such State which closes after

14

July 1, 1971, or (if earlier than such first July 1 after

15

July 1, 1971) on the first day of the first calendar guar-

16

ter following the date on which the State certifies it is

17

no longer so prevented from making such payments; and

18

(2) in the case of any State a statute of which (on

19

July 1, 1971) prevents it from complying with the

20

requirements of section 1602 of the Social Security Act,

21

as amended by this Act, and the legislature of which

22

does not meet in a regular session which closes after the

23

enaement of this Act and on or before July 1, 1971,

24

the amendments made by title II of this Act shall be-
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1

come effective on the first July 1 which follows the

2

close of the first regular session of the legislature of

3

such State which closes after July 1, 1971, or (subject

4

to paragraph (1) of this section) on the earlier date

5

on which such State submits a plan meeting the require-

6

ments of such section 1602;

and except that section 436 of the Social Security Act, as
8

amended by this Act, shall be effective upon the enactment

9

of this Act.

10

SAVING PROVISION

11

SEO. 402. (a) The Secretary shall pay to any State

12

which has a State plan approved under title XVI of the Social

13

Security Act, as amended by this Act, and has in effect an

14

agreement under part E of title IV of such Act, for each

15

quarter beginning after June 30, 1971, and prior to July 1,

16

1973, in addition to the amount payable to such State under
such title and such agreement, an amount equal to the excess

18

of

19

(1) (A) 70 per centum of the total of those pay-

20

ments for such quarter pursuant to such agreement which

21

are required under sections 451 and 452 of the Social

22

Security Act (as amended by this Act), plus (B) the

23

non-Federal share of expenditures for such quarter re-

24

quired under title XVI of the Social security Act (as

25

amended by this Act) as aid to the aged, blind, and
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1

disabled (as defined in subsection (b) (1)

2

section) , over

of this

3

(2) the non-Federal share of expenditures which

4

would have been made during such quarter as aid or

5

assistance under the plans of the State approved under

6

titles I, IV (part (A) ) X, XIV, and XVI had they
continued in effect (as defined in subsection (b) (2) of

8
9

this section) .

(b) For purposes of subsection (a)

10

(1) the non-Federal share of expenditures for any

11

quarter required under title XVI of the Social Security

12

Act, referred to in clause (B) of subsection (a) (1) ,

13

means the difference between (A) the total of the ex-

14

penditures for such quarter under the plan approved un-

15

der such title as aid to the aged, blind, and disabled which

16

would have been included as aid to the aged, blind, or dis-

17

abled under the plan approved under such title as in effect

18

for June 1971 plus so much of the rest of such expendi-

19

tures as is required (as determined by the Secretary) by

20

reason of the amendments to such title made by this Act,

21

and (B) the total amounts determined under section

22

1604 of the Social Security Act for such State with re-

23

spect to such expenditures for such quarter; and

24

(2) the non-Federal share of expenditures which
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1

would have been made during any quarter under ap-

2

proved State plans, referred to in subsection (a) (2) ,

3

means the difference between (A) the total of the ex-

4

penditures which would have been made as aid or assist-

5

ante (excluding emergency assistance specified in sec-

6

tion 406 (e) (1) (A) of the Social Security Act and

7

foster care under sectioa 408 thereof) for such quarter

8

under the plans of such State approved under title I,

9

IV (part A) , X, XIV, and XVI of such Act and in

10

effect in the month prior to the enactment of this Act

11

if they had continued in effect during such quarter and

12

if they had included (if they did not already do so) pay-

13

ments to dependent children of unemployed fathers au-

14

thorized by section 407 of the Social Security Act (as in

15

effect on the date of the enactment of this Act) , and (13)

16

the total of the amounts which would have been deter-

17

mined under sections 3, 403, 1003, 1403, and 1603, or

18

under section 1118, of the Social Security Act for such

19

State with respect to such expenditures for such quarter.

20

SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR PUERTO RICO, THE VIRGIN

21

ISLANDS, AND GUAM

22

SEC. 403. Section 1108 of the Social Security Act is

23

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

24 subsection:
25

"(e)- (1) In applying the provisions of sections 442 (a)
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1

and (b), 443(b) (2), 1603 (a) (1)

2

1604 (1) with respect to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,

3

or Guam, the amounts to be used shall (instead of the $500,

4

$300, and $1,500 in such section 442 (a) , the $500 and

5

$300 in such section 442 (b) , the $30 in clauses (A) and

6

(B) of such section 443 (b) (2) , the $1,500 in such section

and

(b) (1), and

1603 (a) (1) , the $110 in such section 1603 (b) (1) , and
8

the $65 in section 1604 (1) ) bear the same ratio to such

9

$500, $300, $1,500, $500, $300, $30, $1,5 )0, $110, and

10 $65 as the per capita incomes of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
11

Islands, and Guam, respectively, bear to the per capita

12

income of that one of the fifty States which has the lowest

13

per capita income; except that in no case may the amounts

14

so used exceed such $500, $300, $1,500, $500, $300, $30,

15

$1,500, $110, and $65.

16

" (2) (A) The amounts to be used under such sections

17

in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam shall be pro-

18 mulgated by the Secretary between July 1 and September
19 30 of each even-numbered year, on the basis of the average
20 per capita income of each State and of the United States for
21

the most recent calendar year for which satisfactory data are

22 available from the Department of Commerce. Such promul-

23

gation shall be effective for each of the two fiscal years in the

24

period beginning July 1 next succeeding such promulgation.

25

" (B) The term 'United States', for purposes of sub-
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1 paragraph (A) only, means the fifty States and the District
2 of Columbia.
3

" (3) If the amounts which would otherwise be promul-

4 gated for any fiscal year for any of the three States referred
5

to in paragraph (1) would be lower than the amounts pro-

6

mulgated for such State for the immediately preceeimg period,

7

the amounts for such fiscal year shall be increased to the ex-

8

tent of the difference; and the amounts so increased shall

9

be the amounts promulgated for such year."

10

MEANING OF SECRETARY AND FISCAL YEAR

11

SEC. 404. As used in this Act and in the amendments

12

made by this Act, the term "Secretary" means, unless the

13

context otherwise requires, the Secretary of Health, Educa-

14

tion, and Welfare.; and the term "fiscal year" means a period

15

beginning with any July 1 and ending with the close of the

16

following June 30.

Passed the house of Representatives April 16, 1970.
Attest :

W. PAT JENNINGS,
Clerk.
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MARCH 5, 1970.
PRINCIPAL CHANGES MADE BY THE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE

THE

ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSED FAMILY ASSISTANCE ACT

1. In place of the Administration's proposal that States be required to supplement the family benefit up to their payment levels as of July 1, 1969, the Committee bill requires supplementation up to the payment levels in effect in January
1970 or to the poverty level whichever is lower.

2. In place of the proposed "50-90 rule" which was designed to assure a range
of States savings, the Committee bill provides 30 percent Federal matching for
supplementary payments up to the poverty level.

3. In place of the proposal that one-half of unearned income constitute an
offset against family assistance payraents, the Committee provides that all unearned income constitute a dollar for dollar offset, thereby continuing present law.
4. The proposed exclusion of members of the armed forces and their families is
eliminated from the bill.
5. States agreeing to have the Federal government administer their supplemental and adult assistance programs ak; not have to pay any part of the administrative cost (the original Administration proposal was that they pay one-half
of this cost).
6. Child care projects are funded at 100 percent Federal cost rather than the
proposed 90 percent
7. Fathers in the working poor category (employed full-time) are required to
register with the employment office.

8. New authority is added to establish a Federal claim for the amount of Federal welfare payments made to a family against a deserting parent or spouse.
9. In the aged, blind and disablei category, the proposed income floor of $90
Per person per month is raised to $110.

10. The earnings disregard for the disabled is increased to the first $85 per
month of earnings plus 1/2 of the rest (same as present law for the blind), and
increased for the aged to the first $60 per month plus V. the rest (same as FAP).
The Administration bill had left present law unchanged.

11. For the aged, blind and disabled category, instead of the Administration

proposal of paying 100 percent of the first $50, 50 percent of the next $15 and 25

Percent thereafter of average benefits, the Federal matching formula is set at
90 percent of the first $65 and 25 percent thereafter.
12. The prohibition in the Administration bill preventing States from taking
liens or recovering against the property of aged, blind and disabled recipients
is deleted, permitting States to continue their present practice in this respect.
13. A savings clause is added whereby any State which would have to pay
more in State funds under FAP plus the adult category changes than under
existing law would have the required excess paid by the Federal government
for two years.
14. An effective date of Oruly 1, 1971, is set by the Committee rather than the

Administration's effective date which would have depended on the date of
enactment.

MARCH 5, 1970.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FAMILY ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1970 AS REPORTED BY THE
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
I. FAMILY ASSISTANCE BENEFITS

A. Eligibility for the New Family Assistance Benefit
Each family with children whose includable income (for definition of excluded

income, see below) is less than the family benefit levelcomputed as $500 each
for the first two members of the family and $300 for eac-a additional member
would be eligible for a family assistance benefit. The amount of the benefit would
be the difference between these amounts and the non-excluded income. For
example, a family of four with no income would be eligible for a benefit of $1,600.
Every family with children, both those now eligible under Aid for Families with
Depeadent Children (AFDC) and those not ellsible because the father is working
full-time (the working poor) would be eligible.

In. determining income for the purpose of establishing eligibility for and the
amount of the benefit, the following types and amounts of income would be
entirely excluded:
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(1) all earned income of adult members of the family at the rate of $60
per month plus M. of the remainder (the so-called earnings incentive or
disregard)
(2) foodstamps and other public or private charity ;
(3) allowances paid to those in job training ;
1(4) the tuition portion of scholarships and fellowships:
(3) home grown and used produce.

Subject to certain limitations Prescribed by the Secretary of HEW, the

following types and amounts of income would also be excludable :
1(6) all earnings of a child under age 21 and attending school ;
1(7) infrequently earned or small amounts of income;
(S) earnings needed to pay for necessary child care.

Remaining earned income and all unearned income (uot otherwise excluded
above) would be counted and would therefore result in a dollar-for-dollar reduction in family assistance payments. Such non-excludable income includes social
security, civil service, and railroad retirement benefits; veterans compensation
and pensions ; farm price support payments and soil bank payments; alimony and
child support payments; and interest, rent, divi.lencts and so on.
A family with more than $1,500 in resources, otber than the home, household
goods, personal effects, mad Property essential to the family's means of selfsupport, would not be eligible for fatally assistance benefits.

B. Definitions of Family and Chile:
An eligible family must consist of two or more people related by blood, marriage or adoption and living together in the United Sttt-:es, at least one of whom
is a dependent child (under age 18 or under 21 if attending school). The Secretary would apply State law in determining family relationships.
C. Registration with Public Employment Service
Each member of a family found to be eligible for family assistance benefits
would be required to register with a public employment office unless he or she is :
(1) unable to work because of illness, incapacity, or advanced age ;
(2) a mother caring for a child under 6;

(3) the mother, if the father is already required to register ;
(4) a person is required to care for an ill member of the household; or
(5) a chilf) who is either under the age of 16 or a student.

Any person who falls into one of the above exempt categories can still Y4iun-

tarily register at the employment office.

If an individual required to register refused to do so or refused a suitable
family assistance and State supplementary (see below) benefits. The family
would continue to receive the reduced benefit, however.
A suitable job is defined in the bill as one taking into accolt an individual's

training or job opportunity without good cause, he would lose his eligibility for
health, safety, prior training and experience, distance to work, and other relevant
factors. It must pay at least the Federal or State minimum wage if applicable, or
the prevailing wage for jobs not covered by minimum wage legislation.
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is required to make sure that
any necessary child care services are provided where an Individual is registered
and participating in training or employment.
II. STATE SUPPLEMENTATION OF FAMILY ASSISTANCE BENEFIT

A. Requirements for State Supplementation
Each State which had an AFDC payment level in January 19Th higher than

the family assistance benefit must agree to supplement the family assistance

benefit up to that previous payment level (except that if such level is greater than
the poverty level, it may choose to supplement only up to the poverty lever..) in
order to be eligible for Federal funds under other programs in the Social Pecurity
Act (e.g., maternal and child health services, social services, aid to the aged, blind
and ditabled, az.ld medicaid).
The family assistance eligibility rulese.g., the $1,500 resources limitation, the
definition of family and child, the excludable income provisions (other than those
related to the earnings incentive)would be made applicable to the State supplementary programs, thereby resulting for the first time in national welfare eligi-

bility standards. All States would be required to supplement the incomes of
families where the father is unemployed (that coverage is now on an optional
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basis), or where the child is between age 18 and 21 and attending school (now
also on an optional basis).
The States would not, however, be required to supplement cases in which the

father was present in the home and working full timethe so-called working.
poor.

The States would also be required to exclude certain portions of earned income
in computing eligibility for and the amount of the supplementary payment. The
States would have to exclude the first $720 a year of earned income plus:
(1) % of the earnings in excess of $720 but less than twice the amount of
the family assistance benefit which would have been payable if the family
had no income; and
(2) 3/6 of any income above that amount.

in other words, the State would first disregard $720 and then reduce its supplementary payment by 16% cents for every dollar of earnings over the range between

$720 and the point where no further family assistance benefits are payable
($3,920 for a family of four). Thus, the reduction in total welfare (FM' plus
State supplemental) would be 67 cents for each dollar earned after $720 and up to
$3,920 for a family of four. For earnings above that amount, the State could
reduce its payment by 80 cents for each dollar of earnings.

B. Federal and State Financing Provisions
The Federal government would provide 30 percent matching for the cost of making supplementary payments, other than any supplementary payments which the
State might make at its own initiative to the working poor, but there would be no
matching for supplementary payments which exceed the poverty line.
In other words, if a State were paying an AFDC family of four with no other
income $3,900 as of January 1970, it would be required to supplement the $1,600
family assistance payment by $20120 to raise the benefit up to the $3,720 poverty
line, but would not be required to provide a supplementary payment above the

poverty line. By the same token, the Federal 30 percent matching would be

available for the $2,120 but no more.

The bill establishes in law the poverty level for various family sizes, setting
it at $3,270 for a family of four, and requires the Secretary of HEW to make
annual cost-of-living adjustments in the amounts.

III. ADMINISTRATION

A. Administrative Arrangements

The bill provides for three alternative administrative arrangements of the
family assistance program. First, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare can make an arrangement with a State for the Federal government to etiminister both the family assistance program and the State supplementary Verogram. Second, the Secretary can make an arrangement with a State for the State
to administer both programs. Third, it is possible for a !State to administer the
supplementary payments and the Federal government to administer the family
assistance program. However, if a State agrees to Federal administration of its
supplemental program, the Federal share of the administrative costs would be
increased from 50 percent to 100 percent.

New authority has been added to establish a Federal claim against any
parent who deserts his spouse or children in an amount equal to the Federal
dollars spent on family assistance and State supplementary payments to the
family. This claim can he collected from any amounts owed to such parent by
the Federal government.

IV. WORK AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

A. New Program Established
The existing work Incentive Program would be repealed and a new program
would be established to take its place. The Secretary of Labor would assure the
development of an employability plan for each individual registered with the
employment office under the family assistance program.
The individuals would then receive the services and training called for under
the plan (including grants to move a family to assured employment offered by
the recipient State). Special work projects are authorized, subject to the "suitable job" protections, to provide employment opportunities for recipients. Appropriations '(m dollar amount specified) are authorized to meet 90% of the cost of
the program.
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The Secretary svotud be required to use other manpower programs to the
extent possible.
B. Training Allowances
Each person participating in the training program would receive an allowance
of $30 a month, or the amount of the Manpower Development and Training Act
allowance if higher for those enrolled in such programs, in addition to FAY and
State payments. The Secretary would also provide allowances to cover the transportation and other costs associated with the training.
C. Child Care and Supportive Services

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is authorized to make payments for up to 100 percent of the cost of projects for child care needed by
parents participating in the work, training, or rehabilitation programs. States
would be required to provide other supportive social services such as vocational
rehabilitation, health and counselingneeded to enable recipients to enter training and jobs, and the Federal government would pay 90 percent of the cost of
such efforts. (Other social service and child welfare authority in present law is
left Intact pending submission of further legislation expected shortly from the
Administration)
D. Annual Report
The Secretaries of Labor and Health, Education. and Welfare would file an
annual report with the Congress on the operation of the training, child care and
service programs.
V. AID TO THE AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED

A. Federal Standar& and Requirements
The present separate titles for programs for aid to the needy, aged, blind, and
disabled are repealed and a new combined Federal-State program is established
to cover essentially the same people.
Under the new program, the States could not have any duration of residence
or length of citizenship requirement, or have relative responsibility provisions.
The States would be required to (1) provide a payment sufficient to bring each

recipient's total income up to at least $110 a month or, if higher, the standard
now in effect., (2) follow the Secretary's definition of blindness and severe disability, and (3) use the Federal definition of allowable resources applicable to
the family assistance program ($1,500 plus home, personal effects and incomeproducing property essential to the person's support).
The so-called earnings incentives for the disabled and aged have been increased,
requiring the States to exclude the first $85 per month of earnings plus 1/4 of the
rest for the severely disabled (the same provision which now exists for the blind ),
and permitting the exclusion for the aged at the first $60 per month c(*; earnings
plus 1/4 of the rest (the same as the family assistance earnings disregard).

B. Federal Matching Provisions
The Federal government would pay 90 percent of the first $65 of average pay-

ments made to eligible persons, and 25 percent of the remainder up to a limit to be
set by the Secretary. The Federal government would also pay 50 percent of the
administrative costs.

C. Administration
As wider the family assistance plan, the Secretary could enter into an agreement with a state under which the Federal government would perform all or
some of the functions invloved in administering the program for the aged, blind
and disabled. If the State chooses to contract with the Secretary to have him
assume these functions, the Federal government would pay for 100 percent of the
administrative cost'
VT.

MISCELLANEOTIO AND Errzartvz PATE

A. "Hold Harmless" Provision
Provision is made to pay annually to any State, for two years otter the
effective date of the Act, any amount by which its State costs for the State sup
plementary and adult assistance programs under the new law, taken together,

exceed what its AFDC and adult assistance costs ,74-gmlli have been under present
law.
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R. Special Provisions for Puerto Rico, Guam and the Virgin Islands
Both the new family assistance and adult category programs apply in these
jurisdictions, but all of the dollar figures in both programs (except the initial
earnings disregardi.e., the first $60 per month in family assistance) are to be

modified (but only downward) by the same proportion that the per capita income
of each hears to that in the State with the lowest per capita income. Thit will not
reduce the amounts for Guam and the Virgin Islands, but will result in about a
45 percent reduction for Puerto Rico.

C. Effective Date
The provisions of the bill 'would be effective on July 1, 1971, except that the
child care provisions are effective immediately upon enactment.

Senator DOLE. Have you had a chance to review the President's
proposal as set out in S. 2986? Have you had a chance to read the

legislation?
Reverened JACKSON. I have not studied it thoroughly, though my
staff has.
Senator DoLE. Do you share the general objective of the President's
income maintenance proposal?
Reverend JACKSOlc I go along with it generally except to say that

$1,600 in our inflated economy is a minimum wage and not a livable

wage.

Senator DOLE. How much does a family of four receive now? Isn't
the average about $438? Even as meagre as $1,600 may be, I think it
is an improvement.

At any rate, I think there is valuable objective here. We need to

know for the record if you share that objective.
Reverened JACKSON. I am concerned about poverty being overcome. I am not impressed by the world's most abundant economy,
approaching a trillion dollars, when people jump up 300 percent and

still haven't touched the bottom of the ground. I couldn't be less

impressed.
I think there should be some relationship between what a family of

four needs and what it gets. I think that people in the neighborhood
need to get the impression that there are certain inalienable rights,
like eating and like having good health, like being educated, that our
Government will go to drastic measures to protect.
I think they need to feel as wanted.
Senator DOLE. Don't you believe this is a step in that direction?
Reverend JACKSON. No. You see, I do not feel, and it could very
well reflect on my feelings, I do not feel, being from South Carolina

and having visited there last weekthe people in South Carolina

don't feel as wanted as the people in South Vietnam feel. They don't
feel that they are as cared for.
They feel that there is a greater priority for South Vietnam than
South Carolina, and when you see $80 billion of our budget moving

towards protecting foreigners

Senator DOLE. That has been reduced under this administration, I
might add, by about $6 billion.
AMERICANIZATION PROGRAM

Reverend JACKSON. 09.9 percent of our budget is inclined toward
supporting South Vietnamese, and only 12.2 percent inclined toward

the health, education, and welfare collectively, and even that was

suggested to be cut.
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One cannot just feel a sense of being wanted. We want an Americani-

zation program thit is as significant as the Vietnamization program
for us here.

Senator Dots. Those are very broad generalities. I think many of
them are inaccurate.
Reverend JACKSON. What I am saying what we want is accurate.
It may be subjective. I just wouldn't think that it would be too much
for an American who has made cotton king and hoed tobacco road and
pushed back the mountainsides to ask to be considered as priority over
somebody 10,000 miles away from where we live.
I don't think that is too much to ask. Perhaps it is. Do you think it
is too much to ask?
Senator Dots. Let us talk about specifics. In the first place, 69 percent of the budget is not going to Vietnam and, secondly, we are not

here to discuss foreign policy. It is not in the purview of this committee. Although this committee may find itself dealing with busing or
some other area after a while.
Reverend JACKSON. Busing the food may work. If the Panthers and
Operation Breadbasket can walk them to the basements of churches,

maybe the Government could bus them to places that have better
food and more food.

Senator DOLE. We talked about mobile commodity-type buses.
With reference to income maintenance, you have said for the record
that food stamps and commodity distribution programs are degrading.

I share that viewin fact, I witnessed in my own State of Kansas
that people must line up at the courthouse exposed to public view
to receive a paltry sack of commodities once a month. I don't like it
and you don't like it.
These are white people and black people.

Given that this is degrading, and that it hasn't worked, and we
agree that we must make some changes. All I am trying to find out
is, do you agree with the general objective stated by the President,
by .Senator Harris or by anyone else who has introduced income
maintenance-type proposals? Just yes or no.
Reverend

JAcxsoN.

There can't be a yes or no, because in one

sense it is a rhetorical question. There must be some concern for the
desire of the thing and the investment you put in it. You can't just,
desire to have $1,000 come out of a bank and you haven't put but
$100 in it. So you desire a job and income for all people, and yet the
investment is not commensurate with the desire, which is like a false
hope.

What that does, really, is work to the psychological detriment of
the poor people because it raises a hope but there is no program
commensurate with the hope being raised. Ultimately you have
disappointment.
Senator DOLE. What do you think the program should be? What
do you think we should do?
Reverend JACKSON. What I think you ought to do is have a job or
an income where a livable wage is included. What I think is that the

national goal immediately ought to have a family of four moving
toward a standard income that is commensurate with what is indicated by the labor statistics of what a family of four need.
Senator DOLE. You qualify your program. You say moving toward.
This is the same thing President Nixon said.
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Reverend JACKSON. I mean like immediately. I mean what must be
considered, Senator, is that many of these poor people are of working

households, and even if they continue
Senator Dots. Let me point out there that under the present
welfare program, if there is a husband working full time, you are not

entitled to any benefits. This, of course, is done away with by the
President's program. We do provide more benefits under the program, at least under the concept.
As the chairman said and others have said, the Congress will work

its will, but I assume you had at least some endorsement in some way
of the concept of income maintenance.
Reverend JACKSON. I endorse the concept of improvement, but I

cannot seeI am not an economistI can't see the relationship
between $1,600 and the needs of a family of four.
Now I would like for you to answer a question, if you don't mind.
If a family of four has less than a livable income, what do you expect

them to do to close the gap between what they have and what they
need to live off of? What do you expect them to do?
Senator DOLE. In the first place, if there were a husband in the house,

and he were able to work I would expect him to work. Under this

program, the first $720 a year is exempt. You can still make that much
money without losing any benefits.
Reverend JACKSON. We find that there are more working poor,

people who work every day and make so little money until their

working does not bring them up to the standard than there are people
on welfare numerically. That is a fact.
My question is: If a family is allocated something less than a livable
income, what do you expect that family to do to close the gap between
his subsistence and his lifeline?

How do you expect him to close that gap if he is aged, if he is

disabled, or if he is working and can't get anything to complement it?
Senator DOLE. We have a responsibility with the States and local
communities in providing for that family. But that is not the question
we are discussing today.
I don't know what the panacea is. You are saying $6,000 or $8,000
a year. All I wanted to establish, since this hearing has been scheduled
to discuss income maintenance programs, is whether you have specific

suggestions or amendments to the President's program. If so, fine. If
you think it ought to be expanded we should have your suggestions
for the record.
If you feel it should be not even cons- idered, we should have that
for the record also.
But we are not a legislative committee. We can provide a .platform
for you to express your views and they will be widely publicized.
We will assure you of that on this committee. But what are your
objectives?

What do you want for the family of four? Do you not want the

President's program? Do you want Senator Harris' program? Whose
program do you want? Or do you want a program of your own, or
do you want anything?
Reverend JACKSON. I want Senator McGovern's plan plus Eome

marriage between the three plans proposed, but I want all of the
proposals, individually or collectively, to have some relationship to
what the family needs.
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I want hunger in this Nation to be illegal. I think it ought to be as
illegal for a child to starve as it is for a child to be able to buy liquor.
I think it ought to be illegal for minors.
Senator DOLE. You are talking in general terms. Let us talk
specifically.

Reverend JACKSON. If a child in a surplus economy is starving,
somebody has not distributed some of God's food. Whoever is guilty
ought to come before some court of law. But to assume that people
are malnourished because parents, who are offered 78 cents a day per
person in an inflated economy, don't have the education to buy the
right food is a fallacy.
Senator DOLE. We must be realistic. If we should talk about specific
legislation, and be realistic in trying to help the people you represent

here today, I share that view. No one on this committee endorses
hunger, or starvation, but unless we can really provide some service
for the Congress through specific discussion, then about all we do is

provide a forum and really not achieve any results.
Reverend JACKSON. But why can't you consider that the hunger

question is very simple in this lisatintry in that we are producing

surplus food?
Senator DOLE. You can't
cotton.
Reverend JACKSON. No, but we are overproducing food.
Illinois is an agricultural export State. California is an agricultural
export State. We have lands where we are paying people not to grow
cotton, but they can grow corn, tomatoes and potatoes.
Senator DOLE. Maybe tomatoes and potatoes but we have too
much corn.
Reverend JACKSON. But we have too little distribution of that corn.

Senator DoLu. Senator Percy described that we have almost

eliminated farmers through subsidies. If we can have the same success
in eliminating the poor through subsidies, it will be a great program.
Reverend JACKSON. Why can't the President check with some of

us who have both the experience and the insight rather than just
checking with Moynihan on the issue anyhow?

You see, parts of our problem is a gross insensitivity to what we

are saying. You can riddle those of us who perhaps come here to share
this with you, and even demean us by suave debate.

But be that as it may, when we get through discussing, while

Presidents and politicians fiddle, stomachs burn. If we want to be
consistent with the annotation "In God we trust," we know very well,
that there are two things I desire, Lord don't give me too much, and
the Lord lifted me up saying who is the Lord, but don't give me too
little that I will steal and defame your name.
We know that petty thievery is an extension of reality made manifest when people are starving, and ever more particularly when their
hopes have been raised and there are no programs commensurate with
raised hopes.
It is forked-tongue conversation to say I want people fed, have the

ability to feed them, and not offer them the meal when the appetites
are raised.
It is a disservice to the poor to play with them like that. That is why
I asked you the specific question, if a family of four has $1,600 to survive
with but needs $5,000 to live off of, what do you expect them to do to
close the gap between their survival subsistence and essential needs?
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Do you expect them to see when they are blind, to have energy when
they are old? What do you expect them to do to close the gap?
I am asking for a program from the President who offered the Nation

the challenge that he could lead them somewhere. I ain't offered to
lead nobody nowhere. I am just testifying on what I see.
Senator. DOLE. You probably _share the same objective as the
President. I don't think your goal is any loftier than his, not any less
lofty than his.
Reverend JACKSON. His ability is greater than mine and his ability
to grapple with the situation is so different. The President needs to
go to Cairo, Ill., where poor blacks and poor whites are in a ceafrontation that looks racist because you have poor whites and poor blocks
threatening to kill each other.
Right, Senator Percy?
They threaten to kill each other all the time. The poor blacks think

eliminating the poor whites will solve their problems, and the poor
whites think eliminating the poor blacks will solve their problem.
Really, we need an expansion of the economy so as to reduce their

insecurities. Both groups are threatened by death, itself. The poor
whites and poor blacks in Cairo think they are going to starve and
think there is not enough education to go around, enough medicine
to go around, and nobody is there to institute these necessities or
expand the economy, but just to continue gaming and playing with
them.

That is what it amounts to. I suggest on some of the time the Vice
President spends on the golf courses on some of the time the President
spends in going to foreign nations, there is a nation at home that he
ran for office for, where people are crying for his presence but can only
get his sermons, and they are not working.
Senator DOLE. I don't think you want to play golf with the Vice
President. It can be a dangerous business.
Reverend JACKSON. Nobody should do that. I think he should quit
trying to do something he can't do and start doing something he was
elected for.
Senator DOLE. I will yield to the Senator from Illinois.
Senator PERCY. I would like to try to boil this down so we could

have an affirmative answer. I think some of the questions are very
pertinent.
$1,600 INADEQUATE FOR A FAMILY OF t''OUR

As I understand your position, Reverend Jackson, you feel that the
present welfare system is a failure and should be junked.
Second, that income maintenance as a basic principle is right as an
objective and should replace the present system at the eat Test possible
time.

Third, you look on $1,600 as inadequate considering that it doesn't
have a close enough relationship to what people need for a minimum
subsistence as against today's cost of living.

I think most people would admit that if Congress continues to

vacillate on this, does not enact the President's program in principle,
which will cost $4.5 billion even at the $1,600 level, the cost of living
alone will obsolete that figure if it hasn't right now.

Fourth, and lastly, you would like to see minimum subsistence
standard. put at the level where they are adjusted to what a family
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actually needs. For instance, in urban areas if you get $1,600 for a
family of four and 25 percent goes for rent, that is 83323 per month
for rent.
In Morgan Park, Ill., on Saturday afternoon, the limited survey

I made indicated you could rent an apartment for $125 a month
of two rooms, which is just about minimum for a family of four.
If you spend $125 a month for rent you don't have very much left

for food and other things.
Are they the four points that you agree to affirmatively?
Reverend JACKSON. What was point No. 2?
Senator PERCY. First, that we ought to junk the present welfare
system, it doesn't work; second, replace it with income maintenance

as a much better system; third, that you disagree with the $1,600
level and; fourth, the level you are asking for should be adjusted
to the minimum standard of living.

You are not asking for affluence but the minimum standard of

living that the Department of Labor statistics show is required for a

family of four or six or eight to actually live and subsist in some
But in principle you agree with this program.
Reverend Jacxsox. The welfare system as we now know it is a

sense of digmi

failure.

Senator PERCY. There we agree totally. Your position and that

of the administration are similar.
Reverend JACKSON. It has failed to deliver people out of its locks
and make them productive people.
Senator PERCY. Second, it should be replaced by income maintenance?
Reverend JACKSON. I agree it should be replaced with income main-

tenance, but also with a new word, such as subsidy, so as to remove
the psychological stigma which is also a barrier to the poor people
coming from behind.
Senator PERCY. And third, $1,600 is inadequate?
Reverend JACK.SON. Wait a minute. Closely attached to the income

maintenance has to be the realization that the people are asking for
a job or an income, but the job has to reflect the energy put in. The
money, that comes out of the job has to reflect the energy put in the
job, which is a great part of the problem$1,600 does not approximate
the need. Therefore, it raises the hope. For the people who are inspired

by it, it is likened on to finding a hungry man asleep. It would be
better to leave him asleep hungry until you found some food to feed
him.

To have people think that this $1,600 now relieves the rich of any

more responsibility of dealing with the poor, to have politicians
thinking that now that you have a $1,600 minimum the people just
must be lazy if they can't make it, that is to create some illusions

within our social order that have economic effects upon the poor.
Senator PERCY. May I then clarify as point 5 your position as I understand it?
You are not just asking for money to be paid in, but you arc putting
emphasis on human dignity, a man's right to hold a job if he is physically able to do it, you are saying that there is an obligation on the
public's part to provide the education, skill, and training so that that
man can have a job with dignity.
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That is another point in the President's program. It is an integral
part of the cost structure. A man must have the right to upgrade

himself to that position.
And child care is needed if a woman is burdened down by children
during the day.
Reverend JACKSON. Closely akin to that, Senator Dole, when we
talk about being against the defense budget. we know that. there has
to be some level of realistic military protection, given the conflicts in
the world. but we know there are minimum levels of defense.
AVlien I was in school. if you were going to be au ROTC graduate, a
soldier. which assumed that we only needed military defense, you
could get the 2-year scholarship for the junior and senior years, and
M into your fourth year.
The fact is that in terms of defense if a voting man is going to medical
school that is a swim! investment. He ought, to be paid to go to medical
school. A man ought to be paid to go to law school. A mother who is
raising the Naticn's citizens, who perhaps may be raising the Nation's

Presidents, Congressman, and leaders, ought to be paid to do that in
dignity.

To assume that people will start haviler children farms because

such a system exists would be to have a kited of contempt and a kind
of disrespect for the mentality of the people caught in that bind.
The minimum subsistence is certainly just an absolute need.

What I would want you to say, and you were smart enough not
to say it. is that people closed the gap between what they got and
what they need by robbing. thievery, and stealing. That is basically
how people close that gap.

You find in your poverty areas where people have $10 and need
$20 and there is no visible way of getting it.
Then they tust get it from whoever is available, whatever store is
available for t em to extort, whatever pocketbook is available for them
to snatch. They close that gap.
Man's drive to survive is very strong. Men close those gaps but close

them through unscrupulous means. I argue as Victor Hugo did,

that sins and crimes will be committed in the darkness, but he who
creates the darkness is the guilty one.
I am charging that the darkness is created whereby men engage in

petty crime for food and stealing medicine and stuff is created by
those who have the capacity to give light but seemingly have not yet
arrived at the point where it is urgent that it be done.
Senator DOLE. As I interpret your testimony, as pinpointed by the
questions asked by Senator Percy and the chairman, I think you do
pinpoint the approach of not just President Nixon's program but the
other income maintenance programs pending not before this committee
but before the Finance Committee.

I would agree as I said earlier, that we can't have second-class
Americans, white or black. You can't expect to do with the stamp
what other people do with dollars. We share that view.
I really believe we are more apt to find a constructive middle ground
or solution to the problem if we work together. Despite the power of
the President he needs persons like yourself to help him.

I recognize that it isi easy to criticize. I am not above it myself

from time to time in certain areas. But I think right now we are dealing
with it national problem that is very grave, as you pointed out.
4 2-7 78 70--pt . 1-11
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What the President needs and what Mr. Finch needs. and what
Mr. Shultz needs, and what this committee needs are some specific
suggestions on bow we can bridge this gap between malnutritum on
the me hand and low income on the other.
I haven't any predisposed notions about what should be in the final
form. In fact, I sin going to have sonic questions about income
maintenance itself.

There are a lot of people in this country who feel this is the last

straw if we start paying people; as you indicated before. for not working. start giving people cash instead of being on welfare rolls.
It is not just a question of rain.. something through the ('ongress.
It is going to be very difficult. What we need as I look at it, is your
understanding and your help, because vou have seen it firsthand, you
have witnessed it in South Care lina, you have seen it in Illinois, all
over the South and all over the North.

You will find it in Kansas if you go there. I would hope that in

the weeks ahead, as we continue these hearings, and as the legislative
committee gets into hearings, You will have sonic specific recommendations on how we can amend the present act or the pending arts.
uhiehever one it may be.
Reverend JACKSON. if he wants us to help hint initiate some of
these programs, why doesn't he call upon us in the planning of some
of these programs?
.annot conscientiously accept the final product of a group of
insensitive men to what. we are talking about.
1 think it needs to be made very clear as we dose relative to the

whole handout of cash money sort of thing. He argued in the new
federalism speech that if you just gave people money it would tend
to reduce their incentive, that giving people money would make them
lazy.

But the fact is that given the Kennedys, the Rockefellers, all the
people with money, it has not made them lazy, but it has allowed
them to express their ambition in terms of wanting power rather than
wanting risks and things.
I think once we overcome the stigma, that once people get money

they lose their ambition, and deal with the fact that power is as
attractive and more attractive than politics, that we will get people

whose highest ambition won't be a square meal or paid rent. We will
get people whose ambition will be to be doctors, lawyers, leaders.
We cannot get any of this kind of input from one-fifth of our Nation
so long as their highest ambition is the bottom.
Senator DOLE. Thank you.
Senator McGovEax. I have one or two more questions.

First of all, I want to make it clear that as for myself I didn't

expect you or any other witness to come here with a. specific legislative
program.
As we have been reminded here this morning, this is not a legislative
committee. We are interested in uncovering a problem and defining

it, and trying to get some insight into what needs to be done.
You dad say in the course of your remarks that you generally
favored a proposal that I made some weeks ago, the human security
Plan. That is a four-point program which includes, as one of those
points, a children's allowance, a program that operates in every single
industrial country in the world except the United States.

1:39

Reverend -1Actisox. Don't the rich people have a $4;414 alhAvativC

tax write-off for their cildre ?
Senator McGovERN. That was t he point I was piing to make. tet

there is, as a matter of fact. t! children's allowat,ce in the United States
today written into our income tax laws. as $604) exemption.
How does that affect the people that you speak for. the poor and the
near poor?
Reverend JACKsON. Of the three plans that I have heard about. and

the one I have seen enuncia:ed

Senator .McGovERN. I mean hart- does the income tax exemption
benefit the poor family of Chicago or South 'arolina?
Reverend JAcKsox. For the families that are poor it doesen't
benefit them at all because they don't. have the !g(00 to write otf.
Senator NleGovEtts. So it is really a children's allowance for the

rie.

Reverend JACKSON. That is \dial it 11011111s to already.
Of the three plans we have seen evidence of. yours plus ;e other
things that we could argue about should be the form.

In terms of the President's concern, Senator Dole, and Senator

McGovern's concern, Senate'. Harris' concern. Heineman's concern,
if these men, individually or colleetively, chose to relate to those of us
who arc fighting in these communities, you will find that our complaints are not habitual. We don't get tiny gratification, eotioot,,i.
sexual or otherwi-.e out of just arguing. There are other things to do
in this society.
We would feel more respecied if we were consulted and not just hear
speeches here about it, but plans made with us and for us. That is the

only way we can have a democratic rather than autocratic form of

goveniment.
We keep getting speeches down front the top about what would be
good for us.
Senator DOLE. How many of these plans were you consulted On
before, they were drafted?
Have you been consulted on any of the programs that ire now pendig before the Senate before they were. drafted?
Did Senator McGovern consult, xvith you before he introduced his?
Did Senator Harris?

Senator McGovERN. I ant saying, Senator, I haven't introduced
my plan yet and one of the reasons 1. haven't was that I wanted to get
some feedback from not only Reverend Jackson's group but others. I
have deliberately delayed putting this in legislative form for that precise purpose.
Senator DOLE. I think that is one of the purposes of the hearing,

to get the input either before or after it was introduced.
Reverend JACKSON. We plan a meeting of about 5,000 people, and
the President is invited, and Senator McGovern. The President is
invited to come and indicate to us what is on his mind so that we
can tell him what is on our mind and hope that something creative
will come.

Senator Harris is invited. The President is invited. Ben Heineman
is invited. 'file President is invited if lie chooses to come before a
black audience that will give him the courtesy of not booing him,
but will hear what he has to say.
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If lie will accord the audience that much respect, then it will accord

him the courtesy of hearing what he has to say. Then we would
respond in ways that would not he embarrassing to him, and we
would come out with a national program made by the people of the
Nation.

You certainly can't say that his Cabinet is representative of the

people of the Nation.

Senator DOLE. I ain not certain that is within the scope of the
hearing but will be glad to discuss it with you.
Reverend JACKSON. You can't say that Moynihan speaks for the
black Liberals, and he makes big statements about it. He does.
That is not for debate. That is the public record.
Senator DOLE. If he speaks for the liberals, then apparently you
are a conservative.
Senator McGoymm Reverend Jackson, again let me thank you
for your appearance before this committee. We appreciate the testi-

mony that you have offered. I am sore it will be read by other members
or the committee who were not here today.

Let ine say to Prof. Alvin L. Schorr, who was to have been our

second witness today, that because of the importance of his statement
and the careful preparation that has gone into that statement, I don't
want to begin that in the noon hour.
I would like to ask Professor Schorr if he would return tomorrow
morning and share the time with Mayor Lindsay of New York NVI10
will be the lead-off witness.
We will try to divide that time tomorrow so that the mayor goes
on for approximately an hour and then we will hear from Professor
Schorr, if that is agreeable.
Mr. SCHORR. Yes, sir; no problem.

Senator McCrovEnx. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Reverend Jackson.
The committee is in recess until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the select coinmittee recessed, to reconvene at 10 a.m., Tuesday, March 3, 1970.)

NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS
TUESDAY, MARC,:a 3, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION AND HUMAN NERDS,

Washington, D.C.

The committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room G-308,
New Senate Office Building, Senator George S. McGovern (chairman
of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators McGovern, Cook, Dole, Javits, and Percy.
Also present: William C. Smith, staff director and general counsel;
Peter Stavrianos, professional staff member; and Clarence V. McKee,
,professional staff member for the minority.
OPENING STATEMENT BY HON. GEORGE McGOVERN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM SOUTH DAKOTA, CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE

Senator McGovnuN. The coAunittee will be in order.

I think we are extremely fortunate this morning to have as our
witness a public figure, the Mayor of a great city who, for years, has
concerned himself with the problems with which this committee is

directly concerned. That is the problem of nutrition and related

-human needs.

DIRECTLY INVOLVED

Mayor Lindsay is known as a mayor who has involved himself
directly in trying to develop improved programs in the whole range
of human assistance, and in many respects New York has pioneered in
this field to the point where some of the people appearing before this
committee from other parts of the country, and some of the resource
people whose advice we have sought, have pointed to New York City
and to Mayor Lindsay as examples that the committee ought to study
with the end in mind of developing better programs for the Nation as
a whole.

We are very happy to have Mayor Lindsay with us this morning.

He is accompanied by Commissioner Mitchell Ginsberg, the administrator of the Human Resources Administration of New York City.
We are also happy to welcome the new mayor of Pittsburgh, Mayor
Peter Flaherty.
We are grateful that you are here, Mayor. We may want to reserve
the right, after Alayor Lindsay gives his statement, to draw you into
the question period or ask for any comments you may wish to Make in
response to what Mayor Lindsay has said. We are delighted that you
are with us.
(161)
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I would like to call on the senior minority member of the committee.
Senator Javits, with whom I and other members of the committee have

worked so closely in carrying on the program of the committee.

Perhaps he would present our witness for the day.

STATEMENT BY HON. JACOB K. JAVITS, A U.S. SErATOR, FROM NEW
YORK, INTRODUCING MAYOR JOHN V. LINDSAY GP NEW YORK CITY

Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The Chair has very
adequately presented the mayor who speaks from a large amount of
experience which should be presented to the country. Many of the
conditions which the committee has been investigating cause pmblems
which really must be seen to be understood. Mayor Lindsay has seen
these conditions and problems, has worked to help eliminate them,
and will provide the committee with valuable insight into how we
can correct some of these social ills.
I would like to present a description of our administrator of the
Human Resources Agency in New York City. He is a full professor and

associate dean of the Columbia School of Social Work, as well as

consultant to the Office of Economic Opportunity, and has worked very
actively in Community Action and Headstart.

We, in New York, consider him to be one of the most eminent

authorities in his field and feel indeed fortunate to have him.
1, too, would like to welcome Mayor Flaherty and congratulate him
on being the new mayor of Pittsburgh.

I wish to express my satisfaction to the Chair for allowing this

Opportunity to the chief executive of New York City to present a very

profound measure of expertise and experience on this very tragic

problem.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN V. LINDSAY, MAYOR OF NEW YORK;
CITY, N.Y., ACCOMPANIED BY MITCHELL GINSBERG, COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATOR, HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mayor LINDSAY. Senator McGovern and Senator Javits, first allow
me to express my appreciation to you both and to your colleagues on
this committee for the privilege of appearing before you and talking
about matters pertaining to poor people.
Those matters have to do, of course, with their sustenance, their
maintenance, their general welfare, and grouped into that, of course,
are programs that attack poverty, that attack hunger, and that attack
conditions of indignity and indecency, in general. Of course, I am
buoyed and supported in this as I have been for the last 4;e2 years by
my colleague, dear friend and associate, Mitchell Ginsberg, the administrator of the human resources administration in New York, prior
to that the commissioner of welfare, now known as social services.
Senator Javits, you demoted him. He is the dean-designate of the
New York School of Social Work. He assumes office in. January of 1971

as the dean, which means that I shall be losing him as a full-time
partner and I shall retain him only as a part-time partner.
Bat I want to say that the better part of he last 4 years in my
Ms has been in part because of the association with Mitch Ginsberg,
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who is not only a great man in government and on social and political
science, but he is also a very. congenial companion to have at all times.

It is nice to be associated on this platform, too, with the new, still
ash, young mayor of Pittsburgh. It has given the mayoring business
a big lift all around the country and for me, particularly, to have this
young man willing to take on this battle in his city of Pittsburgh.
Ho waged a strong campaign for it and 1w has begun his administration with skill and effectiveness which has been widely noted.
The importance of this hearing, I think, can't be overstated. It is
significantly important and it comes at the most critical possible time.
This moment that we are now in, with the House of Representatives
the other body, on the edge of moving forward somewhat in the area of
welfare reform and this body considering several different approaches
in this area, including the problem. of hunger, comes not a moment too
soon. We need it desperately.

I want to submit for the record the full prepared statement that I
have. I would appreciate that because I tun going to cut it down very
substantially in my main presentation.
INCOME MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

The first thing that I wanted to address myself to has to do with the
present income maintenance programs as we see them, and what we
think the Federal Government must do on an immediate basis.
I would like to emphasize that most of what I am talking about and

what the Congress is considering at the moment in all of its parts
really are first-step measures, steps toward a new direction.
There are a lot of general overhauls that we think have to be done

in the whole area of the treatment of the support of the poor.
As to the failures of the present system, I think it hardly needssaying that the perpetuation of the antiquated and inefficient system
that we have now has aroused the hatred of all segments of society
and, on top of that, society's neglect of the working poor has increased
the polarization between minority group poor and the working class.
Welfare has been unable to achieve its original, basic objectives of

providing both minimally adequate living standards and incentives

to self-support.
It actually contributes to the instability of poor families by denying

support to intact families in many States, and it denies any Federal
aid at all to destitute couples and single persons.
It is uneconomical from a cost-effective point of view and is often
demeaning and destructive to people. The complexity of its administrative regulations defies equity and efficiency. And the lack of funds
and mandates for research and evaluation have continued our ignorance of poverty problems.
Despite its serious inadequacies, the number of people dependent
upon welfare has grown to such an extent that the burden public
assistance places on the States and cities has become intolerable and
threatens to become critical.
That, I can assure you, is an understatement.
In New York City, our program is more adequate than most. Despite

the ravages of its costs, I am gratified that our program is able to

protect most New Yorkers from hunger and exposure.
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But the price of that protection is at the expense of many other
needed public servicesbetter education and health, job training and
development, increased fire and police protection, more low- and

middle-income housing; in other words, all the public services designed
to prevent dependence on public assistance.
In many other States and cities, however, those who are eligible for
assistance suffer acutely. In the 30 States whose welfare benefits for

families are below the national average of $44 a month per person,
many people go hungry and cold.
As to the current welfare reform legislation, the President's welfare
reform proposals have recognized some of the basic difficulties with
the present program and begin to move in a positive direction. They
establish some principles of significance.

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE INADEQUATE

.

Federal assistance to assure a minimal income floor

in all States

though the level is far too low, coverage of the working poor who
struggle for wages even below the welfare level, help for families in

winch the father and mother have stayed together despite an economic
incentive to separate, and th e option for States to turn over administration of the whole income maintenance program to the Federal Government. These are the steps forward.
Although neither the administration's proposal nor the House Ways
and Means Committee bill fully meet the urgency of the situation, the
committee did make a number of significant improvements and moved
quickly toward reporting an essential piece of legislation for a vote.
I am gratified that we in New York City were able to have some
influence on several crucial provisions as they were considered in the
committee, and can claim substantial credit for two amendments:
One that provides for 30 percent Federal sharing in the State supplements above the family assistance plan minimum of $1,600 a year for
a family of four; and another that encourages the States to turn over
administration of the whole program to the Federal Government.
IMPORTANCE OF HOUSE AMENDMENTS

I can't stress enough the importance of these two amendments that
we believe will be adopted in the other body by the Ways and Meads
Committee this week.
The first amendment goes part of the way t.vard correcting one

of the original bill's outstanding omissionsits failure to provide

substantial relief for most of the urban States whose needy people are
primarily families with dependent children.
It also keeps the Federal Government involved in the entire grant,
thus reducing the vulnerability of what otherwise would have been
virtually a separate State assistance program..
But the committee's stipulation that Federal sharing can be only
up to the poverty level may hurt several million poor people if, in those
States whose present grants are slightly above the poverty level, legislatures deCide to reduce them.
The second amendment moves a significant step in the direction
we have long advocatedentire Federal administration and financing
of the income maintenance program. We fought hard to have a specific
.
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indication of this direction included in the billpreferably through

the device of stipulating an increasing Federal percentage share each
year.

But although the Ways and Means draft has not provided for an

eventual Federal takeover of all costs of income maintenance, it does
hold out the possibility of Federal administration. This, at least, will
hasten the separation in providing income and services on the delivery

levela move that we have found crucial to sound operation of a
welfare program.

STRONG CASE FOR FEDERAL ASSUMPTION OF COSTS

The case for Federal assumption of welfare costs which grow, after
all, from national causes, is a strong one. Until the Federal Government takes over the basic income-maintenance responsibility, States
and cities will never have the funds required to attack the basic causes
of financial needpoor housing, education, health, and employment.
opportunities.
The administration bill has other serious drawbacks, in addition to
its failure to stipulate a phased-in Federal takeover.

From the point of view of the poor, there are very few States in

which recipients in families will see any improvement in their situation.

By the time a bill is enactedas I hope one will beonly half a

dozen States will have family benefits below the low family assistance

plan level of $500 a year each for the first two family members and
$300 each for the rest.
.

The minimum benefit for adultsthe aged, blind and disabledis

more nearly adequate at the rate of $110 per month per person.
The original bill and its amendments continue the outworn distinc-

tion between the so-called deserving poorthe aged and incapacitatedand the "undeserving poor"struggling families and nonaged
ii dividuals.

Thus, also, it provides neither incentive to low-benefit States to
improve their family programs nor sufficient relief to the States with
higher benefits for ramifies today.
The bill also continues Federal discrimination against childless
couples and single persons. In New York, for example, we have about
60,000 such people receiving general assistance at a yearly cost to
the city and State alone of $75 million.
This group is as deserving of Federal aid as any other.
Another serious omission from the family assistance plan is a definition of the kind of employment welfare recipients will be required to
take. Neither the administration nor the Ways and Means Committee

has been willing to guarantee the minimum or prevailing wage,

whichever is higher, as a condition of employment.
I think it is obvious that such an omission can create a permanently
underpaid class of workers with the blessing of the Federal Government. I strongly urge the members of this committee to see that this
situation is corrected in the Senate.
Let me review now the provisions I hope the Senate will deem essen-

tial when it receives the welfare bill: (1) An increase in the Federal
minimum grant level to the point where it will be of some real assistance to families without any income; (2) a provision for a phased-in
Federal assumption of all income maintenance costs; (3) the insertion
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of langnage to implement the administration's pledge that no recipient
will have his grant reduced by the bill, even in States where the benefit
is above the poverty level; (4) a requirement that the appropriate Federal departments recalculate the poverty level annually; (5) the inclusion of childless couples and individuals in the welfare program; (6) a
suitable definition of employment in terms of the minimum or prevailing wage, whichever is higher and (7) the elimination of unrealistic
work requirements for mothers of school-age children.
Senator JAVITS. I notice in your statement the reference to the socalled deserving poor and undeserving poor. Is that contained in one
of those items 1 through 7?

Mayor LINDSAY. It is too simplistic to talk about underserving
and deserving poor. Poor people are people, and poor people don't

wish to be poor. Poor people find it degrading. If they are able to work,

they want to work. if they are able to work but are not trained for
any skill, they want to be trained so that they can work. Those are
the general rules.

Senator JAviTs. What I had in mind was whether any of the eight
items included a correction of the full Ways and Means Committee
reported bill.

Mayor LINDSAY. I should point out that the original bill and its
amendments continue this outworn distinction between the so-called
deserving poor, which. is the aged and the incapacitated generally,
and the underserving poot.. which are struggling, families and nonaged
individuals. That is bad. We don't need that in legislation. It doesn't
serve, any useful purpose and, in fact, it can hurt.
The opportunity for Senate amendment will, I am optimistic.,
come much sooner than many of us had anticipated, because of the
rapid consideration given the bill by the Ways and Means Committee.

Several Senate bills have already been introduced incorporating

many of the suggestions I have just made.
Particularly promising is the bill introduced by Senator Harris which
provides for the staging-in of full Federal financial and administrative
responsibility, sets basic income at least at the poverty level, covers

all persons who fall below that income level, gives incentives to employ-

ment through the device of exempting certain proportions of earned
income, and sets realistic work requirements and standards of suitable
employment.

These should be the goals. I, and the mayors of many other large

cities whose citizens at all income levels are suffering from the present
system, have pledged to do all we can to work for the speedy enact-

ment Of realistic welfare reform. So have the governors endorsed a
progressive welfare program. And soon the Senate's chance for contributing to these goals will come.
Let us all move quickly for action in this session of the Congress.

As I said earlier, however, this is but the first step, and only a
partial step at that. It has often been said that New York' City has
already reformed the present welfare system nearly to the limit, and
therefore provides us with a profile of what can be expected in the
rest of the Nation.
I can testify, therefore, that simply reforming the present system
while absolutely crucial at this time-will not do in the long run.
Broader, more basic change is required.
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Commissioner Ginsberg., is the author of every single one of the
reforms we have been able to introduce in New York, sonic under the
Federal permission of demonstration programs. Almost all of them
have pro \Ten their basic worth.
LOOKING AHEAD

The main point I would like to make today is that it is time now
to stand back, take a look at the real social issues involved, and. begin

to devise a broad policy that may hold promise of actually solving

the problems of poverty, rather than merely tinkering with the

structure of programs we already have.
Looking ahead, I would like to outline a series of approaches that
should seriously be considered as a package to. provide basic income
assurance without damaging incentive to work.
Many of the proposals in this package are not new. Both Connissioner Ginsberg and I have made these points over and over in the
past, including in 1907 testimony before the Senate Subcommittee

on Employment, Manpower and Poverty. There, Commissioner
Ginsberg made certain predictions, all of which have been proved
true.
HUMAN SECURITY PLAN

Senator McGovern, the distinguished chairman of this committee,.
has just announced a plan incorporating many of these points in a
comprehensive proposal of his own. But the importance of considering such programs has to be underscored many times over.
The following are five elements of what I think might be a satisfactory approach to poverty problems in this country. I respectfully
submit them to you for your consideration.
First, I believe we should guarantee the right of every able-bodied,
willing person to a job at an adequate Wage.,

I believe strongly that the basic source of income in America will
remain earned income and that long-range programs are satisfactory
only so far as they protect incentives for employment.
An obvious step toward protecting the so-called work ethic is, of
course, improvement in the minimum wage. Today, a man working full
time at the minimum wage of about $3,300, if he has a wife and one
child, is barely above the povertfline. If be has two children, he has
fallen well below it, and if he has more, he is among the poorest of the
poor.

Good will statements about full employment are. not enough; the
growing cooperation of the business community in the attack on hard-

core employment is not enough; the hazards of national economic
policy can be too much. Already we are talking about increasing unemployment while demanding reduction in the welfare rollsobviously
incompatible goals.
Therefore, the Federal Government must mandate and finance a
job for every person who is willing and able. This could be accomplished

in two ways. First., through the greater involvement of private industry, remembering that private enterprise is not a social agency.
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Therefore, consideration should be given to extending the concept
of subsidizing private industry for the employment of persol ..-ho are
not 100 - percent productive when they first come on the ja.
PUBLIC SERVICE JOBS NOT "MAKE WORK" JOBS

The second route to guaranteed employment would be through the

creation of hundreds of thousands of jobs in municipal and State

governments throughout the country. Otte need only look at our city
departments to see that "make work" jobs are not necessary. Work is
obviously available for all kinds of personnel in hospitals, health and
welfare centers, schools, museums, parks, police, and sanitation
departments.
With Federal assistance, public departments would be enabled to

employ workers they badly need, the Nvorker would receive his income

in earned salary rather than public assistance, the cost would be no
greater for the taxpayers, yet they would be provided with services
for which they have long been clamoring, and the worker would enter
the mainstream of the economy with all the obvious benefits to him-

self and his family.

Our experience with the Public Service Employment program
though only limited funds were availablehas shown that this kind

of approach can be highly successful.
Second, I propose that active consideration be given to a different
kind of income maintenance plan such as a children's allowance or a
negative income tax. Most of the study and discussion in this country
has been of the nogatire income tax, but 1 would urge that the comparative merits of a grant to children be explored before a decision is
made.
CHILDREN'S ALLOWANCE DOES NOT AFFECT BIRTHRATE

Since most other Western nations have adopted a children's allowance plan, without undesirable effects on the birth rate, there is wide
experience upon which to draw. The plan can operate in many different
ways, but basically, every family, regardless of income, would receive

a certain amount per child. Depending on the level at which the

allowance was set, and the point at which it was recovered from more
affluent families in taxes, the annual cost would vary.
Of course, an essential step in creating a 'children's allowance system
would be to eliminate the $600 per dep?mient exemption now provided
for in the Federal income tax program. Only those Avho earn enough

to pay taxes now benefit from this form of a children's allowance.

Those who axe poor receive no benefit at all.

Since this benefit would be given to all flu-nine:7 with children,
it would reduce the disincentive to work inherent in most other
income maintenance plans. Whatever a man earned would be over
and above the allowance. Such an allowance would be simple to administerno small consideration compared with the ills of the current

systemand would provide aid to those families 110W just above
the poverty line.
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This is a crucial goal. The growing division in this country
and I witness its effects every da3r at city hall between those on
welfare and those just above it, threatens to become explosive.
At this point in history, it is particularly vital to devise programs
that avoid creating special classes of recipients and dividing them

from the rest of society.

The lower income groups who now feel most threatened by and
most hostile to new social programs should be enabled to benefit

from them.
Finally, let me say that 1 am cognizant of an often-made erhicism

of children's allowances namely, that they offer an unwanted incentive for larger families. In other Western countries, however,
experience has not shown this danger to be a real one, and let us

not forget that the allowance would not be sufficiently great to allow
anyone to get rich on it.
A third step would be increase the social security benefit level and

broaden its coverage to include all the aged, and the disabled and
blind at any age, N:hether or not they had. contributed to the system.

It makes no sense to keep a relatively small number of people out
of a program that has achieved the simplicity and dignity enjoyed by
the social security system.

With a minimum benefit of $110 a month, most of the 100,000

adults ors welfare in New- York City, for example, could be transferred

to social security at no increase in overall cost, but with a reduction
in staff and facilities.
A fourth step would grow inevitably from the first threeand that
would be a much-reduced, highly simplified emergency assistance
program for those persons or families who are not aided by the first
three programs.

This program would be, in fact, what the original designers of
public assistance expected it to be: for temporary relief in times of
individualfamily or area crisis such as unemployment, illness, fire
or local depression.
And finally, as a fifth component of a national antipoverty policy, I

would suggest a broad program of public social services, designed to
prevent families from falling into poverty as Well as helping those also
receiving income support.
These services' would include day care, homemaker service, family
planning and counseling, arrangement, of education and vocational
training plans, child welfare services, referrals to employment., pro-

grams for the aged, and the like.
Today, most of these programswhere they existare available

only to welfare recipients and only recently has the Federal Government participated in their financing. Especially in a time of rising
living costs, provision of free servicesand I would add here health
servicescan be crucial to keeping a family self-supporting.
Before concluding, would like to comment upon this committee's
primary concern, which cannot be separated from any of the other
subjects I have alluded to thus far.
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SUPPORT NATIONWIDE FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

I support, a sound, nationwide food stamp program os 011 interim
step in the development of a basic income support plan. The hungry
cannot be told to wait for that.
There is no need for rue to comment on the needs of the littogry
before this committee. With respect to the administration of a food
stamp program, however, I. think it important to urge the Congress to
keep food plans flexible enough to allow communities to choose not
onlv either but both food stamps and surplus commodities, 1111(1 com-

prehensive enough to aid both persons with no income and families
slightly above the welfare level.

As for the school 11111(.11 program, 1 WOS gratified by passage of the

amendment sponsored by Senator Javits, extending eligibility to all
children in families above the urban poverty line.
One of the most (damaging actions of the New York State. Legislature last year WIIS the relHOVIII of State participation in the compre-

hensive school lunch program .we have had in the city for years.
Although Governor Rockefeller has recently announced resumed participation, Federal legislation on this issue will provide real protection
for this vita1progranL
conelugion, I would like to underscore the urgency of developing
a sound, broad antipoverty policy not only for the sake of the income
needs of the poor themselves, but also for the sake of our lower and
middle-income citizens.

The continued existence of an alienated, disadvantaged group

threatens the tranquility of entire cities. It affects the crime rate, the
drug abuse problem and the health and cleanliness of large neighbor-

hoods; it reduces the availability of funds for education, health.
sanitation, protection and housing; and it increases anger at and

resentment of one group by the other.
These problems and tensions will not be reduced by exhortations
to tolerance or patchwork projects. Without a greatly increased Federal commitment of funds and a broadly conceived approach to the
amelioration of poverty problems, the poor will continue to suffer,

the taxpayers will continue to seethe, the cities will continue to
deteriorate and the Nation Will newer unite.
(The prepared statement of Mayor John V. Lindsay follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT or MAYOR JOHN V. LINDSAY' ON CURRENT
MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS AND PRoPOSALS

Alt% Chairman, I welcome this opportunity to testify before a committee which

has already demonstrated its understanding of a basic fact that is too often
ignored: that is, the complexity of poverty and the necessity of attacking its

many symptoms on many fronts.
We have too often been misled by fads. At one tium, we sold social services as
the panaceajust give us more supportive servict.s mid the poor will disappear, we
said. When that didn't work, social workers got a bad name. At another time, we
championed self-help and community actionbut When the poor did get involved
in steering their own destinies and did, in fact, join the mainstream of lobbying,
demanding, complaining American society, the poor got a bad name.
Then, we took up the cudgels against hunger. And I will not speak lightly about
that. Hunger is to terrible a condition and too crippling to the life of every child
that suffers its ravages. 13n t I must congrat ulate the Select Con unit( Pe on Nutrition

for not falling into the traditional trap. Hunger is but one symptom Of the disease
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of poverty 1 hal also causes sickness of all kinds, mental retardation, crippled fondly

lives, division in society and shame for the richest nation on earth.
Finally, we have la.gint to face a root cause the lack of money. Nor will I speak
lightly about that. Its absence is threatening ;1 cripple my city and t hose of many
other mayors. This committee bas recognized I hat ill the at tack on poverty there
snbst itnt e for money, mid that au improved income maintenance program will
solve foany of f he problems of the poor.
ohe
But let es not be misled again. It is eruial, eV011 White coneentrating
segment. of the problem at a time, to keep in mind that only it broadly conceived

social policysonnthing this nation has never hadcan effectively reduce the

growing disparity between those who live below the poverty fine and 1host. who
live above it.
Keeping, this in mind, I would like first to address myself to cut rent, problems
with the present Meow maintenance program as we sec t110111, :1.11(1 to discuss

what seems necessary and possible for the Federal government to do on an
immediate basis. But I would like to emphasize that this should be seen only
as a first. step in a new direction toward broad antipoverty
ponellts that. we in the City of New York have beer urging since early in 1!167.

In May of that year, Mitehell Ginsberg, who was then the City's Welfare
Commissioner and is now my Administrator of Iluman Resources, testified
before another Senate Committeethe Subcommittee on Employment, lanpower and Poverty. Ile outlined a series of changes in the welfare program which
we felt, were needed then and are even more urgently needed now, and made a

prediction that has come trim.
"What I can guarantee is that, without changes, our welfare rolls will expand

and the problems of our cities and our poor will grow 'larger and more :mite.
We cannot, hope that, a welfare system that is not working now will ever work
better without drastic change. We simply cannot go On perpetuating, a system
that is designed to save money rather than people, and tragically ends up doing
neither."
Failures of the present system

The perpetuation of this antiquated and inefficient system has aroused the
hatred of all segments of society and, in its .neglect. of the working poor, has

increased the polarization between the minority-group poor and the working class.
Welfare has been unable to achieve its original, basic objectives of providing
both minimally adequate living standard.; and incentives to self support.
It actually contributes to the instability of poor families by denying support to

intact families in many states, and it denies any Federal aid at all to destitute
couples and single persons.
It is uneconomical from a cost-effective point of view and is often demeaning

and destructive to people. The complexity of its administrative regulations defies

equity and efficiency. And the lack of funds and mandates for research and
evaluation have continued our ignorance of poverty problems.
Despite its serious inadequacies, the number of people dependent upon welfare
has grown to such an extent that the burden public assistance places on the states
and cities has become intolerable and threatens to become critical.
In New York City, our program is more adequate than most Despite the
ravages of its costs, I am gratified that our program is able to protect most New

Yorkers from hunger and exposure. But the price of that protection is at the
expense of many other needed public servicesbetter education and health, job
training and development, increased fire and police protection, more low and

middle income housing; in other words, all the public services designed to prevent
dependence on public assistance.
In many other states and cities, however, those who are eligible for assistance
suffer acutely. In the 30 states whose welfare benefits for families arc below-the

national average of $44 a month per person, many people go hungry and cold.
The basic inequity of a system under which aid ranges from about $10 a month
per child in Mississippi to $66.40 a month in New .Jersey raises obvious problems
for national policy.
Such a gerry-built system should not be sustained by gory -built repairs. I
believe that the ease for basic reform has been thoroughly made. The issue now is
not whether reform, but what kind of reform.
We have stopped asking for more of the same principles that have not worked
for thirty years exclusive ecxerage, restrictive and complex administration. To
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it it more bluntly, perhaps we have stopped sayingkeep as many of then' off
welfare as possible. We are now recognizing that there are simply a lot of poor
peep! .11 this rich country, and we ha vs an obligation to help theta in as constructive way as possible. We have looked at the poverty figuresabout 2.1 million

people living below the poverty leveland compared then' with the welfare

figures abort 10 million people receiving finanyial aid. We are no longer proud
of the fact that we have left I.-) million people to
hungry.
It is true that the bill for helping the nation's destitute has grown from
billion to $9.5 billion in the past dozen years. 13tit it is also true that the Cross5
Natimull Product and Personal Inconi Totals have more than doubled during
that periodand expenditures for public assistance remain at about one percent
of both. Despite our antipoverty rhetoric, we have increased (my responsibilities

to the nation's poor very little indeed during this period of unparalleled

prosperity.
Current welfare rrfornt legislation

The President's welfare reform proposals have recognized some Of the basic
difficulties with the present program and begin to move in a positive direction.
They establish smile prinipies of significance.
Federal assistance to assure a mininod income floor in all statesthough the
level is far too low, coverage of the working poor who struggle for wages even
below the welfare level, help for families in wl6At the father and mother have
stayed together despite an economic incentive to separate. and the option for
states to turn over administration of the whole income mainbnance program to
the Federal government.
Although neither the Administration's proposal nor the House Ways and Means
Coniniittee bill fully meet the urgency of the situation, the Committee did make
a number of significant improvements and moved quickly toward reporting an
essential piece of legislation oat for a vote.
I aim gratified that we in New York City were able to have some influence on
several crucial provisions as they were considered in the eommit tee, and can claim
substantial credit for two amendments: one that provides for 30 pereent Federal
sharing in the state supplements above the Family Assitaaet Plan miltimuin of
$1600 a year for a family of four, and another that encourages the states to turn
over administration of the whole program to the Federal government.
The first amendment goes part of the way toward correcting one of the original
bill's oust muting omissionsits failure to provide substantial relief for most of the
urban states whose needy people are primarily families with dependent children.
It also keeps the Federal government involved ill the entire grant, thus reducing
the vulnerability of what otherwise would have been viHnally a separate since
assistanett program. But the Committee's stipulation that Federal sharing can be
only up to the poverty ler.el may hurt several million poor people if, in those states
whose present grants are slightly above the poverty level, legislatures decide to
reduce them.
The second amendment moves a significant step in the direction we have long
advocatedentire Federal administration and financing of the income maintenance program. We fought hard to have a more specific indication of this direction
included in the billpreferably through the device of stipulating an increasing
Federal percentage share each year. But although the Ways and Means draft
has not provided for an eventual Federal take-over of all costs of income maintenance, it does hold out the possibility of federal administration. This, at least, will
hasten the separation in providing income and services on the delivery levela
move that we have found crucial to sound operation of a welfare program.
The case for Federal assumption of welfare costs which grow, after all, from
national causes, is a strong one. Until the Federal government takes over the
basic income - maintenance responsibility, states and cities will never have the
funds required to attack the basic causes of financial needpoor housing, education, health and employment opportunities.

Let us not forget that there are many precedents in other fields for a Federal
subsidy program. The nation views subsidies for farmers, transportation and the
commitnications industries, and many others as a proper function of the Federal
government. Only when it comes to poor people is the subsidy called a handout
and is seen as the province of states and localities. This is a 16th century* notion
that cannot be justified today.
The Administration bill has other serious drawbacks, in addition to its failure
to stipulate a phased-ill Federal takeover. From the point of view of the poor,
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there are very few states in which the recipients themselves will see any improvement in their situation. By the time a bill is enacted--as I hope one will bc--only
half a down states will have family benefits below the low Family Assistance Plan
level of $500 each for the first two family members, $300 each for the next three,
$200 for the sixth and $100 each for the rest.
The Ways and Means Committee action in reducing the amounts after the fifth

or sixth child is self-defeating. It will not control family size, it will penalize

children already born, and it will reduce already inadequate aid to large families.
The bill already has a provision for family planning aidthat is the way to influence family size, not by reducing assistance to large families.
The original bill and its amendments continue the outworn distinction Iwt wee),
the-so-called "deserving poor"---the aged and incapacitatedand the "n(leser..-ing poor"struggling families and non-aged individuals.
Thus, also, it provides neither incentive to low-benefit states to improve their
family programs nor sufficient relief to the states with higher benefits for families
today.
The bill also continues Federal discrimination against childless couples atilt
single persons. In New York, for example, we have about 60.000 such people
receiving General Assistance ot it yearly cost to the Cit and Stale alone of ';'.")
million. This group is as deserving of federal aid as any other. It comprises the
aging unemployed, not yet quite (i5; people recently discharged from hospitals

and mental institutions, the temporarily incapacitated and convalescent. the
isolated and rootless population of our cities that live in furnished rooms. In
states with limited General Assistance programs, these people go hungry, 1)0
they not deserve Federal aid?
Another serious omission from the Family Assistance Plan is a definition of the

kind of employment welfare recipients will be required to take. Neither the

Administration nor the Ways and Means Committee has been willing to guarantee
the minimum or prevailing wage, whichever is higher, as a condition of employment. I think it is obvious that such an omission can create a permanently underpaid class of workers with the blessing of the Federal government. I strongly urge
the members of this committee to see that this situation is corrected in the Senate.
Let me review now the provi.,i,ins I hope the Senate will deem essential when it

receives the welfare bill: 1) an increase in the Federal minimum grant level to
the point where it will be of some real assistance to families without any income,
2) a provision for a phased-in Federal assumption of all income maintenance costs,

3) the insertion of language to implement the administration's pledge that no
recipient will have his grant reduced by the bill, even in stases where the benefit
is above the poverty level, 4) a requirement that the appropriate Federal depart-

ments re-calculate the poverty level annually, 5) the inclusion of childless couples
.and individuals in the welfare program, 6) a suitable definition of employment in
terms of the minimum or prevailing wage, whichever is higher; 7) the elimination
of unrealistic work requirements for mothers of school-age children, and S) the
elimination of a financial penalty for large families.
The opportunity for Senate amendment will, I am optimistic, come much sooner
than many of us had anticipated, because of the rapid consideration given the bill
by the Ways and Means Committee. Several Senate bills have already been in-

troduced incorporating many of the suggestions I have just made. Particularly
promising is the bill introduced by Senator Harris which provides for the staging
in of full Federal financial and administrative responsibility, sets basic income at
least at the poverty level, covers anal persons who fall below that income level,

gives iticmtives to employment through the device of exempting certain proportions

of earned income, and sets realistic work requirements and standards of suitable
employment.
These should be the goals. I, and the mayors of many other large cities whose
citizens at all income levels are suffering from the present system, have pledged to
do all we can to work for the speedy enactment cf realistic welfare reform. So have
the governors endorsed a progressive welfare platform. And soon the Senate's
chance for contributing to these goals will come. Let us all move quickly for action
in this session of the Congress.
The future

As I said earlier, however, this is but the first step, and only a partial step at
that. It has often been said that New York City has already reformed the present
welfare system nearly to the limit, and therefore provides us with a profile of
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what r,

simply r

dcted in the rest of the nation. I can testify, therefore, that
,g the present systemwhile absolutely crucial at this timewill

not do in t ;,, long rim. Broader, inure basic change is required.
The main point that 1 would like to make tinkly is that it is limp now to stand
Inch:, tali: a look at the real social issues involved, and begin to devise a broad
policy that may hold promise of actually .solving the problems of poverty,
rather than merely tinkering with h the structure of programs We already have.
Looking ahead, I would like to outline a series of approaches that should seriously 1w considered as a package to provide basic income assurance without
damaging incentive to work.

Many- of the proposals in this package are not new. Both Commissioner Ginsberg

and 1 have made these points over and over in the past, including in the 1907
testimony before the Senate Subcommittee I mentioned earlier.
Senator McGovern, the distinguished Chairman of this Commit lee, has just

announced a plan incorpotatiug inany of these points in a comprehensive proposal
of Ilk own. In any 'event, the in ed for :t broad program cannot be often enough
reiterated.

The following are live elements of which I think might be a satisfact ornipproach
to lioverty problems in this country. 1 respectfully- submit them to you for your
consideration.
First, I believe We should guarantee the right of every able-bodied, willing person

to a job at an adequate wage.

I believe st rongly t that the basic source of income in America will remain earned

income and that. long range programs are satisfactory only so far as they protect
incentives for employment.
:kn obvious step toward protect ing the so-called work ethic is of course improvement in the minimum wage. Today, a man working full little :it the Milli11111/11 wage

of about S3300, if he has a wife and one chdld, is barely above the poverty line. If
lie has two children, lie has fallen well below it, and if lie has Illoe, Ili' is among the
poorest of the poor.
Good will statements about full employment are not. enough; the growing cooperation of the business community in the attack on hard-core employment is not
enough-, the hazards of national economic policy can he too 11111C11. Already we are

talking about increasing unemployment while demanding reduction in the welfare
rolls obviously incompatible goals.
Therefore, the Federal government must mandate and finance it job for every
person who is willing and able. This could be accomplished in two ways. First,

through the greater involvement of private industry, remembering that private
enterprise is not a social agency. Therefore, consideration should be given to
extending the concept of subsidizing private industry for the employment of
persons who are not 100 percent productive when 1111-y first conic on the job.

If Mr. X is only 75 percent productive during his first year of employment,

25 percent of his sal:try could be subsidized while he develops good work habits
and learns the skills required for full productivity.
The second route to guaranteed employment would he through the creation of
hundreds of thousands of jobs in municipal and state governments throughout

the country. One naed only look at our city departments to see that "make
jobs are not necessary. Work is obviously available for all kinds of personnel
in hospitals, health and welfare centers, schools, museums, parks, police and
sanitation departments.
With Federal assistance, public departments would be enabled to employ
workers they badly need, the worker would receive his income in carried salary
rather than public assistance, the cost would be no greater for the taxpayers,
wogs

yet they would be provided with set-vices for vv-Belt they have long been clamoring,
and the worker would enter the IIIVinstretun of the economy with all the obvious
benefits to himself and his family.

Our experience with the Public Service Employment programthough only

limited funds were availablehas shown that this kind of approach can be

highly successful.
Second, I propose 1 hat act ive eonsiderat ion be given to a different kind of income
.

maintenance plan such as a children's allowance or a negative income lax. Most
of the study and discussion in this count ry has been of the negative income tax,
but I would urge that the comparative merits of it grant to children be explored
before a decision is made.
Since most other Western nations have adopted a children's allowance plan,
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rcets on the birth rate, there is wide experience upon which
to draw. Tia plan can operate in many different NVayS but laically. every family
regardes of income would receive a certain amount per child. I hpending on the
level at which the :11101V1111e0 vv- :is Set, stud t he point at Willett it wa-,,41:coven.d from

more :diluent families in taxes, the annual COSI, would vary.
e,S01,1 ial
(111.SA,
slet)
creat ing a children's allowance system would he 10 eh/11,140e the $600 per
dependent exemption now provided for in the Federal incomp x program.

hose Nvho earn enough to pay taxes now benefit front this form of a children's
allowance. Those who are poor receive 110 hetalit at all.
sine, this ipnefii %mild hi, givial to all families with children, it would reduce
the disincentive to work inherent in most other income innitatnaace plans. What-

ever a loan earned would be over and above the allowance. Such an allowanee
would he simple 10 administerno small consideration compared with 1 he ills
of the current systemand would provide aid to those families now just atm.:: ti,e
poverty

This i, :t crucial goal. The growing division in this count rv---and I witness its
effects every day at City I lalihot ween those on %velfare and those just above it,
lire:Hens 10 become explosive. Al this point in our history, it is particularly vital
to &vise programs that avoid creating special classes of recipients :111(1 dividing
then' from the rest of society.
The lower-income groups who now feel Most, thrtlitened by and most hostile to
new social programs should be enabled to benefit from them.
Finally, let me say that. I ittn cognizant of an often-made criticism of children's
allowancesnamely that, they offer all unwanted incentive for larger families, Iii
other western countries, however, experience has not shown this danger to he a
real one, and let us not forget that the allowance would not, be sufficiently great 10
ailor: an ;one to get rich on it.
A third step would be increase the Social Security benefit level and broaden its
Coverage to include all the aged, and the disabled and blind at any age, whether or

not they had contributed to the system. It makes no sense to keep a relatively
small mnober of people out of a program that has ach.eved the simplicity. and
dignity enjoyed by the Social Security System. With a minimum benefit of $110
a nionth, tnost of the 100,000 adults on welfare in New York City, for example,
could he transferred to Social Security at ito increase in overall cost, but with a
reductioa in staff and facilitie,:.
The extent to which such a move would violate the principle of contributory
social insurance requires careful study. Congress has already blanketed in persons
over the age of 72 who have not contributed to the program. The number remaining, I believe, would be relatively small and would decline with the years.
A fourth step would grow inevitably from the first three--and that would he a
emergency assistance program for those persons
Much-reduced,

or families who are not aided by the first three programs. This program would
he, in fact, what the original designers of public .sssistance expected it to be: for
I emporary relief in times of individual, famiiy or area crisis such us unemployment,
illness, lire or local depression.,

And finally, as a fifth component of a national anti-poverty policy, I would
suggest a broad progremi of public social services, designed to prevent families
from falling into poverty as well as helping those also receiving it,Nune support.
These services would include day care, homemaker service, family planning and
counseling, arrangement of education and vocational training plans, child welfare
services, referrals to employment, programs for the aged, and the like.
Today, most of these programswhere they existare available only to welfare
recipients and only recently has the Federal government participated in their
financing. Especially in a time of rising living costs; provision of free servicesand

I would add here health servicescan be crucial to keeping a family,
self-supporting.

Before concluding, I would like to comment upon this Committee's primary

concern.

1 support a. sound, nationwide food stamp program as an interim step in the
development of a basic income support plan. The hungry cannot be told to wait
for that
There is no need for me to comment on the needs of the hungry before this
-committee. With respect to the administration of a food-stamp program, however,
I think it important to urge the Congress to keep food plans flexible enough to
allow communities to choose not only either but both food stamps and surplits
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conintoditii,s, and comprehensive enough to aid both persons with no income

and families slightly above the welfare level.
As for the school lunch program, I was gratified by passage of the amendment
sponsored by Senator Javits, extending eligibility to all children in families above
the urban poverty Ihi. One of the most damaging actions of the New York State
legislature last year was the removal of state participation in the comprehensive
school lunch program we have had in the City for years. Although Governor
Rockefeller has recently announced resumed participation, Federal legislation on
this issue will provide real protection for this vital program.
In conclusion, I would like to miderscore the urgency ofdeveloping a
broad antipoverty policy not only for the sake of the income needs of the poor
themselves, but also for the sake of our lower and middle income citizens. The
continued existence of tat alienated, disadvantaged group threatens the ,ranquilit y
of entire cities. It affects the crime rate, the drug abuse problni and the health
and cleanliness of large neighborhoods.; it reduces the availability of funds for
education, health, sanitation, protection and housing; and it increases anger at
ant; resentment of one group by the other.
These problems and tensions will not be reduced by exhortations to tolerance or
patchwork projects. Without a greatly increased Federal commitment of funds
and a broadly-conceived approach to the amelioration of poverty problems, the
poor will continue to suffer, the taxpayers will coot hytte to seethe, the cities will
continue to deterinvate and the nation will never unite.

Senator McGovErts. Thank you very much, Mayor Lindsay, ft u an
excellent, thoughtful, comprehensive statement.
I think before the members of the committee ask any questions. I
\via ask whether Mayor Flaherty Nvould like to add any observations
to what has been said.
STATEMENT OF HON. PETER FLAHERTY, MAYOR OF THE CITY OF
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Mayor FLAHERTY. Thank you, Senator. I am pleased to be here in
such distinguished company this morning, endorsing the reform of welfare programs, and more participation by the Federal Government in
income maintenance, and also jointly to urge and support this committee to continue its study into thi!, ilnaler of welfare reforms.
The Select Committee on Nutritior: And Human Needs, I think, is
directly involved and should be direetly involved in the scope of welfare administration and welfare reform in this count7y.
POVERTY NATIONAL IN SCOPE

I know in my own State, in Pennsylvania. quite often when we go to

the State for further aid in such areas as education, and the city of
Pittsburgh hasn't had a new high school in over 40 years, when we go
before the State government to try to get further assistance for our
educational programs, quite often, and very realistically, we are told
by the State that their hands are really tied and they are overburdened
'with welfare assistance programs.

I think the Poverty program is one that is national in scope. It
I think with the aid of this committee it can be done without
loss of dignity to the recipients. I fully support the \\rod: that you
are doing. I am very happy to join with the distinguished mayor
of New York this morning to support hint in this endeavor as well.
should be a Federal participating program.

Thank you.
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Senator McGovEux. Thank you, Mayor Flaherty.
I especially appreciated the recommendations that you made,
ayor Lindsay. the five-point pros rain. because it parallels very

closely, as you may know, may own thinking on this question.

It follows the so-called human security plan which we haven't
introduced as a legislative proposal yet, because we wanted to get
the reaction of people such as yourself and others who have had
more experience in this field.

But I do want to endorse personally your outline of the general

direction in Mach you feel we ought to move.
Fhis committee is not interested in the specific legislative details
of particular programs. That, falls more properly within tb-,
eon eeittees that have jurisdiction. But we ate very much interested

in the kind of observations you made here this morning about the

general direction in which we ought to move on income maintenance.

An important. part of both the proposal that I suggested and the
comments that you made here this !noting, is the so-called children's
allowance.

I suspect that the principal barrier to getting acceptance in the
Congress and in the country to a children's allowance is the notion

that somehow if yon make payments of that kind it is going to produce
population increase.
Is there any evidence at all in the countries that have been operating
for a number of years under a children's allowance, or in t he States

that have had a rather generous payment, of some kind to cover dependent children, that that has resulted in an itterepse in the birth rate?
NO EVIDENCE THAT :.7HIL'oREN'S ALLOWANCE A BIRTH INCENTIVE

Mayor LINDSAY. As far 3e, I have been able to tell, Mr. Chairman,-

there is no evidence that anybody can point to, that a children's

allowance becomes an incentive to people, Nvhetilier they are poor or
not, to have more children bemuse of that allow-twee.
Perhaps Commissioner Ginsberg eau add to what i have said.
Senator NIcGovEux. Mr. Ginsberg?
Mr. GINSBERG. I would agree that there simply is no evidence. You
can look at a number of countries that introduced the allowance and
then found that the birth rate fell off.

In the

nladian experiments when they introduced it, and we

was no significant increase in the bith rate.
What is ..ften overlooked in this country is that generally speaking
the higher the income (.1. the families, the more the tendency is to
have sintOkr
t h.

I don't. think there is evidence to point one way or another. We
ought to keep in mind, Senator McGovern, we really do have a form

of children's allowance now in that $600 end about to be higher
exemption, though it is limited to certain income groups.
Senator .McGovEux. We really in a sense have a rich mint's children's allowance today in the $600 income tax exemption, do we not.
Mr. GINSBERG. That is correct..

Senator McGovERN. Mayor, my understanding would be that your
proposal would eliminate the $600 income tax exemption. it would be
a replacement for that, as far as it related to children.
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Mayor LiNDSAY. Wt
urge that it be (Welled off so that a
pa:ogram would he introduced that would have an equal impact on

all groups. The present system really does single out the higher

incow r,tail o\-er those who need the help the 'mast. Either leave
what you have but balance if off with some recognition of the problem
of larger families for poor people. or else change the whole thing.
I am not advocating right away that you drop, the $600 exempt
per se. What I am suggesting is that the whole thing needs to be looked

at so that all people in our society who have the problem of large
families receive equal treatment.

Senator McGovEnisr. We had am Australian visitor here in the

committee yesterday who told me that there is a children's, allowance
in Australia which they installed some years ago, partly, because they
thought it might be a way to stimulate an increase in
population,
but it didn't work. It had no impact at all On increasing the population.

I think the facts are that in the 62 countries that, already have a

children's allowance there has been no increase in tlie birth rate.
Is that correct, Connnissioner Ginsberg?

Mr. GissnERG. Yes, it is. Canada introduced it and we didn't.
Yet, if you trace birth rates from there on. there was no difference

at. all.

Senator MCGOVERN. Is it not a:so a fact according. to HEW that
in those States that have the most. generous payments today for

dependent children, that there are significantly fewer large families
receiving payments than in the States where, they have a poorer
program on children's payments?

Mr. GINSBERG. That is right, sta..
Senator 1.M.GovEli.N. Senator Javits?
Senator JAVITS. I have just one or two other questions 4 In die
children's allowance which interests me greatly.
Isn't it a fact, however, that, the children's allowance would represent an affirmative payment rather than a tax deduction, as you have
the $600 exemption now, and that this would p.a) across the board to
eerybody. Therefore, the well-to-do family would get much more
benefit out of it than it, gets from the $600 exemption today. About $0

percent of the United States is veil above the poverty level, so
wouldn't that present a great difficulty in cost as compared with our

desire, and I. speak of both the mayor and myself, of having the

Federal Government take over the whole welfare system?
NO PANACEA
Mr. CrINSBE!,.;.G. tieli

one program is gniatc
1.;1 this country ti

:al a children's

r Javits, let me say first, of all I think no
do this job. I think we do have a tendency

that there is a panacea). There isn't, whether

or any other approach. It can only be a
of the pattern.
think to the ext.:mit it does what, you say it does, you have- to
balance that among the other .alternatives. The truth, however, is
that, obviously, this allowance would be taxable and that in the higher
income families you would gain back substantially from the tax rate
what was received in the allowance.
So it simply is not factual that the higher income families would
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do better than the low-income families. While I ant on that. let me
say personally there are a few clear-cut advantages to this children's
allowance against any other one proposal that I think should not be
overlooked.

The mayor has already referred to this. First of all. there is the

crucial one, as I see it, of trying to do something about the division in

this country between the people who are now on welfare and the

people somewhat above it.
One cannot go around the community without being conscious of
the extent of that. They feel they are being taxed for what they think

of as "those people." This would do something about the marginal

ineorne groups because they would get benefits.
On the issue of simplicity of administration, I speak with some self-

interest. The present program and most others are impossible, as a
practical matter. to administer. This is far and away the simpler one
to administer. The work incentive we are concerned about. This is
the best possible approach to that.
It is sometimes said of this program, "Well, it does more for kids
and it doesn't do it for adults." If you do some` -ping for kids, I think
you do something for adults. But even if you didn't, I think it is time
we did something for the kids in this country.
You know, we always say that children are our most. Kee :on; possession, but having said that we don't do anything about it. So I am
personally in favor of a program weighted somewhat the direction
of doing something for children.
Senator McGovEuN. Would you yield on that point before we move
on?

I think it is important to clarify the question that Senator Javits

raised because it would be necessary, in order to have a rational 2rogrrm, to make that children's allowance taxable.
If we did that, if you replaced the existing income tax exemption

and made the children's allowance taxable, 70--$0 percent of the

benefits under the proposal the mayor referred to would go to families
of $10,000 income or less.
Under the present system, the income tax exemption is just the rererse_ Most of the benefits of the income tax allowance go to families
above $10,000.

So you are moving an enormous step in the direction of .a more
equitable and rational program when you replace this existing rich
man's income tax exemption with the children's allowance. I think
that point ought to be kept in mind.
SUPPORT FOR CHILDREN'S ALLOWANCE

Senator JAVITs. I might say that I am very favorable to children's
allowances.

In my last campaign I advocated it.
Facing, as we do, reality, Mr. Mayor, how close do you think the
President's plan as now reported out by the House Ways and leans
Cotnmittee conies to 11w children's allowance concept, and could we,
as a practical matter, try to improve that rather than try for a new
system altogether?

1S0

Mayor LINDSAY". The Ways and Means Committee bill does not
group in the children's allowance program. This body could do that.
How it would fare in conference is a tough question. I would not
begin by being optimistic, however, knowiaur the institution as I do.
Senator JAvITs. In this choice between the children's allowance
program and a gradual phase-in through Fvgleral assumption of State
welfare coststhe Federal Government taking over the whole welfare

system -- -again adding the element of practivaz,Ility, which would you
prefer?
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S ROLE IN THE WHOLE WELFARE SYSTEM

Mayor LINDsAY. The latter. 'We think the primary target. as we see
it, is phasing,--iii by the Federal Government or taking over by the
Federal Government on a phased bails as rapidly as possible. from
our point of view.
our income support programs. your present support programs that
are for the below poverty level persons. those ill the welfare categories,

the working poor, and the administration of the whole program, this
is the immediate target.
Obviously, the present system is unworkable. it cannot be administered. It must change. Therefore, we think this is the critical target.
for this Congress.

Senator JAVs. Could you pinpoint for us whyin terms of the
city taxpayer and the city administrationyou say it is unworkable
and why it must .change? Keep in mind that you would lose control
over It then because it would pass
the Federal Government.
Mayor LINuSAV. I will try to be brief and then I will ask Commis-

Ginsberr to fill in the gaps. He is the man on the firing line
even more than I.
No. 1, it is essentially a Federal program with certain State obligations and rights that go with it.
In New York City, the city is charged with the whole burden of
administration. Outside of New York City it is the counties of the
State.
Parenthetically, I should point out that now the counties outside
of New York City are devoling, between 35 and GO percent of their
county budgets to welfare. That is, the non-Federal share of welfare.
Ist New York City, our tax levy or New York City operating expense

budget cost, is one-third, approximately, of the whole cost of the

whole system. I say one - third. That includes all aspects. That includes

the non-Federal welfare program that is purely New York State,
when you add it all ap. It is approximately one-third.
DOUBLE SET OF REGULATIONS

Yet, we have to administer the whole
We have to administer
it according to Federal regu:itions which are very complicated and

very rigid. on top of that are our New York State regulations which are
very coMplicated and very rigid.

Mitchell Ginsberg has to administer this program based on that

double set of regulations which sometimes require us as a city to have
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layers that we are dealing

Nlay I say that )111 t If the problems is that our human resources
administration has to lw both judge and jury at th., same time. We
don't control who roes ion welfare or who comes off welfare. That is
fixed by Stale alltiFedural law.
Vet. we hare tO
not only the home services an.1 the social
services. but we have to settle the arguments between poor people and
the Federal Government.

In the last analysis, it comes down to a kind of administritive

decision. When Commissioner Ginsberg predicted in 1906 that. as a
result of the poverty program and (other efforts, the welfare rolls were
going to skyrocket.. he was absolutely correct.
We find that people resent it bitterly, and don't understand that the
cift administration has no control over it.
Then. finally, 1 want to make this point, because it really needs
making: Most of the States of the Union have gradually boTun to
move 1111 0 11 SyS1V111 whereby the State government would assume the

non-Federal mandated cost of welfare as a statewide obligation. :Ind
in most of those cases they have also assumed the administration of

it under the general assumption that administration should stay'
fairly close to the prime source of funding.
New York State has the second worst record ;al the Nation in this
regard. New 7)Tork State mandates on localities, New York City and
counties outside of New York City, the largest non-Federal share of

any other State in the Union, with one exception, and that is our

neighbor New Jersey which has an equally bad record.
Other States have been moving in the opposite direction, which is
a statewide takeover as a preliminary to the National Government
doing what it should do, which is to tl.SS111-10 the whole business.

Massachusetts was one of the last to move in this direction. just

at

year ago. It has moved its program away from Boston ant: the
counties into at statewide apparatus.

Wors: than that, those States that still force. through their Si nle

in those States to pick up a porti,on of the
non-Federal shareall of them mac date a percentage that is nut more
legislature. >,

than 5 percent.
New York State mandates 20.5 percent and in the Governor's ono,t
recent budget, submitted to the legislature for the current, oncoming
State fiscal year mandates another percentage point, 2 more wawaage points, to all of the Localities, thereby going in the opposite direction.
The reason that most States are moving in tho direction of statowide

asstinTtion of the non-Federal share is that von cammt ruin this
system On a local basis. Populations are too
The problem is too complicated, and most county governments
really can't stand it. Right now in my State of New York tho percentage of welfare costs in Nassau, Suffolk County, Westchester
County, DutehesS County, is hovering around 5() percent.
Westchester County, \Odell is supposed to be one of the richest

suburban counties of the United States, now has 50 percent of its
coottity budget in

I have to tell you that the rate of inerea;se at the moment in all of
the suburban counties outside of the inner city of New York is higher
than it is in the inner city.
Senator JAVITS. What proportion of New York City's budget is for
vela re?
Mayor LixnsAv. Our welfare cost i- 1pproximately 81.5 billion
this year, out of a total operating budget of S6.6 billion. That's about
one-fourth.

layAr LaxnsAy. The city share is about $440 mullion out of a
total of 84 billion in city finals. that's about 11 percent
Mr. GINSBERG. More money is spent now oil Nvelfare in New York

City than is spent on education.
Senator JAvrrs. They are not all city funds.
Mayor LaxnsAy. No; one-third, approximately one-third.
:-fenator ;Awl's. So it is one-third city funds and roughly a little
older a fourth of the total budget for aggregate welfare cost.
Mayor LINDSAY. That is correct.
Senator JAVITS. Now
question: What proportion of that is
attributable to the influx o i poor families into New York ally given

year, a decade, a half decade, and so on?

I think the mayor has totalled on it. The national question is:

"Why are we responsible? Aren't these -'sew York City's poor?"
A FEDERAL RESPONSI,ILITY

Mr. GissicEnu. I think the answer to that is clearly "No." I might
say, incidentally, that it has always puzzled me that this is the only
subsidy program in the United States that somebody finds a special
value in having a State and local contribution.
Welfare is a subsidy program, like many other subsidies that. you
know of. All the others are defined as national in their scope and are

financed entirely nationally.
There seems to be something sacred about the local contribution to
welfare. I have never been able to figure that out. The truth is that in
any one year, Senator, the proportion of 1)eople who come to New York
and end up on welfare in that year is .t e low, less than '2 percent. So
that the notion that people fly up or get on a train and rush off to go on
welfare simply is not so.
But cumulatively the effect is very important. People come .0 New
York as they have for 100 years looking for better opportunities. When
because of per health, discrimination or lack of emPloymeitt they end
up on welfare, we pick up what is clearly a national burden.
So if you look at Jie figures for 5 or 10 years you will find that a very
high proportion of the people who are now on welfare clone from other
parts of the country.
Senator JAviTs. Will you submit an analysis of that to us?
Mr. GixsnEnG. Yes, we will. We have a thorough analysis which we
would he glad to submit.'
Senator JAM'S. We NVaIlt it for a given period of time. I think this
is critical.
See p. 290:
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I would hope, senator Percy; ?;:at we could get the same from

Chicago_ Also I hope that we tonight get the same information
from Pittsburgh.

I think, Mr. Mayor, if you could zero in on that issue it would

explode one of the greatest illusions that exists.
Mr. GINSBERG. I might say. if I might, Senator Percy's Chicago
:.xperience is very similar to ours and would be quite supportive of
what I have just said.
Mayor 1.,,1sn.AT. I would add one thing to what the Commissioner
said.

As the Kerner Commission and other commissions have pointed

out, the demography is very hard to calculate by slide rf ,st- techniques.
First of all. national census programs are very-weak, ..cs you lomm

They are really not that accurate. In between census years, it is

almost impossible_ even through the U.S. Department of Lab ;r, to
get accurate figures on the movements of people.
The Kerner Commission report, of course, pointed out as statisti-

cally accurately as it could what the history has been. Poor people
have moved from the South to the North, first to the east coast,
mainly cOneentrating on New York, obviously, and the other industrial
cities of the Northeast.
Then the great axes moved westward and central America got it

mid the midwestern cities got it. All you have to do is take a tour, as
the Kerner Commission did, throncrh the cities of the Midwest that
went through urban disorders to find out what migration and the impact of poor people suddenly ;arriving was.
Then it moved farther westward. In California, it really has a tremendous pressure at the present time.
The second factor is that all of a sudden in each of these communities it began to ease a little bit in the central cities through various
factors that may 1w too coniolieated to go into now, and began to
reach into the suburbs.
SUPPORT FOR URBAN PROGRAMS

That is why, in traveling around our State looking for support for
urban programs, if 1 really 'want to ring a bell in some generally regarded affluent suburban or upstate community, all I have to do is

talk to the county executive there abut welfare and he goes right
through the roof because he has suddenly found himself overwhelmed
by a problem that he never dreamt he would have.

That is why you have all of these county executives in New lock

State, and I inn sure this is true of the ether States, all of a sudden up-

tight over the fact that they have awakened and found that, their
county budgets are upward of 40, 45, 50, and over 50 percent on the
problem of welfare.
Senator JAVITS. I have just one other questior. I am sorry to have
taken so long.

How critically important, is it: to you that the food quotient be
included in the welfare pavments?
Mr. GINSBERG. Yes, I think it lS very important. If the alternative

were to provide increased income, that is obviously preferable. It

seems to sae not realistic at the moment., so I do think that given that
set of circumstances the inclusion of such a food quotient is essential.

1S4

May I take a word to add one point to your other question? I think
it may point up the firtires. In a period of about 10 years. New York
City lost about I minim, people w ho were mainly white.

and New York City gait,ed about 1 million people who were
1(m-income and mica wity group members.
In a sense. that Inn! a geometrie effect beeduse the group t

:it

tie ivvd

out not only w in a better position to help support the community.
but needed less in the way of sex vices. They were replaced by

10,, were less able to provide the sum). at to the community and
rt,. 'mired, in turn, more it.
senator JAvrrs. Who came from where?
Mr. GINsRERG.
in New YoUrIk Cit v 'they have 1,o1110 not

exclusively but heavily from certain areas of the Sottli :owl Puerto
Rico.
Senator JAVITS. 11011k y011 Mr., Chairman.
I thank my ctilleag,ues.

Senator Mo6ovEnx. Senator Percy.
Senator l'Ency. Nit-. Chairman, f welcome the mayor before the

committ ce.
I can give the figures this aftcrn,mou that were asked for on

t ion.

la general terms, I think we call just say our pattern has been
somewhat comparable in the last several decades. Our black population today is about 1 million. It moved gradually and steadily up

from the South.
We have a movement from South to North and then from Nliddle
West. to West. Comiw? are in the undereducated. the unskilled. As I
said on the Senate floor the other day to Senator Stennis. a decade or

so ago you couldn't walk a half mile in Chit-ago without passing a
white neighborhood.
on the South Side it is 30 square miles
of black ghetto and you can't. walk 10 miles in a direction and pass
any white neighborhood. practically. So this has been the pattern.
We bring in the unskilled and undereducated and we export from
Illinois universitie; 90 percent of all Ph.
graduate, and a
great many master degrees. So the brain drain goes West and wo are
left with many of the problems.
Even in the Chicago region we have the problems because this
morning we have approximately 50,000 unemployed in the city of
Chicago, most of them unskilled and undereducated and most of
them black. We have 50,000 unfilled jobs in the factories in the

suburbs: llowever. The migration of factories has been out of the cities.
So th, city is left with a great problf-al. Our pattern is no different
than New York, Detroit, or Los Angeles.

I was very interested, Mr. Mayor, in your comments on tite disparity of distribution of revenue of government between the suburbs
and the cities.
NO FOOD COMMODITY PROGRAM IX CIIICAGO

I have been somewhat shocked to learn that: if you are out of food
-totally in the suburbs of Chicago but live in. Cook ecuitty yeti can
get: emergency food commodity distribution. You can actually go
down and sign a piece of paper and shy you don't have food and you
get food.
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But in the city of Chicago we Itfit't have any emergency food
commodity distribution program. The city says it can't somehow
adinini-ler or handle the program.

.Vhat happens to a hungry family in few York that lrn't the

.,,Ia!ps. have used up their allowances. and is simply out ul mod? Is
thene some public agency they can go to to get fo.)(1.'
WO had to go to the Jewell Tea Co. the other day to set lob Id for
malnourished children.

'lavor LiNosAy. They go to the human resources administration
;old its component parts and get help.
Mr. GINsBERG. We do have a surplus commodity program in New
York City.
Scuator PERCY. Z on 41(til. I find it impossible to administer?

\Ir. GissuEnu. Well. we t kink the whole program, as you know. is
really impossible to administer. We don't find that anymore impossible
than the other aspects of it.

We do think that given a choice between food stamps and surplus
ies:, the food stamp is a better program and we are now in
the process of moving over front one to another.
We have long argued, and the mayor has several times testified, that
1.1

both prorTms ought to be available in a city, not that the family

eoold use both but they would he there as alternatives.
if you expect to get -significant C 4werage, you have to have both. No
one by itself will do the job.
Senator PEncr. As you might know, we have had a breakdown in
sorviees for the poor in Chieage. Ten days ago, Cook County

Hospital simply said they could not accept anything except emer-

geney cases. Out of 2,500 beds they had 15 available one night and an
average of 60 people come in for admission every night So they simply
had to close the doors and say they couldn't accept them. The Cook
County Hospital problem has overloaded all other hospitals.

What is your situation in New York with respect to health care?

Are you able to handle those that need assistance regardless of whether
they can pay for it or not?
21 FREE MUNICIPAL HOSPITALS IN NEW YORK CITY

Mayor :LINDSAY. We will both comment on that. We have 21 free
municipal !ospitals that serve people without charge. They take care

of all corners. In those hospitals, since medicaid and medicare, in theory
no person should use those hospitals unless he is enrolled in a medicare

or medicaid program. If they are not enrolled, that means they ought
to be able to afford some kind of a charge.

As a practical matter, that doesn't work. As a practical matter,

those hospitals take all comers and we get reimbursement unuer existing programs as fast and as completely as we possibly can.
We are also in the process of establishing a whole network of family
ambulatory care climes for total health services in neighborhoods as
satellites to these hospitals in order to head off the stream of people
into the emergency centers of the hospitals.
Currently, we have seven of they that we have started, with only
about three of them where we are really satisfied that they really are
comprehensive. They take care of everything.
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Senator PERcy. Are these essentially 0E0-funded?

ay((r Los:nsAy_ Some of theta. Half are OFM-funded and the other
half are not.
Senator l'Eney. Is your experienee.eNtensive enough to demonstrate
hat. like little city halls. you are effectively decent ndizing and putting
health se.rvices out in the neighborhood where the whole family ran

come in and have remedial attention rather than receive attention

when there is an emergency?
Mayor LINDsAY. They are very good. Our experience hasn't been
long. They have only been going a etaitple of years. but our experience
has been superb with the ones that we do have. They are not che,ap.
Fortunately, because the 114W 11114 younf-ter doctors routing along
care about the urban 'hoiden.. we :tre gothicc* doctors who are Nvilling
to roll up their sleeves and do this,.
In our health services, because of mediraid ruthacks iu pa-t.
which really ki:led us. front the Federal and State Gov,Tumeats hot...
we are in a serious crisis on the funding of our hospitals.
OPERATING COST" STAGGERING

You have no idea of the cost of these 21 municipal hospitals 1t . we
run. We arc building, some more, some new ones to replace deteriorated old ones. We have a multimillion dollar efash program to renoI

vate the old ones that is ongoing, all funded by the city. But the
operating costs are really killing rs, and particularly with these
stnngent budgets.
We are facing for the fiscal year beginning July 1 an operating
deficit of three-quarters of a billion dollars in our expense budget, and

if we were able to meet that by any form of revenuewe don't have
it now and we don't even have power from the State to gain tax
ourselvesif we are able to close that gap we still would be only
standing still on basic services_

Senator PERCY. I think you will be pleased to know, Mr. Mayor.
that tl.-ough the influence of your own senior Senator the Hi-Burton
Act is being brought up to date with an extension for the next 5 years
placing, great emphasis on modernization of horyitals mid improving
he formula to put heavier emphasis on medically indigent.
Mr. GINSBERG. May I add a word? It seems to me that the tragedy
of medicaid was that it siarted to work well and as soon as it started to
work und be used the ll'ederal Government and the States moved in
and cut it back.
I am not sayine.
saying there weren't defects, obviously. there were. But
we in New York
had thousands of kids who saw a dentist for
the first time in their lives. There are other aspect, of this.

We run a family planning program out 14 the neighborhoods

in this decentralized way. These family planning clinics are crowded.

We simply haven't been able to expand that program because

there are no funds for it. It is an irory in 11 way. Everybody is in favor
of cutting down welfare and yet they cut down on health.

The evidence indicates that if you are in poor health you are 5

times as likely to 4.11(1 up on welfare as if you are in good health.

So strictly from a financial point, it makes sense to have a good

health program.

IS7
Senalos- Mc (Got-ER

1

v. 4Add like

follow

,Mill

que-ti,11

on what percent:1<re of the Inalg.1 in New York City goes. into the,
lealth care [migrants_

Mr. (;iNsuEao. The medicaid program as such i- :oimini-trd

\41tiet, i. part of II RA
jointly by the Department of Social
Services
and the Department of Health which i- part of the

Administration.
But only a portion of the medical co-is tir in4.1tuie..! in +,ne 40111 1.
,layer 1..ccosAv. I ant guessing now and will have to cheek thi-.
COriVeti( Ill. 111 I be Health Services Adittinistrv:.ion.
It i !...111VCt
the :qiggest cost item is hospitals.
Yell arc talkint_ somewhere in the area of between F33fM) talilliun
alone in our budget_
anti 4400 luilliiin just for thIrSV
Senator McGovEnN. What would the N4'W York City component

be'

.Mayor LINDSAY. Thai, is alt New York City. Then W4' have in
addition the Narcotics Addiction Services' Aiency. in which we have

60 facilities in neighborhoods around the city. We have health
services in our school system which the city fluids.

We have a big meuz:il health component in our Health Services

Adminis;ration. and so it, goes.

fiend InaSsiVe research.

have

big laboratories in our i:y. We even maintain a huge animal farm
way upstate New York for the i-lanufacture of expriment:d serums
and things of that kind.
Senator NlcGovERN. If you add the New York component on

welfare cost with the New York component (III health you are talkim!
about $1 billion.
Mayor Lucnsay. Sure.
Senator McGovEaN. Thank you.

Senator PERCY. I am very much at previativo Of 'soar help on

'soil will be happy to know that it is now
homeownership. I know
k
certainly a law and seems to be lhe most successful program FHA is
administering.
NEIGHBORHOOD REALM cENElis

I appreciate your comments on neighborhood health centers. This
is a bill I put in it year or two ago, to provide for their construction.
I know, again, that Senator Javits has seen to it this new DillBurton bill does make, for the first tone, provision for neighborho-d
health centers under Hill-Burton. I ant going to ask his help to get
the attthorizations increased leaving the discretion with the States awl
communitiea as to the reed for such ceac-as. I think we ought to
provide mere for health centers because I think they are cruial.

Mayor Flaherty, the mayor of New York has indicated that

$1,600 is inadequate for a faintly allowance in New York.

What would be a level of adequacy in Pittsburgh at minimum

standards but adequate standards for a family of four? What iirovision
do you make now for a family of four on welfare?
Mayor FLAHERTY. We have somewhat. as different problem than
New York but basically in our State the welfare is administered on the
State level. Necessarily, this still affects the cities because when we go

to the State government for educational subsidies they, in turn, are

overburdened with the welfare program.
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I don't know the exact figure on the question you mention, Senator,
but in listening to the dialog here it occurs to me that one area where
this committee could focus, and f think your aims and the scope of the
work you are doing is correct, and that you are justifiably entering into
welfam reforms and administration. I think in order for this type of
work to be salable to the entire country it is going to have tc come
across as more than a big city approach.
I fear that even by big city -mayors, such as Mayor Lindsay; and
perhaps even myself, coining here we tend to dramatize that it is a big
city problem.

I would hope that you would invite ,some of the mayors of the

suburban communities. AsMayor Lindsay touched on it, it is a dramatic statistic. Westchester County has now 50 percent of its budget in
welfare. That is an astounding statistic.
I don't think the rest of America recognizes that welfare problems

are beginning to exist in the suburbs. 1 think the new 1970 census
statistics inay give us some data that will show what is happening in
America.

I, myself, as I listened to Mayor Lindsay's statistics on the affluent
suburbs began to look at the suburbs in my own community. I think
what. is happening out there is many of the people who move into the

suburbsand my own mother and father live in the surburbsall.

tend to become poor again, basically. As they reach 65 they lose their
ability to generate income and they fall back on sonic type of fixed
income. Then they are faced with inflation, and huge medical payments. They are not very insurable. So ninny thing,s are happening out
there in the suburbs. They arc' not young anymore. They are getting
their senior citizen problems. They are getting their medical problems.
They are faced with the same health conditions and the same pollutants
that we are in the inner city.
I think maybe one area that the committee could focus on would be
to show America that it is not any longer an inner city problem but it

is a problem that is affecting regions of America and particularly

suburban areas.
Senator PERCY. The mayor of New York has said that he would
like to see the ederal Government assume all administrative responsibility for the new welfare programs. How do you feel about this?

Mayor FLAHERTY. I join him in this, Senator, I do. I think this
is an area where the Federal Government should make a complete
takeover. It is not a business for cities or States. It would certainly
free the cities and States to get into other areas much better than

they have been so far, particularly the area of education in our

State.

Senator PERCY. Leaving aside how it is handled between municipal

and State government, do you both support the concept of Federal

revenue sharing as a principle?

Mayor FLAHERTY. I. certainly do.
Mayor LINDSAY. I do very strongly.

Senator PERCY. And I assume that you take the position that the
passthrough to the City should be assured in one fashion or another?
Mayor LINDSAY. Ys; we do.
Mayor FLAHERTY. Yes.

Senator PERCY. I would like to lastly ask your judgment on one

1S9

aspect of your testimony with h respect to working mothers.
Lindsay. I really don't know what is right here. We have experimentvd

in Cook County with profrrams that require people on welfare to
work with great success. In fact, I think most people on welfare would
like to work.

r think it is a false notion that they are just lazy and want to

sit- home and take the checks and not work. They are bored. They
like to do it but for one reason or allot her they can't do it. it is t hat
they are unskilled or have a physical disability or whatever it mov
be.

But in the erase whee 1V(' 11:11-v :111 increasing proportion of wolf:in.

recipients being women, manv mothers. who cannot read or write.
who feel unwanted. unneeded, who feel burdened down with these
children, it is important to have (lay care centers. I have introduced a
major bill to sponsor construction of day care renters since it is not
enough to provide operating expenses if you don't have the physical
facilities. Where you have that opportunity for those children to be
\yell-fed and cared for during the day, assuming this program will be

implemented, wouldn't it he well to try to get that mother into a

situation where she does learn to read or \\Tito, does develop some sort
of a skill, is fresh to take care of her hildrgt in the evening :111(1 make
tip the deficiency and the lack in her own cultural and educational
experience which really ill equips her to be a mother in modern
society?

would like to see not this argument put on the basis of forcino.

WoinvIl to give tip their children to NVork, which sounds cruel, but
giving them every opportunity and every encouragement and urging
to make tip in later life, and some of these mothers with six children

are still in their twenties or early thirties, to see if we can't for the
nest 30 years of their life make up for that deficiency.
It will cost a lot of money, but I think the Nixon administration is
willing to invest $4 billion or $5 billion or more to start with, to see
that, we correct the fallacy of welfare programs in the past, largely
which should he junked.
Mayor LINDSAY. Our experience is similar to yours, which is that

mothers on welfare want to work. They want the training to work
and they want jobs.
The problem has been to have facilities, as you mentioned, to take
care of the children. Even more critical to have the operating funds to
run them, which is even more difficult than building them.

A second problem iseven assuming that you have training programs that will train a welfare mother how to be a nurse's assistant,
a technical person in a hospital or an aide in a hospital, for example,
which is one of the great areas of usefulness, or office work, or anything else that you 'might wishto so arrange her situation that she
doesn't start by becoming a member of the working poor in a dead
end situation.
That is why Commissioner Ginsberg initiated and pioneered in the
whole area of incentives, partial maintenance in addition to earned
income.

We have been doing this for some y(,(;:, now since Mr.Ginsberg

came in, under demonstration permission .,2oin the Federal Government,. It has worked very well indeed.

1!H)

1W-(1 ha Vt. also funnel.
inay
()Iisiderabh, sil(Tess \vial
her
de1311111tiiIII 0011 111:11 We have been running with a Labor 1)opartmein

,'mutt for the male welfare clients who ore untrained. with direct
subsidy to 'pirate employers who would guarantee to tak- such a

person and On a step -by -Step basis elevate him in the income stream
so that that person \VOUI(I know that he \\"0111(1 not just be out of
poverty eircumstance:-: but would rise above the working. poor level.
lie starts out, let us say, at a wage level which makes hint automatically, if he has a family, a member of the working poor. He may be
better off, he thinks, on welfare.
DIRECT SUBSIDY 7'O PRIVATE ENTERPRISE

This demonstration was a direct subsidy to a private (limb )yer to
elevate that person in a series or steps, and the subsidy would give the

employer the right to use that money for any kind of zi training program that he wanted.
He had to elevate that man, and he could use that money to send
him to school, hire teachers, do inshop, inservice stuff, any system he
wanted.
There was total flexibility provided that person went. up the ladder.
We have not yet been able to evaluate it, but we think it may be an
experiment that would be very worthy. This is the same concept as in
the case of the mother.
Mr. GINSBERG. May I continent on that? It is a highly controversial issue.

I am opposed to coercing mothers to work. I think mothers on
welfare have the sante right to make decisions about themselves and
their kids as others. It happens to be also that most kids would he
bet ter off if the mother did work. Aside from philosophy, there are two
factors that argue against coercion. One is that there isn't a single
community in the United States that can provide enough training,
jobs, and day care for mothers to take care of those who volunteer.
It seems to me that the first thing you start is to take care of the
group that wants to work, where coercion doesn't even coma. in. Only

after you get through with them

i you be faced with this other

problem.
The second thing is that practically it doesn't work. With those rare
cases of a mother who says, "No, I won't," what are you going to do?

You can't send them to jail. You can't take the kids away and put
them in an institution. We don't have enough institutions, and it
costs 8 times as much per child in an institution as in their own home.
The other thing is to say we won't do any (damage to the kids, we

will take the mother's benefit away. It is not hard to figure if you
take the mother's benefits away the net result is that you will spread
the lesser amount among the total family and end up doing damage
to the kids.
So in practiCal terms, there really is 110 basis for a coercive require-

ment on mothers...

Senator PERCY. You do support, though, getting ready for a pro-

gram by establishing day care centers, which many other industrialized

countries have long had. Would you support getting operating ex-

penses, which the present legislation does provide, getting construction
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funds fur them, and maybe lifting certain restrictions the cities iiow
have as to the type of facilities that may he used for day care?
NEED FOR DAY CARE CENTERS

Chicago inst relaxed the facilities requirements. 1 think that was a
Ivise move. We have much to learn here. think we will count on
I

you, commissioner, to help us as we try to develop sensible and

responsible legislation.
GiNsBERG. I will again and again talk about the need for day
rare.
Senator JAVITS. Isn't, it .a fact that you ou:Thl to include a quotient
for day care in the industrial arrangement. in the contract arrangement and isn't that the best way to proliferate day care?
I nyor LINDSAY. You are absolutely right.
r. GINSBERG.
with the 1111i0115, the schools. This
country, which prides itself on being forward in Si) Wally rases, has
really been backward holy,

Senator JAvrs. 'chat is what we Ore trying, in the Committee on

Labor and Public IVelfare.
Senator McGovEnx. Senator Cot,k.

Senator Coos. Thank you, Mi. Chairman.
You can tell when you are a brandnew member. It Bikes a long
time to get down here.
Mayor Flaherty, Mayor Lindsay, Mr. Ginsberg:

I would like to talk to the two inn2,-ors from Inv posit1011 as a former
county executive because 1.1e. first thing we did in Louisville and
Jefferson county, 1%11(.11 I Went iii aS e011111y CXeCIlliVe in 1962, was to
immediately assume the entire cost of the welfare program on 0.
countywide basis and eliminated the total cost of that to the city.
The reason 1 bring this up is because I want. to get, to the one point
that you have discussed but nobody on the commit tee has discussed.
That is administration.
You have said that one of tlie %vorst things in the world is that these
programs are totally unadministrable. What makes you think that a

new Federal program, unless you get it exactly the way you Iant it,
is going to be any better than what you are living with now?
I think I and really going to direct: this to the commissioner. I think
this is what, will be facing hint.
THREE LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT OPERATE ONE PROGRAM

\Ir. GINSBERG. It is a fair question. I think there is one very direct
answer, Senator. At time present time in New York, to use us as an
illustration, as time mayor indicated:, you have three levels of government, trying to operate one program.
It is had enough with one. level of f.,:siverimment but, when you liav-e

tvo and three, it is the business of forms. Everybody says there is

too much red tape. Put in three systems of redtape and Whet] We get
together anc: agree there ought to be fewer forms we are all in favor
of eliminating the other guy's forms and usually end up with more.
So I. would say that the most specific thing would be at program that
involves three levels of government Ihieh cannot be administrated
with efficiency.
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That is one of the stroze,fe,t arguments for

program.

zi

straight Federal

Senator Cook. When you talk about a double ,et of re,ridat

IWINVel'n

11' Stall' and P1411'1111 GOVernnOnt

V011 had to

compound your min es a result Of two in which various segments disagreed and you really wound up With a triple set of regulations.

Gixsiuma. Exactly.
Senator C'oox. Do you feel that the Congress of the United States

should illst go ahead as it IlsIndly dOOS. and certainly, Mayor Lindsay.
you are :Mare of this. and :.-%t forth a plan to correet all Of these
inequities and then set forth therein that whatever agencies of government are responsible inny set such standards as they see fit to put this
set into operation?

Do you think that is ning to do any more good than all of the progras in the past have done? I think this is really what we are talking
about.
'The reason I ask you this is one Of the reasons that I voted to extend
this committee for another year, was that I felt one of our top priorities
in this year should be to do an indept h study of 1,,) longer the problems

of New York because you have expressed them, or the problems of
Pit tslairgh or the problems of Chicago, but an 111dOptil study of the
bureaucracy that has so fouled up all of these programs for so long.

I would hope that you would agree with me in this because I

think this is where we are going to find the answer, ultimately, to the
kind of program we really need.
Mayor IANDsAy. I think one of the programs that for the most part
has worked fairly well with the bureaucracy, but it is developed so
that it is almost anion-unit, has been your social security system.
That is not too bad. It is simple. It is one level of government. It is
uniform around the country.
It has had enough experience to so computerize itself that it works.
There really is no reason at this point why you can't. move this whale
program for poor people into such as situation. It can be done. I am not

saying that it is the world's easiest thing or that it will be without
bureaucracy, rcdtapc and snarls.
I am not saving either it is going to he without a certain amount
of error, people ! helmg enfolded in who should not be enfolded in, and
people not being enfolded in who should be.

Those judgments \ln have to be made by human beings, not

computers, in the last analysis.
But there is no reason why we can't take this whole dreadful problem of poor people in this affluent country and move them into such a

system that has proven that it works. You can certainly begin
that whole chunk of welfare categories that include the infirm, aged,

permanently crippled in one way or another and are never going to get
out of poverty status.
That should be done automatically right away. I happen to believe
that you can do it with whole other groups that are in poverty status,
and I also happen to believe that you can do it with groups that have

never been iu the traditional sense thought of as being in poverty
status because they are working.

But they are \\corking poor. They ore largely white. They are
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the higzrest porcentatz, of that 5 pereent obviously 111 lb,. vcrincome levels. :uid 10 yoas from now till' percentaro of mental rotardation in that grimp %%ill have increased to 12 percent. we arts a
pretty poor excuse for ;L Via HO 11;111011 tnal 1444;111.\- want!, to look ;If t('1
1t44 0\111.

1 think \v(' coin(' 1);irk to 1110 1 )r4l)1(111 of

admini,tration.

think the 1)igre,;1
r",, is right here at this 1('\('I. I ill -1
(11111'1 10} it IS at On' Slat!' i'V('I and I don't fool it is at the local level.
haVe In;'n al In
I
and I Int.V4, Workcd al the State leVci.
I

We converted our food iwograin to the stamp pro.:Tani.
shoodd lia N-e bean :tido to haw.' had 1)0111,

I

think

W1'. as a county, saw- to it that WI' could keel) both at our 01,.11
1 felt that all Of ,ffir 1>,,SH:1.,. were wit!, the
(;,,vornincto

not with the St

VIM!' 1('tn:1 rkS \'i,11 -ay that :0ontally
incilnn.
1111--. ht tilt, and if this ho a noco-111:6111°11"11"
sit y. ard 1 c,.,1 111,:t ;I is. tile;: fcr its to pa.-s :1. bill that 11:1s a tits,to.c ill
2\lay01' 1.1:14,,ay.
1111

it of 441.001.1

with.

lys

I).' r'''10

los utter ruination of the entire program to I( gin

1)011't you 11410V1' -40?

NlaYur
NI),.\-1 There is a way 10 cover that and that is to :Intend
it so that there he a Federal percentage share iu a supplement. 11"e
recommended 50 percent as what we regarded as a politically practical

and viable largo, 5 percent of supplementary benefits that
paid to he absorbed by the Federal GoN-ernment.

are

The Ifouse Of liepresent atives is talkin:, about one-third. That is :1

step. a big, step.

Senator ('ooK. The reason I :1111 interested in this is because the
that \\hen medicaid 1)efr,111 10 ".ek and actually
functioned the m ay it Nvas intended to function, the cost \\idll
eN-ervbotiv shotthl hove realized would be there anyw-ay frightened
everylbodY of :Ind they started to pull back,
I

all I I k

NvItat Nye are going to

t he income maintenance

program. After :ill, everyl)taly has. been politically saving for years
that there ought to he an escalation clause in the social set tirit:v proir this he true. then that escalation clause should be ill t his program,

too.

Mayor I ANI/S.1 1". We are particularly conscious of this today because
of t his killing inflation 1 hat \Ve are all operating. wider.
Senator t'ooK. Let inc ask you ill this program you have outlined,
what do yoll'aillieip:Ite this \\ill Cest? 1)4) YOU 11:1\e
e"st
at all On \Vital you
this 110111(1 C0;41 the Federal Government:
Nlayor 1.4N1sAy. Your figures will vat.,r depending on what leN-els

you are talking (Wont. I think in the administration bill as sulunitted
to the ('ongress, the I3Iirean of the Budget is talking somewhere
beiNveen $4 billion t,) $4.5 billion. Your :30-percent figure for the supplement:11s over lin(1 al)ove $1,000 110111(1 not really alrert flint 100
1011(11. We Cllictliale sonieNvhee ill the area or $400 million.
NIr. (Irstit3mto. A little less. I think they figure about $325 million
or $350 million.
:\lityor 1.,IN11s.11, As 11 practical matter, 11.11111 the other body is
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talliing al/out here, the Ways and Means Committee. N-ery seriously,
xvIdeli we think is a step him\ ard. is a very niana!vable thing.

take a. look at New York ('ity. Our expense inidret fimre
reimoil welfare is $1.5 billion L)1. one rity. Two-thirds of that

bursable from the State and Federal Governments.
Bnt w'e are talking. about I hat fur one city bialget.
Just 1pfort. yon came ill we were talking,, about a hospital system

that is roll for poor people. The hospitals alone are reaching a half
billion dollars fur one city. That is lint reimbursable st
fy,fores :ire lint unmanageable figures for this big country.
so
for the anionnt (If income that is generated in 11(15 countr-.
Senator CO01,1. III rnnclllsloll, \\ 11;11 are yon sayin!.. is that this comes
down to 0 iitattor Of national priorities and from :1 standpoint of
national priorities where would you put I his problem?
Alo.Y" 1
(1))

110.' 1"
"."111(1 1)111 it. ".:(Y Ill) Oil 101) 1".:11('('
peuple :Old I hell' Well being. 2111(1 I heir 0111111 y to survive.
Senator
'I'llank. you.
Wit

Thank von. :NIP. Chairman.
Senator 'Mc( 1oN-1;nx. Senator 1)ole.
Senator 1)oi.r.:. I apologize for being late.
I read your excellent statement. ,\layor Lindsay.
I didnI !lace a copy
AI:tyffi. Flaherty..
Alopir Fl..thEIry. I ( 11) 11.1 II:tx v prepared statement.
rect,?llizes 1 hat
are
Senator 1)oi..E. I think. :Nla..N-or
I11:11:1111! Su1110 1)1*(1!rlYS:: 111 Wi'lfare refOr111. I was heartened yesterday
In 1101 e that 125 members of the Democrat h. stink- ..Toni) in the
House endorsed the cfmeept. That would indicate to nu' that it will
probably pass the 'louse :mil then come to the Se1171,10 fur

Apparently there is a recognition among. all (Ii us. reg,adless
ideology, that the present s-stent is a failure and that changes should

be made. I am just pleased that you both and Dr. Ginsberg have
taken the time. to be here this morning.
We have another mustandinr. W11.11 0.S who 11:1;:-; been W;151111:r I NV))
days :131(1 We [I:I Ve t) x-acate the room at noon, so I will forego any
questions.

Thank. you,

Senator .McGovEux. Thank you, Senator 1)ole.
'Pliank you, Afayor 1.indsay and Mayor Flaherty, and Nil.. Ginsberg.. It has been most helpful to have you here today.
l'rof. Alvin Schorr is a professor of social policy at Brandeis University and a former official at the Department of Health, FItication,
and Welfare. He is recognized us one of t hecountry's leading, authoricommittee is now investigating,.
ties ill the field that the comm
STATEMENT OF ALVIN L. SCHORR, PROFESSOR OP SOCIAL POLICY,
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY, WALTHAM, MASS.

Senator :NIcGovEnx. Professor Schorr, I want to personally apologize for myself and on behalf of the committee that we were ;inable to
pm you on yesterday and that our time is somewhat limited today.

Knowing your familiarity with this overall field and how succinct

you can he. I think Nye
manage the ,ittiation. If you ran zero lit
on the points that viol think are most important for this e.,ttintit tee
con,ade and then respond to any Mlle -lion: we might have. we
v,-,,tild deeply appreciate it.

have read your statement and I think it is it superb di.:cus-sion of
the pioblem. I know other ittemben4 of our committee int.-e read it. I
will he matte a part of the record.
\Jr. Scitonit. Thank von, Setutt or NIcGoN-erit.
And, Senator Dole, tfittnk you for limiting pow remarks.
Yon have my ,aatement.
(The prepared statement of Alvin I,. Schorr follows..)
PREP. ttED STATE:up:xi- or Ar.viN L. S(101111.. Pitorrssou or sot.' v. l'01.1,
t

131t.NN01:15

W.U.THANI, ;NIAss.Nitt-s4.rrs

.N1r. ('hairman, and Gentlemen, my name is Alvin I.. Schorr. I am Professor
of Social Polley at Brandeis University. Before assuming that position. I was for
ten years a government ()trivial, iii 'lived in one way and another NVith Inthlic
assistance, social security, and anti-poverty activities. I was probably 11I litre
otiicial publicly to criticize the ATM' program for its effects on incentive to work
and other problems) 1 suppose 1 regard myself as first of all an expert Ott income
mainte101111.1%

I come at the problem of banger in the rilited States, therefore. as a problem
of the failure of its coniplex .system of maintaining income. The air is full (if
observations about the itiacl to reform this system and, if I ato to iii' I:ief, it may
In most useful to limit myself to two matters. The first is a near-term issue :Old
the second goes to broader inipro(sment Of 1 In overall system.
As 10 the near term, I Will eo.omlynt oil the meaning of fdtral administration

of the President's Fawily Assistance Program or whatever related program may
emerge from Congressional deliberation. The President's proposal would establish
a fed(ral program to administer the $1,010 level of assistance for a family of four
with no other income and its e(plivalent for other families.. Al the earliest date
at which the program might become effective, all but four or five states will l(
operating at higher levels of assistance. Most states, therefore, will be required
to maintain programs of supplemental :1s:4st:11100. The prospect that millions of
peof (le will receive assistance simultaneously front federal and supplemental
i(rograni and the vision of the interrelationships betw(en them ellarin no one.
Therefore, H.R. 1417 :I provides that federal and state gov(rmitants ntay
Iltal one or the other asr:iim administrative r(sponsibilitv for both, programs.

It is more lik(ly that states Would administer tile federal program than the
other way around. Thal is the av the pr(ced(nts now. 1:10, Stales already 11Ve
staff and organization to Itatalle the program. And it is hard to lin:Iglu!. states
letting federal Officials determine eligibility for supphmental p;ly110`111,, NVIIill
111.0y

simply pay 1 he bill.

Now, I want to observe that permitting or encouraging state
administration of
have

this new program would toss aw:13.. lho 1),,,.4 01111011 unity

assist:role:- reform in almost a docatle. I a:,silitt that the objectives that this

Conin..ittee has in mindand I share themare a uniformly administered level
of minimum assistance, without exelusions, across the country. With States operat-

ing programs, we would have to rely on the capacity of the Federal Governimait
to sector uniform operation and minimum standards by detailed regulation of
state and local personnel.
That is exactly tho sstellt
have had in public assistallee. Any objective
assessmentof the last, ten years, at any ratewould have to conclude that it is
not, workable. I am not saying that the Federal Governinpat cannot secure confomity NVI100 It state openly defies it, as states oecasionall do, or when a stale
dramatizes non-(onformity by ending assistance to 2'2,000 children at olive, as
Lonisiana did some YVA ago. Rather, I am pointing at what happens in Welfare
Departments from day to day, regardless of what a state says in written policit',
that it will do. Interpretation of those policies is highly soltsitiVt, to the attitudes
I "Problems la the ADC Program," 8orior Work, Vol. V, No. 2, AprIl 1960.
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1,11 111 official- and they, in 11011, to the attitude- that surround thous.
Naturally. Thy Fdral Government is effective iu rgulatitig- public assistance.
if at all, with written policies. It deals with day to day practice through an armsItaigth relatiotedzip, and the record -how- extensive violations in that day to day

of .1:04.

',rapt lee.

I offer you Virginia as all example. The last federal administrative rz view

irgili13, v011111111141 in 1'.1611, reported:

in

"'Practice in the application process was

folind to conflict extensively with the expressed purposes of sate po!ley and

federal requirements and to vary widely among local runt 2 People were discouraged from zipplying for assistamy: applications were taken but not investigated: otherwise acceptable policies were administered i a manner that would
u

deter applicant

applicants wore rejected without 14Vidells I' 10 s11111/0r1 the reasons

for rejection. (?cite the same pattern of violations exist ,

in Virginia 1101.1," 1l1111 110

W011(14'1", for in the past decade wither the state nor the Federal Government has

aetezi firmly to alter it.
There is nn reason to single nut Virginia. Similar findings were made in the last
administrative review iu New Jersey in 1!160.3 The rd:re Advisory Committee to
the ('.S. Commission on Civil Bights reported a similar situation in :\ lississippi in
1 969.4 in IOW), a former federal welfare official, 1)r. Winifred Bell, devoted a book
1 o one oft he devices that slat es used to introduce a considerabl measure of discre-

tion into the giving of assistancethe so-called suitable home policies. The pubavowed purpose of the policies was to improve the home life of children in
AE1)(7
Dr. Bell ranged extensively across the states and concluded that

licl

the policy's primary functions wire "to restrict the growth of 11w caseload
." a Evenand . . to inhibit XI)C coverage of Negro and illegitimate children
t nally, this means of discrimination was closed to states, but one cannot review Dr
account without. realizing I hz.1 slates can devise these policies a groat deal

more rapidly than the Federal Gov -minima gathers the evidence or determination
to close theta off. I do not dottlzt, for examine, that provisions now in the law concerning who is required to accept work art' used in the same way.

Von will misunderstand tny point if you take me to be focussing on poorly
written regulations or the incompetence of one official or another. Bather, the
differences between statesbetween per capita income of $2,001) and S-1,0011,
between the size and situation of minority groups, in the significance of farm labor,

and So 011lead to difilrellniN in conviction about whom to assist and at which
level of payment. 171zder state administration, failing a monstrous supervisory
effort by :he Federal Government, those differences are inevitably reflected in
day to day practice. This outlitns only part of the probhmi, for 21 states merely
slIPITvise counties that in turn adolinishr the welfare program. The difficulty in
translating federal standards into practice is soYared. Whin, in the end, the Federal Government is aware of violations, its only real sanctionin present law and
in the proposals that are being considered is to withdraw aid, thus penalizing the
very !moldy it set out, to help. It, is a sanction not often used, as everyone eoncerml
understands.
State operation of federal \\Int-are programs was devised in a ti111C when 110 011C

thought of is federal minimum. Supporting people at the levels and in the way
thought reasonable in each slate seemed a large enough objective. Now we are
talking about quite a different objective. But if we ttsc the old machine or it new
machine much like it, we will have the saute consequenees . Vie will have people
excluded front the prograin whom Congress did not mean to exclude. We will have
the federal minimum undermined by technicians who impute inct)nizz to people
that they do not have, znisinterizrot regidations, or make mistakes in arithmetic.
And we will have discrimMation between one type of applialit and another, in
the ways that scent desirable in each particular state.
I therefore, urge that the welfare program now being considered in Congress be,
in fact, federally operated and in no way dependent. on federal standards or contracts intended to govern state operations. It may be desirable that the federal
.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Region III, "Report of Findings
in the Administrative Review of the Applications Process and of Denials in the Virginia
Department of Welfare and Institutions." October 1059-1Aareb 1960. mimeographed.
F.S. Department of Health. Education. and Welfare. Bureau of Public Assistance,
-Study of the ADC Application Process in Six Selected Comities in New Jersey," August
196o.
4"Welfare in Mississippi," A Report of the Mississippi State Advisory Committee to
the V.S. Commission on Civil Rights. February 1969.
5 Winifred Bell, Aid to Dependent Children, Columlyin l'niversity Press. 1965.
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agency turn to state programs ill occasional, spet.;:d sit Hat ions: the -e -hould
carefully limited and defined i n law. I t bas heel) suggested that I 1 . 1 : . I t 17:1 he
:Inipiuri1'(1 10 lirovid, a inolulary Mc) ill ivy 1(1 :-.1:11y, 1 kat
fidcral
11011 for their supplementary programs. The Federal t lovernineio NV01111 :1,,S11111

all or most Of the cost of administering I best' stoic programs. Although :Il incenI ivy :iv:IL:tine in I his tray may prove too small, it is at least worth Iry Ont.

I recognize t hat this course may lea 1 e ns in an eminently undesirable sit oat
operating t \vo.parallcl programs for one porpteo. '1.11e solution to this proldem is,
of course, a federal program :It a level sufliciently high to minimize stat progrons.
I
a do this at one step. hot \ve may hope 1,) approach t hat
goal
time. If we now set a lantern for state operation of the federal Prot-tittfil
hovever, subsequent improvements will go that road too. We shall ha
eolnprolni,c11
once reform for the nest decade, however much motley 0 find
ourselves willing to spend.
Let 1111' turn now from mat Mrs immediately before ('ongress and 71-k 0101

system of income maintenance we want to have in the long run. We nave, for
soma years, phrstied :1 course Of identifying major risks to ineorne---old
disability, widowhood, being orphaned, iiiiiiirployment and devishig a program
that would guard against each risk. (Publi aSiStalle WaS to he :1 Temporary
device for people union' the basic programs could not protect.) The p -alt is our
.extensive system of social security. Thal sYstem was devised to maintain incono
and to prerctit poverty. It is not at, antipoverty ,ysiont itt the
that
assist:Mee or a negative income tax is, hilt obviousl- it has an ant i-1,overt (.11-(.(1.
Over half of OAS 1)11 I benefits go to peoph who wonld otherwise have been poor.f
In 196.), OAS1)III alone kept 3.5 million households out of po1erty.7
Some are disposed these days to argue that social security ought- 11OW to he
divided into t \VO parts. ()110 W011111 he
private i11`,111OleO, paying benefits

Proportional to the taxes people have paid, \\dol, is to say- proportional to the
income they have had. If from time to time the Covernment added a Correction
for inflation and a share of increased national income. middle class and tcealillw
IiiOldc Would have a very good thing indeed. The other part of social security
would be a prograiit carefully limited to poor people and providing benefits :is
decent as possible within the limits of our anxieiy about whether they would continue to work, whether tIay might have illegitin.ate children, and so forth. This
two-part view of social security lies behind most proposals for radically simplithid
public asSiAl:Inel at high levels of payment, whether they are called negative income tax, income supplement., or whatever. The view is explicit in the weently-

released report of the licincirtan Commission.

From the point of I-iew of its proponents, the chief advantage of a nrgoIlvy
income tax is its efficiencythat is, the high proportion of its costs that would go

to poor people. They 03..1100k III 0 qualifications of this advantage. First, 0 negative income tax is only effieioit at very low levels of payment.. I3ticans(' of t he need
to incorporate int incentive scale, efficiency declines rapidly as the payment level
approaches any reasonable sum. For example, the Ileinenian Commission's income
supplement would, if it assured income at the poverty level, be
percent
eflleient.s That is, it would he marloidly less efficient than existing OAS1)111.
Seeond, such efficiency its may be gained at. lower levels is achieved, in effect
by withdrawing from poor peoph I he advantage they now enjoy in t
calcination
of ()AS 1)1 1 I and other social insuraneo benefits. They would gain elliCiency in

one program by yielding their share in othersa doubtful favor. Thal some

people intend a two-part and, no doubt, double-standard system is possibly not
the important problem. l'he important problem is that, with attention fixed on
schemes to wipe out poverty it, the most efficient. manner possible, 11VII those
who are concerned about hunger and poor people may withdraw attention from
t he social insurances aml of her income transfer programs that are vit
important
t
the poor. Such programs now provide loort than half the income of poo people.
If negheted, these programs will steadily he skewed to give the poor a smaller
sharea development that is alreacly oviclent.9
Robert .1. Doman:tn. -Transfer Approaches to Ilistriblition
17:iner pre,etited
at the. meetings of the American Economic Assoeiation, Ni,1{ York, December 30. 1969.
Tables 1 & 7.

7 Ida C. Merriam. "Welfare and Its Measurement." in Eleanor shenion and Wilbert E.

Moore. eds. Indicator* of Social Change, Inisgen Sage F00101:111011. New York. 1310s.
l'o erfy Amid Plenty: The Americas
Ittnort of the President s ertattission
011 I 'lentil° Ma intennare Programs, No cent bet. 12. 1900. GPO. 'rattle :71-5.
Hobert .1. Lamptaan. op. oil.
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Obviously, there are other reasons for continuing and 1.3:tending

security approach, 11:1V110t 10 110

I In

grett.t1-r 1)111.11C acceptability, 111I likeli--

hood I hat its lyenta level will more rapidly reflect increased national income. and
hood

the importance of developing unifying mechanisms rather than programs that
isolate poor people and set their interest- again-.4 those of other-,. So I urge yolt,

whether or not von 111N-1-,1 :1111.1111011 and energy in the grander proposal- for :111

immaculate weltane system, to be ait enure to the vital inteh-st of poor people
ill fin-111er devilopinoilt of social sorority and other 1(('01(11

11:1;.

that the
In the fete ulinntos moi. that I can reasonably take, I wont to ,.
next departure in the development of 4.icial security should he a 111'1.11:1111 of
payment I
(1111111111.S AllOW:1101.. I define hildren's Allowan), as a
families on behalf of children, without regard to income. The payment would
rePhIce v101'1111 exemptions for children in the income tax and would itself be
tax:tido, SO it Would iwo,,ift poor families moon, than others,

I said that the social security approach has been to identify major risks to
income and devis.. programs that would guard lgaitist them. The presence of

children :11 a family is., far and away. the most substantial risk for which we 111111
(11.V1-111 110 basic program. Whin' other industrial countries initiated programs Of

Children's Allowances thirty years ago or more, wc were put off by the fact that
some were seeking to raise the hill II r at e and other-

keep NVagVS down-

Allowances hain proved 10 hi' helpful for neither purpose; trade unions in Europe

and Canada are now the stroterest supporters of the program. These countries
tam continually improve heirt'hildren's Allowance-, for precisely the reasons
that it would he a ii,pful part of our own income maintenance system.
The pro!.--nn in the United States would assist in meeting these overlapping
problems:

First, it would improve the quality of care of all childrenfor example:
'Voting families in the United States need help. The average young woman is
married at 2(1 and will have completed her family by the time she is 27 or 28.
at home, it is difilitelt for the mot her
)'hose f:unilies hate no s:,ings. with
to work. However well they will do later. in this vital period half the families have
income tinder $7,000. Virtually all parents remember this period mist:Inge:illy
perhaps, but as a 11011. Of SV-Vene fill:00'1111 hardship.

Large families, with three or four children or wont% 111.111 help. Larger families

in the United States have less total income titan smaller
on the average.
1:a milies: with five children have less than families
four; families with four
children less than f:unilies with three: and so on. Studies show that children in

large families, eren th^Ne with enrage incontex, do less well 1 ham children in smaller
families---in height, in weight, and in school achievciniml.

Children in homes without fathers need help; livo out of three of these hildren
are poor.

In short, virtually all children suffer at one time or another from the fact that
family income is not fitted to their needbecatise the parents are voting, or poor,
or sep:tratvd, or the families aro large, or for whatever reason. That- poor lit is
unfavorably reflected in the nurture many of our ehilden receive.
Second, the wage vstem in the United Slates for any industrial country) is
poorly adapted to I.:tinily Devil. Fallone to work. mitt a way to deal with t his problem

is the source of much of our difficulty in assoring adequate income.
For txampIe, of children who ore Poor, n third :use in the household of a person
00 percent of the fathers and over
who works fIrJ-titne all year. In Ciese
is
it man
half 1 he women had a job :It least part of the year. Tht
who works at the minimum wage supports a wife and Iwo children at the poverty
level -110 1noro. Of course the minimum wage should he raised, but raised too

fast or too far jobs \\ila he wiped out. The solution is to raise the minimum

wage steadily, as we ran manage it without losing too filmic jobs, mid meet the

need of families with more than two children though Children's Alloanes.
Poor families offer the most dramatic example, of course, hut you understand
that three or fonr children :1(1(1 financial strain in families with incomes even
Of $1(1,11(1(1 or $1'2,00(1.

Third, Children's Allowances would of course lie directed at wiping mil poverty

in the United States, If poverty were wiped out for children-slit:it is, for the

families in which they live---and if OASI)111 wiped out poverty among the aged,
fewe than 4 million people would remain poor.

Anot her way of putting this is to observe that the problem of the minimum

wage and family size, taken together, is the largest remaining 0111150 of poverty.
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It is precisely the problem of the "working poor," whom the President'has proposed

adding to his new welfare program. A children's allowance of substantial size
(say, $50 a month) would deal with this problem without getting involved in
establishing how notch money applicants were earning, why they were not working,
and so forth.

(I implied above that Children's Allowances would simplify the problem of
designing a public assistance program. As the large number of people who work
would have their need met by a Children's Allowance, it welfare program would be
dealing mainly with people who cannot work and would not have to be elaborately
designed to maintain incentive.)
The fourth and final function of a Children's Allowance is equity. We operate
a vast system of income transfers in the United States, of which OASD 11 l is the
largest but only one element-. The net effect of that system is to take money from
families with children and give it to childless fmnilies. Considering only families
with children, we take money from large families and give it to small families.
Plainly, the operation of this system does not reflect need or equity. It reflects our

failure to develop a mechanism that would transfer money to families with

children or, at least, balance the operation of other mechanisms that would transfer
money away from them.
Those are the objectives of Children's Allowances. I will not try to deal with
various questions that come to mind but must, in the present demographic situa-

tion, say a little about the possible effect on the birth rate.
Five years ago, with considerable foresight, the Social Security Administration
called together it distinguished group of demographers to discuss the possible
effects of a substantial new income maintenance program. They reviewed evidence

from other countires and over tune; they spoke of the overall birth rate and the
birth rate of poor people in particular; they reviewed the experience of other
countries with Children's Allowances and our own experience with AFDC. It is
usually hard to drive social scientists to a firm conclusion, but this is how I
summed up at the time:
The birth rate is compounded of income and one's conception of income, of
education and ignorance, of conviction and faith, of geography and technology, of love and covetousness, of accident; and design. It does not seem
that the overall birth rate would be Markedly affected for the short run
or affected at all for the long run),
As for the birth rate of poor people, this was the conclusion:
.

An income maintenance program might prompt some number of low income

families to have additional children; people respond inscrutably to their
personal perception of events. On the other hand, an income maintenance
program might prompt some poor families to have fewer children. On the
whole, the tendency to increase family size, if it occurred, would be a shortrange tendency. The tendency to limit family size, arising from changes in
attitude, education, and family patterns, would be a long-range tendency.
In retrospect, it would prove impossible to find any alteration in the relationship . . . that could be attributed to a new income maintenance program.io

Let Inc illustrate the evidence on which such conclusions are based. Attached
to the copy of my statement is it chart of birth rates in Canada and the United
States." You will notice that trends in the birth rates of the two countries corresponded very closely for forty years. Canada introduced Children's Allowances in

1945; neither the trend in Canadian birth nor its parallel relationship to the
'nited States trend reflects the new program in the slighest way. Indeed, the

recent trends has produced a lower birth rate in Canada than in the United States
for the first time. The Canadian evidence is, in fact, perverse. If Allowances are
to produce larger families, the effect should be clearest in Catholic Quebec. Yet
the increase in births in the decade after Children's Allowances were introduced
Pas smaller in Quebec than in any other province.
10 Alvin L. Schorr, "Income Maintenance and the Birth Rate," Social Security Bulletin,

1)(4mher 1965, Vol. 2S, No. 12.
See Chart on p. 202
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Children's Al Iowan eeS in Canada are colni.arativoly small. Franco pays very
substantial Children's Allowances and nmy offer a hettcr test. The trend in the
French birth rate has also been quite similar to ours. And, as in Canada, close
examination of the French trend is damaging to the view that Allowances have
affected it. For example, ono might, expect, the Allowances to inflinnee rural or
other poor families. On the contrary, it, is urban :Ind well-to-do families that are
responsible for postwar increases h: the birth rate. And it is on illernnse in One-,
(MO-, and three-ehild families that the increase reflects, while t in! proportion of
large families diminished.
During the course of I lie demographers' meeting, Professor Itonald Freedman
ovserved that one must, believe that poor people are now limiting the number of

their children to believe that additional income would load them to have more
ehilden. But, on the contrary, it is the well-to-do Nho arc effectively determining
the size of their families. The evidence available it: public assistance supports
Freedman's point. Ehiactment, of the AFDC program in the I930s was followed by

declining births among poor women and rising births among women who were
better off. Among current AFDC recipients, mothers with more children owe more
money than mothers Nvit I: fewer children. States with higher payment levels in
AFDC have smaller size recipient families, on the average, lieu: states with lower
levels.
So the evidence gOes. I hope you do not, .conclude that Children's Allowances will

lead directly and rapidly to a tower birth rate. I ant only illustrating that, a small
payment is an insignificant factor in :t pattern in which education, religion, technology, and style are far more important. The payments would, in tlu end, have
nothing to do Nvith the trend in birth rate.
In closing, I remind you of the four objectives of Children's Allowances- improving the care of all children, adjusting for the relation of moderato wages to
family size, dealing with. poverty among families with children, and introducing

equity into our income transfer system. Obviously these objectives overlap.

Achieving them would represent, it national invest nient to improve the quality of
care of our children Until we have such an investment, we shall not, work out the
dilemmas in our income maintenance system. In this most child-centered nation,
until we have such an investment., we shall not be doing well by our children.
APPENDIX I.-GROSS REPRODUCTION RATE, UNITED STATES AND CANADA, 1926-1968
Year
1926

1927.
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932

1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940

U.S

1,370
1,365
1,305
1,245
1, 245

1,181
1,140
1,074

1,108
1,091
1,071
1,035
1,113
1,088
1,121

Year

Canada

1,628
1,609
1,604
1,565
1,599
1,555
1,499
1,394
1,368
1,346
1,310
1,286
1,314
1,294
1,348

1941

1942
1943

1944..
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

U.S.

Canada

1,168
1,277
1,323
1,249

1,377
1,434
1,478
1,457

1, 212

1, 462

1,430
1,593
1,514
1,515
1,505
1,593
1,637
1,668
1,727

1,640
1,753
1,676
1,678
1,678
1,701
1,763
1,812
1,861

Year

1955 ... .......
1956.
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

... ..

U.S.

Canada

1,745
1,798
1.837
1,807
1,812
1,783
1,770
1,695
1,623

1,863'

1,874
1,907
1,886

1, 564

1,915
1,893
1,866
1,830
1,788
1,702

1.428
1,336
1,255
1,206

1,529
1,369
1,261
1,184

" The gross reproduction rate is the average number of daughters a hypothetical cohort of women starting life together
would bear if they all survived from birth to the end of the child-bearing period and if they experienced a given set of agespe,:oc fertility rates. Usually this measure is computed from fertility rates in a single calendar year. It is often interpreted
as showing the extent to which the generation of daughters would replace the generation of mothers if fertility remained
constant at a given level and if there were no deaths.
Source: U.S, National Center for Health Statistics.

Note: The figures for the years 1960-1968 were obtained from John Pattison, Office of Vital Statistics.
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Mr. Scnonn. I will address the issues arising out of the committee's
discussion because I can HOW sharpen what I say to the committee's
concerns.

In the first place, I want to make one point about it, or about
In the nature of the levels at which it is proposed to enact this
programthat is, $1,600, or if amended, as I understand it may be,
to the $2,400 level for a family of four with no other incomethere
whatever program Congress makes of the family assistance program.

will be a great number of States required to run supplementhry programs alongside the Federal program. At the $2,400 level about half
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the States representing, I should think, perhaps three-quarters of the
present clientele of the AFDC program \void.' have supplementary
programs.
Because the Federal :111(1 the State programs will then be operating

side by side, the President's bill ortnits States to operate the program for the Federal Government and, alternatively. permits the
Federal Government to operate the State's progrP.m. Either arrangement, inns! be by agreement or contract.

On the whole, I think it not likely that States will contract with

t he Federal Government. 1. think the arranp.ernent is likely to go in
the opposite direction; that is, States running the HOW program under
standards set, by the Federal Government.
That is the system we have and have had; as you have just heard
and know very \veil, that system has not worked.
Federal standards have been widely violated. In my written statement you will find citations of HEW findings to that effect.
There are more recent findings to I nit effect. Regulations and

standards are Nridely violated. When it comes right down to it,

the Federal Government has no genuine sanction that it is willing to
use more than very rarely, indeed.
So Congress in dealing with this program is likely to face the choice
Of putting the program back into the hands of States, or, on the other
hand, running two programs side by side for a. period of time.
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE REFORM A MUST

As objectionable as that may be, and it is objectionable, and I urge
you, if it. is necessary, to run two programs side by side. However, much

money is-invested in this program right now by the Federal Government; in the end a. great deal of money \\ll be invested by the: Federal
Government.

if that money g' es back into State-operated programs, we will

have lost the best chance for public assistance reform we have had in a
decade.

I will leave that point with that.

Senator DOLE. Could I interrupt the-re briefly?
Mr. SCHORR. Yes, sir.

Senator DoLE. I think you have indicated that probably it would
be a. program where the States would finally be in control as they are
now. It hasn't worked.
Are you saying that we should revise the program, Nvhatever it may-

be, whether it is the McGovern program, the Nixon program, the
Harris program, or adopt a later program, which: You mention later

in your statement \\Mil:11 I have read, the children's allowances?
Do you see any merit at all in the President's program?
Mr. SCHORR. I ant addressing the President's program and I am
saying that if enacted at the $1,600 or $2,400 level it should be revised
so that it does not permit' State operation,
Senator DOLE. It doesn't permit them to reduce their expenditures
below 90 percent of the present level, I believe, I don't have a copy
of the bill before me.
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Mr. Scutum. 11, is not that provision 1 am addressing. I ;1111 address-

ing a provision that is very brief and barely explained, that simply
says that the Federal Government may contract with States to have

one or the other operate both prog,Tams.
Senator DoLL. I certainly agree with that. If there is piing to be a.
program that permits the. Stites to do less than_ they are doing now,
and some are not doing very well, as you know, then it would he more

unfair than it is now. There must be some incentive for the States

to do more.
Scnonn. There are two separate points. One has to do with the
level of assistance. I. mina not addressing, that. I urn addressing the ques-

tion of who administers the program, and saying that one thin!, we
ought to get out of this new program is a. federally administered pro-

gram in fact, not a Federal operation and Federal standards contracted
with the States or administered by the States.
Senator McGOVERN. if the Senator would yield, aren't you speaking
of the concern that Senator Cook expressed here a Nvhile ago, when he
was drawing out Mayor Lindsay in a discussion of the various levels
of administrative responsibility as one of the problems with the present
program? Aren't you saying that when you have some responsibility in

the Federal Government, some in the States, and some in the local
govermnent, that this creates the kind of a bureaucratic maze that
not only is very expensive but also very inefficient?
Isn't this the problem you are addressing now?
Mr. SCIIORR. 1 think so.

Senator McGovEiuc. It is not really the level of benefits so much
as who is going to run the program.
Mr. Scnortu. That is exactly what I am addressing. I am saying
that although we can't get the full Federal administranon in One step,
at the levels being proposed, we ought to hear in mind that that is
where we are going and hang onto as much Federal administration as
we can.
Senator Coox. I think, Professor Schorr, to enlighten this conversation a little bit, when I first started on this committee and we were
discussing food programs, one of the first things that I think was an
absolute consensus on the committee was that uniform standards were

absolutely necessary, that we found ourselves on a contractual basis
with 50 States, all of which were different.
Then we found that every county in a State could set its own rules
and regulations on who could and who couldn't. We found this one of
the most fantastic and amazin!! things we had ever seen.
Although they denied it., ire i'ound, for instance, in regulations in one
county in Indiana that you couldn't get surplus food if you had a dog.
Apparently you had to roast the dog first.

We found literally hundreds of counties in Texas, for instance,

where the residency requirements were all different. I think this is the
point you are addressing.
We must attack this problem once and hang onto it. This is one of
the areas where there should be no room for compromise, otherwise,
the administration would be so fragmented that the end result will be
very disastrous.
That is what I interpret from what you are saying.
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Mr. Scnourt. Yes, sir. Just, to press the point. I tun saying that

although there hove been written regulations awl uniform standards

of a variety of kinds that the States were obliged to use, that they hove,
in many respects, not used them.
Therefore, with the opportunity to frame a new program we 11011.

have, I would not. rely on standards, Stale plans, or written regulations. would stay with a federally administered program in the
1

way social security is federally administered.

Senator COOK. For instance, throughout the many States where

we found that food programs were automatically cut. oil' as long as the

spring crop was ready to be harvested on the theory that the local
government said there was plenty of work for everybody and everybody ought to go out and work.
I have a feeling that if you fragment this thing there is no reason
why a State or local agency would't feel that way whether you were
talking about food or you were talking about money.
Mr. SCHORR. Yes, sir.

To turn to a second point, I think it was Senator Javits who asked

about the question of priorities, that is, would one nut a welfare

program of this sort first or a children's allowance program first.
I would like to recast the conversation by saying we have operated
for 30 years or more in the United States on a theory of protecting
against risks, protecting against poverty. We devise programs against
the financial risk in retirement, against, disability and so forth.

These are not strictly speaking antipoverty programs in the way

that public assistance is. But they, nevertheless, hove the same effect,
or a substantial antipoverty effect, because, say, 50 percent of what is
spent on social security now goes to people who would otherwise be
poor.

That is a very substantial antipoverty effect. Sonic. of the proposals
that are being made have in the background, in the philosophy that

lies under them, a view that we now ought to recast social security into
two parts.
You will find this specifically in the report of the Heineman Com-

mission, for example. One part would be for people who are able to

pay their way. They would get out of social security an amount

f quivalent to what they had paid in. The Government might protect
them against inflation and so forth, of course.

If we (lid that, that would be a very good thing for people who -Were
well off, as it would turn out,. Along with that we would have a large
new program, like a negative income tax, or an income supplement, an
extensive liberalization of the President's family assistance program,
and that would be for people who were poor.
So we would have two sets of programs in the United States, social
security for the rich or the nonpoor, and FAP or income supplements,
whatever we want to call it, for the poor.
That appeals to many people because it is efficient. I think Senator
Javits raised this question. It specifies a sum of money and that sum
of money goes almost entirely to people who are poor.

However, that way of structuring programs has a number of

difficulties. One is that, as it turns out, it is efficient only at very low
levels of payment. For example, in the income supplement proposed
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by the Heineman commission of $3,600, one-third of that money
would go to people who were poor, two-thirds would !ro 1u peoplt,
who were not poor.

It has this effect because at any reasonable level of assistance, all
incentive scale to keep people 'working shifts money to people above
the poverty line. In other ways, and 1 won't dwell On them now, the
effect of structuring. a program like that is to create a: large program
for pour people at. very low levels of assistance.
Senator Dole, you asked yesterday, whether One would not go for

a foot in the door. I am saying that there are feet in the door that

open the door and there are feet in the door that don't. The difference
between them is that if a program is structured so the level Of assist-

ance is likely to remain low indefinitely, then that is not the root
in the door that I think yon intended,

'There is that problem ill a large welfare program meant to deal with
all poor people.

won't dwell further on that
Other witnesses have spoken abont stigma. and the need to unify
the country.
Senator McGovERN. In that connection, isn't it possible that as
the committee investi!_rates this problem what we may see is a series
of suggestions that aren't necessarily in conflict with each other, in
which a package proposal might result?
For example. I think politically one would have to Say that the
most likely vehicle that the Congress will work on in 1970 in approach ing welfare reform is the administration proposal.

That is apparently the course that is being taken in the House. The
likelihood is that something similar would happen over here.
But. \Nomild there be any conflict in applying the President's concept.
of direct. family assistance to the poor with a children's allowance that
reaches all children without regard to whether they are poor or rich,
and perhaps another feature such as the one favor Lindsay described,
g,ttaanteed public service employment for those who can't find jobs in
the public sector?
Can you envision a situation in which some features of time President's plan could be combined with the children's allowance and tens
guaranteed job, and the kind of improvements in the Social Security
structure that Mayor Lindsay referred to?
Those concepts aren't necessarily in conflict; are they? Could they
not be combined in a series of amendments to, let us say, the administration proposal that would provide the kind of a comprehensive
program that you and others have advocated?
Mr. Sciioiui. I think if one goes this road, the Social Security road,
of devising protections against risks, you then need a program that
may be called residual.
We can deal with one risk and another; others are omitted. We need
something for them. We then need a program much like family assistance programs.
I would make the ease if we had mo,.^ time that a children's allowance would make the design of the family assistance program more
simple. It would simplify the design.
At any-rate, these are not in conflict. They do fit together, and that
pluralistic pattern is the road we have traveled since -1935.
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-ivitatsor IcGovEux. Lel us a:-,sittni, that. the Congress adopts
roughly what the President. has recommended, that that becomes the
law of the land.

flow many people (I() you think would be participating in that

yrogram when it is fully implemented?

\1r. Scut)m. The President has said 21) million, on the order of

'22u million: That is a lot of people and 1 think it would give its trouble.
wo,dd find n
people getting very small sum,
ihink
mil money but needing nooP and we would wonder %%hat to do %vitt

'we \void(' look for Social Security type devices to male('

the program it sinalleT program. This Nvould lie an enormous program._
tit percent of the pNwpie of America.

So I am saying that regardless of how one feels about, the family
assistance program or other programs that are proposed, I hope thc.
Svnate will keep its eye on all the Social Security programs. Poor
people today get half their income from what the economists call
transfer programs. That slum) has been declining in the past few
years. It is tremendously important to them that Congress attend to
the importance of those programs regardless of what it does alboatt
public assistance.

want to approach the children's allowance from ft somewhat
1.
different point of view_ Quite naturally, it. has been approached itt
this committee from the point of view of ,what poor people aced_
1 want to say to you that it is the significant measure absent in
our system of social security protections against risk_ and that one

'weds it not only for poor people; one needs it as a program to improve
tho quality of care of all children in the United States.

SVIIIItOr DOLE, It would not be as sophisticated as the ADC

program?

Mr. SCHORR. No, sir.

Senator DOLE. ADC is one ar(ML where we have some very real
protblems now, but it is on a per child basis. Children's allowance
ha' no regard to income. Income is not a prerequisite to qualification
for-benefits at. certain low- levels, is that correct?
.VIL SCHORR. That is right. Every family would receive a payment
for every child in the United States regardless of income.
Senator DOLE. The first argument everyone raises, of course is that
this means that they-will-have-large-families. You have answered that
in your statement.
.N1r. SCHORR. Yes I can add to that. The Canadian experience has
..

been introduced as evidence that birth rate is not affected by

childrens allowance. Since yesterday, 1 was able to get figures for the
last 6 years in Canada. The gross reproduction rate in Canada is now
for the first time lower than the United States.

ahe Canadian birth rate fOr the first time in 40 years is lower
than the birth rate of the United States.
Shall I go on to children's allowance?

SNIattOr MCGOVERN. Why don't you give us your analysis or ar,
least a summary of 'taut.
Mr. SCHORR. 1 .vaant to say that all children, virtually aall children,
in the United Stints.: would benefit from a children's allowance.

Young families need assistance. A \vontan gets married now for the
first time at 20, on the a verag,e, and completes her family by the time

she is 27 or 2S. She 1611 thffil have had three or four children. her
husband in that period \rill enin on the average less than $7.000 a year.

That is less than the BLS moderate income standard. They have no
savings. They are buying new furniture, bassinets and so forth.

Almost. all families, however wealthy they are to heroine, remember
that period of family life as a very difficult, time.
So young families, regardless of income, need help in the United
St ales.

Large families need ,help. Half of the families \vitit five or more
children in the United States are poor.

Senator McGovEnN. It occurred to me that it is probably precisely at that time when a young family is struggling to pay for the
cost of their own children that they are probably most resentful of
what they read about poverty programs and welfare programs that
they are asked to finance for other people. Is that true?
At various times you have referred, not only here today but in
your writings, to the problem of isolating the poor from those who
pay.

This is responsible for a lot of resentment toward our whole range
of Government programs. Isn't all of that, aggravated by precisely
the problem you have just mentioned, the difficulty of a struggling
young family, even though they are paying their own way, being
asked at that moment to pay somebody else's way?
Mr. ScuoRn. Young families have not been socialized into thinking
of themselves as poor and needing to do the things that poor people
need to do to get income. I think they do not think of asking for help
and resent being taxed at the sante time.

think children's allowances, providing support for children
simply because the Nation thinks children iportatwould come
to them with quite a different feeling than a way that says to them,

"Ion make a demonstration that you need help," placing conditions on the help, and perhaps giving it to them.
Let me point to a different effect of this.

The income tax exemption for children would be wiped out in

enacting a children's allowance. Just looking at a single family, one
effect of giving them a cash payment early and taxing it Inter is to

give them money front their own future, when the man will be making.
a. great deal more, presumably, and his wife may be working.
It would take money from his future and give it to him early in hismarriage when lie needs it most desperately.
Senator McGovEax. Senator Cook?
Senator Cool:. I agree.
SCI -tong. I would be glad to close on that.
ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY OF CHILDREN'S ALLOWANCE

Senator AlcGovEws. Your presentation is very convincing. 01
course, I am prejudiced, because I am more and more coming to the
view that we have to develop a program to get at the income-maintenance problem in this country that doesn't set, poor people off in a
category by themselves.
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I have just one further point. I would like to comment On the fact
Ihal you would eliminate much of the odininistrative red tope a you
just automatically qualifiod every child on it simple oflidovit based
on the birth certificate. If at family has four or five children under Is
years of o!-..e. it down's iii ke any diflerence whether they ore rich.
Moor or middle, they automatically qualify.
Isn't that the most administratively efficient itiome-maintetione
program that conld be devised?

assistance rims on something like 7 to 10
NI. Seitou.u.
percent eash outlay for administrative cost. Social security runs on
around 2a or 3 percent.
Canada runs their children's allowance program on less than
percent cash outlay. I can't help out believe we tvotild do as
Senator ('ooK. This is where my hangtip comes. I have a feeling
that if the bureaucratic system in this country can foul it up, they
will foul it up. They Nvill find a Nvay.
1

Senator McGOVEltN. 'Thank you very much, Professor Schorr. NVe
appreciate your statement.
he in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrotv.
The committee
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m. the select committee recessed, to reeonvone at 10 a.m., Wednesday, Nfarch 4, 1970.)
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The committee met at it) a.m., pursuant to recess, in room G--:;08,
New Senate. Office. Building. Senator George S. :McGovern (chairman
of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senator Nle(overn.
Also present : Peter Stavrianos, professional staff member: and
Clarence V. McKee, professional staff nieinhrr the the minority,
OPENING STATEMENT BY HON. GEORGE McGOVERN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA, CHAIRMAN OF THE
COMMITTEE

Senator McGovr.ax. The committee will he in order.
Our first witness today is the distinguished Senator from (Wallow,
Senator Harris. who is the author of one of the most comprehensive
and thoughtful proposals that has yet been made for the reform and
reordering of onr existing welfare programs.
I have looked at the proposal with great personal interest and am
very much impressed with the thought and energy that Senator l farms
has invested in this effort to arrive at ti more rational welfare system
and better programs for dealing with the low-income families in the
Nation.
So, Senator Harris, we are especially pleased to welcome von as the
lead-off witness in today's hearing.
STATEMENT OF HON. FRED R. HARRIS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Senator Mums. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure for me to testify before this committee as part of
your continuing and comprehensive inquiry into the problem of
em
and malnutrition in this country, I think it is extremely important that
we continue to explore new ways of actually combating these and other
social problems that so desperately need attention.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt in another time of social crisis

said :
* * * today. in our boasted modern civilization. we are facing just exactly the
sante problem, just exactly the same conflict between two schools of philosophy
(211)
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that they laved in the oaliost (lays of America. and indeed the earliest days of the

world. Ono of themand one (f these old philosophiesis the philosophy of
those who would "let things alone.- and tiro other is the philosophy that strives for
soinothing newsomething that the human raw has lleVer attailled yet. but
believe the 1111111;111 race van and
something
through social action.

attain social just lee.

these recent days when we. have heard something about -benign
neglect,- I think it. is well to recall these words that. call not for lett ing
things alone but calling for action as advocated by this subcommittee.
It is through the work of committees such as this that social justice
can be attained and I lend my full support to join efforts.
Today, 1 would like to discuss how cash assistance programs with a
national minimum income level would attack this pressing need which
you have so exhaustively documented.

_Recently, I introduced, with eight other Senators, the -National
Basic Income and Incentive Act. (S. 3433), which I believe to be superior to the other programs employing the same principles which
are now tinder consideration by the Congress.

At the outset, however, I would be less than candid if I did not say
that programs employing this principle can not work in isolation.
'To advocate minimum income proposals outside the context of related measures to upgrade the level of opportunity for those now at
the bottom of the economic. ladder would be unrealistic and irreconcilable with our democratic ideals a universal health insurance program, full commitment, to education, increased social security benefits,
a more comprehensive workmen's compensation act, and higher minimum wage levels are clearly called for.
Above all, we need an updated manpower program, so that a guaranteed job becomes an effective policy, as intended by the Full Employ-

ment Act of 1945. Additionally, the children's allowance program
which von have advocated, Mr. Chairman, is a promising approach
which deserves careful consideration. I believe that there is no contradiction between programs employing the mininnun income provision

and such a children's allowance, In short, a variety of interrelated

measures must be seen as needed parts of an integrated effort. to wipe
out poverty and achieve a society which is responsive to the needs of
all its people.
The President's decision to advocate a federally- financed minimum
income program has brought the defects in our present welfare system

to the attention of the Nation, and has provided the .opportnity for
comprehensive discussion of this approach.

As my testimony will indicate, I believe that there are serious defrets with the specifics of the program the administration has proposed, but I believe the underlying principle of it minimum income
for all Americans is sound, and is greatly needed at this time.

Turning to the substance of my comments, the first point. that we
must keep in mind is that there is in general a direct relationship between level of income and quality of -diet, although other factors are
of course. involved. The Department of Agri-mIture, in its national
survey, reported in the Statistical Summary- issued by this committee,
found that of the families with less than $3,000 annual income, 36
percent. had poor diets and imother 27 percent were below- recommended dietary allowances in sonic categories.
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As income goes up, the percentage in the group in quest ion with

poor diets decreases until the point that only U percent of aiiiirws with
Incomes or 1-7;1o,h10 or more have poor diets, or, in other words,. only
one-quarter of the percentage found in the lowest income group.
These statistics indicate two things: First, that i
can increase
he income of the poorest group in our population, we can expect to
substant
improve. the quality of their diets. Second, that increased
income is not enough: it will be necessary to make 1111 of our citizens
aware. of 1 ht.. importance of a proper diet, and to provide information
instruction to help them achieve it.
These statistics, and the logical conclusit /Hs which follow, have led
many to advocate an increase in the money income of the su.

Iien I leineman. Chairman of the President's Commission on
income Alaintenance Programs, testified eloquently to this point in
his appearance before the committee last sluing. I le said :

The inain problem facing poor people is not a failure of food programs, lad
a lack of money. Poor food. eonsumption is only one symptom of inadvona
income. Clearly, legislative and/or administrative changes cannot make a food
supplement program fully effective in raising the dietary levels of the 11(PIly
while there is still inadognate income for the other mwssities of lire. without
adequate income ievos, there will be u tendency for reeipients to substitute the
free food for their former purchases to increase their purchase of other ritualy
necessities, or they may he reluctant to participate in any food program which
romires it fixed outlay for food. Snell a uhtn hampers their ability to adjust
expenditures to meet other family needs.

As you know, Mr. Heineman and his Commission ultimately recommend a program based on increasing the income of the poor.
Similarly:, .1)r. Jean .1biyer, the Special White I I °use Consultant on

IhinrV1. and Malnutrition, has spoken of both the advantages to the
family of a direct-income program, and of administrative advantages
from that type of program.
Yesterday, 31r. Mitchell Ginsherg, human resources administrator
of the city of '...cew York, also supported increased income in preference
to a food quotient in his testimony before you.
Along the same lines I have proposed the _National Basic income and
Incentive Act. What it. would accomplish, if enacted, is rather simple,
vet of fundamental importance: If it becomes law, it would insure that
a lack of fiunily income and resources would no longer be a cause con-

tributing to hinter and malnutrition, for it would mean that every

family would be able to obtain the. necessary components for a proper
diet.
In conjunction with other programs designed to ill form the Imblic.
I believe that this bill will make it possible for the national dis!rrace of
hunger and malnutrition to be substantially eliminated.

One of the strong points of this bill is that positive guarantees are
available that the additional income will be received by all of those
eligible, because the entire program will ultimately be supported by
the Federal Government and administered under the direction of the
Department of Health, Education, and:Welfare.
In the attempt to eliminate banger and mall tutrition, I believe that
this feature is of great importance. All of our experience indicates that
for a variet V of reasons, including the opposition of some localities and

States, food stamp and commodity distribution programsand of the
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I raw'', its yon joimv quite "11, the food stomp program and its
extension--lut ye tailed to reach a number of that portion of the Imputation which is most in need of assistance.
.\ February 1969 study showed that oily 21.6 percent of the boo of
the Not ion participated in food stamp programs, 0nd only 82.7 percent
received the benefits of potwoodit- distribution programs.
lIv contrast, the. National Ibis e. Income and Incenti Ve At 11"0111(1

prOVI(1(' cash

111C0111V

whirls would hring all of our citizens up to at

1(a'At t tt° t'llyrelit Poverty level over a 3-yea phase-in period. Tbis could

he used to buy foodstuffs directly or to purchase food stamps which
would :t retch their income further.
As long its we r- mint even reach 0 third of the poor in the country

wit h the current type of assistance, it is, of course, impossible to hying
no pod to hunger. When we consider the problems of poverty and hunger, proposed solutions mnst he directed not only at achieving a higit
enough level of assistance to insure that the real needs of recipient's are
met, but also at obtaining complete coverage of those eligible for
These two criteria are fundamental.
During the first 2 years of the program established by the National

Basic Income and incentive Act, it food stamp program would be
particularly important and needed. In the first year, the basic income
benefit would be 70 percent of the minimum living requirement, or

approximately $2,520, assuming the poverty level to be $3,600; in the
second year, the basic income benefit for a family of four would be Sri
percent of the minimum living requirement. or approximately $8,060:
and in the final year, the basic benefit for a family of four would be.
the full minimum living requirement.

During the first : years, food stamp programs would provide

a

means of bringine. the effective income of those with incomes below
the poverty 1i1, closer to that minimum standard. Such a stamp pmgram. I believe, should employ the same simple declaration method
of determining eligibility as would be employed under the Basic Inman. and Incentive Act.
This method has proved to be a reliable and inexpensi VC means of
determining eligibility where it has been tried, and would have the
additional advantage that eligibility, once determined, would be established
wd for both assistance and food stamp programs.
'Funning to the administration's proposed family assistance pro-

gram, I believe that there are serious weaknesses in the amount of
assistance provided.

"The single most objectionable provision in the President's proposal", as I said when I introduced S. 3438. "is the $1.600 annual
ineonte floor for a family of four."

The total benefits from the proposed administration program. and
from the proposed administration food stamp program, together,
would exceed the poverty level in only six States, leaving the poor
in the other 44 States lacking in the basic resources to provide even

0 minimally acceptable standard of living, as far as Federal assistance
is concerned, and therefore almost certainly guaranteeing that a majority of them would not have a diet that met the minimum nutritional
standards.
Almost all of these citizens receiving benefits under the adminis-
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tration 1)1;111 would be spending an amount for food at or below the
amount necessary to provide the
economy food plan level. However. the 1.-SDA has found that less than one family in 10 that spends
money for food at this level actually achieves a nutritious diet.

Furthermore. without a guarantee that the States would not cut
their level of assistance because of the new Federal program, these
levels might fall to the extent that even more families would fail to
achieve an income. at the poverty level, if some or all States chose to
cut their levels of payment because of the existence of the proposed
Federal program. however inadequate it. might be.
I was happy to note that the bill to be reported by the Ways and
Means Committee or the I louse does contain sue]) a restriction, unlike
the administration bill. prohibiting reductions in the assistance levels
in those 0 States whirl] ;ie Ito' above the $1,000 figure.
The. most important to remember, hoWeVer. 15 that under the admin-

istration proposal, even with the proposed food stamp pl'Ogralli. it
W0111(1 not he possible to eliminate hunger and malnutrition.

con-

trast, the National Basic Income and Incentive .\et, provisions would
bring all citizens in all States to the minimum-income level, and allow
further improvement if food stamp program was continued.
Hunger and poverty are a national disgrace in the richest nation
which has ever existed on the face of the globe. and a nation which has
the. most agricultural productive capacity and potential. It is long past
time that. we begin to take steps not only to study these problems, but
to take positive action to rectify them. as you Mr. Chairman. and this
sulwommittee have. so ardently and vigorously proposed.
'There- would lie, of course, substantial costs attached to these efforts,
but nothing, that would be impossible, or even partienlarly burdensome.
At present, we are making an effort in the welfare. field which is not

only less than that. in other industrialized nations, but. also less than
what We have done in the past.,

According to the International Labor Organization, total welfare

benefits as a. percentage of Natimud Consumption expenditures in the
1.7nited States are only 7,0 percent, while the same figure for .Tapan is
8,3 percent: for Canada. 12.4 percent: for the United Kingdom, 13.:1
percent for Fl.ance, 18.0 percent; for -West Germany, '21.0 percent.
Thus. even a substantial increase in our wel fare expenditures would
prohabl firing ns to a level that was still lower proportionately than is
the case in nations which are less ;diluent than the -United States.

Another piece of evidence which attests to our ability to absorb

additional expenditures in this area emerges when we compare public
assistance, as a percent of personal income 'totals in the United States
at several points in time.
In 1940, this figure was :1.4 percent. necordino. to the Social Security
Administration : while by 1950, it had declined to 1 percent : and since
1955 has remained steady at only eight-tenths of 1 percent.
Since. GNP and'aggregate personal income have increased markedly
in this period, as 1-percent effort in 1970 would be much less burdensome than was a 1-percent effort in 1950. There should, therefore, be
little doubt. that we can find the necessary funds to do an adequate job
of ending poverty and lumger, if we are only willing to try.
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A question lias been raised about the ultimate success of this or any
such program, often stated in the form of an assertion that -the poor
are always with us." This is both demeaning to many of our citizens
and unfounded in fact.
In the 19 years between 1959 and 19(19, the number of people who
could be counted as "poor," according to the official measure of the
Bureau of the Census, dropped by 14 million personsfront 39.4 to
.5.4 million. So the real question is not whether we can succeed in
eliminating poverty, but whether we are willing to take the additional
steps to lower the number still further.
Quite, obviously, 25 million poor people in a country as rich as ours
is too many.

We have made real progress in raising social security benefit levels
and in raising wage levels and the Federal minimum wage over the_
years, but we need to do more. Similarly, we should not be satisfied
with the amount of progress we have made in manpower development
training and similar programs, or in creating new job opportunities
in the public and other perscnnel-shortage areas of community service.
The National Basic Income and Incentive Act would provide the
base for these other needed programs by giving poor people a new
chance at a fair existence, out of which a constructive and improved
position in society can be developed for most of them if we are willing
to make the effort needed.

Another question which is often asked, either explicitly or im-

plicitly, is whether the poor can be trusted to use such an increase in

direct. cash assistance as would be provided by this program to improve
their diets, or whether they would waste the additional income, the implication being that only with food stamp or direct commodity distri-

bution programs could there be assurance that the additional assist-

ance would actually be used for the intended purposes.
Like so many canards that. are loosed whenever a new approach to

welfare is suggested, this charge has no basis in fact. The poor, with
their limited resources, cannot afford to be frivolous.

A USDA survey found that when the nutrients furnished by a

dollar's worth of food were tabulated, that the lower the income of the
group in question, the more value was obtained. Whether the measure

was on caloric value, protein, calcium, vitamin A, or ascorbic acid,
those with lower incomes bought more intelligently and received more
nutrients for their money.

The same study showed that the amount spent on liquor and the
amount. of liquor consumed by those surveyed was lowest for those
under the poverty line in income.

One of the most important things that I believe the National Basic
Income and Incentive Act will do is to demonstrate to the poor that
the rest of society trusts them, and genuinely desires to help them improve their own situations.

We are basically decent and generous people. But we have never
fully understood the power of poverty to corrode a, life, to destroy
initiative, to extinguish hope. The basic answer to poverty, to malnutrition, and to hunger is prevention. We know how to prevent poverty

surely as we know how to prevent smallpox or polio, any measures
of alleviation, however well conceived, must be seen as transitional,
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residual or supplementary to these measures that w:ll prevent ioverty
be fore it occurs.
_V remedy such as the administration proposes which will pay less in
cash benefits than the amount presently provided by 40 of the ro i States

hardly meets the challenge of preventing poverty and all the symptomatic difficulties that accompany it.
Let us now move to develop the preventive measures which ;Ire
needed.

I believe that the National Basic Income and Incentive Act can be

the foundation upon which we monnt this challenge. Only with a Incasutw of this sort can we provide the income which will eliminate poverty,
and therefore eliminate the financial reasons for the existence of mal-

nutrition and hunger.
With such a. program, it will he possible through education to relegate malnutrition in this country to the. category of historical nberratim. Without it, none of our plains and halfway efforts will end the
shame and paradox of poverty in this rich Nation.
.lames Tobin, writing in Agenda for the. Nation, summarized iii
stark terms our responsibilties in the field of social justice :

so long as any family is found below the official poverty line, no politician will
to claim victory in the war on poverty or to ignore the repeated solemn

a Vamowledgments of society's obligation to its poorer members.

Senator INIcGovr.mx. Thank yon ever so much, Senator I Lillis, for a
:,iiperb statement in explanation of your proposal.
As yon know the proposal that, the President has made, the so-called
family assistance plan, has received considerable criticism from sonic
of the States that have done the most, in the way of assistance. A feelin;-------

has developed that the administration proposal was, as a matter of
benefitting most. those States that have done the poorest. job of

meeting the needs of the poor.
I low would your phased-in movement toward fall Federal assumption of the program affect this problem ?
Senator HARRIS. I think you have put your finger on a very serious
defect in the President's system.
I will say this: I read 2 or 3 weeks ago where the Secretary of Labor

Shultz said, quite rightly, in my judgment, what both welfare recipients and taxpayers have been saying for a good while, that the present

welfare system is a failure. It traps people in poverty rather than

helping to get them out of it.

He said that the only thing to do with something like the bubonic
plague is to cure it; there is no half way to go about. it. let, that is

exactly what the administration is attempting to do.
For example, it sets, as I have said, a $1,600 limit. That is below what
40 States are now doing. So, while it moves to set, a minimum level, it
reminds me of what Gus Tyler with the International Ladies, Garment
Workers' Union once said. Ile said over the years if you look at \ Ana
Congress has done you find that the conservatives in the country and

in the Congress have been willing to let the liberals say "What" if
they can say "How much?".

8o, the liberals with the administration plan would get to say

"What", that is, we would start with some minimum income floor in

S

.1merica, but the conservatives would Will out by saying
and how much is far t.--)0 inadequate.

row much

_Umber achninistration olin
recently said. I believe it. was the
President, himself. as a matter of fact. said that a child in one Stale is
not W0011111011' or less than a. child in another State. I neTec NVith

t11:11".

I think that a. child groxvim, up in Mississippi ought to have the s:nne
chance at the starting. line for a decent fife as a child = -rowing up in
Oklahoma.

Yet. that basic fault with the present welfare system, that crazy
quilt of variation in how much assistance we will give. will not he
cured by the administration's program.

I might add additionally, that the administration program fails to
relieve the States of the tremendous financial burden that they have
been carrying. All of the States are having financial problems as a
result of the twin and increasing burdens of welfare and education.
1-nder my bill, we would take the welfare burden off them altogether.
Senator McGovEux. I think one of the problems we all recognize in
American political and social life today is the difficulties of raisin!,
hopes that go beyond the capacity of our programs to resolve. This
has been one of my anxieties about the so-called family assistance
proposal.

The impression is given that for the first. time we are going to put
a floor under the income of all American families to the point where
poverty is ended. It seems to me that the merit of your proposal is
that. it: comes much closer to facing up to what needs to be done to
realize that, hope.

Is it not a. fact that what the poor really need and want to escape

from poverty, that is, those who are able to Nvork, is a job
Senator I1 mans. That is right.
Senator McGovratx. What role do you think public service employment should play in creating more job opportunities ? Do you find that
compatible, with your proposal ?
Senator II.mus. I think it is not. only compatible but essential.
I will say first the. President. himself, has said several times that lie
thought, one of the faults of the recent. administrations was that they

had seemed to promise more than was delivered. I believe that the
same 'criticism could be leveled at the family assistance program of
this administration.
There are intellectuals and liberals who like it. because, we recognize

the Federal principle involved. But. the poor will get very little satisfaction ont of our approval of the intellectual philosophy if it does
not provide enough income.
Now, I have said on other occasions and I repeat here that somehow

the notion persists. in America, that if we could just give the poor
enough voice they would quit being poor, butt in this highly urbanized

and highly technological society that is jjust not working for a great
munber of people. Partly it. is because of the barriers of-racism which
keep people from jobs and from other opportunities for decent education, for health, for decent, housing, and other opportunities in our
society. and partly because of the debilitating effects of poverty in this
kind of complex society.
I think that we have to say, first. of all, that any society which calls

it -elf civilized and tolerate: unemployment for those who w:int to work
is not li vino. up to what it ealls
I believe that when we said Lack in 1
with the Full Employment

Act that we felt it should he Government policy 1(1
4' 01'Y 1".
son a job. we Aould today make clear that we mean that. that it is ma
just rhetoric but it is a rio-lit of every person in this country.

I believe that we should say that there are other kinds of rights.

That, the people in America in addition to the traditional eivii

the ri(rht to live and lodge and work where. one wants. also ha ye a right
to a decent education and a right to good health and a rioitt to enough
to eat.
The great work von have done and the committee lias done I a,4 begun
to impress some of these basic rights on our minds. These. it seems to
me, are, basic kinds of rights and not matters of charity for any American child. any Ameriean citizen.
I think one of the basic defects of the President's program is that
while it talks of workfare and the need to enconrage people to go to
work, there are no jobs provided. That, is the problem about all our
present training programs today. So many of them wind up training.
a person for a job which does not exist. So he winds up a great deal
more frustrated than lie was after getting motivated enough to find his
way through the maze of the complicated and varied kinds of programs
we have for job training.
lie manages to get in one, he manages to go through and complete it,
and then finds there is no job at the end of the road I think lie rightly

ought to feel sort of mad at some of ns in the Congress and in the
country who have not given him any better reality for the hopes that

we have raised.
I would support a bill such as has been .iitroduced in the House by
Representative James O'Hara which would carry out almost exactly
what, the Kerner Commision, on which I served as a member, recommended, and that is to increase the public service employment considerably. There are plenty of jobs that need to be (lone. We don't have
worry about, make work. We have tremendous problems of personnel
shortages in health and in education, in law enforcement, in cleaning

up our cities, in rebuilding the cities and so forth. I believe 41 lot of
these jobs can be made available to poor people and that they can be

open-ended, sort of career-building jobs, as well. The Federal-Government needs to help States and municipalities and county governments
and others to provide them.
Also, I am willing and I have urged that the Federal Government
also subsidize private industry for being willing to take the increased

risk. I think that the JOBS program and the National Alliance of

Businessmen program to create private jobs are very well intentioned
but the fact is they have not created sufficient jobs in the private sector.
We have to understand that in addition to two and a, half million or
so hard-core unemployed there are some 10 million Americans who are

working, about 0 million of them full time, and still are below the
poverty line.
If we are just going to scratch the surface, as we have always done,
why, then, obviously we are not going to really make any advance on
helping people out of poverty. So, I think that is No. 1.

Senator Aletiovr.nx. In that connection, senator Ilarris, is it not it
fact that there are large numbers of things that. we need to do ilt this
country that ore not a part of the profit system, that is, jobs that need
to loe done in the public sector where there is no profit

You can't expect private industry to go in and do the types of things
that owed to be done in terms of outdoor recreation and relauldingour
cities, providing better services, public services, for the people cl Our
cities and States, when there is no profit in it.
So that places a very special obligation, I think, on those of us who
are trying to get on top of the problem of uolemployment and the unmet
public services in our country and put the two together in some kind of
workable fashion, does it not
Senator IlAmas. You are absolutely right.
Yon have to build upon whatever motives we can find. The profit
motive is a very powerful one in our society.. I think we ought to build
upon it and turn it to public and social ends.
1. don't believe, as you have said, that. yoz: can expect, a corporee
manalfer no our society to spend a great deal of the income and assets
of a corporation -under our system for social goals and very long stay
as a corporate manager.
I think you are going to have to build upon public employment and
at the same time provide incentives for private employment. For that
matter, we are going to have. to expand our definition of work in the
years to come if we are to guarantee a job for every American, as I
think we should.

There are other basic defects in the President's program which
should be mentioned. You will recall, and you joined with us at the
time, the lute Senator Robert Kennedy and I opposed very vigorously

in the fall of 1067 the punitive and regressive amendments which were
adopted to the welfare laws. We were largely successful in that fight
against, those provisions in the Senate, though, as you know, we were
unsuccessful eventually no the conference.

One of the things that we fought at that time was the requirement
in the law- that mothers receiving aid for families with dependent
children who had minor children in their homes load to go to work.
What we advocated instead was that we change the system which
exists in most of the States that requires a father to get out of the
home in order for his family to be entitled to assistance, and instead
say that in every State that kind of family must be made eligible by
Federal requirement, and that the father then go in a work or training
program within 30 days.
Instead of that, almost incredibly and certainly very punitively, the
Congress decided to continue the present system where in most of the
States the father must leave the home for his family to be eligible for
assistance if he is unemployed. Then the law was passed to require the
mother to go to work, both provisions therefore resulting in greater
pressures which are already great enough for family deterioration.
Now, the proposal of. President Nixon would continue that kind
of system and would not make exceptions from the work requirement
for mothers of schoolchildren.
The National Basic Income Incentive Act. which I introduced would
make exceptions for those and other people receiving welfare. It would
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unlike the Nixon proposal, not require a ierson to go to work in a

job which did not pay the minimum Nvage or the prevailing wage,

whichever is higher.
I think otherwise you would fare the proposition that a Stat4,, might

require a welfare mother of schoolchildren to go into some kind of

7:i-cents-an-hour cleaning up of houses or picking cotton or whatever,
when it seems to me that society's needs for her to administer to her
own children are far, far more important and of greater value to us, as
well as being more htunane.
My bill would also provide greater incentives both for those required
to work and those accepted to go into work programs by allowing: them
to keep a greater share of their income.
Senator McGovEux. Senator haggis, are you a little troubled over
all the talk about work incentives when the. people who already want
to work and are out looking for jobs can't find them ?
Senator HARRIS. Yes, sir.

Senator McGovEnx. What are you going to do if you create all this
incentive and build up an enormous increased desire on the part of

people to work when those who are already looking for jobs can't find
a place to work? What happens ?
Senator Mums. It seems a rather heartless policy to me, Mr. Chairman, that we would consciously pursue a policy of putting hundreds of
thousands of Americans into jobless lines in order to, as we say, get our
economy back to normal and at the same time not to provide some kind
of net to catch that fallout of those who will be in the jobless line.

It is an amazing thing to me that more of us don't cry out against
the economic, fiscal, and monetary policies of this administration. It
seems to are it is almost like Alice in Wonderland. If we dropped down
here from Mars and we weren't accustomed to all this economic jargon
that we have become accustomed to in recent years, and if we heard the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Dr. Arthur Burns testify as
lie did the other day to the Joint Economic Conunittee--in a nation
which is the richest, most productive nation in the world, the most
affluent, with the greatest demand for goods and products, with the
greatest demand for housing, for example, with already hundreds of
thousands in the jobless line and looking for workthat as a part of
official Government policy we are very pleased to report to you gentlemen that we have been able to get economic growth almost down to
zero, that housing starts are way down, that unemployment is up, we
are happy to tell you, and probably is going to go up further, and that
we are idling plant capacity, production is down, and these are all
very good signs and it looks like we have this thing under controlit
would seem incredible. It seems to me to be a wretched and heartless
policy that we could allow ourselves to be so accustomed to these economic theories that all this would come to be seen as quite all right.
There was an administration official in my home State not long ago;
that is, an official who supports the administration, who said at Tulsa,
Okla., when asked about 40 people who had just been laid of at a local
plant there, that "If we are going to get our economy under control
there are just going to have to be sonic hungry mouths.'
That is a direct quote.

42-778-70---pt.

When asked further about it, he said, "Well, there are only 40

people."
That reminds me, Mr. Chairman, of what. Senator Richard Russell
said when he came to the Senate. The chairman of the Armed Services
Committee was a man from my home town, Thomas P. Gore, a blind

man. Senator Russell said in one of the first meetings of the Armed
Services Committeethey were talking about benefits for widows and

orphans of those who died in the Spanish-American WarSenator
Russell said, "I was a brash young fellow and said, 'I don't see how
you can call that much of a war. There were only 369 people killed in
the whole war.' Senator Gore said to me =For those 369 it was a. hell

of a war.'"
And for those 40 people who have been laid off at Tulsa, all this
talk about whether or not we are going to have to have a recession is
academic, there already is one.
Senator McGovEnx. Thank you very much, Senator Harris, for your
presentation. We do appreciate it.
Senator HAintis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator McGovrnx. Dr. Wiley, we are happy to welcome you to
this committee. The members of the committee know that you are
executive director of the National Welfare Rights Organization and
that you have been an outstanding and articulate spokesman for not
only welfare reform but for a dignified and adequate program to put
an end once and for all to poverty in the United States.
We are somewhat familiar with the major outline of your proposal.
It is one that I have looked into very carefully and with considerable
sympathy.
I have delayed introducing, as you know, a legislative proposal of
my own until there is some opportunity to get the full import of your

thinking and the thinking of other people who are working in this
field.

So, I personally, want to welcome you with special pleasure to this
conunittee.
We are most anxious to hear your comments.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. WILEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL WELFARE RIGHTS ORGANIZATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
MRS. JEANETTE WASHINGTON, MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

Mr. Wir,Er. I would like to introduce Mrs. Jeanette Washington,

who is one of the members of the executive committee of the National
-Welfare Rights Organization and vice chairman of the citywide orga-

nization in New York City, and a recipient, herself, and one of the
leaders from the beginning in the National Welfare Rights Organization.

I want to say at the outset, No. 1, that I had asked Senator Harris
if he could possibly stay and hear this testimony because in many
senses we have what we regard a very cogent message for the liberals

in the House and in the Senate and we regard Senator Harris as a
friend who has fought against repressive welfare legislation in 1967
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along with the late Senator Kennedy and yourself, Senator McGovern,
who have brought out the serious problem of hunger and malnutrition
in this country.
We have appreciated and admired the work you have done.
We feel especially concerned that we get the support of the liberal

Senators and Congressmen around the t= ies that poor people have
identified as their No 1 issue in dealing with the problem of hunger
and that is an adequate income and getting a drive for an adequate
income for N-ery citizen in this country.

We do not stress a guaranteed income. We stress adequate income.
When we say adequate income. we are talking about an income to meet
the real necessities of life in this country.
We want to talk a little more about that but I would like to introduce
Mrs, Washington to say something about. the problem as we see it.
Senator McGovreN. We. are happy to welcome von to the committee,
Mrs, Wash ington.
Mrs. WASII 1 NGTON. Thank you very much.

I am a welfare recipient. I was raised on welfare and I any ra
children on welfare. I have eight. children. It is not an easy job. And I

live in the State of New York which is supposed to be the Empire
State of the world.
POVERTY' AMID pt ENTT

The cutback in the budget. in New York State has affected my family
and all families not only in New York City but all across the country.
My involvement in the National Welfare Rights Organization took
my concern of myself primarily and put it on people, black people,
white people, Mexican-Americans, Indians, people in general who are
poor, who are hungry, who were in need and asking for redress from
this American Government that has said we have a right.
Yet, when we went to the door, they said, "Don't knock: just walk
in." When we get. to the door, it is locked. We have seemed to find that

during the course of the whole 30 years of this whole welfare program it is not doing the job it is supposed to do. It is supposed to get
people on their feet and back into the American mainstream.

I am an example of that. I went to school in New York. I did not

get educational opportunities; job opportunities were not there. As far
as my children right now, there are not educational opportunities.
Since I have been involved in this movement, I have had problems
with my children but I have let that not be a big thing in my life. But
I have one that has been kicked out of school and become what you
call another "problem" to society as far as drugs are concerned.
So, therefore, you see the cycle of poverty is not just money and giving us some food and a place to live, but it is many more things, the
whole environment in which our children are to be raised, also.
I would just like to make a little statement from this printed statement here concerning how we feel because, as a mother, I have been
out here struggling many days and I have said, "What is the use ? Why
should I go out again tomorrow because every day we go out we knock
on doors and people say 'OK' "; always the promise of a package.
I have gotten to the point where I am a little tired of hearing about
the promises and I have asked the Governor of New York State and
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the mayor of New York City and the commissioner of welfare, -What
do you expect us to do ? Continue to be Mee and passive and Iaw-abidin citizens and orderly people when we are seeing honger, we are seeing children without proper clothing, we are seeing elderly people who
Cannot go to a clinic, we are seeing blind people who cannot come out
of homes, we are seeing pregnant mothers that do not have adequate
clothing or diets to have a child in a good healthy crud it ion.

-We are getting maltreatment from the doctors who are getting

a for of money from medicaid.
-Do they expect us to continue to be passive ?"
I ask myself that. many days why have I not wrecked a place where

I van get my anger off. Again I think like so many poor people that

may not. be the same feeling, yon know, the same level of feeling that I

am at. Breaking up a place certainly is not going to feed the people,
certainly is not going to make the Government. give it to us tomorrow.
So. I think twice.
But many days the emotions of the moment make you not think.
I would just like to make this statement here.
I am just wondering, how long can poor people stand on the outside
of affluent. America and be told to quietly watch and wait, to be still
while their children starve? Poor people see the affluence around them.

Poor people see the millions and billions being spent on everything
from moon rockets to Merry Widow uniforms for the White House
guards, How can the poor relate to a country where newspapers spend

pages describing Mrs. Pompidou's hemlines while children in

Wisconsin are without winter coats ?
Government officials and average citizens alike are allegedly concerned about the fragmentation and polarization of our country. The
biggest gap, gentlemen, is not generational, political, or even racial. The
biggest gap is between the poor and the nonpoor.
We have a big struggle going on at this moment, not just organizing

poor people to learn their rights, their constitutional rights and their
rights as human beings. We are also involved in a struggle to educate
the middle class, They have also been told the lie that poor people live
at their expense.
Because I happened to live in a community which pays high taxes
for the food that we buy, the prices go up when the checks come, we
pay taxes in our rents, we pay water taxes; we purchase cigarettes,
taxes are involved in that, also. But these taxes do very little for poor
people.

As far as even education, our pennies go to education and yet our

children never are allowed to get a student loan to further their

education.
So, we question many times the fact that middle class is always told
that poor people live at their expense and we are not tax-paying citizens
so we don t have any rights to say what we need and what we want.

I look around and see middle-income co-ops going up at Federal
Government expense. I see children getting educational opportunities
in college in New York City at the expense of poor people's children
who never get a chance to fmish high school.

I just question who is living on welfare and are we really living at
the expense of middle-class folks. I question Governor Rockefeller

being so rich and involved in so many corporations and they have not
been taxed for years but yet our taxes are continuing to go up. When
they give us our welfare checks, we still have to pay those taxes and
they increase.
Carfare is being eliminated. Transportation prices are going up. We

are being concentrated in our area because people cannot travel in
those areas. They are confined to the communities.

I thank you very much for speaking to you, sir, and to this body. I

hope in summary you will be able to make good your promises anci cio

some effective work because I tell you a lot of us are tired of twin.,
studied and talked to, committee meetings are called, conferences are
called, and nothing ever ends up.

Now the President is talking about air pollution and environment.
the conditions of the shuns, lead poisoning the children in our ommunity. If we are given enough money to provide decent places for
r children, many of those problems will he erased because lead poison-

ing does not vanish : it. is still there even though you cover it up with
another coat of paint in those. old buildings, because that is the only
place that people have to live.
Thank von, sir.
Senator .McGoYERN. Thank you, Mrs. Washington.

Did I understand you to say that, in your judgment, the most important gap that we need to concentrate on is the gap between the rich
and the poor?
Recognizing that there is a continuing civil rights inequality. that
there is a gap between blacks and whites, what von are sliggestiler is
that the mo4 important. problem to focus on is to close that gap 1 wtween the poor and the rich. Is that a correct, statement.?
Mrs. WAstincorox. Yes. It. takes a lot of education on that from our

point. First of all, people are quite hostile to poor people coming in
and telling them they have been wrong. They have always told us
about the financial cushion. We don't know anything about financial
cushion. That is for rich folks, you know. We have said that. we feel

that education must go on but people need something in the meantime :
we need to be given things that, are. already here on the statute books.
such as given basic things to survive until the country decides lo getting down to really take care of business, you know.
Poor people are saying the middle-class people are a bigger problem
than rich folks because they think we are enemies.
Senator MCGOVERN. Beyond that, you are also suggesting, as I un-

derstand the import of your point, that many times poor blacks and

poor whites are in combat with each other.
Mrs. WASHINGTON. That has been the history of black people. and
white people fighting each other.

Since I have been involved in the National 'Welfare Rights Organization and I have been speaking to a lot of people, especially poor
people. I have tried to make them understand that rt is not a black mid
white situation. It is a. poor people situation and we must rally our
support and our strength together to confront this country with the

problems of the poor people, be they black, white, Puerto Rican,

Mexican-Americans, or Indians, because we have the problems even as
far as the Indians are concerned.

Senator lict-iovEes. Don't you think one of the reasons for the eontinning tension and combat that exists in some areas between poor
whites and poor blacks stems from that very point. that they are coini)et i n7 with each other for jobs that are too few, for deeent lionses that

are too fe.c? They are in a poverty grip in which, without regard to
color, people are thrown into combat with each other.
Mrs. WASIIINGTON. It is the same thing as far as black and white

competing for jobs, competing for housing. Yet; they are both in the
same situation. I think the misinformation that lets been going around
has caused that to happen. We have a big job to do. The middle (lass
have a job to educate their people to really know what is going on in the
society.

We have to eventually hurry up. otherwise many problems wil: arise
that we will not even begin to find a solution to.
Mr. WILEY. Senator, could we finish the statement and then answer
the questions?
One of the things that is very basic to what Mrs. Washington said is

that poor people are organizing and trying to press to change this ter-

rible welfare system and the rotten way in which poor people are
treated. There has been little but promises, studies, and phony programs that have not dealt with the basic problems of poverty in this
coentry and that people in the poor communities, black and white,
Chicano, Indian, Puerto Rican, poor people are tired of waiting for
programs that are supposed to help them. that don't really help them.
We are concerned that the Nixon welfare program nor any of the
other progran ,. that we have seen deal with the fundamental problems
that organi;:ed poor people have raised and that is inadequate income
for all poor people. The Ciovernment's own figures, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics figures, can clearly be demonstrated to show that it
takes at least $5,500 a year for a family of four to meet the basic necessities of life.
Where are the programs that have been advanced and where are the
Congressmen and Senators who are out, fighting for a $5,500 income for
every citizen?

The Nixon "illfare," workfare program is a totally inadequate program. A $1,600 program is inadequate. But any program that talks
about levels of $2,400, $3,200, $3,600, are thousands of dollars away
from what. is necessry to meet the basic necessities of life, do not come
anywhere near the basic proposals that organized poor people across
the country have been making as what, they see is necessary to meet
their minimum needs.
Now the proposals for an adequate income have risen in all of the
300 welfare rights organizations across the country. The questions of
adequate money to meet the needs of families, for food, for clothing,
for shelter, are regarded as basic for all poor people for meeting the
prohlems that they face.
This is something that the welfare rights organizations all across
the country have come up time and time again is how can we get more
money to meet the basic needs of our families? Look at the history.
The Government fought a war on poverty and the poor people lost.
Both modern and liberal candidates. for public office continuously
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promised to help vior people but no matter what candidate wins, poor

petit c loe.

The only programs that poor people believe in, the only programs
that poor people want, are action pro rains now to produce adequate
income to meet the necessities. Hunger is not an academic problem.
There has been sufficient time studying the problem, preparin!r reports, gathering statistics. making statements, holding hearings.
What we are saving is that we are tired of this and that we need a
solution and a solution means action now and motion now toward an
adequate

I think that it is important that poor people begin to speak out and
expose the inadequacy of President Nixon's proposals. The fact is that
a :s1,000 proposal conies nowhere near meeting basic needs lint the fact
is also that none of the other proposals that are advanced that I have
heard come anywhere near meet fug basic needs.

It is remarkable to ine that we have had a 'White House conference
on food, nutrition, and health, a White House conference where poor
people. came to that. conference and appealed to citizens from all walks

of life around what poor people felt were the basic problems and the
basic solution to hunger and that conference came out with a recommendation for immediate emergency action to distribute free food
stamps now and free food now to all the hungry people. It came out
as a more basic solution the guaranteeing of a $5,500 adequate income
for all citizens.
Yet, there has been no action around those proposals. The President
has ignored those proposals. The people on Capitol Hill have appeared
to prefer to ignore those imoposals. We in the welfare rights organizations are deeply concerned about the fact that the voices of poor people

are hot being heard, that we do not have a coalition of liberal and
moderate Senators and Representatives in the House rallying around
the issues as identified by the people.

I think that what you are going to have is as poor people are organizing, we have now more than 75,000 members across this country,
people in the ghettos and barrios, people who are black and white and
Chicano and Mexican-American, who are organizing and prepared to
wage a political struggle around the issues that we see as important
to our survival.
Let no one mistake and let no candidate for political office, be they
local or State or congressional or senatorial or the President of the
United States, let no candidate for political office fail to recognize that
we are organized and building and intend to have a base of power that
can deal with those people who don't respond to our issues.
In New York State right now, there is a race going on for Governor.

T want you to know that people, that candidates and their representatives have been sitting on door steps of the welfare rights organization
asking how they can get our support. What is going to happen today in
the political arena is that liberal candidates and people who say that
they have been with us and they are for us, they are going to come to
our door, and we are going to be somewhere else.

We are going to be putting our support, we are going to be with-

holding our support from those people who do not take a stand around
the basic issues that we believe are vital to the survival of poor people
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and that is for an adequate minimum income of at least $:',.500 for a
family of four.
We think this is the only true commitment to end hunger in this
country. 'We think that the country has to make this commitment. We
think that the commitment. has to be through an adequate income
guarantee system forevery person in the rinted States.
I think that many people are going to be fooled by the Nixon proposals. I think that many people are going to think that a proposal
that offers 41,600 income is a proposal that deals with the welfare problem_ I want to say that. this proposal we regard as a proposal simply
to help people live like a dog.

The Nixon welfare proposals provide something like 19 cents per

meal per person as an average money payment, for people in the United

States. You can extrapolate that and see. what that would mean with
other proposals that would suggest that the benefits be }higher by 5,41,001
or $1,500 beyond the Nixon proposal.

These. are totally inadequate proposals because they do not meet
basic human needs. Poor people live in a society of continuing injustice. We have a situation where case workers harass recipients, where
there is the frustration of people having to beg for emergency food
orders to meet their basic needs at. the end of the month.
We have a situation where working people. thousands and thousands

of working people, do not have adequate income from wages to meet
their basic needs, and we feel that for those as well as for the people.
on welfare, as well as the millions of people who have no jobs and are
denied welfare because of illegal application. of requirements. because
of the categorical and arbitrary nature of welfare requirements at the
time, requirements that in many senses would be continued under the
Nixon proposals, we feel that the continuation of such practices are
something that. are going to continue to a deep division in America.
We think that as long as there is this terrible income gap between
the people who have and the people who have not, that. our Nation is
always going to be divided and that we think until this Nation can
bring itself and can speedily bring itself to the point of recognizing
the need for a guaranteed adequate, income for every citizen that we
are going to have tension, that we are going to have conflict, that we
are going to have disorders.
We think that the time is now for action. The time is now for people
to rally while the debate is fresh around welfare reform proposals.
The time is now to act and to speak out and to move in behalf of an
adequate income proposal lest we get. an inadequate Nixon "illfare".
proposal and the country return for many years to sleep on the feeling
that the problems of poor people are solved.
Thank you.
(The prepared statement, of Dr. Wiley follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. WILEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL.
WELFARE RIGHTS ORGANIZATION, ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. JEANETTE WA 5IIINGTON,
MEMBER OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Today,. once again, as we have in past years, representatives of the National
Welfare Rights Organization 1 come before a congressional committee to natke
the case for the poor.
1 Thr National Welfare Rights Organization is a grassroots. poor people's organization,

with 75,000 members in 300 local groups throughout the United States.
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I understand that you are interested and anxious end hunger in this count ry.
Let me then begin by saying that action towards ending hunger had better come
soon.

Just how long can poor people stand on the outside of affluent America and
be told to quietly watch and wait; to be still while their children starve?
Poor people see the affluence n round them. Poor people see the millions and
billions being spent on everything from moon rockets to Merry Widow uniforms
for the White House guards. How can the poor relate to a country where news-

papers spend pages describing Mrs. Pompidou's hemlines while children in

Wisconsin are without winter coats?
Government Officials and average citizens alike are allegedly concerned about
the fragmentation and polarization of our country. The biggest gap, gentlemen,
is not generational, political or even racial. The biggest gap is between the poor
and the non-poor.
Last month, in Jackson, Miss., 15 welfare recipients were arrested. They had

participated in a sit-in at the local welfare office, Part of a group of some 200
recipients protesting a week-long delay in welfare checks. The delay caused
recipients to miss their rent and utility payments. Hundreds were evicted. Thousands more had their gas and electric shut oft.

The meager welfare payments to Mississippi recipients left them with no surplus to tide them through the week when the cheeks did come. And the state
welfare department refused to inform landlords and utility companies that bills
could not be paid because the checks had not been sent out. The reason for the
delay was minorthe department was switching to computerized payments.
How can those recipients in Mississippi relate to a country whose technology
can put a man on the moonbut which refuses to use that technology to get those
drastically needed checks out on time..

It is quickly apparent why poor people find it hard to believe that this govern-

ment wants to help themhard to believe that the United States wants to end

hunger. And it gets harder every day.
If we do not want American society to permanently fragment into two distinct
oeieties, then the promises made to the poor must soon be kept.

Look at the history. The United States government fought a War on Poverty.
The poor lost. Both moderate and liberal candidates for public office continually
promise to help the poor. No matter which candidate wins, the poor person always
loses. The only program that poor people will believe in, that poor people want,
is a program of action and adequacy.
Hunger is not an academic problem. Sufficient time has been spent preparing
-endless studies, reportS, conferences, statements, promises, plans and programs.
An adequate income is the only answernot the half solutions of pushing moth-

ers out of their homes for jobs that are demeaning and ill-paidnot the halfsolutions of inadequate funds for insufficient food and a way of life that is in its

-horror un-American.

Figures taken from reports from the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that a
family of four needs $5500 annually to live adequatelynot well, merely adequately. And until that family receives that $5500, the basic problems remain.
Free food stamps, a national hunger emergency as recommended by the re'rouse Conferencethese will certainly help to end hunger on a
cent
stop-gal,

But the second conference recommendation shows the only way to a permanent
end to hunger, the only way to integrate the poor into our society and the only
way to stop the class polarization that is occuring in our country. That solution
is $5500 a year.

There will be a permanent end to hunger in this country when, and only when
all people are given the same chance. That means a proper education, a decent
home, clothes for schooland enough food so that worrying about being hungry
doesn't keep a child preoccupied through the day and awake at night.
This country must make a true commitment to ending hunger. The only realistic
:approach is. making a guaranteed adequate income a national goaland then
nAnm,nto innnmn n 710 ti Ann 1 ranlitr
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herited into the American way of li'Zeas a means of allowing all citizens their
very right to live.
Who eau participate in government when he is facing a day-to-day fight for
survival?
That is no exaggeration. Let me remind you that the inadequate Nixon plan
allows only 19 cents a meal in many states. A recipient is still forced to feed her
family mainly rice, beans, peanut butter and greens while trying to scrounge tochildren's teeth don't rot as early as her's
gether the money for toothpaste so
did.

do not believe that the American people, once presented with the true facts of
how little the present proposed legislation really does to help people can see it as
a landmark in aiding the poor. An inadequate plan just doesn't solve any problems.
Either the government is concerned with really helping people to live a decent
lifeor it is content to allow millions of people to go through years id suffering
and want. That is the simple correct set of alternatives. Passing programs that are
inadequate just to give a family a few more cents a day is cruel ; telling the middle
class that these proposals will really help people is more than dishonest.
Poor people live in a society of continuing injustice. The case workers whose
case loads are so heavy mothers are forced to wait six and eight hours to get a
simple form. The continuing frustration of begging for emergency food orders, ill
states where recipients consider themselves lucky to be allowed emergency food
orders. The bureaucracy that frequents; / loses a letter requesting a special diet

allowance for a child, thus sending the mother back on the rounds of doctor's
visits and trips to the welfare office.

To be poor in this country is not to live i r "another America"how could any
America treat people with the injustice and disdain that poor people suffer every
day.
So I come here to tell you that poor people are waiting, waiting for you to fulfill
your promises. None of the present plans proposed in Congress end that wait. All

are inadequate. All.arcefforts which do not confront the problem realistically or
with justice.
Poor people have been lied to so many times, though, that no .longer do we
merely wait. We are organized. And we intend to keep on organizing and protesting inadequate solutions until our plana guaranteed adequate income for all
Americansbecomes a reality.

Senator Mc Govinix. Thank you very much, Dr. Wiley.

Senator Harris, we appreciate your staying on to hear Dr. Wiley

and Mrs. Washington.
Dr. Wiley, it seems to me that there is really a question that you and
I and other people who are concerned about this problem must answer
and that is this :
Let us grant, to begin with, that the figure that you suggest as an
adequate income, somewhere around $5,500 a year, and I think there

is support for that estimate in the Bureau of Labor Statistics con-

cerning what it costs to support a family of four in this inflated economy of ours, let us suppose that that is an agreed-upon objective and
that people in the Congress and across the country who are concerned
about this problem would like to move toward that goal.
Mr. WTILEY. I can't allow that supposition because that supposition
does not exist.
I think one of the basic problems we have to do immediately is. that

we have to rally support for that supposition. Is it a supposition or is
it a fact that people need some kind of adequate income around $5,500.
I think that there are very few people who have been speaking out and
who have been saying that that is what is necessary.
Senator McGovEftx. That brings me to my question.

What do you think is the program that isi best designed to get the
political support that is needed? In other words, as you yourself have
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said, it is all well and good to have a national conference and have the
delegates agree on a figure, $5,500. That is the rhetoric.. Now, the ques-

tion is, how do you put together the political strategy or the public
understanding, the congressional understanding, that will make that
more than rhetoric?

Mr. WILEY. To me, the first thing you have to do is that you have to
recognize that as the need, you have to recognize that as the goal. You
have to initiate a fight to reach that goal. It seems tome until the lead-

ership of the country recognizes the need for a struggle toward that
goal. that we are not. going to have any motion toward that. To me,
and I think to all of us in the welfare rights organization, we have felt
that the question of whose plan is the least important question to the
question of getting an adequate income.

We have said that adequate income, some way of getting adequate
income to people, is the basic necessity. We feel that the decision about
what, plan and what strategy are in £1, sense political decisions that have
to be assessed and have to be made.
I could make,it seem that most every plan could be fitted to make an
adequate proposal out of it. The basic thing you have to do with President Nixon's proposal is to raise the benefit leVel for family assistance

to $5,500 and broaden the coverage to every citizen and not simply
families with children, and then you would have the framework for a

plan that deals with the basic problem of poverty, hunger, and
malnutrition.

You could take Senator Harris's proposal and instead of talking

about a proposal that goes in 3 years to the poverty, talk about a pro-:

posal that goes to an adequate income level in the earliest possible
time. I don't think we need 3 years. I don't think we need 3 years to
reach that point.

The amount of money necessary is less than the amount of money we
spend on defense, is about equivalent to the amount of money we are
spending on the war in Vietnam, is far less than the aggregate of tax
exemption and tax loopholes through which we subsidize businesses
and middle- and upper-class people in this country.
There is plenty of money, in short, to deal with the basicproblem of
poverty. What there is not is the political commitment and the drive
en the part of people and political leadership to reach that goal and
that seems to me to be the basic thincf.we need.
Senator MCGOVERN. So the thrust of your testimony is that you are

not particularly wedded to any one formula. The key fact is to center
on adequate income and you believe that to be $5,500 or somewhere in
that area. This is your goal and what you are calling on this committee
to do is to accept that adequate income level, defined as $5,500 a year,
and then find some kind of legislative formula that will achieve that
with a measure of dignity to the recipient.
Is that a fair statement of your position?
Mr. WILEY. Yes; it is.
Senator MCGovERN. Your chief critique, then, of the administration's

proposal and of others is that they simply do not measure up to the

adequate income criteria ?
Mr. WILEY. That is right. They do not provide adequate income and

they do not provide, in my opinion, any of the proposals I have seen,
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they don't provide a mechanin for achieving adequate income. They
do not provide the possibility or the likelihood that we are going to
reach an adequate income level.
Senator McGovEnx. Let me ask you this, Dr. Wiley.

While I have not introduced a legislative proposal, I think you are
generally familiar with the rough outline of the proposal we have

Beef thinking about, the children's allowance, guaranteed public service job to those unable to find employment in the private sector, lifting
the social security guarantees for the elderly and disabled to an adequate level and then covering in people who are not, covered by those
three provisions with direct assistance.
Do you believe that that formula, once. it were targeted at an adequate income level that. you referred to. would be one possible alternative that would be generally acceptable?
Mr. WILEv. No.
Senator McGovEux. Why is that ?

Mr. Witty. The reason is that at the heart of our proposal is gelting
an adequate income for every citizen. I do not see a mechanism in those
sets of proposals for achieving that end.
I think that the proposals are.fine proposals and are perhaps supple-

mentary to achieving adequate income. That is to say, they would

help some people who are working or some people who are old, whose

benefits were inadequate, or they would help somefor example, the
children's allowance tends to help families of working poor people who
are working but whose income does not measure up for one reason or
another and the children's allowance tends to supplement those people
and therefore get them to a more adequate income.
An example. A family of four with two children. If they got. a $50 a
month.children's allowance, that would be $1,200 a year. Our sense of
that is that if they had a net income, earned income, of, say, $4,300 a
year, then the $1,200 would bring them to $5,500 and they would be
in good shape.

If, however, they had no income, the $1,200 would bring them to
$1,200 and they would have to turn to welfare or some form of public
assistance, some other form of public assistance, for help.

What we say is that the children's allowance is a strategy, much
like social security, talking about full employment and wages our
strategies in themselves are valid and valuable but the basic thing at
the heart of the matter is seeing to it that there are no cracks and
that there is a floor that insures that every family will get a basic
minimum income and the plan that does that, and I think your proposal if it incorporated a $5,500 guaranteed income for everybody
who was left out and did not have an adequate income from children's
allowance, social security of whatever else, then there would be a firstrate set. of proposals.
Senator .McGovram. If the fourth section of our bill were adequately

stretched, it would then become more compatible with what you are

saving.
Mr. Wn.Ey. If the fourth section were an adequate income proposal

rather than would hint to thatI hope the debate is still open
Senator McGovEnic. The debate is wide open.

Mr. Wm-Ey. Rather than what is hinted at as a categorical welfare
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program, which to me would insure the isolation, would insure the
inadequacy for the people in situations such as Mrs. Walhington and
many others, particularly the women and children on welfare, that I
think it, would insure an adequate. program. I think that there is no

reason to think that a welfare program just because it is small, just because it applies to a small number of people, is likely to be an adequate
program.
So we say this has to be a. guaranteed floor that includes everybody
in it and assures everybody of an adequate income level. Then I think
family assistance, full employment., higher wages, better social security, all of those, things are important antipoverty measures, but the
basic thing of adequate income, is the thing on which we must, maintain
our central focus.
Senator MCGOVERN. Let, me, just put it. to you this way, Dr. Wiley.
One of the reasons why I thought that, the first three sections of my
proposal were important. is that, they would reduce the very problem
that you have referred to here, which is the isolation of the poor. Those
first three provisions of the bill apply to everyone, rich =d poor alike.
Everybody would qualify for a children's allowance. Everyone who
wants to work in public service, employment, who doesn't have a job

in private employment, would be given a useful job, something the

country needs. Everyone would automatically qualify for the improved
social security protection.
It was precisely to reduce the image of a. welfare poor people's program that led me to structure. this proposal as I did.
I just wanted to make that observation.
Mr. Wli.t.y. I think we understand the strategy. I think we disagree.
If that turns out to be your strategy, which I hope it is not, I think it,
would be a basic mistake to pursue that strategy as the main-line attack
on the problem because I think without a guaranteed adequate income
floor so that nobody could slip through the crack, of what "iou have to
admit is a categorical program, you have four major categories of pro0-rams that would deal with these problems and there could be cracks
in those programs.
If you say full employment, you may be disabled, you may be unable
to work. You may not qualify for social security for whatever reason.

You may not qualify for a children's allowance. Maybe you don't,

have any children. So there is a crack for you to slip through.
Then your reliance must be on some kind of fourth alternative. We
say the fourth alternative must be something that guarantees for every-

body that they are going to have the right to live, they are going to

have food and clothing and shelter at an adequate level and that means
an adequate income.
Senator McGovERN. Well, Dr. Wiley, I want you to know that von

are giving me pause, as you have for a long time, for some serious
though on this matter.

"What you say here is presented persuasively and convincingly as it
always is. I want you to know that your proposal is going to be very,
very seriously evaluated by me and I am sure will be by other members
of this committee.
We hope that we can get together on a formula where people concerned about this problem can stand .togther. If that happens, you
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are going to deserve a great deal of credit..

We do went to thank you and Mrs. Washington for appearing here
today.

Mr. Wirzw. Let me say as a final thing that I think all of us in the
Welfare Rights Organization have looked to you, Senator McGovern,
for leadership in this area. We have admired the things you have done
on hunger, malnutrition, your crusading efforts in these areas.
We hope that you will be a leader in this program of directly helping
poor people on issues as poor people see it,.

We think that an adequate income is really the basic thrust of something that must be done.

We are looking forward to having our executive committee meet

with you in the near future.
Senator McGovEnx. I would like very much to do that.
Mr. WILEY. If such a meeting can be arranged, it can lead to a profitable program.
Senator McGovEnx. Thank you so much, Dr. Wiley and Mrs. Washington.
We have as our next witness Mr. Robert Harris, who served as Executive Director of the President's Commission on Income Maintenance
Programs.
If your schedule would permit, we would like to invite you to wait
and hear this testimony.
Mr. WILEY. We will do that.
Senator MCGovERN. Mr. Harris.
Mr. Harris, we are pleased to welcome you as the second Harris who

has testified this morning before this Committee as the Executive
Director of the President's Commission on Income Maintenance
Programs.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT HARRIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COMMISSION ON INCOME MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

Mr. HAnnis. Thank you.

It is a pleasure to appear before this committee to present my views
on nutrition and the income gap. From my observations among lowincome families, I have become convinced that the best way of improving their diets is through increases in their incomes. And since I am
not an expert on nutrition, I will focus on ways of filling the income
gap.
ADEQ17ATELY DOCI:TMENTED

It is not necessary at this stage in the public debate on poverty,

hunger, nutrition, and the like, to present statistics on the poor and to
demonstrate their existence. This committee, through its hearings and
studies, has adequately documented that a large segment of the American public is in ektreme need. The President's Commission on Income

Maintenance Programswhich I served for 2 yearsgathered and
presented similar evidence. Other bodiespublic and privatehave
also documented the case.

Nor should it be necessary to refute the oft-held view that the poor
are poor because they have chosen a life of misery rather than work,
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or because they don't know better than to remain poor. As George
Bernard Shaw noted, "It's bad enough being poor without being
damned for it." Most of the poor are poor because they have no choice.
If they are to become nonpoor, they must be helped by a society that
is no longer willing to tolerate the social and economic consequences of
their poverty. This assistance must come in the form of a new program
that provides basic income support to all in need in an equitable, efficient, and humane way.

The factual basis for these assertions is presented at great length
in the Report of the President's Commission on Income Maintenance
Programs which was issued last November. I will not repeat it here.
Instead, I will comment on what I think a good income maintenance
program should look like and what we can expect such a program to
do. I will then comment briefly on specific program proposals NIlich
have recently been offered the Congress.
FEATURES OF AN INCOME MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

A good income maintenance system will put a floor under the incomes

of all in neecl to insure that some minimum of consumption opportunities is available to all. This income floor should be designed in a
manner that preserves financial incentives to work. This is all that
such a system should do.

An income assistance program should not try to influence persons
to be more moral or less moral, or to be better or worse persons. Attempts in this direction will not succeed and will reduce the effectiveness and efficiency of the basic income assistance design. In general,
subjective features that allow coercive administrative practices should
be avoided.

The first criteriaproviding financial work incentivesis desirable

for any one of three reasons :

(1) We need the output produced by most members. of the labor

force and do not wish people to quit work ;

(2) The budget costs of any program will be greater if people work

less;- and

(3) It is a conunon view that work is socially and psychologically

useful for people who are able to work.

The second criterianot using financial incentives to try to induce
changes in social behavioris desirable primarily because such incentives as have been applied in the past have not affected behavior in the
ways desired, but have harmed
For example, family size limitations on AFDC payments have been
"justified" on die basis of discouraging large families by welfare mothers. In fact, they have discriminated against existing children in large
families while not affecting birth rates!So they really did not have the
good effect that they were designed to have but they have had a very
serious deleterious effect on the people involved.

The third criteriaof requiring objective administrationis par-

ticularly important. In the area of providing basic income support, the
rule of law should be paramount rather than the rule of persons. An
individual's rights to benefits should be clearly and objectively specified by lawmakers rather than administrators. We do not let the IRS
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agent exercise subjective judgment in determining the ability to pay
taxes of individuals. We should not let the line administrator of a
cash transfer program exercise subjective judgment in determining
the amount of basic income support that an individual needs. The
amount of tax I might pay or the amount of welfare I might receive
is too important to me to 'leave to the subjective judgment.. of anyone
but Solomon. If the amount I must pay (or may receive) is clearly
specified in law, I may be unhappy with it, and I may think the law
is bad, but I do not have to bow to the discretion of a low-level bureaucrat engaged in administering the program.
A fourth criteria for designing a new income maintenance system

might be the full replacement of the existing categorical public assistance system as soon OS possible. This system fares badly when eval-

uated by the criteria cited above. It has other defects that I will not

enumerate here. The case for this replacement has been made publicly
many times most recently by President Nixon.
In short, I feel that an income maintenance system should perform
one function well : it should change incomes. Inducing changes in be-

havior, morals, family size, social functioning, and the like, falls in
the province of other programs.

Attempting to attach features to achieve these other goals to basic

income
has failed in the past, and has also resulted
in doing a poolsjob
ob of supporting incomes.
INCOME SUPPLEMENT PROGRAMS

Given rough agreement, on the above basic requirements for an

income maintenance system, it seems necessary to lay out the specifics
of a plan that stands up well upon evaluation. This is not difficult to do
since-many proposals have been made in recent years that fall in the
same general family of plans.

Characteristic of all such plans is that they guarantee a certain

income level to families with no income, varying by family size. As a
family's income rises, the supplement from the Government decreases,.

but only by a fraction of the increase in income. That is, the plans

allow recipients to build upon a guarantee by adding income from other

sources which is only partly "taxed" away. The plans are generally
called negative income taxes.

These plans provide a financial incentive to work; those who work
will always have more iincome than those who do not. This results

because of the fractional reduction of benefits as earnings rise. Tailoring benefits to income and family size alone avoids attempting to induce
other social or behavorial changes through the threat of benefit reduction. And the simple schedule of benefit rights avoids the application
of a good deal of administrative discretion.
More specifically, we could provide a support level of $2,400 for a
family of four with no other source of income. If that support is reduced by 50 cents for each $1 of income receiveda 50 percent rate of
benefit reductiona family earning $1,000 would receive not only its
earnings of $1,000, but $1,900 in additional income support.
This plan would provide some income suppleMent to all familie&
with incomes below $4,800. Such a plan would have Federal direct
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costs of some $7 billion in 1971, and would make payments to 37 million
persons living in 10.5 million households. Over 70 percent of this cost
reflects payments to families with children. This is the basic. program
design recommended by the President's Commission on income Main-

tenance Programs (Poverty Amid Plenty: The American Paradox,
Nov. 1969) .

Most proposals of this nature are

: that is, they cover the

elitiro needy population. 1 however, it is possible to have such a program

only for certain groups in the ',ovulation such as families with children. The administration's family assistance program, being considered by Congress, is such a plan.
This plan would provide a basic income of $1,600 to a family of four
\with not other income, and supplement, incomes up to $3,920. It is an

improvement over current welfare programs only in the sense that the
category of families with children is a more sensible category than the
category of broken families with children now aided under AFDC..
It7ineludes many of the "working poor"----those who have. been excluded from AFDC benefits because the family is headed by a workingman, but his income is below the poverty level. The "working poor"
comprise some 40 percent of poor families headed by nonmed persons.
13nt it retains the disadvantage inherent in using categoriesmany of
the very needy poor are excluded. Single persons and childless couples
receive no aid regardless of their need.
In addition, the program suffers from an attempt to apply admin-

istrative discretion in areas surrounding work decisions. Instead of
relying on financial incentives and the free market, a bureaucratic
system would be set up to determine who should and should not work.
This has the potential for great abuse, and the benefits are doubtful. I
doubt that it can force one true malingerer into the labor force.
The President's Commission on Income Maintenance Programs recommended a $2,400 program level as a starting point, and also recommended that it be increased to a more adequate level as soon as possible.
It. is difficult to launch an expensive new program at an adequate level.
To some degree, the starting level is arbitrary. A program even at the
$1.600 level recommended by the administration, would do much good.
below even this level.
i
Millions of American
America live on incomes
One crucial fact., however, leads me to think that a. program that is
going to replace welfare should start at a level of at. least $2,000 for a
family of four. One objective of adopting a new national program is
to replace the Federal-State public assistance system, with all of its
flaws and its great State-to-State variation, with a uniform and equitable system. Inyt,he process of making this transition, no individual who
receives more than the basic Federal floor now should suffer a reduc-

tion in income. This requires that States which have relatively high

welfare benefits supplement. the Federal payment for current recipients
until such time as the basic benefits under the Federal program reach
adequacy. If the basic Federal payment is set at $2,000 or above, every
Mate could make supplementary AFDC payments to current recipients
without any additional Federal assistance and save money into the
bargain. Thus, the Federal Government could end its participation in
categorical public assistance programs and be assured that States could
easily afford to supplement these payments for current welfare recipi42-778-70----Pt. 1 -16
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ent& And, of course, new recipients in the Federal program would
require on State supplementation.
Alternatively, States that have relatively high benefits under AFDC,
could with savings raise those benefits in a supplementary program if
the basic Federal floor came in at $2,000 or above. If the Federal floor
comes in below that level, then the States won't have the money to do it.
At a. level of $1,600 as proposed, many States would lose money. There-

fore, the President's proposal continues to assist States in the traditional programs which everyone agrees have failed. Thus, there is a
minimum level fora new Federal program that is required if the program is to be a substitute for existing public assistance rather than an

addition to the old set of programs.
While the initial income level to be supported may be, to some extent,

arbitrary, the rate of reduction for other income is not. Available
evidence indicates that the rate by which payments are reduced for

other income may have sig,nifieant effects on work incentives. While we
have very little empirical evidence, there is general agreement that an
implicit tax rate of 100 percent on earnings has the predictable effect of

reducing work effort. Nobody wants to work for nothingbe they

rich or poor. Thus, some lower rate is necessary. However, the lower
the rate, the higher the cost of thzi, programsince more persons become

eligible.

The consensus of expert opinion is that reduction rates of greater

than 50 percent of earnings should be avoided. Most serious proposals
do not go above a 50-percent reduction rate for this reason. Both the

President's proposal and the plan recommended by the President's
Commission on Income Maintenance Programs adopted a 50percent

rate.
Senator MCGOVERN. In that connection, on that 50-percent rate on

the work incentive effort, isn't the practical effect of that to tax the
earnings of poor people at the 50-percent level ?

When you get right down to lit, what is the justification for that? Is
it not purely designed to reduce the cost of the program rather than to

arrive at a substantial fair way of dealing with the problems of the
working poor ?
Mr. HARRIS. No, sir; I don't think that is the case.

There is a 50-percent tax only if there is a significant payment made
by the Government. For example, if the $2,400 level is made to a family

of four without any tax on their earnings, without any recoupment,
the cost of such a program is extremely prohibitive, There is no way
to make that kind of expenditures without having some mechanism

that reduces the benefits that we pay people as their earnings rise.
We don't want to pay $2,100 to a family with $100,000 of income
for many reasons, one of which is that we can't do it; we cannot finance
a program without taxing somebody.
Senator McGovEmsr. I asked Dr. Wiley to stay on t& hear your testi-

mony. Now, he has proposed and the White House Conference on
Nutrition and Health proposed that $5,500 basis as the adequate income for a family of four. I take it that your feeling .about that would
center around the cost of the program.
What would you estimate would be the cost of the program on that
level?
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Arr. HAnms. It depends on how you structure, the program. If you
structure it with a $5,500 guarantee and a 50-percent tax rate on earnings so they supplement all incomes up to $11,000, the costs are extremely high. I have estimated in the neighborhood of $70 billion-plus.
If you try to reduce that cost the only way to do it is to have a higher
tax rate, is to not allow people to keep 50 percent of their earnings.
That reduces the direct cost that you would calculate from the existing
income distribution but there probably would be some negative work
incentive effects.

As that tax rate rises from 50 percent to 70 percent to 100 percent,
the returns from working get lower for people who are now working.
Most of the recipients would already be working people, and we don 7t
know what the work incentives effect would be of very high rates, we
can't calculate the cost.
Senator McGovnitx. Is that work incentive feature a part of that estimated cost you are indicating'?

Mr. llamas. Yes. It is a very considerable part. I don't recall the
exact figure but if you did not have that work incentive feature, if
you had a flat guarante,ed income at $5,500 for a family of four, just
takin o. everybody and bringing their existin0. income up to the $5,500
level, the calculated direct cost of that would be something like $20
billion, as I recall, but that would not take into account any reduced
work on the part of people whose earnings are below $5,500. If you
just brought them up to $5,500 you would in effect be imposing a 100 -

percent tax on their earnings because they would have a dollar-fordollar reduction in the $5,500 benefit for their earnings. The work incentive effect of that could be very serious and would add considerably
to the cost, but we don't know the exact magnitude or even the order of
magnitude.
Senator MCGovEnN. You may finish your statement.
Mr. HAmus. I was essentially finished with my prepared statement.
I will be glad to answer any other questions.
Senator McGOvERN. Let me ask you this, Mr. Harris.
How would you structure this program? How would you relate the
income maintenance feature with food stamps? Would you phase out
the food program?
Mr. HAnius. I would like to see the food programs phased out. I think
it has to be approached in several steps. Given our existing inadequate
system of income maintenance, I think we probably should have a better food stamp program because people don't have enough money to
buy food if we could get it immediately. The bill proposed by members of this committee, for example, would be a big improvement over
the current system of income maintenance.

It would also have the effect of automatically diminishing as cash
income support from other sources rose because the amount of food
stamp benefits is related to cash income. I think there is a meshing together. If you could then enact a good income conditional food stamp
program, any changes you make in income support would automatically
displace that program.
If you could enact a considerably higher level cash income support
program than the President is talking about or even than the Heineman Commission' proposed, I would not see any need for food pro-
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grains. I would like to see every dollar that goes into food be 1)111 mt o

cash initially.
Senator ;CfcGOVERN. What Mayor Lindsay and Mayor Flaherty
raised yesterday to the President's proposal is that. it still leaves State
administration as a very real option, as inevitable consequence iii
many States.
What is .yonr ennumnt, in that respect, on the administration's proposal as it now stands?
Mr. HAmas. I think there are two aspects of that that. are, important
and only one of them gets focused on frequently.
In the case of the several million, I think about 6 million recipients

of current. AFDC, in any State where there is an AFDC standard
above the level of $1,600 there has to be some additional mechanism
for supplementing the Federal payment to receive their current. level.
Under the administration bill, it. is possible for the States to contract
with the Federal Government to administer tbat supplementary pro-

gram but the discretion for that, I believe, was left to the States. It also
allowed the Federal Government to contract with the States. Now, that
is for the 6 million recipients of current AFDC.
The other side of this is that there are 14 million, I believe, new
recipients who are not nowreceiving AFDC and would not. be receiving the supplementation under State programs and would not have to

deal with any State administration. This is also a point where the
magnitude of the problem decreases as the level of the Federal base
rises. As you rise from $1,600 to $2,400 level, the number of States
whose welfare standards exceed the Federal program drops from 44'i

to about 20.
Senator MeGovERN. Mr. Harris, to go back one moment to this problem of how this program is going to be financed, I am again bothered
by what seems to me to be an effort, to place a major part. of the cost

on the working poor. I understand this work incentive feature that
both the President, and you are concerned about, how you get. some
degree of benefits into the hands of people who are working.

Presumably under Dr. Whey's proposal that might go up to, say.
the $10,000 income level. There would still be some incentive payment
there. Instead of setting that rate. of 50 percent, in other words, taking*
back 50 percent of the benefits from people who are working have von
given consideration to the possibility of shifting more of that load to

higher income brackets?
I know somebody has to pay for this program. Supposing we had a
universal allowance of $3,600 a year along the lines that Senator Harris
was talking about here earlier this morning, would you have any idea

of how much an ir.crease there might to be in incomes above, let us say.
$15,000 a year on up to finance that kind of program ?
Mr. HARRIS. Offhand, I don't; but I think it would be quite astronomical. If I could use a different example to show the order of magnitude and put it in the context of the children's allowance versus the
President's program? A children's allowance that paid $50 per month
per child would have an outflow of funds of approximately $40 billion

that would have to be financed, some of that to be -financed by-

eliminating exemptions and making the benefits taxable.
Senator McGovErtic. That would be a rather sizable amount.
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Mr. Mums. That gets the added cost down to $25 or $27 billion. That
$.25 to $.27 billion would have to be financed out of higher taxes which
a re, going to be paid by the working poor.
I think tht, fundamental difference between the negative income tax

approach and the children's allowance approach we are dealing just
with families of children, is not in the ultimate distribution of the net

benefits, it is in the mechanism by which youfmance them. In one case
you levy the income conditioning of the benefitS-before you pay the
benefits. In the other case, you pay benefits to everybody but you tax it
back.
The net gain by income class will be the same because you have to

finance the same amount. You have to collect back from the people
above your cutoff level the amount necessary to pay the people below
it. Either way.
Senator CGOVERN. Mr. Harris, what you say is not true. Financing
of the children's allowance would automatically fall heaviest on the
upper income groups because of our progressive tax structure.
Mr. HARRIS. I did not mean to imply it would fall heaviest on the

working poor. Depending on how you finance it, it would fall heaviest
on the working people in the middle classes because that is where the
burden of taxes lies. I think there are a lot of problems in the tax system as well in terms of the richest members of the society having access
to all sorts of ways of not paying taxes.
Senator MCGOVERN. It seems to me there is another problem that we
are going to be confronted with in trying to arrive at some kind of a

formula that includes this work incentive feature, and that is the

problem of the millions of people who are going to be involved.
Won't you end up with a program where 15 or SO million Americans
are involved under welfare?
Mr. HAnats. Under the President's family assistance plan, there will
be 20 million. Under the plan recommended by the Heineman Commission, I believe it, would be 37 million. Under a plan and guarantee at
the poverty level, you:would have probably 90 million, as I recall.
SenatorlIfcGovEux. Ninety million?
Mr. HAnins. If you start, at the poverty level and supplemented incomes up to twice the poverty level.
Senator McGovEnx. That would be $3,600.
Mr. HARIS. That would be roughly $3,600.
Senator McGoyEnx. Your estimate is that if you invoke that program and. then provide work incentives covering families up to twice
that level that you would have 90 million people involved in drawing
family assistance payments?
Mr. Mums. That is right.
Excuse me. It would be 75 million persons. It would be 21 million
households. It would be 21 million units filing returns, which is a large

number, but is not administratively feasible with our technological
devices, the same ones we use for administering both the positive income tax and veterans' programs and all other programs.

.

Senator McGoyEnx. In effect, though, Mr. Harris, wouldn't you
really be ending up with a welfare-type program embracing some 75
to 90 million people?,
Mr. HARRIS. Yes.
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Senator MoGotalror. Pardon ?
Mr. I-banns. Yes.
Senator McGrovEnx. Do you think that is a politically acceptable sit-

uation for the Nation? Do you think that you could actually put that
kind of program into operation in this country and sustain public
support for it?

Mr. litmus. I think you could; yes. Once it were in operation, I think
it would be like the Social Security System. At the time of its early
discussion it was viewed as unworkable and politically unviable for
the long run.
Senator McGovEnN. Now, Dr. Wiley has testified, I think with some

backup from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and others that $3,(500
will not support a family of four.
Mr. Hmatis. I agree.
Senator McGovEnN. Then you have to move up in the direction of

$5,500:

If that were the case, if you take the $5,500 figure and then maintain
the same work incentive feature, you are telling us, I think, that that
would cost somewhere around $70 billion.
Mr. HAars. Yes, sir.

Senator McGlovEas. How many people do you think would be involved in that kind of program ?
Mr. HAnius. That would involve about 150 million people, roughly.
Senator _MCGOVERN. So that all but 50 million of the American people

would be encompassed in that program in one way or another.
Mr. Mynas. That is correct.
I would not advocate a program at that level. I would advocate a set

of programs that would be designed at getting all Americans up to
that level or higher, if possible. I think there is a limit to the degree
to which we can rely on cash transfer programs to get people up to any
level. I think the role of the cash transfer program Is to provide a floor,
a bare floor below which nobody should fall.

I think the responsibility of other programs is to make sure that

almosteverybody, if possible, can have an opportunity to get well above
that floor.

Senator McGovEnx. Would you include in that formula the pos-

sibility of public service employment for those who can't find adequate
employment in the private sector?

Mr. HAums. I think we need programs which encourage full employment, the usual platitude, which we do not have now. In addition,
while I think we don't know enough to mount a full-scale public employment program tomorrow, it should very clearly be a future direc-

tion of policy development. We need to develop programs that are
going to create jobs for people who can't find employment in the
private sector.

Senator McGovEax. Thank you very much, Mr. Harris. We ap-

preciate your. testimony.

And, Dr. Wiley, we want to thank you for staying to hear the rest

of the testimony.
The committee will be adjourned.
(Whereupon at 12 noon, the select committee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Friday, March 6, 1970.)

NUTRITION AND HUMAN NEEDS
FRIDAY, MARCH 6, 1970
U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMM[TTEE ON" NuTurnox k xn I Ir MAN NEnns,

Tra.sq,),riton, D.C.
The committee met at 10 :20 a..m., pursuant to recess, in room G-30S,
New Senate Office Building, Senator George S. McGovern (chairman
of the conunittee) presiding.
Present : Senators McGovern, Javits, Percy, and Dole.
Also present : Peter Stavrianos, professional stall member, and Clarence V. McKee, professional staff member for the minority.
OPENING STATEMENT BY HON. GEORGE McGOVERN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA, CHAIRMAN OF THE
COMMITTEE

Senator McGovEmc. Our witness today is the Under Secretary of the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the. lionortae John
Venenian. He is accompanied by Mr. Robert Patricelli who is well
known to the members of this committee. He is now the Deputy As-

sistant Secretary for Interdepartmental Affairs, Department of

Health, Education, and 'Welfare.
Mr. Secretary, we are happy to welcome you to the committee.
My understanding is that you have a rather lengthy prepared statement that will be available shortly.
What I would suggest, in view of our conversation, Mr. Secretary,

is that you summarize the highlights and points you most want to
make to the committee. That will give the Senators al- opportunity to

question you on those aspects that we are most concerned about.
Mr. VEN-EmAx. Very good, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DOLE. Mr. Chairman.
Senator McGovErm. Senator Dole.

Senator DOLE. Before the Secretary begins, I would like to insert a
story from today's New York Times by Warren 'Weaver, concerning

action by the House 'Ways and Means Committee on the welfare
reform program.
Senator McGovEux. 'Without objection, the story will be made a
part of the record.
(The article referred to follows :)
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[From the New York Times, Mar. 6, I3701
HOPSE UNIT VOTES WELFARE REFORM FAVoRED BY NIXONONLY 3 DEMOCRATS
OPPOSE MnisulE To GUARANTEE A FAMILY INCOME FLOOR

(By Warren Weaver, Jr.)
WAsnisotos, March 5.President Nixon's proposal to guarantee every Amer-

ican family a mininmzu income supplied in whole or part by the Government was
overwhelmingly approved today by the house Ways and Means Committee.
The vote was 21 to 3, an auspicious beginning for a controversial program that

is now expected to win easy approval on the House floor later this month. All

Republicans on the committee supported the bill the three negative were cast by
DemocratsRepresentatives Al Ullman of Oregon, Phil M. Landram of Georgia
and Omar Burleson of Texas.
It was probably the most significant Congressional victory the Nixon Administration has won in its 14 months in office, Last October, when the welfare bill

was introduced, the measure was given only a' small chance of ever emerging

from Committee.

NULLS MAY MANAGE BILL

Today. it sailed out effortlessly, with the committee chairman, Wilbur D. Mills
of Arkansas, once regarded as a stubborn opponent, announcing that he would
co-sponsor the measure and word probably serve as its floor manager.
The Family Assistance Plan. which is the heart of the new welfare program,

would guarantee a lx:sic income to every family in the country, even if it included
a wage earner. The basic income for a couple with two children would be $1.600.
The plan contains a requirement designed to encourage recipients to get off the
welfare rolls. To receive benefits, the head of the aided household would be required to register for employment or job training.
xrxoN MARES STATEMENT

TIonefits would decrease as a family's earnings increased and would he eliminated altogether when earnings reached $3,920 a year.
Committee approval, usually a preliminary event only .modestly observed. was
celebrated today as though it were final passage. President Nixon issued a state-

ment hailing the move. The White House held a briefing on the bill.
Administration officials were openly jubilant.
-Not every Congress," Mr. Nixon declared, "has the opportunity to enact a
fundamental reform of our basic institutions. The 91st Congress now has that
lautoric opportunity."
Senate prospects for the Nixon welfare program are regarded as generally
good. The principal danger there, from the Administration's viewpoint, is that
liberals may increase the cost of the plan so much that the cost-conscious House
will balk at any compromise.

Under present estimates, the Nixon welfare program in its first year of operation would cost about $14-billion more than current welfare spending. It would
go into effect July 1, 1071.

Administration officials estimate that it will increase the number of those eligi-

ble for welfare assistance from the current figure of 1.7 million families, or
G.S million persons, to 4,6 million families, or 22 million to 23 million persons.
TIME GROUPS MERGED

The legislation also consolidates into a single class the three adult welfare

categories of aid to the aged, blind and disabled, and sets a new minimum income
of $110 a month for individuals and $185 for couples. These figures were Increased
over the Nixon recommendation at Mr. Mills' request.
Although the Ways and Means Committee made a dozen changes in the Administration bill Ite:ore reporting it today, the bill clearly reniained the measure the

President submitted four months ago, only rather gently adapted by Mr. Mills
and his colleagues.
The welfare h311 wili go to the House floor under a "closed rule," an arrange-

ment that prohibits amendments there and limits the members to voting for or
against the measure. The vote will probably come before the end of the month.
The only adverse response to the welfare legislation came from the United
States Chamber of Commerce which Issued a statement today contending that
the Family Assistance Plan was a first step toward a guaranteed annual income.
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TAN INCREASE FEARED

The Chamber's board of directors voted, to oppose the legislation on the ground

that it would produce a tax increase or an inflationary deficit, or both, without
solving the basic problems of welfare families.

A major provision of the welfare legislation would require the Federal Government to meet 30 percent of the cost if a state decided to raise the Family
Assistance Plan floor above the national minimum Of the $4.4-hillion additional cost, about $3-billion would he benefits to the
poor, two-thirds of it to families with some earnings. About $000-million would
finance day care centers for children, to encourage welfare mothers to work. The
remaining $500-million would reimburse states for welfare spending.
EVOLUTION OF mites STAND

California would. realize the largest saving, about $173-million. Rough estimates indicate that New York would save $02.4-million, Massachusetts W.:2million, Illinois $39.8-million and Pennsylvania $28.9-million.

The evolution of the support. demonstrated today for the Nixon welfare reforms is. in large part, the story of Representative Mills and the slow, steady,
campaign that. was waged in dosed sessions to win his neutrality and ultimately
his active support.
There wns an unusual measure of cooperation between the Democratie chairman and the Republican Administration throughout. In executive sessions of the
committee. an official of the Department of Health. Education and Welfare was
always present at Mr. Mill's invitation.
Introduced last October, the Welfare bill ',ay dormant as tax reform dominated

Congressional concern for the rest of 1969 In January, Mr. Mills startled Administration officials by asking them what bill they would prefer to have the
committee consider first. They chose welfare, and the chairman complied.
Throughout open hearings on the bill, Mr, Mills had never demonstrated any
enthusiasm for the underlying principle of helping to support the working- poor.

As 1970 opened, liberal Democrats had not rallied behind the program and one of
its authors said, "It looks bad."
GAM TEAM STARTS WORK

Then the basic Administration team went to work. It consisted of Secretary of
Labor George P. Shultz and an Assistant Secretnry, Jerome i 1. Rosow ; John G.
Veneman. Under Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, and an Assistant
Secretary, Robert E. Patricelpi.
Text of President Nixon's. statement follows:
[From the New York Times, Mar. 6,1970J
TEXT OF NIXON'S STATEMENT ON WELFARE

WASHINGTON. March 5.Pollowing is the text of a statemett by .President

Nixon today about action by the House Ways and Means Coma itte on his welfare
program:
The prompt and favorable action of the House Ways and Means Committee on
the Administration's proposals for reforming our failing welfare system is most
gratifying and encouraging.
I have great confidence in thislegislation; I believe it provides the hest method
for reversing the trend toward greater welfare dependency. I am most happy that
the Way's and Means Committeeafter conducting its own searching

investigationhas reached II similar conclusion.
Very few questions will come before this Congress that are In'-re important
than .welfare reform. Without a basic conceptual change in 01 117 welfare system,

we can, expect onIy that welfare rolls will continue to grow and that costs will
inevitably skyrocket. I hope that the members of both parties in both houses of
the Congress will ,follow the lead of the. Ways and Means Committee so that our
nation can avoid that misfortune.
While the initial, "startup" costs of this program are higher than our present
welfare costs, I am confident that we can afford this program and that it is consistent with a responsible fiscal policy. I would not support the program unless
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that were the case. It is my view, in fact, that responsible fiscal policy demands
rapid welfare reform. for such reform will enable us to make significant long-run
savings. The question is not whether we can afford this legislation, but whether
we can afford to go on without it.

HOPES TO REDUCE ROLLS

A central point of the new program is that only those who are willing to take a
job or to enter training are eligible for benefits. In addition, the new payment
schedule would be structured to reward those people who take jobs rather than
penalizing them as does the present system. In short, the Family Assistance
Programfor the first timewould make welfare a method for putting people

hack to work, reducing the welfare rolls and expanding the payrolls of the nation.
This new program would also remove that element in the pre,:ent system which
encourages fathers to desert their families. In addition, it would give significant

assistance to the aged, the blind and the disabled by establishing, for them a
national minimum benefit level.

It is often said that nothing in this world is as powerful as an idea whose time
has come. In my view the Family Assistance Program is an idea whose time has
come and the welcome action of the Ways and Means Committee confirms that
judgment. Not every Congress has the opportunity to enact a fundamental reform
of our basic institutions. The 91st Congress now has that historic opportunity.
Senator MCGOVERN. Mr. Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN G. VENEMAN, UNDER SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND 'WELFARE, ACCOM-

PANIED BY HON. ROBERT PATRICELLI, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR INTERDEPARTMENTAL AFFAIRS

M 1'. VENEIVA X. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I inn

pleased to appear before you today to discuss the President's family
assistance plan. I have brought a prepared statement with me today
hat rather than read the entire statement, I agree that it. would be more
useful as you suggested to summarize the major points and submit the
full statement for insertion in the record.
I would like first to point out briefly what some of the major weaknesses in our existing system are, summarize briefly the components of

the welfare proposal as it passed the House Ways and Means Committee yesterday, and then briefly discuss some of our concerns with

sonic of the other alternative proposals that have been suggested.
The point I would like to stress in this discussion is why we believe

that the President's welfare reform package represents the best balanced attack currently possible on the inadequacies and inequities of
the present system, consistent with fiscal constraints and with the pres-

ervation and enhancement of incentives for work and for family

stability.
First of all, I think it is generally agreed that the purpose of public
assistance is to assist those most in need and least able to help themselves. That is the underlying philosophy of our present AFDC pro4rams This primary emphasis on helping only the most needy has led
to the development of a system characterized by restrictive means teas,
categorical exclusion of the seemingly able bodied and a sharp reduction of payments as other sources of income for these people increase.

We have found that there were many adverse side effects to this

present system: For instance where we have female heads of families
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only being eligible for public assistance. we have crested an incentive
for fathers in low-paying and sporadic jobs to leave homes so that their
families will become eligible for welfare.
The unemployed father portion of the existing program lessens this
problem somewhat by extending coverage to families with unemployed
fathers; however, it covers fathers only in 24 States and enrollments
in even these States have been only a small portion of those estimated
to be eligible.
We have no Federal program at the present time which provides as-

sistance to the millions of families headed by a man who works but
is still unable to provide sufficiently for his family. Tot, over one-third
of the families that are in poverty are headed by a full-time, full-year
worker.

Too often in this country it is possible for working people to be

better off on welfare. Take the case of a working woman whose earnings have been in excess of a State-defined need standard. She is not
eligible for any type of welfare support. However, a working mother
earning less than the need standard would be eligible for supplementation of her wages based on the existing wage disregard formula of
"30 plus one-third."
An example of this is given on table 1 I which is attached to the prered statement.
Table 2, which is attached, shows a similar situation where you have
an AFDC unemployed father. These persons by regulation are persons
who work 30 hours or less per week. This means that a father on welfare could be better off than a full-time working father as a result of
the -30 plus one- third'' formula so long as he does not put in more than
30 hours a week.

In table 3 that is attached we show for selected States what the nonwelfare working family must earn to be as well oft as a welfare family
that has no earnings. As an .example, welfare will pay a four-person
family in Arkansas $95 a month. A nonwelfare family of four must

have earnings of about $115 a month to have the same disposable
income.

Table 1 presents this same information in a different way, perhaps
even more starkly, in that it shows the net disposable income of a wel-

fare family and a nonwelfare family which have the same earnings.
The amount of earnings chosen is the amount which the previous table
showed as being necessary for a working man to earn in order to be as
well off as a person on welfare:
It is not possible to measure exactly how much this clear discrimination against working families has drawn people out of the labor force
and on to the welfare rolls.

Table 5, which was taken from the report of findings of a special
review of AFDC in New York City transmitted to the House Ways
and Means Committee last year, presents some evidence on the extent.
to which the fact that families can be better of} on welfare has caused
such families to shift to public assistance.
That report ranked 11 cities by AFDC caseload per 1,000 poor per
sons in the population. It then compared this measure of the tendency
1 See tables 1-5 on pp. 278-280.
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of poor people in each city to go on welfare to the degree of difference
between the expected earnings and the welfare payment available to
poor people in the same city. As the report pointed out. thew was a
positive statistical correlation between the tendency to go on welfare
and the. lack of any clear benefit. from working.
Similarly, we cannot measure directly the impact of current wel fare

policy upon family stability but. it is interesting to note that in face
of an overall decline in the total number of families in poverty of 3.2
million from 1960 to 1968. the. percent of female-headed families in

poverty have increased from 24 to 35 percent. Since 1966 there has been
an absolute increase in the number of such families. At. the same time.
the number of welfare recipients has doubled.
These problems illustrate. some of the basic motivations and reasons

for the structural reform of the system that. the President has asked
for. Specifically, the administration is asking for three major structural reserves:
One is the equal treatment of both male and female-headed families
in the Federal welfare, system.
Second, the extension of the coverage to the working poor. the group
that presently has no federally financed support.
And, thirdly, provision of strong financial incentives for recipients

to continue and expand their work effort through provisions disregarding the first $720 of earned income entirely and a percent of income above that amount in the computation of benefits.

Of course, this extension of coverage and provision of work incen-

tiV"4 is expensive. With a $1,600 basic benefit. a $720 initial disregard

add a 50 percent so-called tax rate on earned income, the break-even
point or the upper limit of eligibility under the family assistance plan
is $3,920.

A $100 increase in this basic standard raises the break-even point, by

$200, thereby extending the coverage to a considerable. number of
additional families.
I think it is also significant to point out that to increase the basic

benefit by this $100 would mean an additional $4.00 million cost, to the
program. The cost of the $720 disregard is estimated at $1.2. billion.
Furthermore, of the $3 billion family assistance cost, $2.1 billion, will
go to working poor families.
So, in short, to improve and preserve the equities and the incentives
we must. use some dollars which might otherwise be available to raise
the basic minimum standard.
However, we feel strongly that doing it this way we are putting the
dollars in the right place and buying the appropriate kind of coverage
within the resources available.

The plan includes a mandatory work requirement for able-bodied
recipients within the households. We are convinced that. such a requirement as modified by the Ways and Means Committee is an essential component. It is very much within the philisophy of the American
people that persons who can work should do so rather than be free
to rely on entirely public assistance.

I think this reflects the view of many congressional members that
we have discussed these programs with and it certainly reflects the
view of the public in general.
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Furthermore, we feel that most assistance recipients will choose
gladly the opportunity to upgrade their skills and enter gainful employment. When we look at some of the data on mothers that have
children between the ages of 6 and 17 and are without husbands

these are essentially women in the same circumstances as most welfare
motherswe find that 68 percent of these mothers are already working
with 57 percent of them working full time.
The findings of the Podell report on families on welfare in New York
and similar studies emphasize the desire of welfare mothers to work
and the number of those that have had some work experience.
Thus we have included in the work component of the family assistance plan a full range of manpower related services including counseling, training, job placement, and quite an extensive emphasis on child
care facilities for children of recipients. Collectively, these elements

should advance the availability for employment of recipients considerably.

There is a provision that was amended in the Ways and Means

Committee which now provides for 100 percent matching of the day
care projects and, in total dollars, I believe there are some $386 million allocated in the plan for daycare.
So far I have stressed the features of the President's proposal which

represent the careful balancing of the incentive features inherent in
any income maintenance program. I have indicated that it is expensive
to construct a proper system of work incentives. I think it is equally
important to stress that we are still purchasing with our family assist-

uee dollars a rather major attack on the poverty problem in the

United States.
I think the most significant improvement is in the terms of the coverage. Family assistance will cover 65 percent of all the poor and 100
percent of all poor families with children, as well as a considerable

ninnber of low-income families above the poverty line.
AFDC by comparison apparently covers only 17 percent of the poor
and 35 percent of all the poor children in the country.
In addition to the benefits to the families with children category, the
proposed establishment of a minimum benefit level of $110 per person

for the adult categories, the aged, the blind and disabled will in itself
lift all aged couples, those who are married, considerably over the poverty- line of $2,071 for such families. For a single aged person, the benefit, will provide an income of SO percent of the poverty line exclusive of
medicare benefits.
I think most of you know the initial proposal had a $90 adult cate-

gory ceiling in the initial bill which was raised to $110 by the Ways
and Means Committee..

We also have to consider the impact of the food stamp proposal.

When yon include that in the overall package, it produces a combined
Basic stibsidy for a family of four of some $2,464 a, year. This would be
$1,600 in tile family assistance for the basic zillowance and $864 in the
stamp bonus.
Senator DOLE. Mr. Chairman, is a question is order at this point?
Senator I\ IcGovEnN. Go ahead, Senator Dole.

Senator DoLE. This question was asked the other day by the Reverend Jessie Jackson.
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Let. us assume (1) we have a father and mother and two children :
(2) he is unable to work because of illness or some other incapacity:
(3) they have not been on welfare before: and (4) this bill is enacted
substantial] as i: is. What are the total benefits that family of four

will receive? In addition to the $1,600, there will be a food stamp bonus
of $864.

Mr. VENF.MAN. That is correct, Senator. In order to clarify that.

they would have to use part. of the $1,600 basic allowance. to purchase
the food stamps allotment of about $1,200 so that, the net food stain"),
bonus is $864 for a family of four.
Senator Dom Are there any other possible benefits available to this

family of four? What if they can't. exist on $2,464 or whatever the

basic subsidy is?
Mr. VENEMAN. There are several other programs the family might be
eligible for depending on their particular circumstances and the. state
in which they resided. If the father is severely incapacitated he mifrlit
be eligible for assistance. under the aid to disabled category. Being unemployed he will also be eligible for State supplementation under the
unemployed father program which family assistance will make man-

datory for all St ates. The family would also probably be entitled to
medicaid benefits and to the social services provisions of the Social
Security Act.
Senator Dom:. The question has been raised and I think it should be
clarified for the record, who can live on $1,600? What family of four
can possibly exist. on $1,600 plus whatever the food stamp bonus might
be ?

1.Ve would appreciate having, either for the record or now, an explanation of what other benefits would be available to this family.
Take the family of four because that is the basic unit around which
most discussion has centered.

Mr. VE:cemAx. One significant additional benefit. would be their
health coverage under medicaid. I think another fact that we have to
consider is that in 42 States they pay additional benefits above the
$1,600. You have State supplementation which under family assistance States must continue. It depends also on where he lives.
The situation you are describing would be in one of the eight. States
where the maximum payment is currently below the family assistance
benefit level, one of the eight lower States where you bring it up to
$1,600.

Senator Dom.:. Right..
Mr. 17-ExEmAx. In addition, there would be State supplementation if

they lived in one of the States that was currently paving above the
$1,600. In these States only fully employed family heads who, by that

fact have other income available, would be eligible only for family
assistance.
Senator PERCY. This seems to be one of the great problems you run
into. If they are sick, they can get medicine but if they are hungry they
can't get food even in a city like Chicago.
Mr. VENEMAN. There are two things that make food available.
.

One of them is dollars which under this program they would be receiving which they had not received before, particularly when you get
into the working poor class.
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The other one is extension of the food stamp program whirl) is also
linked into this.
Senator PEncy. Many have told me they just don't have the name'

for the fond stamps. They can't afford it then. Their rent. and their
other requirements take so much: and they can be, evicted and out on
the street, if they don't pay the rent. Often after the rent is paid. they
just don't. have the money left for food stamps.
Mr. VExEmAx. Again, 1 think the basic answer is the availability of
additional cash. I think a lot of these facilities that you are probably

describing in Chicago would probably be those that are now depending
upon a general assistance program, a good ninny of them.

Senator Donr. This is an area, as Senator Percy pointed out. that

needs some clarification or expansion. What would this same family of
four receive under the present welfare program ? Of course, it depends
on the State. Some have lower benefits; some may have higher. As I
understand it, in no case would they receive less under the new program than they would under the old program, and in those cases they
would receive more. Is that correct or not, ?

Mr. PATaicrm. Senator, approximately 20 percent of the present

AFDC recipients would have benefit, increases as a result of the move
to the 1,(;(10 floor. It is important to understand that the family assistance plan is not, by and large, a benefit. increase program for existing
recipients. Those who will have extra income as a result. of the plan
are principally the newly covered category of the working poor, existing in Chicago and elsewhere in this country, who although working
full time are working for poverty wages and at present are discruninated against in terms of Government treatment.

I think the President felt that in terms of all the various emphases
that you could have for a welfare reform program, the first, and most
important right now was a structural change rather than attempting
in a major way to increase benefits for present 'recipients.
Senator PERRY. Senator Dole, would you yield at this point because

I think you have raised a very crucial question and we would need a
clarification from the administration.
The House Ways and Means Committee say that, what we had to
have was incentive for the States to continue to pay more. They realize
you can't live on what was provided. So they provided that the Federal Government would pay 30 percent of the State supplemental welfare payment.
Our costs in Illinois doubled for welfare in the last 2 years; they are
up this year three quarters of a billion dollars.
What is the administration's position and your own position on the
House -Ways and Means Committee action to provide 30 percent. of
Federal funds to supplement what the State will do?
Mr. VENEMAN. We not only support the amendment, we recommended this as alternative to what we had in the bill originally, what
we referred to as the 50-90 rule, which provided that every State
would have to spend at least 50 percent of what they expended before

and no State would spend more than 90 percent of their previous
expenditures under the existing program.
Senator PERCY. How did you arrive at the 30 percent figure? Is that

-aa figure that was reasoned out to be an adequate incentive to have the
States continue to supplement the basic Federal minimums?
Mr. VENE.31AIC. The 30 percent applies up to the poverty line. It was

reasoned out in two or three ways. One of them was the concern over

the 50-90 rule. We all recognized that the States were in a fiscal

dilemma. They needed assistance in maintaining their public assistance
programs. We did not Want to get in a position where we were making
it more difficult for them.

For the most part, the members of the committee and those on the

staffs, both our staff and the other agencies that were proposing the bill,

felt that Federal sharing in supplements up to the poverty line less-

ened the administrative complications potentially involved in comput-

ing State fiscal relief under the 50-90 rule. At the same time it will

provide over $500 million in fiscal relief to the States. The 30 percent
helps practically all the States. There are only eight that would have
been better off with the 50-90 rule. Of course, the major framework we

had to work in then in setting the 30-percent figure was the total
amount of fiscal resources available.

NERD FOR STATE SITPPLEALEN"T OF WORKING POOR 1

Senator McGOvta..N. Mr. Secretary, what is your position with regard
to Federal sharing of any supplementary benefits the States might pay
to the so-called working poor ?

Mr. VENEMAN. We have not mandated State supplementation for

the working poor category. That group of people would only be

covered by Federal programing.
Since the 'working poor are by definition, wage earnels the provision
of a $1,600 floor, with a $720 disregard and 50 percent tax rate, will
bring them up considerably above where they are now. In fact, together
with food stamps it will move the average working poor family receiving family assistance above the poverty line. I don't think there worthd
be much need for State supplementation or any additional payment in
those cases, Senator.
Senator McGovEax. So that in the event of the State actually moving
out ahead in that area to lift the payments to the so-called working poor

families, there is no formula there under which they would be
rewarded with Federal sharing?

Mr. VENETIAN. We have not felt the need because, you see, fol. the
most part, when we talk about the working poor category we nrc1-41king about a full-time employed family, the head of a household, who
is earning below what the welfare payment is.

Assuming they maintain that job with the $1,600 guarantee they

will probably be above the welfare standard anyway in that particular
State. I think in most cases that would occur. There would be no case
where they would be better oft going the other way.

I think the pressure that the States will be up against, of course,
will be increped grant levels for the other categories as opposed to
the working poor. That is where the pressure has been in the past.
.Soe Table La.Earned Income to lift family with one or two Parents employed and

not receiving State supplement to bring income of family to the appropriate poverty level.

senator m.rt
Mr. Secretary. one of Ilia things that I assume
we are trying to accomplish with this administration propmial or any

(if these other major suggestions that have been made by Senator

I tarns and others. is to reach all the people who are in need.
It st.enis to me that what von are doing is pyramiding a number of
programs that do not reach all the poor. For example, the medicaid
program. Isn't it a fact that that. program as it is presently structured

does not reach all of the poor
The same thing with the food stamp program. I think our committee

has, testimony showing that. only about a sixth of the poor people ac-

t nil ly pnFticipate in food stamp assistanee.

Even if one projects the improvements that have been requested by
t he administration, I think it would be generous to say that you will
lie reaching half of the poor.

Aren't you really pyramiding ti number of Federal programs. most
notably medicaid and food stamps, and leaving the assumption that
all poor people :are going to get those benefits plus the family assistance

benefit when Ow truth of the matter is that you are only reaching a

ration oft 1,4,e people with those other programs?
Mr. VENEMAX. Not from the standpoint of eligibility. Senator.
1 think. for the most part. persons who are eligible for 1)11614. assist-

alive payments are also entitled to partkipation in the food stamp
programs, and. for the most part. participation in title
I think we have to recognize that the, medicaid progniin is really
"ai di fferent programs because it is a State administered program
according to eertamguidelnies established by the Federal Government

to provide "Ice basic services. Some States are more generous than

others.
Mint hermore there are still two States who do not participate in the
program at. all.
Senator AGov-Ens. lint eligibility is meaningless to :1 person who is
not living helped. My understanding is that in about half of the States
you don't qualify for medicaid unless you are on the public assistance
rolls.
NI F. VnxmAx. A good many States have not gone so far as to include
what. they call the groiip
which would he those, persons vclio bad
spent t muse] ves down to the welfare standard lint have not themselves

gone onto the public assistanee rolls. Nlany States do. The others do
not. This, of couse, is not directly involved in this particular program
lint it is an issue that. we will have to grapple with before both the
Semite Pilianee and the Ways and Means Committees in the next few
NVediS.

Ir. P.vrincrtaa. Could I amplify on that response.?
Senator MeGovEns. Yes.
Mr. 1).rnicnia.t. On the question of the coverage of the poor, bad the

family assistance plan been in effect in 196S, it, would have had as

eligible. population 25 million persons, the great, bulk of the people in
poverty. Now, as the statement itself says, firi percent of all those in the
poverty category would be covered by family assistance alone.
Iu addition, the administration has proposed, rather than pyramiding, a consolidation' of the so- called adult, category programs of aid
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aud appreNiniately .71 pmnt ref all 1h4) -.4 ill 14cverry would Ior

under one of those progrons.

There is in the background materials that are provided the emuminer.. the welfare reform chart, a pie chart that shows those that

would lie eligible in ixwerty for one or another of these assistance pro-

gams. The principal groups that am not coverkd under the administration's welfare reform program are the nonaged single persons
the ehildless couples.
But, by far, the greater percentage of in tor iwople will Ire eligible fr.r
one form or another of public assistance.
STAMPS TO DE DENIED f0 311Isl.

ASSISTANcE ILEIPIENTs

Senator Met ;overtN. The point I was trying to make is that it is not
au actual reflection of what the situation NA-Z(1 lie to simply add onto
the $1,600 in family assistance, what families conceivably coasts get
under nredioa id and under food stamps when we know that, a high percentage of poor people are not participating in either one of those pro-

grams irecanse of the standards that are set in many of the States. or
i
of the way the programs are administered.
This seems to one to be one of the vulnerable. points that we art'
going to take a very close look at. What do von do with those States
that nre weak in all of these areas, operation of the food stamp proI

opernt ion of the medicaid program, and supplementary benefits.
You can have a situation under this program where $1,600 or a little
more is :thorn what people are going to have to look forward to in
many States. Is it not a fact that less than 20(,c of those who will be
eligilde for Flintily Assistance now get food stamps and that, even
under your own optimistic projections, no more than 45r; of those
eligible for Family Assistance will ever get stumps? If this is the ease.
how can you defend the inadequacy of $1,600 by saying people will
also get food stamps when less than half will actually get them 't
Mr. Arexinrax. I think the $1,600 would be the minimum in eight
States. The rest of the States, 4, supplement to a certain degree.
Mr. RenticEeet. In :Ili of those States, it is an improvement over

where they are now.
Mr. YEXEMAX. 0011Siderable improvement taking some of the lower
ones such as Mississippi.

Senator MeGovenx. But it is a fact, is it not, Mr. Secretary, that
M those States where 8, 10, 15 percent of the people are participating under the food stamp program or the commodity program and
where you have to he on public assistance rolls to ginalqy for medicaid,
that it is a little hit misleading to suggest that you are adding $1,600

to people who are already drawing food stamps and medicaid? They
may not be drawing either one or those and yet they may be poor in
many States.
Mr. Vvyt-NIAN. I think the reverse situation may he the case more
than the one you described. I think you might find that with the establishment of Federal eligibility standards and, perhaps, direct Federal
administration, many more people would actually become eligible for
public assistance, partieulmly in just those low-paying States which
have, for the most part, been quite restrictive in their children's programs although somewhat, more generous in their adult categories.
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Now, as this extension of (xiverage increase`. this segment of the
'population in these low paying States will have dollars available with
which to panic-irate in the food stamp program and would. in atidit Ion, become eligible for the title XIX proram in those States.

Senator Mc-Gown:N. So your view is that the availability of the
family assistant* payments to the States, even in the eight that don't
go :thve the $1.00 level now, that this releases additional funds in

those States for other assistance programs?
Mr. VENEltAx. Well, it expands the coverage in those States. Those
newly eovered by assistance would therefore become entitled to other
programs. I think that is a better way of saying it. It will release funds

to a certain extent.. but I think for the most part. those State really

do not oome out with as inueli fiscal relief as some of the others, particu-

laly given the increase in the adult category minimum benefit. level.

Mr. PArittera.n. I think the point is that with Federal eligibility
rules and at least to some degree Federal administration you would
have greater participation in so-ealled State supplemental. programs
where they exist which in turn will trigger .nnalicaid
So that, while. we all agree there are participation problems with
something like title SIX, the sktting of national eligibility standards
for welfare will help to improve that situation.
Senator Mc:Got-um It seems to me that. this question that Senator
Dole referral to is re-ally a crucial one that is bothering a lot of people.
Tile question is. How can we really say we are getting- at the plem of
lased when we opt for $1.600, even with the food stamp supplement?

What. do you think, Mr. Secretary, it really costs for a family of

four to meet their basic. needs with any degree of dignity at all
Mr. VENE3JAN. I think the poverty level new, Seoator, is set at approximately $3,7-20 for a family of fon'. in 1970.
Senator McGovEns. Just to read' t he level of poverty ?

Mr. VENEMAN. That. is the breakout mint front poverty. Ineome
levels below this we describe as poverty. I would :isuine that. was
est ablished as need.

Now, there ans. at couple points hen.. No. 1 is that 1l 'think there are
some people being left with the impression that all that these families
of four are going to get is the $1,000. Again, 1 want to stress that we
do in fact have State supplementation for feniale-1 leaded families and
for families with miemployed fathers.
Secondly, we are covering a group called the working poor who
will have incentive to work. For this group we have :1 disregard where
they retain 50 percent of their earnings up to-Senator Dom.:. Was that 0-pereent tax ehanged in the house
Mr. VENEMA X. No.

Senator DOLE. It was not claulged?
Mr. VENE3tAN. No: it is still 50 pernait tax Ill to a lima k-even point

without State supplementation. If there is State supplemenof
tation, it would go above that.
The munber of people that would be in fact at the minimum would

be a relatively limited number of the total caseload. I don't knotttvhether Mr. Patricelli has those figures or not.

Mr. PA:rim:um. At the $1.000 minimum, it would be roughly 20

perreot. of the preseot AFDC caseload hot that iii taro would be something like less than 1 percent of the entire family assistance caseload.

I don't want the implication left to the American

people or any legislator. anv llember of the Senate or !louse. that we
are sie,,esthig that all the people in the family assistance
are only
:rain!' to get $1.60(1 and an entitlelliellt TO food stamps and sow medi,:aid. That is really not what we are saying. We are saying that tins is
where we are going to establish a Federal floor in these pro,rams
which has never been established lefoe.
Previously. What we have had. of course. I think you :111 know. is
that the States Late been the tail that has wagged the dog. Their let...islatures would meet., they would estaidish levels and we would match
50 twrcent if they Nere iii I lie niedieitid program. 'rids has led to a very
uneven distribution of Federal funds anion, the States and. hence.

among the poor.
Senator McGovEnN. Let me make clear for myself, and i I bink every
member of the committee would agree with this. that I (lot ainlY rep
ogniv.e the President's proposal as an improvement over our riSeill
SyStelli. I don-t think anyone denies that. When you add 51.6011 its the
way of Federal payment, that is an improvement : there is no wit's+
3114)111- it.

But at a tiute Nvhen the Congress and the administration and the
0111111trl" have 1901Ite to the flew that we !WM to 'tiring

1.111141:1-

mental restructuring of our welfare programs, and when I think there
is growing awareness that. we ought to put. an end to poverty in the
I7nited States. the, question is not. whether we are offering an inipvemolt. The I IlleSt 1011 is. Have We really now come up with a bulimia
hat is going to do the job ?
Let, me put it to you this way. you have said that S3.72.0 is the level
IlereSsl IT to tiling people 010 of poverty. get them up to t lie hare mini
mum.
31r. VEN EAI AN. That is 1144. a -.lack Veneman judgment."'
Senator lliiif IVEUN. T11:1t is t he ollieial poverty level.

Let us assume that the Congress enacts the administration's proposal just as it has been brought to us., how many States operat ing tinder t lint, program would reach the $3.70 level ?
31 r. Vnxiohvx. Eight or 10 that are presently above the povert v level
in the families program.

Senator lft-GovritN. Eight or It) States NVO11141 I hell he aide to Sly

the hare it I/Mgr:1111 to lift people oast of poverty ?

P.vrincm.vr.
y I correet that, Mr. Ulm i tau ?
Until the day- before yesterday Nvhen the Ways and Means Committee established in 1:1W the $3 720 poverty line, which was an updated
1969 figure. the previous level had been S:1.55:l for it family of four in
I9118. At that point. there were some six States that were paying more
than that. There is only one State that is presently lrtying more than

$3,720 for a family of four.

Mr. VEX EMAN N. T Stil lid corrected.

We were discussing in terms of the $3.553 poverty level NVIlell we Weft`
looking at the States that were supplementing above it.
Senator McGovraN, Actually, there would he only one State, even

with the, administration program operating. where people would have

lawn li fled oitt of povertv---

Mr. P.vrtitemi.i. By (.8511 assistai ice we I fa re alone.

( )ft top of that, there are, various in-kind. programs.

Senator Alc,GovEnN. Your estimates include, the food stamp program, do they not?
Mr. A...Est:NAN. The $ -l.4 billion figure, is the full fiscal year cost of
t he family assistance plan. But the figures On State supplementation

up to the poverty line (10 not inchide food stamp entitlements, only

(.0511. payments.

Senator 1-(.6ovi.:itx. With. this program in operation as it has now
been proposed to us, as I understand it tune would be only one State
where von had family assistance. programs plus the supplement of the
State that. \vonld lift, poor people to the poverty line. the $3,720 a year.
Is that a correct, statement, ?
Mr. -V.I.:NEM:VC. That is correct.

Senator PEauy. Is that, the State of New York ?
r. PAT]; lc:ELIA. The State of New Jersey.

Senator PEncr. So the percentage of the poor that would be ;1 !reefed
would be 2, or 3 petTent, of the, poor?

Mr. -V.ENEIAN. That would be at the poverty level by State supplen ambition. I am not, sure what the caseload is in that State.
I. don't, think we should distort. the picture. I think that, we may be
losing sight, of our real target and objective in this program.
Senator Doi.r.. If you were to crank in the food stamps and the med-

icaid, do you have any figure how many States would be above that
level ?

Mr. PATincRu.t. I. think we aro really talking about the wrong
number.

What we have been asked is how many people who have no other
income, whatsoever are moved across the poverty line as a result of
Iris and any other public assistance program. Of course, most. people
below poverty Stave some other form of income.

On page 1 1 of the ruder Secretary's testimony, it, states that family
assistance money payments alone. will move ;dinost 2 million persons
across; the. poverty lino, an additional 500,000 across the low-income
line. Then, in addition, you have, as a result of the Ways and Means
Conunittee bill and the President's proposal, a movement of all aged
couples over the poverty line. Even for single persons in the adult, category this form of support, alone will raise them to 80 percent, of their
poverty figure.
.
Senator DOLE. I.:think the, story in the. Times indicates, maybe this is

total figures, it would increase those eligible for welfare assistance

from Li million families or 6.8 million persons to -1.(1 million families
or 22 million tot million persons.
is that. a fairly accurate estimate.?
Mr. VENFor.vx. This would include the working poor. These were

loused on the 101S .fiplires.

Senator DoLc. That is a very sip ficant increase.
Mr. VEN-Nr.vx. It is an increase, Senator, but I think we have to make,
another distinction here. That, is that, this group of 10 million people or

million households, families that, we are bringing into the working
Moor grotty are being supplemented, their incomes are being supplemented. They are not being brought, in as a welfare. recipient in the
same context that you think of-an AFDC mother or an adult, blind or
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disabled person as a welfare recipient. Thes,ct are people who have
incomes of their own who would receive supplemental aid from the
Federal Government, The. totul cost then per recipient would be relatively small by comparison with existing cost. as is the ease in the
welfare caseload.
Senator Dol.E. If there is some difference between this and the
guaranteed animal income, ;you would have to split a few hairs to find
it.
Mr. VENEMAN. I don't, think you Would have to split them that fine.
In the context, that most people think of git..ranteed annual income
they think, No. 1, of universal coverage; No. 2, assurance that you are
going to ha ve income regardless of attitude or effort.
I thief: the major distinction is that the program does in fact have ;i

work requirement. You must register for work. You don't have the
option that you are not going to go to work and get your guaranteed
annual income. That has been removed by the work requirements.
Secondly, it is not universal in the sense that every person in America, has an entitlement. We still maintain the family requirement.
There has to be a child involved to cover the married couples or singles.

Senator Doty,. I am informed that the House Ways and Means

Committee made 14 principal changes.

1)o you support the changes made by Mr. Mills' conunittee ? We have
a list of some 14 changes.
Mr. VENn3IAN. I think that is correct.
Senator DoLE. Are, any changes mad,- L'iiy the House Ways and Means
Committee with which you are not in accord ?
Mr. VENEMAN. For the most part, Senator, we are in general agree-

ment. There are a couple of them that we have had some problems
with. In our initial bill, item 12, we had it written ihat there would not
he the opportunity to impose a lien on a person -who was participating

in

the program. The Ways and Means Committee made this

-permissible within the States.

Senator Dolt:. Is that the -present. practice?

Mr. VuximAx. That is the present practice under the public assistance programs but when we. sithinitted the bill we based it on the prec-

edent, that was established in the title XIX airiendments which

precluded the placing of liens as a condition to receiving medicaid
money.

Senator Dot.E. I think probably the underlying reason (and I have
had some experience with this locally in Kansas), is that there are
those sons and daughters who find it expedient not to care. for their
mothers and fathers when they reach their later years, so the welfare
program, of course, picks them up, and then at death the son comes in
and claims the property. I have never felt, much sympathy for a son. or

daughter who had this attitude; although, there are probably other

good reasons why there should not be a lien on the property.
In most States there are allowances made for burial and last illness.

It. is not an effort to burden the family of the deceased, but in many
cases there are those who look for loopholes. Let, the Government as-

sume the responsibility for the care of the mother and -father, and
some children expert to come in and take advantage of the same pro-
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gram after death. I assume this is the underl yin!, cause for deleting

that provision.
Mr. YEN imAx. That, was basically one of the cuses. I think the arguments were made back and forth.

Senator Dox.E. That is not a fatal change, as far as you are concerned ?
VENEMAN. No. I think for the most part all of these were ade-

quately disenssed. We didn't, have too much trouble with any of the
amendinents.
Senator Dot ». in fact, you had less trouble than anyone. would have

Imagined 0 months ago, and sailed through the Ways and Means
Committee.
Mr. I'Exr.-mAx. It, did not sail.

Senator Dona:. There were only three votes against it. lt must have
been near the sailing point..
Mr. PATmeaula. Mr. Chairman, I hope not to try the eommittee's patience, but I would like to get back to your question which, of course,

is very fundamental. That, is, what is the impact of this or ally other
pograan on lifting people out of poverty?
I would suggest that this is not the only context an which you have
to look at a program like this, as, of course, you knew. There are other

goals that have to be served at the same time, for example, constructing
a proper set of work incentives and constructing a proper set of family
stability incentives. To state it, as briefly as I can, the basic minimum
benefit is only one of three essential ingredients in any income maintenance system. They are all interconnected. Whenever you change one,
you have to be concerned with the impact on the other.
The three are, first, the basic minimum payment, in this case $1,600
for a lanai ly of four; second, the so-ealled. marginal tax rate, that, is, the

rate at which yon take dollars away from an individual's welfare.
payment as his earnings go up which in the ease of family assistance
is 50 percent; and, last, the so-called break-even point., the, eligibility
ceiling, which in the case of family assistance is $3,920.

Now, if you were to concern yourself principally with the. first of
those factors, that is, the minimum benefit. payment and raise it from
$1,600 to the poverty line, the impact on Cie other two has to be considered.
If you were to preserve a 67 percent marginal. tax rate, that is, you
would be taking a-vay 67 cents from the welfare payment for every
dollar of earnings, you would have a break-even point, an eligibility
(T.iling, the third factor in this ease of roughly $6,000 for a family of
4 and much higher for larger families.
Under this plan almost, half of the families in the country would be
eligible, for some benefit.

Senator McGorEux. Do you have any idea \Oat those average payments would be under the program as it is presently structured'? What

rough percentage of the overall fund that are, allocated under this
program would yon see going to the working poor families ? How
much would that figure out if you have it in the way of average benefits for a working family to still qualify ? What. are we talking about
iii terms of the work incentive, payment?
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\"r:xlar.lx. Al)out. $710 per Sear, Senator. That is for It workimr
family of four.
Mi. PARicui.i. The working poor, a fiunily witL It wage earner
working full time, would receive an average payment under family
assistance of $742.. The average family size in that group is
Your question as to how much of the money goes to the work ine. poor
is partly touched in the testimony. Roughly, $2,1 billion of the ii43 billion in ,new Federal money for benefits that the family assistance plan
contemplates goes to working poor fa nl i I les.

Senator McGovEns. Mr. Secretary, there, hats been a great. deal of
emphasis placed on that part of t he program. known as i he in
work requirement. The. President stressed that in explainini this new
proposal, that he thought we ought to replace welfare with Nvorkfare.
Just to be blunt about it, isn't, that really more of a public relations
and political gimmick than a 'substantive change? Because doesn't it
imply that people are on public assistance because they (101Ct. 1V:111t. to
work? DOeS11.t. It. also imply that jobs are available when they are not !
Mr. ITEximAx. No. I think it, implies one or two things. We all have

to be realistic about what constitutes the public assist'ance easeloads.
You do have to segregate out t he aged, the disabled, the blind and the
children. Then you get, down to the core that is left that are trainable.
I don't think is a public relations !rimmick at all when you stop and
realize that between TO and 80 percent of the AFDC 'mothers have
worked at some time or are now working despite the weak incentives
for work .provided under the current system. Why aren't they working
now -! One of the reasons is perhaps the lack of training opportunities.
Perhaps another reason is the lack of sufficient incentives to earn income, that, is, they are better of on welfare than they Ivould be if they
took a job.
Perhaps more significant, is the fact. they don't have anybody to take
care of the kids. So, built into this is a $3.86 million day-care component. I think when you look at all the elements of this program together
that the work requirement is a significant feature because it relates not
only to the training experience, the upgrading experience, it provides
day-care slots and gives the opportunity for these people to get back
into the labor market.
Senator Pm:0Y. Mr. Secretary, on that point I fully concur. My own
experience has been that with welfare families most of the mothers
would much prefer to work. They recognize that, working will give
them what-, their cultural background deprives them of. It would require that they get sonic edueation and a skill and it sense of dignity.
I agree that two-thirds or three-fourths of the mothers would want

to work. I think the 'administration providing operating funds for

daycare renters is a costly venture but It tremendous investment in the
future of human beings and in the sense of individual dignity.
DAY-CARE CENTERS Art: NEEDED

What is lacking, I think, is the construction funds for day-care centers,. We just don't have. enough of them. In fact, we need a tremendous

program to lift the restrictions that most cities have on the type of
structure that can be used. I think most churches have been ruled out
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for day-care centers. If they are good enough fur Sunday Schools, they
onght to be good enough for day-care centers,
How does the Administration feel about providing and working
toward funds for the construction of day-care centers which are just as
IleCPSS3 1'V as operating. funds to run them ?

Mr. VENEmAs. I cannot respond specifically for the administration
on new construction funds. 1-.1owever, the new program, unlike the

existing program, does provide funds for renovation and improve-

ment of existing- facilities, it does not, however, provide muds for new
construction.
think what we, are looking toward is the opportunity to utilize as
many of the existing kinds of facilities as possible. One of the discus-

:ions that, we debated for a great deal of time was how can we best
utilize the school facilities, particularly for those mothers who have
hildren in school for that short, period before rsild after school hours?

This can be done by contracting- with the school district. These are
facilities which are, available now.
I think the big question is : Do we know just how many new day-care

facilities we need or have we really inventoried all the potential facil-

ities that there are in the country ? I think there is evidence that if

construction funds are necessary, as we progress with this program, it
would then be. logical to provide money for new construction.
Senator IlEncv. I cannot, really perceive much use of school facilities.
Day-care centers are needed during the week at the time the inner-

city schools are heavily pressed. I don't think it would be a. good

.

thing to take inmates into the atmosphere of our present inner schools
today.
Mr.17Exixxx. I don't think we are sugestino. that you would primarily use schools for full-day child care, since -I agree that the need
for space during regular school hours would conflict with the school's
own need for space. However we are. suggesting that schools be utilized
for afterschool care of schoolage children.
Senator PERCY. Has anything been done about the use of churches,
the Sunday school facilities? The churches are located in the communities, they are right there, people are used to going to them. They have a
good association with the church. Isn't there some way that we can
confer with the church people and the clergy and survey church facilities to see what facilities would be available for day-care centers in
chnrches if we can provide operating. funds?
Mr. ITExEmAx. I am not sure what has been done. I can speak from
personal experience. I know in our community where there is an 0E0
day-care center, that the facility used was a church facility. I am not
sure whether or not there has been a complete nationwide survey made
of those that would be available if-operating funds were made available. But I would look at them as potential facilities for daycare centers. I would also look at some of the large industrial or manufacturing plants as potential facilities where we could work out contracts
where daycare facilities could be maintained.
Senator PERCY. To the extent we can use those, fine. Storefronts also
make perfectly adequate day-care centers. We have one we built our-

selves in the 29th ward of Chicago, It was very fine. We need
42-77S-70---pt. 1-18

remodeling funds, some construction funds, though. They would be
modest compared to the operating funds.
The present administration bill supports operating funds which are

tremendously expensive, but we need some construction funds pro vided for remodeling, fixing up a place.
Mr. VENE3t.A.N. Those funds are in the bill, Senator. The bill specifically authorizes expenditures for renovation and remodeling of facilities. Only new construction money is not.
Mr. PATincra.a.i. I think we would say that there have been sonic dis-

cussions on this. I don't think the administration position has fully
-evolved yet. However, there does seem to be a consensus in dealing
with the new construction issue that more favorable consideration is
being given to an interest, subsidy, or guaranteed approach than to
using direct Federal dollars for construction.
Senator PERCY. Mr. Chairman, one last point.
I think one of the most important things that we need to get across is

that the Administration's position is not as most people think, the

bottom end of the proposals being made, $1,600 for a family of four.
With the Heineman Commission, it is $2,400; and the White House
Conference on Nutrition, $5,400 or $5,500.
As you point out on page 11,1 the standard established by the Admin-

istration which includes stamps would bring a family of four up to
$2,464, which is above the Heineman Commission. The. Heineman
Commission does not provide for continuing food stamps.
How do you answer the fact that we have had so much criticism of
stamps as humiliatingcash is much betteras Heineman says? Why
do you feel the continuation of stamps is desirable instead of cash ?
Mr. VENEMAN. I think, as the Secretary has testified before this
committeet that the ultimate objective would be to provide cash instead
of aid in kind. I think this is a desirable target to be looking toward.

think the practical fact of life that we have to face right now is that
we do have a food stamp program in existence; and the program does
provide that if you have a $1,600 income you can get some S00 -odddollars of additional income by purchasing stamps.
Let us take the Heineman Commission recommendation, $2,400 without food stamps. I think we all have to ask ourselves, will that family
be nutritionally better off than the one with $1,600 and food stamps?
These are the questions that we really have to ask.
Senator PERCY. Politically, also, can't we say that in principle the
important thing is to reform the present system, not shoot for the ultimate, not to try to satisfy what is ultimately and utopianly desirable ?
I think it is important to do something today that is profitable enough
to be passed by the Congress. What you have presented is a practical,
realistic program and the House vote seems to confirm this.
Senator &Lt. Will the Senator yield ?
Senator PERM Yes.
Senator DOLE. 'We have had some testimony on this matter previ-

ously. I recall the testimony of Dr. Alvin Schorr, the Brandeis Uni-

versity professor of social policy. Are we going to let the States

continue to administer the program? You touch on it on page 14 and
I See complete statement on p. 272.
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elsewhere. In my own personal visits and experiences with those on

welfare this is perhaps the portion of the program which is most
violently opposed.

Will there be Federal standards, will there still be contracts with

States, the States can operate the program? How are we going to make
certain we have uniform standards and that the child in one State is as
well taken care of as a child in another? Is that tunply provided for
Mr. VENEmAx. We feel it is, Senator. We will of course, have basic
minimum Federal standards. .Now, Its far as the. administration or the
program. is concerned, I think that, the incentive that we have provided
111. the bill for Federal administration is one that will make. States
really stop and think, because we provide that if they contract with the
Federal Government for the administration of the program it. will be

100 percent financed by the Federal Government. If they choose to

continue administering the program themselves, of course., it is a 59,--:)9
matching.
Senator :lima:. Is that, a sizable expenditure, the administration cost,
say in Alabama, or in Kansas?
Mr. \Tr:xi:xi-AN. I think it is all relative. I think it is about 8 or 9
percent.
Mr. PATincEl.r.t. Nationwide, the cost of administration is running
above $650 million, of which half of that is Federal cost. So, the State
costs are about $325 million.
Senator Dot,E. So there is an incentive for the Government to pick

up the entire tab for administration as compared to 50 percent at the
present. time.

Mr. VExEmAx. That is correct. The way the bill is written, the State
has the option. They can continue to administer on the old basis. But I
think from a very practical standpoint, that they are going to contract
with the Federal Government. and we will pick up the tab.
Senator sons. This is one of the most valid criticisms of the welfare
program of the administration. Whether we set the floor at $1,600 or
sonic other figure in that area, unless we also assure that there will be
more of a Federal role in the administration of the program based on

uniformity, th

we really have

significantly.
Of course, this is not a legislative col

not.

improved the situation

ttee. 'We are just. speculating

here this week on differed programs, but this is an area that. deserves
great. attention and great. emphasis.
Mr. ATExEmAN. I think we have to be very practical about this and
recognize that, we have more than 50 different. kinds of administration
of public assistance programs because of the existence of county admin-

istration in many States. One of the most difficult things to do is to
change from a locally administered program to a. State administered

program. I sat for several years in the California legislature. when each
year the bill was introduced to take counties out of administering public assistance, but the bill never passed.
I think that the existence of county administration is one. of the
major problems we have in administering the welfare system because
it produces wide variationsvariations which are both illogical and
inequitable---in how the program is operated within the States. The
result. is a more cumbersome and complicated system which treats per-
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sons equally in need c..:erently just because they live in a different part

of a State. With the kind of incentive inclnded in the Family Assistane Plan bill to induce States to opt for Federal administration of
these welfare programs, we are going to relieve the system of some of
the problems which were not necessarily the problems of the States

themselves but rather problems associated with local or county

administration.
Senator Doix. Having worked with the Board of County Commissioners of a small rural county in Kansas, T know much time is devoted
to welfare, programs by the commissioners, with the Federal Government, supplying a great portion of the funds. I do not recall the breakdown between comity, State, and Federal Governments, but, in our
Stine of 1.04-i comities there were probably 105 different, interpretations

of how the law should be applied and what recipients should receive.

When yon multiply that by all the counties, plus the States, I can
»nderstand why there is a certain amount, of frnstration on the part,
of the recipient as 'well as on the part of the nonrecipient. Most of
the critical mail we receive is not, directed so much at the fact that
people are on welfare but at the way the program is administered in
some areas.

I share the view expressed by the chairman that most people prefer
not to he on the welfare rolls. .cdministration of the program is al most
as important in some areas as the exact, dollar amount. We must have
a reasonable floor, lint we must have aggressive and effective administration if this assistance is going to be of any value to those people
who receive it.
Mr. Vrsrm.vx. I am not going to suggest. that, setting up the administative structure for the new program is not going to be a tremendous
undertaking, assuming that the bill is enacted in the next 12 months.
We have people working on it now.

Senator Dot.E. HEW, of course, is the repository for all tile most

complex problems, whether in schools or welfare.
Mr. VENEMAN. We are going to share this one with Labor, Senator.
"wirAT WE NEED ARE JOBS"

Senator McGovr.n.N. Mr. Secretary, I continue to he concerned about

how you are going to actually administer this mandatory 'work
requirement,.

Is»'1% it a fact that the overwhelming majority of the people draw ing, welfare really want to work, they prefer to work? That being the
case, it. seems to me that the writing of a provision into the law that you

either have to work or sign up with some kind of job training creates
all kinds of hazards. It would seem to me theprincipal difficulty is not
the lack of incentive to 'work but the lack of jobs, the lack of day-care
centers to take eare of children, and the lack of adequate funds to provide, for job training. I wonder if you are not creating a whole range
of frustrations here and leaving the impression that somehow sizable
numbers of people are drawing welfare simply because they lack tie iiicentive, to work. I don't think that is true.
Mr. VENEMAN, The lack of incentive, of course, is one of the things

we are trying to correct. I don't think we are leaving any misimpres-
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sions here because we are trying to change i lie St rattan of job t raining, job upgrading, registration and job referral.
Under the present. WIN program, for example, the il ,. decision
as to whether or not the person is appropriate for work or .A.vether or
not they should be assigned to training is determined by the Department, of Social Welfare.

Under the new system if a family assistance recipient were among
those who were required to register for work they would automatically be registered with the Department of Labor, at which time son
would utilize all the resources of the Department of Labor to get them
into the training programs, into job upgrading, or directly into a job
f (-me is a \linable.

1 think one of the problems we have had in the past is the lack of
communication and coordination between the two departments, .the
Department of Employment ;Ind the Departments of Social Welfare.
within. States under the old "WIN programs. I think it. has been one of
the major weaknesses of the present system, that there lies not. been any

close relationship or a clear assignment of responsibilities between

these two departments and their respective local agencies.
It is a lot easier for an employment office, for example, to take care
of those who are recently out of the job market., who are recently unemployed and not on public assistance and assign them to work than it is
to worry about soniebody who lies been referred there from the Department of Social Welfare.
I think a lot of these problems will be alleviated by the new coordinated system. I think it will also alleviate a. lot of false hopes that have
occurred hi some of our manpower training programs and other pro-

grams where people have been in fact trained with the full intention
and hope that they are going to get a job and find that there is not a
job on the other end.
I think if we coordinate sonic of tl.ese things we will probably have
a very effective job training program versus the fragmented situation
that. we have now.

Senator McGovnts. Are you familiar with the speech or the news
report on Mr. Twiname's appearance here at a meeting in Washington
sonic time ago where he addressed himself to the question of the work
requirement, work incentive feature of the program ?
fr. ATENE:\ TAN. I am not, Senator.

Senator McGovEax. I was just lianded a news article from the Wash-

ington Daily News. Let me read you a couple of paragraphs of it. I
would be interested in your response to it.

An official of the Health, Education, and Welfare Department has called the
mandatory work provision in the Administration's welfare plan more form than
substance, speaking yesterday at a plenary session of the 3-41:iy Washington

Institute of the National Council of Jewish Women. John Twiname, Deputy
Administrator of IINIrs Social and Rehabilitation Service, said. "The question

of requiring welfare recipients to work is almost Legging the question" Twiname
told delegates that the belief that most people would rather collect welfare than
work is a "condemnation by anecdote." Later he added. "It is a may -II based on
isolated. examples." Then Ile went on to say, "By including a provision requiring
welfare recipients either to hold jobs or be learning new skills the Administration
hopes the dispel the myth.", indicating that the main purpose of the provision is
political, lie said, "The average taxpayer is concerned about those Who are taking
zalvantage or abusing the service." But he insisted that the majority of people on
welfare are not chiselers but are people in desperate need.
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The thrust of what he is saying is that the Administration limier-

stands that it is a myth. that. people :1 re on welfare because they don't
want to work. and that this provision of mandatory work or job trainill" is really designed to dispell a myth. Ile is saying it is more form

than substance. That is really the thrust of the question I put to you

hero a while ago.
VNENIAN. T don't think there is a. total inconsistency here. I
don't disagree with the latter part of Mr. TWil1:1111e.:4 Si:11(.111(9a. 1
C011111 that 1110St people. are 011 welfare because of need and t hat I Is'
fraud aspect of it is overemphasized.

I think when von look at the total program bein!r proposed by the
administration. in which you do have the coordinated job training. actir ies, where yon do ha ye. the incentives to \Mi:, both of which the
present system does not really provide, that many of these people who
have to make a he basic decision as to whether or not to enter a job
training. program and
out and 'seek work or stay on the public assistance program where they may be, bet ter oft will make the decision to
go out and seek work where they have some opportunity to have more
cash dollars in their pockets.
Senator MrGoymix. Arr. Venenian, I think what. bothers me is that
we know there are large ninnhers of people who are looking for jobs
who can't find them. The imemployment rate is now 4.2%.
All the predictions are That- it. is headed considerately higher than
that. It just semis to me to he rather strange to reeop-nize that fact, 1 hat
. there are people who want to work, who can't get jobs, then to admit
that people are not on wel fare because they are lazy but because they
are in need. and then to say we need a mandatory work requirement.
What are we going to (10 With these people?
Mr. VENE31AX. Let me respond briefly.

I think another thing we have to hook at, to put. it in total context,

is the help wanted ads in the papers, too.

Se»aor ArcGoyEix. Yes, but those are for computer operators or
physicists. In States like South Dakota they are often for jobs in a
distant town or another State.
Mr. VENNIAN. Not. entirely. There are a. lot of them that are lower

skilled jobs for which ninny poor people could qualify if they had

some additional education or job training.
Senator McGoypi:N, Do You think we have enonifb money in this

program as proposed to provide that kind of training to take care of
these, people in enough numbers to really make it a significant. answer?
Mr. 13.vraula.1.1. Mr. Chairman, let. me suggest that. the. fact that
there, is a. work requirement or a, mandatory work provision does not
mean that the. administration believes that most people are on welfare
because. they are lazy. That is n, non sequitur.
Senator DOLE. Isn't there a work requirement now ?
Mr. PATincr.t.i.t. There is in the present law a requirement, as well. I
point, out that is a non sequitur. 'The, work requirement is very important, not necessarily because the administration believe that. it is going
to be the operational element. that will get many of these people, these
employable people, into work. We do recognize -and the testimony rec-

ognizes that most welfare recipients want to 'work, but there will be
some for whom a mandatory requirement is necessary.
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As a matter of principle, and important principle, I think we believe
that people should not be allowed to refuse a suitable job if they are

able-bodied and simply wish to stay on ,welfare. Unless you are willing

to accept the opposite of that principle, I think you have to go along
with the. idea of a 'work requirement for whatever number may be

involved.
Senator McGovms. Who will be the person or officer who determines
whether people have met that requirement ? How are you going to pre-

vent ihat might amount to a kind of purge of the welfare rolls

designed to put pressure, ou people to take jobs where. the pay is not
fair or the job is demeaning.
It seems to me there is a danger of arbitrary officials on the local
level using that. device, as some have in the past, to get cheap labor ttnd
force, people into grossly underpaid demeaning jobs. It seems to me a
better way to get people off welfare and into the labor market would

lte to provide the decent jobs.
Mr. Vr.xi..3tAx. I don't think that will occur.

We have written into the bill that passed out of Ways and Means

provisions that define suitable employment and it is defined essentially
as it. is in the nnemployment insurance bill.
Senator McGovEns. In a nutshell, what do you mean by suitable work

or suitable employment? I don't mean the exact quote, but roughly
what does it. mean?
Mr. VENEMAN. It essentially means that the job will be one for which

the person is qualified. The job would be paid at the minimum or prevailing wage, whichever is higher. If we have a copy of the bill here,
we cam] read it. It is only three or four lines. It is essentially the same
language as defined in the unemployment insurance program.
Mr. 1).vrincEr.m. There are. two parts to it.. It says first a "suitable"
job. I might add that the work requirement. in the present law does not
have the word "suitable" in front of it. I think this is an improvement
by way of specificity.
It says that the Secretary of Labor must take into account, someone's

previous education, work experience, skill levels, distance to the job,
health, and safety. And second, specific provisions are written in as
to wages and hours.

I think the most important part of the definition is that a job, a

"suitable" job. must pay the applicable Federal, State, or local minimum wage if it is a covered job, or it must pay the prevailing wage

if it is not.
Senator McGovEnx. If that. work reqiiirement is in the existing system. what is the difference then ? What are we proposing here in the
wav of new guidelines?
PATIIICELM. I think the problem with the work requirement in
the present. law is, first, its vagueness with regard to things like suitable. job and, second, that the, whole WIN prol,ram or work incentive

program was not effective. There was not this connection with the
Employment Service by way of a inundatory registration feature so
that the person got into the job training or the employment stream.
There was not. within the welfare law, itself, proper incentives to go

to work. We would not suggest that the administration discovered
the idea of the mandatory work requirement.
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Senator Dom.:. Do you provide some exemption in yours that is not
available in the others? I think according to your statetnent. a family
with children under six, which is a departne from present law.
Mr. PATurect,r.t. Yes: it is.

Mr. VENEMAN. I think there are five or six specific exemptions. I
any of these exceptions apply then you are not required to register.
Senator Dot.E. If there are no jobs available you are not penalized,
are you ?
Mr. VENEMAX, No.

Senator Dom,. Who makes the determination on suitability ? I f tliere

is not that type of employment, in the area, are you required to
relocate?
Mr. VENEMAN, No. As a matter of fact, there is a provision in the
bill that provides for payment of relocation expenses if there is reasonable assurance that there is a job on the other end. But this applies only
if an individual voluntarily chooses to relocate.

Senator Dotx. Certainly the great majority of the people want to

work, lint there are some who don't want to work, and they are living
in all parts of the country. They are not, all in any one region or in one
State. or of one color.
This is a good provision in that it recognizes some of the practical
aspects---:not in a. partisan political sensein some of the deep-seated
feelings not only of the taxpayers but of taxpayers who roprosvnt 011 wr
taxpayers in Congress. No one wants to as some program that permits people, who don't want to work, not to work and to receive the
benefits.

If they are able to work, are. not tied up with family obligations and

tliere is suitable, employment a va i able. they should work.
Mr. VxEmAx. That, is essentially what the bill snys.
Senator Dots... I see nothing wrong with this principle.

Mr. Vr.xinrAx. The major difference from the present system, Senator, is the fact that all potentially employable persons receiving- assistance will be known since they 'mist register in order to receive benefits.

Senator Doty,. Yon don't have to go back too far in the House of

Rearesentatiy(s to find ont what the vote was a collide of years ago, on
aid to dependent. children. It. probably went too far, because there was
no exemption provided for working mothers. This proposal does indicate a sense of realities and you faced up to them realistically.
Senator McGovEnN. Mr. Secretary, I think there is a general recognition in the Administration and elsewhere that the $1,600 figure is a
beginning point, and you would like to see the program improve as we
move along.

What would be wrong with including a provision in the bill for a
step-up along the line that. Senator :Harris has proposed? Maybe not
exactly at the figure he suggests. Why not, for example, a provision
that we begin in the. current. fiscal year with $1,600 and then in the following fiscal year we move it up another step and-so on over a 3- or -year Period so that we have some indication in the authorizing legislation that we are serious about improving-this program.
Mr. VExiorAx. Of course, some of the constraints there wonld be not

only fiscal but would also include the factors that Mr. Patricelli
pointed out when he suggested that yon can't. look at the minimum
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benefit level in an isolated way. You have to look 1U:. what it dot's to the
lax rate, AV I wro the break-out point is, the other adjustments that. have
I o be made.

I think there is one element of increasing Federal participation
already built into the bill as it left the Ways and lleans Committee.
That is that, our participation in the supplemental would be adjusted

annually to the poverty level. So that, as the State is willing to increase
t heir levels we will be willing to increase our participation in Federal
dollars.
But, I think that before we can suggest that. we build it up $1,600

I his year, *ll,0 next year and so forth, we have to look at the fiscal
wobleni and also the break-even point.

Mr. PATinctua,i. It is very, very expensive, as the submitted testimony points out.

Frankly, we felt. we are not able now to take what may be a relatively small growth each year in the HEW budget or in the exevutive
budget and to say now we want, to obligate 50 or 60 percent of that. to
this program. It is something you tend to want. to reserve for decisionmaking each year after looking at, your priorities.
Mr. Vlis-E3rAN. There is another factor that we have to emphasize

and that is that traditionally the States have increased their grant

levels with the exception of itfew. We have seen a continuous trend of

increased grant levels in the AFDC program and in the adult cate-

gories. I would anticipate that they would continue to do this.
I would anticipate that if they know we are matching to the poverty
level there. will be pressures in the State legislature to increase their
supplement always to that point.
Senator McGovraw. Mr. Secretary, we are going to-have a vote here
very shortly on the Senate floor but there is one other question I wanted
to direct to you on another matter and that has to do with the nutritional survey that I mentioned to you prior to the hearing today.
Our lead -oil' witness in 1969 was Dr. Arnold Schaefer. He appeared
in January 1909. He told us at that time that. all 10 of the State nut rit ioal surveys would he completed by the end of 1969, December 31.
Ire told this committee. he would give us the final report no later than
March of this year, 1970. Now the time has come and we don't, have
the final report. It is our understanding that the 10 State surveys have
not been completed. We have not even had a progress report on what
is going on in the individual States.
Can you bring us up to date on the status of those surveys ?

Mr. VENEMAN. Yes.

Anticipating your question, Mr. Chairman, I asked that this be made
available to me this morning. Field work has been completed in seven
States, and in upper New York State. Three field teams are still col-

lecting data. They are in New York City, South Carolina, and
Massachusetts.'

An interim report of the survey is being prepared and should be
completed by April 10, which will cover 35,000 individuals from
five States which will be Texas, Louisiana, Kentucky. Michigan, and
upstate. New York. I can submit. this to you.

51'0 Status ll.ort on the 10 State National Nutrition Survey, on p. 2S3.
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The report is not in a form for submission to tin' committee but 1
can give you a State-by-State breakdown of the status if you would
like that.
Senator Mc GovEnx. I wonder if you could give US :1 IVVOrt in Writ lug

as soon as possible and update it. because I think that is information
that. the committee ought. to have and we ought to make available to
the public as to where that survey is.

I would hope, based on what Dr. Schaefer told us, that you could

stay on the t imetal de he outlined at, the beginning of last year. We have
not. (lone the. job yet. in getting on top of the hunger and nutrit inn pro] )lem. We do need this information.
The House of Represent at ivies still has not acted on eit her the food

stamp or the school lunch bill. I think there is a, sizable. number of
people in the other body who still question the extent of nutrition, mal-

nutrition, in the rinted States And, completing this survey a-; quickly
as possible, in my judgment, is absolutely essential information. It:

gives US hard, dependable statistics based on actual SIII'VeyS :111d IIIVOSurentents.
I would hope that the Department would do e \To-thin!, possible to
move those surveys to completion fiS quickly as possible.
Mr. VENEAIAN. We. certainly will, Senator. I think that probably the
earliest report available would be the interim report. on the five States
of April 10th.
As I look at. the problem in some of the States, I would say that.
Aras.sachusetts is probably the farthest behind. They anticipate edit-

ing corrections will probably be completed by June. for Alassacluisetts. As material beconws available, I am .sure we can make the interim
report available to you.
Senator Dina:. I recognize we, arc about to have a vote, too.
If you would furnish ns some information, I think all of its discussed
the basic. question we don't want people to misunderstand the administration's position. It is a remarkable breakthrongh, as far as I am concerned, in tile, entire, approach. But thee is a wide-spread feeling. that
$1,600 is it, this is all there is.

I would hope you might, furnish information at least to us as memlwrs of the committee. and perhaps also for the record, if yon can
VENEmAx. We can do that. Senator. We have material developed on a. State-by-State basis, that shows what rrant levels are under
the old programs and what they would be miller the. new proposals.
For the most part, in the families program there would be increases in
eight or 10 States. The others would presumably remain the same unless
the legislatures took action.

There would be substantial increases in the adult cate!rories in a

good many States. As I indicated in the testimony, for the aged couples,
they will be brought up beyond their poverty level by the. pew basic

standard.

Senator DOLE. I think it, would be a help to all of us, also perhaps for
the people. who live in our States, to know the total picture. I and certain it. has been available. It is probably our fault we don't have it but
it, would be helpful.

Mr. VExEmAx. We will make all that information available to the

members of the committee.
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McGovEnx. Senator Javits.

Senator JAvirs,. I am told by the Chair you have had a thorough

going -over.
Mr. VEXEMAN. And a very delightful going-over, Senator.

Senator ,TAvrrs. 1 ant very glad to have gotten here in time to recognize the testimony of Mr. Patricelli who used to be my assistant on the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee. I think this is the first time he
has been before us. I ant very pleased to welcome him and congratulate
hint on the fine job he is doing in the Department.
had two points 1 would like to leave with you and I won't. trouble
you with questions.

I am deeply convinced, and I hope the administration .rill share

hat conviction, t hat t he family assistance. plan, which is admirable and
gill probably be, one of the finest things the Nixon Administration will
be responsible for, is a very fine addition to the food stamp program and
a fine addition to the welfare package.

I think that with stamps, the package becomes meaningful and

answers many of the objections that, it is too low. Without stamps, it
suffers seriously from deliciencv. I see no reason why they cannot be
coordinated. The Senate has certainly shown its position on that with
its fine vote on the school lunch program which brings in the free lunch
program to many more children from welfare families.
The second point. which I think is critically important, 1A daycare.
cannot emphasize to the Department enough what daycare can mean to
all the aspirations, of those in Government, both liberal and conservative. We all certainly agree that people should have the chance to work.
And to the working mother, the youngest, most eligible rehabilitated

member of the welfare client group, daycare which is fearfully

inadequate because municipalities do not have the money, is the answer.
I hope you gentlemen will be as resourceful with da -care as we are
trying to be in furnishing food. We are now expanding food programs,

with .vom. help and the Department of Agriculture s, to include the
private sector. There are enormous opportunities for that in day-care.
As much as I appreciate, in some cases, the need for bricks -and mor-

tar, you don't ha ve to spend much on these items if you utilize the

private sector. Industrial concerns can be greatly encouraged, through
.ntelligent handling of money and training, to have day-care centers of
their own, as trade, unions, chureltes, and many other groups.
In my judgment, it is the key to unlocking the door of self-relianeo
for the welfare client.
Finally, I hope very much that the Department will give the most,
s.vmpathetic consideration to the effort to help States
ieh have maintained high standards. This can be accomplished through sharing some
percentage of the highest, standard of welfare payment. with them as
the I louse of Representat yes now is going to ask.
Those are the observations I ;vould like to leave with the
Department.
f the Secretary or Mr. Pa tricelli desire to make any comment. I will
be very appreciative.
Mr. VENE:NrAs. Senator, I think we have responded to most of those
points in the testirtiony.
First, the food stamps would be linked into this particular program.

Se,.retary Ilardin and :--;coretary Finch have indicated that ultimately
the fond stamp program will heroine a part of the functions of IIEW.
Second, as a component of the work-training provisions the measure
contains S:1S6 million for day -care which I think is the. larp-est sin;t3e
effort in day-care. which has even been proposed. The House. Ways aA
.Nreang version of the measure provides 100 percent Federal matching
for day-care projects.
Third, the sharing arranovuient \Vitli time States. :10-percent Federn1
participation in the State supplemental& was worked out in the committee with our concurrence, and, in fact, through our initiatives to
find alternatives to the 50-00 rule. after having met with-some of the
representatives of the larger States that. indicated some of their concerns in the State sharing.
Senator .Tarns. In response, I would like to point. out that the est iu late of day-care. needed to day -care slots available is something like 10
to 1. Yet. roughly $400 million, frankly, is a drop in the bucket, unless
von use it. for leverage. That. is why T urge 'Ilion you the ingenuity and

the initiative.
This is :t 'Republican administration interested in private enterprise.
and there are tremendous resources which can he, enlisted with the use
of a little wit and a little proselytizing effort.
T hope, very ninch that the 'Department will not, fail to press this
opennyr. Because yon do have more money gives you all the inure
leverage to do what, I suggest. I beg of von not to assume that, the job
happen to have more money than you had before.
is done hoc:vise
think it is great but it is a drop in the bucket compared to what you
need and what ran be done with enlisting- the private sector in a cooperati ve way in this Very purpose.
(The pmpared statement of Mr. Voneinan follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF UNDER SECRETARY OF HEALTH. EDVCATION, AND w,:t.rAia:

:Rum G. VENEMAN

FA. great deal has been said and written recently about the rationale. the costs.
and the coverage of the President's opposed Family Assistance Plan. Rather than
attempt to recapitulate all the provisions of the welfare rlorm package, 1 would
like today to discuss the President's proposal in terms of its approach to the pmerty problem in the United States, emphasizing in this discussion the reason wily
the Administration believes that the Plan represents the best balance currently
possible among the often conflicting goals of preservation of work incentives.
equity, efficiency in reducing poverty, and fiscal responsibility.
rThe relation between welfare reform and poverty is obvious. Public assist :thee.
is PY its nature. intended to help those in financial need. This simple relation

tends to suggest a simple solution to the problem of constructing n welfare
program with maximum anti-poverty effectivenessthat is. to construct rules

which limit payments only to those most in need and least able to support themselves throng]] their own efforts. This philosophy is essentially that which under-

lies our current AFDC program with its emphasis on stringent means tests.

categorical exclusion of the seemingly able-bodicd, and sharp reduction of payments as other sources of income increase.
Unfortunately, this solution has many undesirable side effects. For example.

by limiting Federal payments to those seemingly least able to support themselvesfemale heads of familieswe have created an incentive for fathers in
low-paying or sporadie jobs to leave home so that their families can become

eligible for welfare. The Unemployed Father portion of AFDC lessens this problem somewhat by providing coverage to families with unempleyed fathers. but this
program has been implemented in only 24 States, and enrollments in these States

have been very limited. Furthermore, no Federal program currently provides
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assishince to the millions of families headed by a man who works hut is still

unable to provide sufficiently for his family. And yet over one -third of families in
poverty are headed by a full-time. fall-year worker.
This same attempt. to aehieve maximum poverty effectiveness by elenmeling

payments only to t114,se without other sonrces of ineome has caused a seanl
basic proldemthat of creating serious disincentives to work and problems of
inequity vis-a-vis working beads of households. I think that this problem is best
illustrated by considering a few ,mses of how AFDC currently treats working
people.

As we have said many times. all too often in this country it is possible for working people to be better off on welfare. Take for example, the case of a working
woman. If her earnings have been in excess of the State-defined need Aandard.
she is nut eligible for any type of welfare support
However, a working mother who happens to be earning less than the need
standard will be eligible for supplementation of her wages based upon the earn-

ings incentive formula of '30 plus %." In her case, she could easily have a
higher total income, of earnings plus welfare, than our first woman who has
only her earnings. Moreover, if a welfare mother increases her earnings so that
they are above the need standard. she will still continue to receive welfare
supplementation up to the break even point under the 30 plus I,;s formula. and

the discrepancy be,-. -.en her total incono. and that of the nun- welfare woman will
example of this type of situation is given on the attached
grow even greater.
Table I.

For the working man. the situation is even worse. nnier AFDC-I-1,-. only

families beaded by -unemployed fathers"defined by regulation as those working

no more than 30 hours per weekare eligible. This means that a tather un

welfare will be better off working as a result of the 30 pins % formula so long
as he doesn't work more than 30 hours pm. week. If he takes 'a job in which he

works more than 30 hours a week be is no longer "unemployed" under the

nmilation and he loses the supplementation to his earnings provided by welfare

under the 30 plus % formula. The result is that he would often lie worse nit
by working full time than by not working at all, or by keeping only a part-time
job smiplemented by welfare. This situation is described in Table 2.
It is critical to appreciate the fact that merely eliminating the restriction on
the number of hours a man works iS not sufficient to sustain the employment
incentive. Toe while that proposal would create an effective work ineentive for
men already an. welfare, it does nothing, for the man working fulll lime who is
not yet on v;elfare but would he finaneially better off if he were. This is similar
to the ease of the working woman situation already described. Again, as iu the
and receiving welfare under the
case of the mother, a man working full
he was once ill the 1-nemployed
30 plus % formula by reason of the fact
Father category would often be notch better off through hiS combination of wages
phis WI.Ifare than the Mall Working full time who was never on wolfare.
To illustrate this situation I would like to refer to the attached '17:;les 3 and 4.
Table 3 shows in selected States what a nonwelfare working family must earn
to he as well of as it welf:10e family with no earnings. For example, welfare will
pay a four-person family in Nrkansas $071 per month. For an Arkansas wage
earner to be as well off after deductions for work expenses as a welfare family,
he must have gross earnings of Sllri per month. L1 California. welfare pays a
four-person family with !to other ineome $221 per month, which is equivalent to a
working wage of $288 her month. Perhaps the most disturbing figure of all is the
one showing the hourly wages in the various States which a working man must
earn in order to he better off on the job than on welfare. The conclusion is obvious: in many of these States you're better off on welfare than working at a low
wage job.

Table 4 presents this information in a different WitY ft:1(1 perhaps even more
starkly. That table shows the net disposable incomes of a welfare family 4ind
a non welfare family which have the same earnings.
The amount of earnings chosen is the amount which the previous table showed
as being necessary for a working man to earn to lie as well of as a welfare family
with no other income.
Thus, a welfare family earning $115 per month in Arkansas ends up with a net

income of $100 per month as a result of the 30+1/a and work-related expenses
disregards, whereas the nonucelfare familywhich must absorb its own workrelated expensesends up with an estimated $95 per month. In California, as-
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seming the two families eaell have earnings of $2S8 Per month. t be welfare family

ends up with $371 whereas the nonwelfare family has! only $221. The figures
speak for themselves. If anything:. the inequity is undei-Aated since the figures
du not include the cost of day care and medieal expenses whieb the welfare family often has available free. or a t least on a deductible" basis.
It is very diffieult to measure the extent to which the simple economic fact that

families can n be better off on welfare has a etually drawn people onto publie

assistance. There is a great deal of anecdotal evidence to suggest that is the ease.
and we know from surveys and from the New Jersey Experiment. that. there is in
fact a great deal of movement between working poor and welfare status. Table 5.
taken from the "Repr.rt of Findings of Special Review of AFDC in New 'York
City- and transmitted to the lionse Ways and Means Committee last year. pre-

sents sinue evidnee On this point. That report ranked 11 cities by AFDC case.
load per 1.000 poor persons ill the popnlation. It then compared that measure
the tendency of poor people to go on welfare to the degree of difference between
expected earnings and welfare. As the report pointed nut. there Wag a positive
statistical correlation between the tendency to go on welfare and the lark of any
(dear bi.nefit liana working.
14,milarly we Cannot tut asnre directly the impact of current. welfare policy on
family stolidity. although. again, there is amide anecdotal evidence on this score.
It is interesting to note, however. that in the law of an overall decline in families

in poverty of 3.2 million from 1960 to 1%1S, the percent of female-beaded families
in poverty has inerea sod from 24 to 33f,7,
19(ii6 there has :lethally been an
absolute increase in the number of R11(11 families. At the same time the number of
welfare recipients hag (10111)10d. The causes of this phenomenon are obviously
rooted in complex social problems. Nonetheless, the preservation of a system

which provi:

a prima facie incentive for family break-np. and which clearly

discriminates against those of the poor .who attempt to help themselves through
their own efforts seems exceedingly perverse.
It is for these reasons that Primary ainimg the basic structural reforms of our
welfare system that the President has asked Ure throe:
1. Equal treatment of both male and female-beaded families in tile Federal
Nye] fa re system :

2. ('overage of the working tint- :
3. Strong financial incentives for the 'ismitrionanee of work effort through twoiliSrmtarding the first $720 of e:trner.T. income entirely and a percent of
earned ineonie above that amonnt in the corlittatital of benefits. The amount of
disregarded ti:Trited income above the $720 exelusion %vitt lie :4)5, ter those reeeiving Federal payments only nil 335 for those receiving State supplementation.
(if (1)tirse this increase in equity and favorable incentives is bought at a price.
The most obvious cost is the financial cost of extending coverage beyond those
with virtually no 0.111(.1'111(111)1e to those with smile ontsitle resources.

With a $1.600 bash. benefit. a $720 initial disregard and a 50%
tax
rote on earned income, the "Irma k-even" point or upper income limit for eligibility
under Family Assistance
$3.020. A $100 inermse in the basic standard raises
tills "break-even" point 1
thereby covering a considerable umnber of additional families as well a- !ising the payment to those already covered. Such a
$100 increase would rob- he cost of Family Assistance by about. $400 million.
The cost of the $720 disr;..ard is estitnat.al at. $1.2 billion, Furthermore of the $3

billion Family :Assistance Benefit cost. $2.1 billion will go to working poor
families. In short, to preserve equities and incentives we must use some dollars

which might otherwise be available to raise the bask! in Minima stand;: rd. We feel
that this is a price well worth paying.
To buttress these financial incentives for work, the Family Assistanee
inhnles a work requirement for able-bodied heads of recipient honseholds. Many
people criticize the inehision in the plan of the work requirement which they feel
is regressive and punitive. In fa et, President Nixon's work requirement represents a significant improvement of the similar requirement found in the present
1 u w.

We are eonvineed that. as modified, such a requirement is critical. T think it is
very much xvithin the philosophy of the American people that persons who can
work should do so, rather than be free to rely upon public assistance. This is certainly the view of many key members of Congress who work with this program,
ane'. I am convinced that no welfare reform proposal can succeed with the: Con-

;Cress or the public without a work requirement. Not only are there sound philosophical and political reasons for the rt9mirement. but there is als evidence 4111
the merits that it is better. from the point of view of the psychological well hieing
of 144 ,th the adults and the children in the family, that a parent vg wit where that
is possible.

141tik at the data on mothers with children between 41 and 17
Nvbn
but With 110 1111:hZ1/3(1.----(SentitIlly the same group of wlan-0 who are required to

register finder Fatally Assisi:theewe see that 11.s percent :are already Nvorkinv..
with 7 percnt \corking: full tithe. These are women in potentially' the same circumstanes as welfare mothers. yet they are working and 11:.ying taxes. I 'ail we
fairly ask this (iS percent to support through their taxes the minority who might

choose not to work? For that is the moral probliemsomeone must pay fur the
freedom of the few not to work.
Equally importantly. it is our belief. supported lac ben Ullectlu;:al null researchbased VideliCe, as well as our exiierience with the WIN pvcgr,:,01 t.e; ante. that
opt gladly
lie chance
the vast majority of able-1,1)04.d welfare recip1,to upgrade their skills and enter gainful ewlr. , lent if avail:141e. Let lilt' cite a
few statistics to support this contention
lietwen 70 and 50 pereent of All 1' mothers have worked s)` son.-. time or
are now working despite the \Veal: int*Cit IN*(S c-or work provided by the current
syst

The Plalell study of families on welfare in New 37(ork lity shows that

SeVell nut of ten mothers 014 welfare replied they wouhl prefer to Wiirk when

asked -Would you prefer to work for pay or stay at home?" Moreover, six

out of ten mothers on Nelfare with pre-school children said that limy NVe11111

prefer to work if day care were availahle rather than 10 stay at home and
take care of their children.

The majority of welfare mothers expect to work sometime. Again from

the Podell study almost '4-ic of the mothers interviewed said they expected to
work at some time in the future.
Thus we have included in the Family Assistance Plan provision for a full range
of manpower-related SerVieeS including eounseling. training, job placement, and

child care. to help re:fnents to secure, retain. or advance in euipl...,;,ent. In-

cluded in the proposal as it has emerged from the House Ways and 31( as Committe is a provision for 1(0% Fedentl matching of day care projects, which is
surely :1 major step in the development of this resourts. The intent is 10 lust ide
tillSe services in a manner NthiCh will restore families NVitll dependent Children
to self-:4111)1)011111g, independent. and useful roles in the eommunit 5.

Thus we believe that dollars invested now in breadened coverage. provision of
work incentives, and manpower-related services will pay off in the future in terms
of increased linaneial independence. improved self-esteem and self-development.
At the same time we would hope to eliminate or at least minimize incentives fur
those currently working and not on welfare to fan back into dependeney.

Thus far I have stressed those features of the President's proposal which represent careful balancing of the incentive features inherent in any income maintenance scheme. I have Italie:tied that it is expensive in construct a PrOplq. System
Of WIti-k incentives. I think it is equally important to stress that we have still

pawl:eil with our Family Assistance dollars a major attack (ni the poverty

problem in Iii' United. States.
that a program which provides a basic immeiit below the poverty
It is
liar NVili not eliminate poverty. However, programs such as the Family Assistance
Via::
are tailored to family size Mitt ineOnle. channel the 'bulk of the payPOOPOSt, 1I:1(1 thus have the greatest inwaet on poverty reduction.
11),,ot
obvious improvement is in terms of coverage. Family Assistance will
; Jf all the poor and 100% of all poor families with chil(it'en as well as a
ct -!
:::umber of lo -income families above the poverty line. AFDC cnr.

renls cowers only 17% of the poor and 3.5% all poor children in tlae country.
FAP payments to the families-with-ehildren category will not be
sufficient of themselves to 1110.0 the Majority of thCSD families out of poverty,

almost 2 million fcersons in these families will he moved across the ImvertY lithe
and an additional :500,000 across the low-income line. In addition, the proposed
establishment 01 a millimum benefit level of $110 per person for aged. hlind :111(1
(likable(' recipients (originally $90 in the President's plan but raised yo $110 by

aged couples CODthe lionse Ways and 3Ieans Commitee) will of itself lift
sitlerably above the poverty line of $2,071 for such families. For a single person
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the benefit will provide an income of SO% of the poverty line exclusive of Medicare
benefits.

Furthermore, when the President's Food Stamp proposals are included in the
overall welfare package, they produce a combined basic subsidy for a family of
1 of some $2,464 per year 0'1,600 in FAP and $864 in stamp bonus), or about 68%
of the poverty line for such a family. This is, incidentally, in exeess of the bash
payment recommended in the plan proposed by the Heineman Commission. Since
the Family Assistance Plan mandates continuation of State supplementation at
either current levels or the poverty line. whichev.,r is lower, supplementation will
raise the lkasic payment even further in 42 States.
Taken together, the Family Assistance and Food Stamp transfers will of themselves reduce the Poverty gap in this country by about 60%. The manpower provisions of the plan should extend this reduction considerably further in years

to come.

Another important improvement in poverty-effectiveness is the establishment
of a Federally-financed payment floor. Although the establishment of a Federal

floor is an important step in eliminating the extreme variations in 'payment
levels which exist from State to State, in S States the $1,0(10 standard alone will

exceed current welfare payments and raise benefits for about 20y of present
recipients.
This step towards establishment of natbalul welfare standards is another 4)1' iho

basic structural welfare reforms the President proposes. A wove in this direction
will. by its nature, put more Federal Miami:II resources into those States currently having, relatively low benefit levels in their welfare programs than in those
with more liberal programs. Of course these are also the States with the largest
concentrations of poor people and the lowest financial resources. In fae,`, some of
these States currently make a higher her capita contribution to welfare than much
Helper States. Furthermore. we feel that ha sic structural refiin looking tmvards
the long-term requires a strong step in the direction of a uniform Federally sive
ported floor. The Federal Government is currently involved in it systein in WILilt
the Federal Government does not onitrol the allocation of its own resinir :ss to
poor children. Because of the nature of the matehing formula. and the fact that

the States control how much benefit shall be paid, the Federal share of that

benefit or the Federal payment per AFDC child varies widely from State to State.
A few examples. Illinois. $'22 per month tier child : Mississippi, $s.70 per month
per child : and New York, about $33.
So we are in a -ystcni where the Federal Government treats 1.1111(11m in similar

circumstances .Stferently. That is not logical: it is not equitable: and ;i1 those
States where lice benefit levels are very low and the Federal payment levels are
low. this kind of inequitable treatment simply leads to added cost for the Federal
Government later on in terms of remedial programs.

Of course. a possible extension of this move to Federal uniformity w odd be
an assumption by the Federal Government of all State supplemental program,.
This !novo. 1,-wever, would he prohibitively expensivefar in excess of the
current $4 billion in State reveinies now lised for welfare programs. This is
simply because to schieti, the desired national uniformity without penalizing
anyone currently on welnire we would have to set the national standard at that
of the highest State. Since State break-even points for a family of 4 range up
to around $7500 under AFDC. we would be providing coverage to almost half
of the families with children in the country, For this obvious reason we have
chosen instead to provide full Federal financing for it minimum benefit level
only. Under the bill as amended by the House Ways and Means Committee. we
trill also provide 30% Federal matching of State supplementation for payments
up to the poverty line. This provision mill. together with the changes proposed
in Federal matching for the aged, blind and disabled, provide some $520 million
in fiscal relief to this States.

Equally important in the move towards a national welfare system is the establishment of uniform eligibility standards nationwide for both Family Assistance
benefits and State supplementary payments, and the provision of strong financial

ineentives to the States to opt for Federal administration of both programs.
AFDC as it currently operates is essentially composed of some 54 disparate

systems, each with its own definitions of need standards, assets tests, incapacity
tests, requirements for school attendance and age of children, and its own provisions for income exclusions and inclusions. Furthermore, the day-to-day administration of the program has varied widely, both from State to State and from

locality to locality, in terms of equitableness and responsiveness to recipient
needs. This variance in policies and procedures is well documented by- this
Committee's recent report on ...Cash and l'ood Programs in Virginia ". The establishment of uniform eligibility standards and the provision of 100% Federal
financing of administrative costs for States opting for Federal adininistration
of either or both programs may well have snore practical conNcquences in terns
of the fairness, acceptability, and ultimate effectiveness of public assistance
than any other provisions of the welfare package.

appr+4.telling, the objectives
There are of course numerous possible way.,
of structural reform, equity, uniformity and preservatd;.. of %virk incentives

which 1 have mentioned-

Before cuucluding my remarks I would like to coustueat briedi ou some of the
other most widely- discussed proposals fur welfare reform., with the idea of highliglitiug some of the reasons for our particula, r choice of features for incorporation
in I he Family Assistance Plan.
Similar in many ways to the President's proposed plan are the plans proposed
by the Commission on Ineoute Maintenaue (the Heineman Commission) and by

Senator Harris of Oklahoma. The Ilenteinan l'ounission Plan would provide a
$2,400 cash guarantee to a family of , with no initial earnings exemption and a
tax rate of :11% on all nonwelfare income. It would (Also provide coverage for all

poor persons including childless couples and Inuit:lied individuals. The Fouts
stamp program is eliminated. Net benefit costs of the plan are estimated at $n
billion in 1971 as contrasted with $3.5 billion for the Family Assistance Plan.
Senator Harris' Bill goes further in providing a basic Federal guarantee of
poverty- line income ($3,7:10 for a family of 4 currently), with full Federal assumption of State welfare programs over a 3 year period. Using the same cost
estimating model used for Family Assistance. we have estimated the costs of this
and 37 bihion by
poposal to be some $12.5 to $17 billion, ris:ng to between
1:173. The range of coasts depends upon the assumptions made as to liability for
regular income tax. Furtherittore, costs are restrich(d to even this high level 0111N

by applying a very high 75f/g. tax ((n income beyond $22 a month for a family
of 4.

A more radical departure from the structure 4 if the Aamitlistratlim's reform
proposal is presented by proposals for universal Children's Allowance programs.
Such a plan was recently deseribed by the Chairman of this committee. The plan
would provide grants of $600 to $7s0 a year for enVil Child to all families in tile
U.S. regardless Of income. The present personal income tax exemption ()I' $6(10

for children would be abolished. and the allowance itself would be taxable as
income.

There are several reasons for arguing that. such a plan should not really be

considered as an anti-poverty program alternative.
1. The plan is extremely expensive: Ace(irding to tli President's C((innlission
Alnintenninp the gross of it $:10 per month allowliiiee would be over
$41 billion- Taxation of the allowance and elimination of children's exemptions
would reduce the cost only to $28 billion. while undermining some of t lo alleged
MIVIllitag(4s: of the universal approach. Raising this amount of revenue through

the personal income tax would entail a 3,1% inerco.,e over 19l1 personal tax
liabilities. This compares with a total cost of $3.5 billion for the Fatuity Assist.-..nce Plan.

2. The plan is ineffective as an anti-poverty device: Of the total $-11 billion
gross transfer. only about $d billion, or 15% would go to families below the
poverty line for the simple reason that. the great majority of children in this
country are not poor. 111 contrast.. the much less expensive Family Assistalwe
Plan would transfer about f,t1.5 billion to the poor, and the plait proposed by the

COM111114:4011 011 Ineowe Maintenance would raise the inome of the poor by Moan

billion at a cost of $6 billion. Moreover, a Children's Allowanee would do
nothing to raise the income of childless couples and single individuals who comprise 37% of all poor families and (i'% of all poor households. The same is true
of the Family Assistance Plan with regard to non -aged. able-bodied individuals
and childless couples, although the Mansion of the aged, blind and Ms:tilled makes

its coverage of the needy far more atieqttate Furthermore, Family Assistance
coilld easily be broadened la the. future to include households without children
while a Children's Allowance Plan, by its very nature, could not.
3- The plan is inequitable viewed as an anti-poverty device: Under a Children's
Allowance, 111e redistribution from the nonpoor to the poor is Much less signiti4 2-7 7S---70---pt. 1-19
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(-alit than the redistribution from small families to larefe families:. Under the

present tax strueture. a .:11 Idless eouple pays personal income tax on ally hwilme
at.ove tlt, Wl, If the plan 1,k to be financed by :In across-the-board tas lucre se.
such poverty level limisetolcis
if-e required to partially subsidize. large
families at litany times that income level. Even if thetas increase were struetured
to 4.-N:tumor the very poor. there would still be massive redis.trilmtions upward in
the inflow+. structure. For example. a childless couple with 'axable itivoinc
000 would receive no benefits and would pay added tlX of over *200. whilf
family of six could have a taxable jai-mile over $1.-(010 and
re ceice a positive
net benefit.
in the other hand. one possible I ootential advantage for such a program is that.
inasmuch as it is paid to all families with children regardless of ineonie it may
Ire said to be non-stigmatizing. Cnfortunately. sifter the payments to poor fund-

lies are so low f$1200 per year for a family with 2 children). even at this high
cost. most poor families would still have to remain on welfare in any case.
Clearly a children's :Amy:Ince program would involve a major revamping, of
our tax :Intl transfer system. Whether there is politica] support for such flI1 overhaul would require [-considerable study. In any case. it is certainly difficult to
justify as an anti - poverty tleviee a program which would require low one
01114111.gs couples to subsidize large families with three to four times as
income.

I will Ilrietly mention a few other possible inconic maintenance approaches.
It

is sometimes suzgested that the minimum wage should be increased sig-

nifiealitly elvoigh to take low ineonie workers out of poverty. It is t rIle that many
workers: and their families eould then receive considerably higher ineofnes. lint
those who cannot work. those with large families. and thosc. whose jobs are elimi11:1 ted bef-ause of the increase. will not be hell sod out of poverty. In general. it is
not realistic to force wages. NVII/(11 S11(111111 by their nature Ino relat-al to worker

productivity. 11p to the point where they will -be adequate for large families..For
these persons and others who cannot work, we must devise measures which are
n-lated to their inconie needs.
Ills-ause of the popular t3- and suceloss of social insurance Programs for middleincome earners. it is soluctiones suggested that 511111 programs as r:Ife-ifil So:unity
and 1-nemtoloy111ent Com] oclisation hr expanded for use as anti-Nwf.rty measures.
ifut stretching' these programs to meet the income 114441s of the pof ora purpose
ffor which they were not flesignef 1is unsatisfactory for several reasons:
1. First. many of the poorest people cannot work. and thus could not be eovored
wider any reasonable contributory system:
Stsmiii.

raising the minimum benefit for the lowest wage earners would

tweak altogether the link between rout riblitions and benefits.
think we 0111st preserve the faith of the American people ha the soundness of
the social inslinllico programs. Clearly the niost efficient and most cost effective
way 44 :I SS;!4tiIW 1(1W-income prorsons is throng]] measures whiel] are based or.
need. We believe that the Family Assistance P1:111 represents a v:11140111y balancing of this ellojoctive against the deninnds of equity, pry servatIon Of incentives and
bmnan dignity. and the constraints of li.seal responsibility.
TABLE I.TREATMENT OF WORKING WDMEN UNDER AFDCASSUME A STATE WITH A 53,000-HEED
STANDARD AND PAYMENT LEVEL

Mother, earning $2,500
eligible for welfare

Earned
incense

Welfare

$2, 500

$1,'81

$3,961

3, 500

0

3,080

3, 500

1, 161

4,341

grant

Net income

$420 in work - related expenses, is

Mother, earning $3,500 with an estimated $420 in work-related
expenses, is not eligible for welfare_
Mother, already receiving welfare, increases her earned income to
$3,500 with $420 in work-related expenses,and remains

TABLE 2. -INCENTIVE FOR MEN TO WORK PART TIME UNDER AFDC OF -ASSUME A STATE WITH A 83.000-NEED
STANDARD AND PAYMENT LEVEL

Father works 20 hours a week at $1 70 a, hour; earn 81.Eir

Earned income

Welfare grant

Net income

51.768

$2, 197

$3 775

a year

with $210 in work-related expenses. is eligible tar welts
Father works full time at $1.60 an hour with an elirnated 54.
work-related expenses. is ineligible for welfaie

3. 116

3. 536

TABLE 3. WHAT A WORiONGMAN MUST EARN TO BE AS WELL OFF AS A WELFARE FAMILY- -BASED ON DATA
AVAILABLE, JANUARY 1970
Welfare
payment
oo 4-person

family with

Required gross earnings for 4person nonwelfare family to
achieve same net disposable
income as a welfare 'family I

no income

State:
Arkansas
California

... ... ....... .. ....... , _

Illinois
Massachusetts
Michigan
New York
Ohio
Oregon

Wisconsin

(per month)

Per month

Hourly wage

$95

$115

221

28=

269
307
263
313
199
219
198

31b

$.67
1.67
1.85
2.16

372
333
383

253
279
258

L94

2.23
1.47
1.62
1.50

1 Assumes that work-related expenses are equal to the Z,irerage allowance for work-related expenses including taxes
currently made in States shown. These work-related expenses dc not include day care costs.

COMPARISON OF THE NET DISPOSABLE INCOMES OF 4-PERSON WELFARE FAMILIES AND NON WELFARE FAMILIES EARNING THE SAME AMOUNT OF WAGESMONTHLY ESTIMATES FOR SELEC1 ED

TABLE 4.

STATES -BASED ON DATA AVAILABLE JANUARY 1970
Not disposable
income of a

earnings

arnou.it shown
in col, 1 I

Net disposable
income of a nenwelfare family
earning tne
amount shown
in col. 1 I

(1)

(2)

(3)

$115
288
319
372
333
383
253
279
258

5.. `:1
071

$95

395

259
307
263
313

weitale family
earning the
Amount of

Stale:
Arkansas. __ ..

Cahloinia,_
Illinois

.......... ..

. ... - ..

.

.

Massachusetts ............. ....,.
Michigan.,
New York

........ .

..

.. ...... ....... ......

.. .............. .

................... ..
,

_

.

Ohio

.

Oregon_ -_
Wisconsin

.

.. ...........

,
.

451

394
461
356
394

345

221

193

219
198

Assumes that work-related expenses are equal to the average allowance for work-related expenses including taxes
currently made in States shown. These work-related expenses do not include day care costs.
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TABLE 5.-RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EARNINGS OF AFDC MOTHERS. AFDC GRANT i-F.VELs, A::0 CASELOADS
PER 1,000 POOR PERSONS IN THE POPULATION. FOR 11
!ZS

New York, N.Y
Philadelphia. Pa-Providence. RI
Chicago, III
San Jose. Cali
Phoenia. Ara...
Rochester, N.Y._
New Orleans. La_
Atlanta, Ga
Memphis, Tenn_

Grant level

(1) arid (2)

Difference
bet.veen

Caseload per
1.000 poor
persons

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4`

$274.56
237.60

5278. 00

-$3. 44

200. 7

264. Of,

266. 00

25.69

84.1

264.00

279.00
221.03
134.00
278.00

94. 04

76. 7
72. 5
71. 8

96.56

4,1. 7

3.80

V.,. 9

radian best

City

wages

--

Raleigh, N.C__

315.04
230.56

281.60
220.00

213.00

116. 00

-2. 04
-15. 00

221_ 76

125. GO

220.00
220.00

104.00
96.76

120. 00

100. 00

144.00

39. 7
35. 4
32. 0

76. 0)

23.2

Self-reported, highest wages of AFDC mothers as reported in survey interview.
Note.--Cols. (3) and (4) have a statistically significant correlation of -0.57.
Source: Pps. 43
J 84, Report of Findings of Special Review of Aid to Families with Dependent Children in New York
City transmitted to ,e Committee on Ways and Means by the U.S. Department of Health, EdUcation, and Welfare and the
New York State De. ilment of Social Services on Sept. 24, 1969.

Senator
';ovEux. Many thanks, Mr. Secretary, and Mr. Patrirelli, for y
.>stiniony and for being so responsive to the committee.
We appreciate it.
Tile committee will be adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the special committee ad iournd, in re-

c(», vene at t he eall of the Chair.)

APPENDIX
-pnar4a. Edward )I. 1\eni,t.,1 i unable to attend ails wev1;':, IA.:wk.:2.- on linn0-er and dry income gap has sulutiittett the bill, ,wing
sl a en lent ft

t

to record ;

STATEMENT BY SENATOR EDWARD M. KENNi.ny

Mr. Chairman From Dr. Cworge Wiley. Mayor John Lindsay. Reverend .Tes,,Jaekson. Senator Fred Harris and others, the Nutrition Committee bit beard
expert testimony this week on the critical need for an effective system that will
,,at a decent income into the lockets of the poor.

Mayor Lindsay cited the nightmarish difficulties nevolved in running New

Yomk's welfare program thrtongh three levels of gwventment administratitut
Dr. Wiley and Reverend .Taekson talked of their personal involvement with
those who suffer the results of deprivation anti neglect because they are loon. They

call for an absolute and immediate end to the needless hunger and suffering of
Amerim's
tenator Harris described his proposal for a program to guarantee adequate
income floor for every needy family. Although I was not here during this week's
testimony. I know that each of the witnesses who appeared has given very
valuable evidente why ineozne maintenanee programs ran be so helpful in eliminating hunger by closing the income

I have for a long time. been tioavineed that the hest way to improve the diets

of the poor is through increasing their income_.: We know. that ailegnate nutrition

is available only through substantial outlays of the average farAly budget. Yet.
we decry the poor for their deficient health and malnourishment. while refusing
to provide for them the funds needed to buy sufficient and nutritious foods.
The 0E0 recently published preliminary results of its New Jersey work incentive experiment. In that experiment. low income families receiving supplementary benefits tended to follow buying habits similar te those of more affluent
families. It is results like this that have eonvinced me to supwrt programs whir:,
will put more money at the disposal of the poor to assure a decent living for
them.

Nearly every witness that appeared this week eritielzed the grossly ineffective
and umnanageahle System that today provides welfare payntents for the poor.
At the sante time', we all know about the Family assistance Plan, under review
by the Ways and 1Ieans Committee. That plan proposes to place a floor under

the amount Of support payments made to the needy. Aecording to stone. however.
that floor s,-4ras more like a basement. Fey even when one must stand on it. there
is still a 1; .g way up to the level that begins to guarantee a decent living.
Mr. Chairman. I am deeidy concerned ado.,. the problems of low Metall+. families. You have forthrightly seen the need to explore 110w we can ('lose the ineonw

gall. but there are pitiably few who are seriously committed to do that. To live
at ,inA a minimum level of health and deveney, the Labor Irepartment has estimated that no less than $.1:100 is needed to sustain a family of four through
11/10 YO.:11%

1{1VP1.4.11(1

J:14:g011 bold this Committee. it WOW: it 'rribly ill4'4411!41,1011t that

one federal agencyThe Department of Laborreports to tar President its

assessment of mininnan survival costs. Yet. the Congress devotes its energies to
the study of a bill that guarantees $1000 to do for a family of four what the Lilo ir

Depart/tient has said will require three and a half times as many dollars. It is
sutli incon:istencies as this. that make Reverend Jackson and others stand in
avpsonte disbelief of the legislative process.
(281)

Pore be wonder, whether the 4'ongress would itivviii. as Mails ron,iderat ion Ti

a plan calling for just one third of the ninnitions requested by the P. ntagon
light the battle in Vietnam. I mr
record on defense matters is. of yurs..
unite different fr,1111 that on 41,mo-stir affairs. I-stia Ily. there is an ablizidahol- of

resourves authorized for Defense.

114111

Thoire i, do merit in a plan aimed at helping the hting-r. and the poor that alfail, to offer alb-gnat.. nolirislonent to-do the job. IV.- all know that 51t;4N1 will
not do the job that
I kinl rthiellt
,-Xpla in will require

In a recent study of ,toadard family

hy the Ala

lipartment of l'nhli AVelfail- there appears -p-' n' tietafled

for

four member family living lb
ThiS* ystlinate,
On :A
the 1.S. I 'l, rtnient of Labor col/1141e direi level, of living standard- for It. sho,
Tbi, lower standard was
The lower stamlard average in the urban
U.S. as of S-.ring 19G7 was S.1915. Sine that period. there has been au I 1.2';
priee index increase for IListon as of -Tilly 1969. Based on these offiehil

figure.,. Peaston's 114.00n AFD4.7 families are completely nriabli, to obtain an ti tle,11Lite living - tantdwrd ls-eanse the :14,rag. family payment tip there is `_ho
per year.
Poor families must tioislessly W011111-r why we are giving. snob serioit, eon.wru
to the X11:011 level of pe,yinents proposed by %lie Administration. when at the same
blue. oldieial thalres document a 1144.11 for substantially more.
Monsirer, we am all ciitiVineed that 011,1 of the !mist depressing and delniiniing
features of the present welfare system is its failure to maintain pers.o1:11 dignity.

In fa et, the system operates to stigmatize and castigate recipients and lu

i-.seipients. In some states., 10e:11 welfare -officials actively discourage lu"lPic

late

aoplying for assistance. even thong], slid, policies conflict extensively with the
expressed purposes of state policy and federal requirements. Many state and
hs-al officials fail to sustain the rile of law in the admintstration of assist:ine
programs. .1ustifiention for such arbitrary and co.:mit-ions judg ion? is often
Mated to the belief that "ban/louts- stifle initiative and operate
discourage
interest in work. Indeed. even through the highest eatineils of our government.
the eorteern for retaining a lure or an inveigh'' to work remains in the Ailtiiinis-

tr

ion's design of the family A ss ista nee Plan.

Thus. that plan makes the neeepta nee of suitable work or training. a condi-

thin for 11:41.1ring benefit pa111i.illitS. That kind of einninilsiint apirears to nae to Ile

unwarranted. To eompel people to areCipt a jol, is to deny tht.in tint
:1110
selections that ANt claim is the essenee of the American dream. It Can mean a
return to the oppression of slavery and involmitary servitmle. While nor present

system fails to be manageable or effeetive. tin' proposed system promises to

lieeome oppressive and stranoing.
1 am aismayed by those compnls.iry work features Because their inelusion is

weakly based on the assumption 'jug- the poor don't want to work. This idea

persists 114.Sliiti. Ividenee from current programs that the ;sun- will aveela jobs if

they are available. In facet. 22 million people live in families with at least Me'
fall tithe worker. 14111, t he wages I.:1mM by these families are sulistandard.

iVe do not need a program that compels people to acept poor paying or nonexistent jolis. What we do need are substantial conallitments to provide adcipl. to
joie that pay federally established minimum wages. Polak Sta*VIVe employiin.tit
and oxistrision of eonstrucron and
job olopiirtunities are reipiired to
make the poor self-stIllielent.

Robert Harris of the President's Income Maintenance Commission told this
Committee that more jobs eoupled with a giviranteed ineoute will be the most
effective way to end the deprivation that poor families are forced to stiffer.
Mr. Chairman. I am particularly gratified that you are looking : :t trite income
gap in your e.:;,sessnfent of ways to end hanger in America. Every. witness that
heaves for this Committee a well reasoned assessment of poor nutritional status
as a coneomitant of low income has added to the cry for substantial increases in
the personal inconie of poor families.

I think our history in social affairs has established that in-kind services do not
give the poor the substanee needed for them to become :um -boor. I think it is well

past the time 'chat we in the Congress should mak a forceful stand eommitt
our national resources to the end of hmiger and poverty in America. Our leadership on this one issue alone can make it possible for all Amerienns to Benefit from

our nation's bountiful atihneuee. I tl.ln i you. Mr. Chairman. for this opport unit.%
to express my c011eCTIt for the ibrevi to

Tea HSI iv in TeSOIriDg till', national crisis.

TUE UNDER SECRETARY' .at' 1 If-ATTIE EDI-CAT ION. AND WEI EAU..

11.4.hingtfai.

19714.

Hon. GEORGE Mt 1:OVERN.,

!Mb

Set., et 1.:(41/Dittfe cm NWteit io// VW/ Nacl. clan

Waxhington.
I PFAU Mg_ ensisviAN : I have yin-ie.-ell :1 status report on tbe Nation:4i Nutrition

Survey wilieb you reItlett.(1 diirinuz my alilra rance 14444 .re the eta lit it 1 .4. "1.1
Mardi 43. The status report 41e.5-rib .--- the rnrrent :...nre-ey activity in each of the
areas involved in the survey.
If I can provide further infornaition for the eotrintitice. please let M.- know.
Sincerely 3.4(ors.

JortN t;.

'i:MA \.
01. r

f,"1 I ft

2114141sure.

STATUS REPORT ON TILE

41-SIATE NATIONAL 7\ i ISITIO

isrlIVEY

7'ed115.-All of tin- basic data latch 1Ven 04111141 and final table: and ,vahla.
t hut have been complete( I. A final retHtrt is hying prepared nit. Ili, State 114alth
Department by the ruiversity of Texas. Galveston contractor for the survey.

Loui.viana.-The ba-ve data have teen edited. with the exception of the

information on three bioehemieal determinations wilich were received in February. 1970. Complete editing will be complete by Mareh 10. 1970. Final tables and
evaluation have been complete for the niajor::;-4- if the data. and will la- complete
for all material by April 1. 1970.

:I. Near York. Cpxrate.-Tbe complete data have been received. edited. and
correetions for errors received from the state. A complete and correct data
source will be ready by March 10. 1970. Final tables will 140 (aniltd for all
liasie data by April 1. mo.

New York City. The field study will be complete on March 21. 1970. Laboratory
determinations
be oompleteal by approximately April 15. 1970. lata from the

first fifty pereeut of the survey have hen put on punch saris and have been
received for e4l'ting in order to identify errors. Final data for editing are to be
re eeived by April 25. 1970.

4. if irhigon.-All of the basic data. on punch cards. have been received. error
lists completed anti correetions for errors received from the state. A correct data
,(tree is !wing pril4ared by the data torta.essing unit. This will be ronuilete by
March 9. 1970. and final tables will be pr44tia red for Most information by April 1.
1970.

The eval4tation of la MO growth by analysis 41 X-ray has been e(anpleted for

)fielligan.

. ifeatucky.-All data have llrlat rereived, edited. and error,: are being 44.1.-

1.m-1(41. Final table4 are being rrepareli and will be complete by April 1. 1i170.

Ii. 11-ext rirgitra.- -All of basic data have liven recAved, the edit program emuploted. and error lists returned to state. No corrected umterial has been returned.
7. Washington.-No data have been received from the state. Biochemical (14-termination 'will be complete by April 1, 1970, and data should be received by
April 1. 1970 for editing.
S. ('alifornia.-Approximately ten percent of the data have lawn received by
IISMIIA. edited, and error listings returned to the state. Approximately twentyfive percent is to be sent in by March 15. 1970 for editing. All data are to be SOIL

by HEW by May 1. 1974).

9. South. Caro-ling.-TNe field work will be comph441 on March
1970. Approximately thirty percent of the data have been received and are being edited.

It is anticipated that all of the data will be received by April :10: 1970. Completely
eorrected data shotild be available for preparing the final report by Julie I. 1970.
10. Massachusetts. -The field work will be complete on April 20. 1970. No data

have been received, but approximately twenty-five percent of the data are to be
sent by March 20. 1070. Editing and corrections will be eompletel by approximately June 15, 1970.
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I'amily size 1:

poverty level
.t1" lice l..
Weekly eo minas aleon

t;z-t. 7241

1.000. lot
07. 7o

leer Incur for 40 ha tur week- 4 ___

Mutt7,13- earnitr.s
Annual 4,a

3.-.1

.21?, Orr
7:..it
:_411 I
1

.sols) =140o,

11;(*4 -1 Tut 4=200

Annual FA1'

Annual ineomc

A nano! total inaoante
Family size S:

pt. 4:7
_'93.:51

Monthly FAP
$200.
3,520.00 Manthly earned income
3.720.00 Monthly total income

310. 00
543, 120. 00

Pt overt y level

*, sus,. 00
113. S5
493.

FAI' level

.':truing, t Wean

s.". per 11...ar fitr 40 htatit. week I

11,4ntlaly eltratings

5 920 00

earning::

7rtr,..N)

7.0

71''t NI

1.. i 12410 i =INNUO

2s-4.10--21:01)=$21k)

Ammo' FAI'

Annual corticd ineenne
Annual total Menthe
TABLE 1.b.l.

10. 07
19::. 3:;

.?.%)0. 00 Monthly FAP

5.920.00 Monthly earned inewne
6,120. 00 Total monthly ineoute

:'

,

I. Oig

NONWORKING FAMILY OF 4 RECEIVING FAMILY ASSiSTANCE °LAN AND THE AMOUNT OF STATE
SUPPLEMENT

State
Alabama
Alaska .
Arizona

._

Florida
Georgia

Hawaii
Idaho

Illinois
Indiaa_
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts.
Michigan
Minnesota._
Mississippi

51. 600

(I)

1.601
1,600
1.600

$622

1, 600

1, 052

3, 524

1,600
1,600

692
1.924

1.788

1, 690

2, 976

1.600
1.60n

188
I. 3: 8

1, 1411

Connecticut

Iowa

8972

2,12A

2,552
2.292

Colorado

Delaware .....
District of Columbia

FAP

2 :'))

Arkansas ....
California ....

. ....... . .. .....

Annual Strati
tupplemenr

Annual
payment

1,608
1, 596
3.103
2.880
3.228
1.290
2.928
2.944
2,244
1,248
2,016
2,196
3.684
3.'156

3.468
828

524

(I)

8

1,600

()

1,606
1,600

1, 503

),600

1,603

1.280

1,628
200

1, 600

1.328

1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600
1,600

1.244

1, 600

2.084

1.600
1.600

1. 556

1;600

644

(I)

416

596

1,868

(I)

